

























MEDICAL CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA 
0025-7125 00002271 W 
PHILADELPHIA 
1,1917--
ISSUES FOR JL 1943-NV 1958 LACK VOL NUMBERING, 
BUT CONSTITUTE V24N4-V 42 
SUPERCEDED MEDICAL, CLINICS OF CHICAGO 
DSCP 27-51 / 52Nl-5/ 53--(W 1.M4) 
EXPLANATION OF HOLDINGS: 
ISSN: TITLE CODE, FREQ 
PLACE OF PUBLICATION 
DATES OF PUBLICATION 
TITLE HISTORY NOTE 
LIBRARY AND HOLDINGS 
GENERAL: UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, HOLDINGS ARE IN PAPER FORM. LOCATIONS AND MICROFORM 
INDICATORS APPEAR IN PARENTHESES. 
DSCPHAS: VOLUME 27 THROUGH 51 COMPLETE. VOLUME 52 INCOMPLETE AND VOLUME 53 FORWARD WITH 
A CURRENT SUBSCRIPTION. THE LOCATION IS CALL NUMBER )W l .M4). MICROFILM IS AVAILABLE 
FOR VOLUMES 1-26. 
[ 
X:: no+ ;" M'c-ro-Pil""' u,.A,;"«·.5 
v 50 PLUS 
" 0163-2027 15448 M 
NEW YORK 
18N9,SE 1978-28Nll,1988 
CONT OF RETIREMENT LIVING 
CONT BY NEW CHOICES FOR THE BEST YEARS 
DSCP 18N9-28Nll 1978-1988 (MICROFORM) 
'-I 80 MICRO 
I'- 0744-7868 19365 M 
PETERBOROUGH NH 
19??--
CONT OF 80 MICROCOMPUTING 
"THE MAGAZINE FOR TRS-80 USERS." 
DSCP N50-N101 MR 1984-JN 1988 
AAAS SCIENCE BOOKS 
0036-8253 16095 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
9,MY 1973-10,MR 1975 
CONT OF SCIENCE BOOKS 
CONT BY SCIENCE BOOKS AND FILMS 









"'· 5'8 ( ,-,l) - V .7Y (1- 12 /
CONT OF AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM 
GEOLOGISTS BULLETIN ALSO AVAILABLE CD-ROM 
A WI L 'G-..uuw-~ 
v.1-v.10 1 1-Y 
f' o,J \ I 01 \,PO - 5Lvt 'W 1q1v 
'f- ABSTRACTS FOR SOCIAL WORKERS 





CONT BY SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH AND ABSTRACTS 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS 
DSCP 10N4-13Nl 
(INDEX) 
WIN 1974-SPRING 1977 
X ACADBMIC AND LIBRARY COMPUTING 
1055-4769 28756 llY/l0Y 
WESTPORT CT 
8N4,AP 1991-9,1992 
CONT OF LIBRARY WORKSTATION REPORT 
MONTHLY EXCEPT COMBINED JL/AU AND NV/DE 
CONT BY CAMPUS WIDE INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
ISSUES 
DSCP 8N4-9 AP 1991-NV/DE 1992 (L) 
/ ACADBMY OP' MANAGEMENT EXECUTIVE 
1079-5545 32247 
ADA OH 
V,7N2, MY 1993-- V. ti N'-f f,JOV 2.0'0 





DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 7N2-- MY 1993--) 
ACADBMY OP' MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 
V 0001-4273 05760 Q MISSISSIPPI STATE MS 
6Nl,MR 1963-~ , 
DSCP 58-74 1 1 JA 1974-1990 • AA ~p rwo "-UY\ M t-"""'1 \/ l\ \.Q \ c;~ IA..L "l 
(MICROFORM) 0 o\ 
T~ ';.,.pb 1.,oti3) 2,1-:l.V , 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT 
CONT IN PART BY ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
ABA BANKING JOURN.At' 
0194-5947 15001 M 
BRISTOL CT 0t~ 
71N4,AP 1979-- '1?tl\,Nl'2-(1.. ... 2'\ 
CONT OF BANKING I 
AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 71N4-- AP1979--) 
ABBEY NEWSLETTER 
/' 0276-8291 21238 
ANN ARBOR MI 
6Y/8Y 
1,AU 1975 - N15,JL 1978; 
V2Nl,SE 1978--
6Y 1979-1987 - IR 1975-1977 - 5 OR 6Y DEC1977-
1978 SUBTITLE: BOOKBINDING AND CONSERVATION 
(1987--) HAS SISTER PUBL CALLED: ALKALINE PAPER 
ADVOCATE SOME NOS ARE 2ND EDITIONS, SOME IN 2 
PARTS. SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES 
DSCP CURRENT/+4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
\/ 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM :v. 1- '+?tpr 1958- - ,D,ec. '1o1>Y J
ACADBMY OP' MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
0363-7425 16438 Q 
MISSISSIPPI STATE MS 
1,JA 1976--
CONT IN PART OF ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 
ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM :V,l~/w\ 1976- -0cA-'loaY) 




CONT OF POLIO LIVING 
Q 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM :v. 25- {Swt\.1980- -) 
-1..\lo S\>..N. Loo\') 
i ACCESS/ INSTITUTE OF MUSEUM SERVICES 
0000-0000 33820 I 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl, 1990?--
ISSUE FOR APR 1994 LACKS NUMERICAL DESIGNATION 
DSCP 8-- 1997-- (L) 
f ACCESS (LIBRARY OF MICHIGAN) 
1051-0818 26877 BM 
LANSING MI 
8Nl,JL/AU 1990--
CONT OF LIBRARY OF MICHIGAN NEWSLETTER 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 9 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
/ 
ACCOUNTING REVIEW 
0001-4826 18774 Q 
SARASOTA FL 
1, MR 1926--
CONT OF AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY 
INSTRUCTORS IN ACCOUNTING. PAPERS PROCEEDINGS 
THE ANNUAL MEETING VOLS FOR 1968-77 HAVE 
SUPPLEMENT: AMERICAN ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION 
COMMITTEE REPORTS - AMERICAN ACCOUNTING 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: v.53 - - (J"/l.N\1978- - ) 
-1 8 - Oc,\-'loo'>) 
\, ACCRA COST OF LIVING INDEX 
f 0740-7130 31289 Q 
LOUISVILLE KY 
25N3(3D QUARTER),1992--
CONT OF COST OF LIVING INDEX 
AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE RESEARCHERS 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 25N3-- 3D QUARTER 1992--
Y ACHV. AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING AND VENTILATING 
I' 0000-0000 16475 M 
NEW YORK 
62N6,JN 1965-66N6,JN 1969 
OF 
CONT OF AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING AND VENTILATING 
CONT BY BUILDING SYSTEMS DESIGN 
DSCP 62N6-65 
I' ACM JOURNAL 
JN 1965-1968 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING 
MACHINERY 
/ ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA. JOURNAL 
SEE JOURNAL OF THE ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
ACROSS THE BOARD 




CONT OF CONFERENCE BOARD RECORD 
ABSORBED FOCUS 
THE CONFERENCE BOARD INC 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM : '/.21- -(_J°"hl984- - ) 
-t, I be<-~) X ACTION FOR LIBRARIES 
0363-0250 16440 BM/M 
DENVER CO 
l,OC 1975--
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL CENTER FOR RESEARCH. ROCKY 
MOUNTAIN REGION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
I AD-ASTRA= TO THE STARS: THE MAGAZINE OF THE 
NATIONAL SPACE SOCIETY 
X 
1041-102X 26049 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,JA 1989--
SOME ISSUES COMBINED 
DSCP'l,1 1~ (:5~ 989- ")Lt. 1,<>0'l(iMICROFILM) 
AD-LIBS 
0000-0000 18243 BW 
GREENVILLE SC 
lNl,SE 1972--









v ADMINISTRATION IN SOCIAL WORK 
f 0364-3107 05755 Q 
NEW YORK 
1,1977--
NATIONAL NETWORK FOR SOCIAL WORK MANAGERS 
DSCP 1-2/9-19 SPRING 1977-WINTER 1978/ 
SPRING 1985-WINTER 1995 
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT 
0001-8376 00112 M 
NEW YORK 
22N5,MY 1961-43,1982 
CONT OF OFFICE MANAGEMENT AND AMERICAN BUSINESS 
MERGED WITH WORD PROCESSING AND INFORMATION 







0884-5905 19980 M 
NEW YORK 
46N10,1985-49N3,1988 
CONT OF OFFICE ADMINISTRATION AND AUTOMATION 
THRU V.46N9, SE 1985. ALSO INCORPORATES 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
0~ Ppr') 
DSCP (MICROFILM: -J.46N10-49N3 I OC 1985-AP 1988) 
V, 
/ ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCE QUARTERLY 






VOL 1-12, 1956-68. 1 V. ALSO AVAILABLE CD-ROM 
CORNELL UNIV. GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURT~EN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM:-1.l-- ('j'u.,11956--) ) 
V. '11 1).et. '2.,oo'Z. 
ADOLESCENCE 
0001-8449 00115 Q 
ROSLYN HEIGHTS NY 
lNl,SPRING 1966--
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 








FORMED BY UNION OF ADULT EDUCATION JOURNAL AND 
ADULT EDUCATION BULLETIN 
ISSUED OC 1950-AP 1951 BY THE AMERICAN 
ASSOCIATION FOR ADULT EDUCATION AND THE DEPT. OF 
ADULT EDUCATION OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION; JE 1951-- BY THE ADULT EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION OF THE US CONT BY ADULT EDUCATION 
QUARTERLY 
DSCP-.J14-33N2 
fo..11 w, ... µ/ 
1963-1983 






CONT OF ADULT EDUCATION 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR 
EDUCATION 
ADULT AND CONTINUING 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BA9.\:FILE 







1,MY 1952-25,JN 1977 
SUPERSEDED BY LIFELONG LEARNING. 1955-77 
INCLUDES THE REPORT OF THE ADULT EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
(Y\ µ,\ j'°l>-,M. 







SUPERSEDES LIFELONG LEARNING 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR ADULT 
EDUCATION 
& CONTINUING 
DSCP>/.lNl- - SEP 1989- F~ II 1,.0D2.(MICROFILM: 
\1,1- f~ SEP 1989- - fc,..\\ 2001..") 
/ ADVANCED MANAGEMENT 
0000-0000 17443 Q 
NEW YORK 
4N5,FALL 1939-26,1961 
CONT OF SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT 
JOURNAL MERGED WITH OFFICE EXECUTIVE, TO FORM 
ADVANCED MANAGEMENT-OFFICE EXECUTIVE 
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT 
f.. .56.,,,\ 
DSCP 26 -1."1\196 iz.i_ t'J~'-·f~JMICROFreHE) 
ADVANCED MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 




CONT OF ADVANCED MANAGEMENT-OFFICE EXECUTIVE 
CONT BY S.A.M. ADVANCED MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT 
DSCP~ ~ -33N4 1963-OC 1968 (MICROFICHE) 
ADVANCED MANAGEMENT-OFFICE XECUTIVE 
/' 0567-977X 17442 M 
NEW YORK 
lNl,JA 1962-2N8,AU 1963 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF ADVANCED MANAGEMENT, AND 
OFFICE EXECUTIVE CONT BY ADVANCED MANAGEMENT 
JOURNAL 
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT AND 
NATIONAL OFFICE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 1-2N8 (MICROFORM) 
ADVANCED MATERIALS AND PROCESSES 
0882-7958 20686 M 
METALS PARK OH 
lNl, SE 1985-2N9,SE1986 
\f,130N4,OC 1986--
ABSORBED METAL PROGRESS WITH 130N4, OC 1986 AND 
ADOPTED ITS NUMBERING 1986-1989 SPECIAL ISSUE 
WITH DISTINCTIVE VOL NUMBERING, GUIDE TO 
ENGINEERED MATERIALS, FROM 1990 - IT BECAME A 
REGULAR ISSUE AND DROPPED ITS DISTINCTIVE VOLUME 
NUMBERING 
DSCP.f,130N4-- ( oC11 986 - Qt.£. i,ch) (MICROFILM) 
. -1'.)'t 
X ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LIBRARIES 
0044-636X 00121 l0Y/M 
WHITE PLAINS NY 
1,1971--
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 
YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
ADVERTISING AGE 
0001 - 8899 15010 W 
/ CHICAGO 
1930--
ABSORBED ADVERTISING AGENCY MAGAZINE, SE 1958 
DSCP FIVE YEAR BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 
"'· 29-- l-:r~ 958--l V .1?; t)<..C..,. 'lA:lO'l..) 
ADVERTISING AGE'S BUSINESS MARKETING 
/ 






CONT OF BUSINESS MARKETING 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BiCKFILE 
(MICROFILM:v,79-- ( JAIJ1994--) 
v.8'-\ 'DCC-\"\"IC\> 
AERONAUTICAL JOURNAL 
0001-9240 00232 l0Y 
LONDON 
72,1968--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY 
ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY 
:::r~ 
DSCPt. 72-86 1968-1982 (MICROFORM) 
AEROSPACE AMERICA 
0740-722X 19470 M 
NEW YORK 
22,1984--
CONT OF ASTRONAUTICS AND AERONAUTICS 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND 
ASTRONAUTICS 
DSCP-J.22 J>l-t (~ 984- (MICROFORM) 
· 1/, tf rJ 11-
AGEING AND SOCIETY 




CENTRE FOR POLICY ON AGEING AND THE BRITISH 
SOCIETY OF GERONTOLOGY 




1047-4781 25323 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,1989--
SUPERSEDES FOREIGN AGRICULTURE 
DSCP 1- - 1989--
AGING 




ISSUES FOR 1951 HAVE NO NOS BUT 
CONSTITUTE Nl - 2 
PAGE: 0004 
ISSUED JN 1952-MR 1953 BY COMMITTEE ON AGING AND 
GERIATRICS, FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY; MY 1953-JA 
1957 BY COMMITTEE ON AGING AND GERIATRICS, DEPT. 
OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE; FE 1957-JA 
1963, BY THE DEPARTMENT'S SPECIAL STAFF ON 
AGING; FE 1963-SE 1965 BY OFFICE OF AGING; OC 
1965-- BY ADMINISTRATION ON AGING 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
DSCP N198-367 1971-1996 
\, AGRICULTURAL INDEX 
0196-5883 00243 I/BA 
NEW YORK 
1,1916-49,1964 
(CUMULATED VOLS NUMBERED 1-18) 
ISSUED ONCE EVERY THREE YEARS UNTIL 1954 
CONT BY BIOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL INDEX 
DSCP 12-22/24-49 (INDEX R 016.574) 
,/ AGRICULTURAL OUTLOOK 
0099-1066 15023 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,JN 1975--
u.s. DEPT OF AGRICULTURE ECONOMIC RESEARCH 
SERVICE 
DSCP Nl-2/4 - 190/204-- JN 1975-JL 1975/ 
SE 1975-JL 1975/SE1975-OC1992/1994--
(MICROFICHE: 191-194/196-203 NV 
1992-1993) 
X AGRICULTURAL PRICES 
0002-1601 16473 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1942--
CONT OF FARM PRODUCT PRICES 
U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE. CROP REPORTING BOARD 
DSCP 1981Nl-12 (MICROFICHE: 1987Nl-2, 
4-12/1989Nl-4,7-8,10-12/1990Nl-10,12/ 




0002-161X 08232 BM/M/l0Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,JA 1953--






0001 - 1428 00246 Q 
CHICAGO 
l,FALL 1960-10N2,SUMMER 1970 
CONT BY QUARTERLY - ASSOCIATION OF HOSPITAL AND 
INSTITUTION LIBRARIES 
ASSOCIATION OF HOSPITAL AND INSTITUTION LIBRARIES 
DSCP 1-10 1960-1970 (MICROFORM) 
AIA JOURNAL 
0001-1479 16498 14Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
28,MY 1957-72N6,JN1983 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF 
ARCHITECTS CONT BY ARCHITECTURE 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS 
DSCP 28Nl-3,5-10,12/29/30Nl-2,4-12/31/ 
32Nl - 8,10-12/33-37/38Nl,2,5-7,10,12/39-41/ 
42Nl-5,11-12/43-50 
. A ,_: &..-
/ AIAA JOURNAL A,h.i/l~ :r., sf1-h.k o C:: n ~,--,c...-s . 
0001-1452 00248 M A!.-n-b'f'{\A.,\J.,c.,s 
NEW YORK 
1,JA 1963-- V, 'L~ ( l)~c.., \'l"JOJ 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF ARS JOURNAL, AND JOURNAL 
OF THE AEROSPACE SCIENCES 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND 
ASTRONAUTICS 
DSCP 1-28 1963-1990 (MICROFILM) 
AIKEN STANDARD 
0893-2557 06240 D 
AIKEN SC 
1,1867- -
DAILY EXCEPT SATURDAY 
DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
IR CONDITIONING, HEATING & REFRIGERATION NEWS 
0002-2276 15oj4 w 
TROY MI 
85N14,DE 1,1958--
CONT OF AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION NEWS 
ABSORBED WITH MR 24, 1969: AIR ENGINEERING 
Sf~ jM 1)t,C. 
DSCP\J,lmNU-205 DE 1958-1998 (MICROFILM) "· 
AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING, AND VENTILATING 
PAGE: 0005 
0000-0000 06362 M 
NEW YORK 
52,JA 1955-62N5,MY 1965 
CONT OF HEATING AND VENTILATING 
CONT BY ACHV AIR CONDIT~ONING, HEATING AND 
VENTILATING 
Oe..c.. \"lbl) 
DSCJ;>, 55-~ /JAf'1 958- ~ -S (MICROFORM) -v. v, loS l ' 
XAIR CONDITONING AND REFRIGERATION NEWS 0000-0000 16474 ? 
ANN ARBOR MI 
19N3,SE 16,1936-85N13,NV 24,1958 
CONT OF ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION NEWS 
CONT BY AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING AND 
REFRIGERATION NEWS 
DSCP 83-85N13 1958 (MICROFORM) 
AIR & WASTE 
1073-161X 32150 M 
PITTSBURGH PA 
43Nl, JA 1993-44,1994 
CONT OF AND BY JOURNAL OF AIR & WASTE MANAGEMENT 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCPv.43-44 
~Cu, p .. e..c-
1993-1994 (MICROFILM) 
AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING 
0002-2667 16477 M 
LONDON 
1,MR 1929-58N3,MR,1986 




'J' 0.,-, \)R. '- j M\ 't:(_c,_ 
( 1958-1964, 1967-1968 ) 
AIRMAN 
0002-2756 16478 BM/M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1 AU 1957--
AIR FORCE SERVICE INFORMATION AND NEWS CENTER 
DSCP 17N4-5,7-12/18-- AP 1973-MY 1973, 
JL 1973-- (D 301.60:) 
AJMR 
SEE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MENTAL RETARDATION 
'/... ALA BULLETIN 
. 0364-4006 03538 llY 
CHICAGO 
33,1939-63,1969 
CONT OF BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN LIBRARY 
ASSOCIATION ISSUED AS REGULAR NOS OF THE 
BULLETIN: 1939-48, THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL 
CONFERENCE OF THE ASSOCIATION (TITLE VARIES 
SLIGHTLY); 1939-47, ALA HANDBOOK; 1939-48, THE 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE ASSOCIATION SUPERSEDED BY 
AMERICAN LIBRARIES 
DSCP 33-36/39-63 1939-1942/1945-1969 
)( ALA WASHINGTON NEWS 
0000-0000 31365 I 
WASHINGTON DC 
48Nl, JA 26, 1996--
CONT OF ALA WASHINGTON NEWSLETTER 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 48-- 1996-- {L) 
X ALA WASHINGTON NEWSLETTER 0001-1746 12222 ? 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1949-47,1995 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF MONTHLY REPORT, AND 
FEDERAL RELATIONS NEWS CONT BY ALA WASHINGTON 
NEWS 
{L) 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. WASHINGTON OFFICE 
DSCP 36-47 1984-1995 {L) 
/ ALCOHOL HEALTH AND RESEARCH WORLD 
0090-838X 09568 M/Q 
ROCKVILLE MD 
1,1973-22,1998 
DHEW PUB N{HSM)73-9084,ETC 
CONT BY ALCOHOL RESEARCH & HEALTH 
ISSUED THROUGH THE NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE 
ALCOHOL INFORMATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS 15 YEARS/ LAST 
FOR 
ISSUE 22N4,1998 {MICROFILM:y 4-22 
("1-1' 979-1998) . 
/ ALCOHOL RESEARCH & HEALTH 
0000-0000 35007 Q 
ROCKVILLE MD 
v. 23Nl, 1999- IJ,1..lp 1 1ooi.. 
{NIH PUBL) 
CONT OF ALCOHOL HEALTH AND RESEARCH WORLD 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON ALCOHOL AUSE AND ALCOHOLISM 
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, NIH 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS 15 YEARS 
v ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS QUARTERLY BULLETIN 
I' 0000-0000 17467 Q 
WASHINGTON 
Nl,JA/MR 1979-4,OC/DE 1982 
CONT OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS BULLETIN. 
CONT BY QUARTERLY BULLETIN {BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, 
TOBACCO, AND FIREARMS) 
U.S. BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS 
DSCP 1982 {T 70. 7:) 
PAGE: 0006 
V ALCTS NEWSLETTER 
fl\ 1047-949X 26270 SY 
CHICAGO IL 
1,1990- -
SUPERSEDES RTSD NEWSLETTER 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE {L) 
'f.. A.L.L. POINTS BULLETIN 
0000-0000 13072 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
198? --
AT HEAD OF TITLE: ADULT LEARNING & LITERACY 
DSCP 2N3 - - AU 1990-- (ED 1. 33/5:) 
AMERICA 
0002-7049 16482 W 
NEW YORK 
lNl,AP 17,1909--
CONT OF MESSENGER 
JESUITS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR 
(MICROFORM :y,88 -\1\l 
,CKFILE 
952- - ) 
\Xe.. 1--0-04 
) AMERICA'S TEXTILES 
' 0737-0040 18711 M 
GREENVILLE SC 
12Nl,JA 1983-15N3,1986 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF AMERICA'S TEXTILES. 
REPORTER/BULLETIN; AND AMERICA'S TEXTILES. 
KNITTER APPAREL EDITION CONT BY AMERICA'S 
TEXTILES INTERNATIONAL 
DSCP 12N12-13N2/14Nl-15N3 DE 1983-FE 
1984/JA 1985-MR 1986 
X AMERICA'S TEXTILES INTERNATIONAL 0890-9970 26155 M 
ATLANTA GA 
15N4,1986--
CONT OF AMERICA'S TEXTITLES 
DSCP 15N4 - - AP 1986--
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, BOSTON. 
PROCEEDINGS 
SEE DAEDALUS 
/ AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE. 
ANNALS 
SEE ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL 
AND SOCIAL SCIENCE 
ANNALS OF THE DEAF 




FREQ VARIES. VOL 139Nl, MR 1994 MISNUMBERED 
Vl39N2, MR 1994 CONT OF AMERICAN ANNALS OF THE 
DEAF AND THE DUMB 
CONFERENCE OF EXECUTIVES OF AMERICAN SCHOOLS FOR 
THE DEAF 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM :'I, 111- \',q( 1966- - ) 
i.ooS 
AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY 






SOCIETY OF AMERICAN ARCHIVISTS 
DSCP 51N3-- SUM 1988--










DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM : 'f' 14- i,l(-:!~1950- ~c 1,oO~) 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OP 
SCIENCE. SCIENCE BOOKS 
SEE AAAS SCIENCE BOOKS 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OP 
SCIENCE. SCIENCE BOOKS AND PILMS 
SEE SCIENCE BOOKS AND FILMS 
ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS 
BULLETIN 
0002-7464 16553 M 
TULSA OK 
51,JA 1967 - 57,DE 1973 
CONT OF BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF 
PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS CONT BY AAPG BULLETIN 
°S(U\ 
DSCP 51-57 1967-1973 {MICROFORM) 
AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION 
SEE ABA BANKING JOURNAL 




SUSP JA-AP 1968 
CONT OF PROD, POLITICAL RESEARCH, ORGANIZATION 
AND DESIGN {VARIES) SUPPLS ACCOMPANY SOME NOS, 
10 YR, SE 1997--INCLUDES A SECTION WITH TITLE: 
NEW STUDIES (VARIES SLIGHTLY) 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: ...... 
v,q-s.ep IC\"'~ - f>v..L,,('0/,) 't. AMERICAN BOOK PUBLISHING RECORD "Ll°t .. -c, . 
/' 0002-7707 00284 M 
NEW YORK 
l,FE 1960--
AT HEAD OF TITLE: BPR 





/ AMERICAN CERAMIC SOCIETY BULLETIN 




CONT OF BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN CERAMIC SOCIETY 
TM "l)t..C.. 
DSCP',/,36-69 1957-1990 {MICROFORM) 
AMERICAN CERAMIC SOCIETY JOURNAL 
SEE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN CERAMIC SOCIETY 
AMERICAN CITY 
0002-7936 00286 M 
PITTSFIELD MA 
l,SE 1909-90N8,AU 1975 
SE 1914-JE 1920 IN 2 EDITIONS: CITY EDITION AND 
TOWN AND COUNTY EDITION 
CONT BY AMERICAN CITY AND COUNTY 
DSCP 87-90N8 1972-1975 
{MICROFORM: v~8 ;;;,90N8 
;v.., 
1953-197S) 
CITY AND COUNTY 
0149-337X 11717 M 
PITTSFIELD MA 
90N9,SE 1975--
CONT OF AMERICAN CITY. MR ISSUE EACH YEAR IS 
MUNICIPAL INDEX TITLE ON SPINE, 1975--, AMERICAN 
CITY 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM:v.91-- f-:S-""'1976--) v. \17 \.: ")le. ,oot,. 
AMERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE JOURNAL 
SEE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE 
J AMERICAN CRAPT 
0194-8008 15038 BM 
NEW YORK 
39N3,JN/JL 1979--
CONT OF CRAFT HORIZONS WITH CRAFT WORLD 
AMERICAN CRAFTS COUNCIL 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YE~ BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM :v 39- - l'!W'l979- -) 
'~1. :r~ '2.A03 
AMERICAN DEMOGRAPHICS 
0163-4089 08885 M 
ITHACA NY 
1,1979--
DSCPJ,8 - - JA 1986-- (MICROFORM: 
V. 8- 't.fo 1986- "1~ V 2 ooLf) 
DRUGGIST 
0190-5279 08084 SM/M 
NEW YORK 
169,1974--
ISSUES FOR JL & NV 1977 CALLED V175N7 & 10 BUT 
CONSTITUTE V176Nl AND 5 CONT OF AMERICAN 
DRUGGIST MERCHANDISING 
DSCP 177-184 1978-1981 (MICROFILM) 
AMERICAN DYESTUFF REPORTER 
0002-8266 16491 W/BW/M 
NEW YORK 
1,OC 8,1917-88N7/8,JL/AU1999 
ABSORBED TEXTILE COLORIST AND CONVERTER. MERGED 
WITH TEXTILE CHEMIST AND COLORISTS, TO FORM: 
TEXTILE CHEMIST AND COLORIST & AMERICAN DYESTUFF 
REPORTER 
j"~ 
DSCP~~7 - 87 1958 - 1998 






INCLUDES HANDBOOK OF THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC 
ASSOCIATION INCLUDES ANNUAL LIST OF DOCTORAL 
DISSERTATIONS IN POLITICAL ECONOMY IN PROGRESS 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF ECONOMIC BULLETIN AND 
AMERICAN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION QUARTERLY 
m~ 
1966- ~~o, (MICROFORM) DSCP'l 56- -. "· "l:, 
'\/ AMERICAN EDUCATION (U.S. DEPT OF EDUCATION) 
0002-8304 19415 10/YR 
WASHINGTON DC 
16N4,MY 1980-21N3,1985 
CONT OF AMERICAN EDUCATION (U.S. OFFICE OF 
EDUCATION) 
DSCP 16N4-21N3 MY 1980-AP 1985 
(MICROFILM) 
AMERICAN EDUCATION (U.S. 
PAGE: 0008 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION) 
0000 - 0000 19416 10/YR 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1964-16N3,AP 1980 
CONT OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
CONT OF SCHOOL LIFE 
CONT BY AMERICAN EDUCATION 
EDUCATION) 
(U.S. DEPT OF 
DSCPv,1- fi~ 3 f 1~~ 4 -~l~ ) (MICROFILM) 
AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH JOURNAL 
0002-8312 18437 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,JA 1964--
AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM :"(,1 7- - (1980- -) 
/ v.Yl '2-0o~ 
/ AMERICAN FAMILY PHYSICIAN 
0002-838X 08085 M/16Y/20Y 
KANSAS CITY MO 
2N6,1970--
CONT OF AMERICAN FAMILY PHYSICIAN/GP 
NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH THE EARLIER SERIES ALSO 
CALLED THE AMERICAN FAMILY PHYSICIAN. SEMI-
MONTHLY EXCEPT JUNE, JL, AU & DEC ARE MONTHLY 
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF GENERAL PRACTICE 
DSCP 54N6-- NV 1996-- (MICROFILM: 
"5!) 5-4-- 7 0 /1996--) 
/ · L:!""--"' 'D.(c..u,oYJ 
V AMERICAN FARMER 
0000-0000 16492 W 
BALTIMORE 
1,AP 2,1819-?,1897 
VOLUME NUMBERING ERRATIC 
SUSPENDED JA 7,1862 - JN 1866 
ABSORBED BY AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST 
DSCPv l-90 1A/{9-1 ~~ (MICROFORM) 
AMERICAN FILM 
0361-4751 15042 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,OC 1975-17Nl,1992 
AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE 
DSCJ;:\/,4-17 1~7\ -1% (MICROFILM) 
AMERICAN FOLKLIFE CENTER NEWS 
SEE FOLKLIFE CENTER NEWS 
AMERICAN GAS JOURNAL 
0096-4409 16494 14Y 
DALLAS 
?,1921-197NS,1970 
CONT OF AMERICAN GAS ENGINEERING JOURNAL 
l 
MERGED WITH PIPELINE ENGINEER, TO FORM PIPELINE 
& GAS JOURNAL 
'J'"~ 't)(..c.. 
DSCF\J,186-196 1959-1969 (MICROFORM) 
/ AMERICAN HEALTH 
0730 - 7004 14502 BM/l0Y 
NEW YORK 
lNl, MR/AP 1982-15N9,NV1996 
CALLED ALSO: AH. CONT BY AMERICAN HEALTH FOR 
WOMEN 
DSCP-J,8Nl-15N9 1989-NV1996 'l).tt.'-
(MICROFILM: 'l,8-12 .f,-1.989-1993) 
y AMERICAN HEALTH 
1523-3359 34696 l0Y 
NEW YORK 
18Nl, JA, 1999--
CONT OF AMERICAN HEALTH FOR WOMEN 
DSCP 18Nl-- JA 1999--
AMERICAN HEALTH FOR WOMEN 
1092 - 1656 10175 l0Y 
NEW YORK 
15N10,DE1996-17N9,NV/DE1998 
CONT OF AND BY AMERICAN HEALTH 
DSCP 15N10-17N9 DE 1996-NV/DE 1998 
X AMERICAN HERITAGE 




AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR STATE AND LOCAL HISTORY 




/ AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW 
0002-8762 15044 Q/5Y 
v, ,-10> 
:t •·i' I I - 1,o ' 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,OC 1895--
SUPERSEDED IN PART BY: RECENTLY PUBLISHED 
ARTICLES, FORMERLY ISSUED AS PART OF THE 
AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW 
AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: V,1- \~G\/cx)i895- - ) 1,1 \,: \)(_,(. 'l)) 1l- I 
HISTORY 
1076-8866 32249 BM 
HARRISBURG PA 
29N2, JN 1994--
CONT OF AMERICAN HISTORY ILLUSTRATED 
-i, ·Yo 
PAGE: 0009 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS FOR 15 YEARS 
(MICROFILM: ,v,29N2- ~ / J1i 1994--) 
/ 
'l,?>CP.I fe_b~'D'D> 
AMERICAN HISTORY ILLUSTRATED 
0002-8770 15045 l0Y/BM 
HARRISBURG PA 
1,AP 1966-29Nl,MR/AP1994 
CONT BY AMERICAN HISTORY 
NATIONAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: '1,13-29Nl (Af/iJ..978-Mlft/AP 1994) 
/ AMERICAN HOME 
0002-8789 15046 M 
NEW YORK 
1,1929-81N2,FE 1978 
CONT OF HOME & GARDEN BUILDER 
:r v-.r.J t.
DSCI\J,48-81N2 1952-F ~ 1978 (MICROFORM) 
/ AMERICAN IMAGO 
0065-860X 03552 4Y 
DETROIT 
1,NV 1939--
SUSP AU 1942-FE 1946 
"A PSYCHOANALYTICAL JOURNAL FOR THE ARTS AND 
SCIENCES" AVAILABLE WWW 
ASSOCIATION FOR APPLIED PSYCHOANALYSIS 
DSC:EV,25- ~ei 1960- i-o<i').... (MICROFORM) 
t AMERICAN IMPORT EXPORT BULLETIN 
0002-886X 15048 M 
PHILADELPHIA 
80N4,AP 1974-95N3,SE 1981 
CONT OF AMERICAN IMPORT & EXPORT BULLETIN 
CONT BY AMERICAN IMPORT EXPORT MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 80N4-95N3 AP 1974-SE 1981 
X AMERICAN IMPORT & EXPORT BULLETIN 
0000-0000 16495 M 
NEW YORK 
1,JL 1934-80N3,MR 1974 
CONT BY AMERICAN IMPORT EXPORT BULLETIN 
DSCP 68-80N3 1968-MR 1974 
y AMERICAN IMPORT/EXPORT GLOBAL TRADE 
0897-9936 26893 M 
PHILADELPHIA PA 
107N5,1987-108N6,1988 
CONT OF AMERICAN IMPORT/EXPORT MANAGEMENT'S 
GLOBAL TRADE CONT BY GLOBAL TRADE 
DSCP 107N5-108N6 1987-1988 
/' AMERICAN IMPORT EXPORT MANAGEMENT 
0279-4470 15049 M 
PHILADELPHIA 
95N4,OC 1981-104N4,1985 
CONT OF AMERICAN IMPORT EXPORT BULLETIN 
CONT BY AMERICAN IMPORT-EXPORT MANAGEMENT'S 
GLOBAL TRADE EXECUTIVE 
DSCP 95N4-100N3/101Nl-102N4 OC 
1981-MR 1984/JL 1984-AP 1985 
')< AMERICAN IMPORT/EXPORT MANAGEMENT'S GLOBAL TRADB 
0893-7893 08989 M 
PHILADELPHIA 
106N3,1987-107N4,1987 
CONT OF AMERICAN IMPORT-EXPORT MANAGEMENT'S 
GLOBAL TRADE EXECUTIVE CONT BY AMERICAN 
IMPORT/EXPORT GLOBAL TRADE 
DSCP 106N3-107N4 MAR 1987-OC 1987 
X AMERICAN IMPORT-EXPORT MANAGEMENT'S GLOBAL TRADB 
EXECUTIVE 
0884-5484 19914 M 
PHILADELPHIA PA 
102N5,1985-103N5,NV 1985 
CONT OF AMERICAN IMPORT EXPORT MANAGEMENT 
CONT BY GLOBAL TRADE EXECUTIVE 
DSCP 102N6-103N5 JL 1985-NV 1985 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OP' AERONAUTICS AND 
ASTRONAUTICS. JOURNAL 
SEE AIAA JOURNAL 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OP ARCHITECTS. JOURNAL 
SEE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF 
ARCHITECTS 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OP' AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
0002-9092 00301 Q/5Y 
MENASHA WI 
50,FE 1968--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF FARM ECONOMICS 
AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION 
re b t>~v 
DSCPy.50-72 1968-1§90 (MICROFILM) 
'X AMERICAN JOURNAL OP HEALTH PROMOTION 
' 0890-1171 20480 Q/BM 
ROYAL OAK MI 
1,1986--
BIMONTHLY SE/OC 1989-. HAS SUPPL, ART OF HEALTH 
PROMOTION 1997-
DSCP 12N4-- MR/AP 1998--
AMERICAN JOURNAL OP MENTAL DEFICIENCY 




CONT OF PROCEEDINGS AND ADDRESSES OF THE ANNUAL 
SESSION OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION ON MENTAL 
DEFICIENCY CONT BY AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MENTAL 
RETARDATION 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION ON MENTAL DEFICIENCY 
::,...J 
1962-SE P 1987 (MICROFILM) 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OP' MENTAL RETARDATION: AJMR 
0895-8017 08783 Q/BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
92N3,NV 1987--
CONT OF AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MENTAL DEFICIENCY 
MAR 1988-- HAS TITLE ON COVER: AMERICAN JOURNAL 
ON MENTAL RETARDATION 
DSCP 92N3- - NOV 1987--
(MICROFORM:i 9~N3-- NV1987--) 
v., o ei Nv Nov -io-, 1--t') 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OP NURSING 
0002-936X 00327 M 
NEW YORK 
l,OC 1900--
OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE AMERICAN NURSES' 
ASSOCIATION (1900-11, CALLED THE NURSES' 
ASSOCIATED ALUMNAE OF THE UNITED STATES), AND 
1900-JL 1952, OF THE NATIONAL LEAGUE OF NURSING 
EDUCATION (1900-12, CALLED THE AMERICAN SOCIETY 
OF TRAINING SCHOOLS FOR NURSES), AND AT VARIOUS 
TIMES OF NUMEROUS OTHER NURSING ORGANIZATIONS AT 
HEAD OF TITLE: AJN WITH 82N9. INCLUDES NURSES' 
DRUG ALERT 1982-
-NV1989 ALSO AVAILABLE WWW 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM:V.68-- 1968--) 
ID4 [,.,(..,!M 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OP ORTHOPSYCHIATRY 
0002-9432 00333 5Y/Q 
ALBANY NY 
l,OC 1930--
INCLUDES PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL MEETING OF 
THE AMERICAN ORTHOPSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION 
AMERICAN ORTHOPSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: v,40- - ::f#-l'.970- -) 
'74 " 
JOURNAL OP PHYSICS 
0002-9505 00339 BM/M 
WOODBURY NY 
8,FE 1940- -
CONT OF AMERICAN PHYSICS TEACHER 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICS TEACHERS 
DSCPV,26 - 57 l~'r 8-1989 (MICROFORM) 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OP POLITICAL SCIENCE 







CONT OF MIDWEST JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 
MIDWEST POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM:V.24-- (Jtbl-980--) 
4g Ock tott-l 




VOLS FOR JL1921-MY1934 CALLED ALSO NSl-13 
FREQ VARIES. SUPPLS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES. CONT 
OF AMERICAN JOURNAL OF INSANITY. AVAILABLE WWW 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM:i l37-- ( 1980--) 
l~I '2,ot>L-! 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY 
0002-9556 00345 Q 
URBANA IL 
l,NV 1887--
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM:v.77-- (f'l'.of.1.964--) 
1'1 i.oo'-'\ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
0090-0036 00347 M 
NEW YORK 
61,1971--
SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES. ALSO 
AVAILABLE WWW CONT IN PART OF AMERICAN JOURNAL 
OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND THE NATION'S HEALTH 
OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM:V61 ~(1vJ.. 97.1--) '-' 
' ~'}A\ I 
JOURNAL OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND THE NATION'S 
HEALTH 
0002-9572 00348 M 
ALBANY NY 
18,1928-60,1970 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF THE NATION'S HEALTH, AND 
THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, ASSUMING 
THE VOL NUMBERING OF THE LATTER. IN 1971 
SEPARATED AGAIN INTO THE SAME TWO TITLES THE 
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION YEARBOOK FOR 
1933-42 ISSUED AS SUPPL TO THE JOURNAL; FOR 1948-





JOURNAL OP SMALL BUSINESS 





CONT BY ENTREPRENEURSHIP THEORY AND PRACTICE 
ET&P 
UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE 
:5....,.\ 5o;,.,_j 
DSCP ~6-12 1981-19~8 (MICROFILM) 
AMERICAN LEGION, 
0886-1234 21851 M 
INDIANAPOLIS IN 
lllNl,1981--
CONT OF AMERICAN LEGION MAGAZINE 
J~ ~e.c.. I/ /3.. '6 - ISi 
DSCP 128-- 1990-- 1.-oOI 
')(' AMERICAN LIBRARIES 
0002-9769 00360 1iY 
CHICAGO 
1,1970--
SUPERSEDES ALA BULLETIN 
OFFICIAL BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN LIBRARY 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 1-- 1970-- (L) 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. BULLETIN 
SEE ALA BULLETIN 
x AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. REFERENCE AND ADULT 
SERVICES DIVISION. RASD UPDATE 
SEE RASD UPDATE 
AMERICAN MACHINIST 
0002-9858 16504 BM/SM/M 
NEW YORK 
108,1964--
CONT OF AMERICAN MACHINIST, 
MANUFACTURING 
METALWORKING 
v'-101.. :I"'°"" ''\ c; '( 
DSCP 108 4- 3:-9-6-4 
t)t,c.. t'\°lo 
(MICROFILM) 
... ,1:1. '2.,-0 
" . J.v,./. s, ..i. 
I"-~ ; ... 
t.i.'-' 
')( AMERICAN MACHI!UST 
0360-5892 16505 ? 
NEW YORK 
l,1877-104N2,JA 25,1960 
CONT BY AMERICAN MACHINIST, 
MANUFACTURING 
METALWORKING AND 
DSCP 1-104N2 1877-JA 25,1960 (MICROFORM) 
AMERICAN MACHINIST, MBTALWORICING MANUFACTURING 
0096-5154 00361 BW 
NEW YORK 
104N3,FE 8,1960-107,1963 
CONT OF AND CONT BY AMERICAN MACHINIST 
DSCP 104N3-107 FE 8 1960-1963 (MICROFORM) 
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. JOURNAL 
SEE JAMA. THE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL 
ASSOCIATION SEE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL 
ASSOCIATION 
AMERICAN MERCURY 
0002-998X 15058 M/Q 
TORRANCE CA 
72,MR 1951--
ISSUES FOR JA 1963-JN 1966 HAVE NO VOL NOS BUT 
CONSTITUTE V96-101. CONT OF NEW AMERICAN 
MERCURY. ABSORBED WESTERN DESTINY, JN, 1966, & 
WASHINGTON OBSERVER NEWSLETTER, OC 1976 
jo...-, vi t" 1-V 
DSCP 76-112 1953-1976 (MICROFORM) 
AMERICAN OIL CHEMISTS' SOCIETY. JOURNAL 
SEE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN OIL CHEMISTS' SOCIETY 
/ AMERICAN PAPER INDUSTRY 
0003-0333 16507 M 
./ 
CHICAGO 
47Nll,NV 1965-58Nl2,DE 1976 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF PAPER INDUSTRY AND 
PAPERWEEK CONT BY PAPER INDUSTRY 
PAPER INDUSTRY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 54-58 1972-1976 (MICROFORM) 
AMERICAN PLANNING ASSOCIATION. JOURNAL 
SEE JOURNAL - AMERICAN PLANNING ASSOCIATION 
AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW 
0003-0554 15064 Q 
MENASHA WI 
l,NV 1906--
AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION l,,c. \t\.1 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM:'1_58-- ~ 1964--) ...,.n'O~ 
qi fJ D-1 V" 
AMERICAN PRINTER 
0744-6616 15066 M 
CHICAGO 
188N4,JA 1982--
CONT OF AMiRICAN PRINTER AND LITHOGRAPHER 
DSCP 188N4-222 JA 1982-MR 1999 
(MICROFILM) 
AMERICAN PRINTER AND LITHOGRAPHER 
0192-9933 15067 M 
CHICAGO 
182N4,JA 1979-188N3,DE 1981 
CONT OF INLAND PRINTER 




JA ~1979-DE 1981 
/ AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGIST 




CONT IN PART BY PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL 
CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL 
ASSOCIATION 1,.J / i ,~ 
DSCP °"~0-46 1985-1991 (MICROFILM) 
AMERICAN REHABILITATION 
0362-4048 05242 BM/Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,SE/OC 1975--
VOL 17, N2-4 (SUM/WIN 1991) NOT PUBL 
U.S. REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP 1N3-- 1976--




SUSP SE 1983-NV 1987 
CONT OF MIDWEST REVIEW 
ALSO AVAILABLE WWW 
DSCP 29-- 1999--
~ 1997- - l) ec. 'l-<>1)'{ 
ADMINISTRATION 
Q 
OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
(MICROFILM: 27-J Y 
AMERICAN SCHOLAR 
0003-0937 15072 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1932--
CONT OF PHI BETA KAPPA KEY I . 
UNITED CHAPTERS OF PHI BETA KAPPA vl '' 1 
w;",<-r 
DSCP 30-- 1960-- Alo\, (MICROFORM) 
71.. l.-OC>3 
AMERICAN SCHOOL BOARD JOURNAL 
0003-0953 16508 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,MR 1891--
ABSORBED EXECUTIVE EDUCATOR AUGUST 1996 
NATIONAL SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 148--1964--) c µ•-t-f 
... ,t1t1 J{>,A Q.t. 
AMERICAN SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY 




SUPERSEDES AMERICAN SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY 









CALLED VOL 36 IN CONTINUATION OF THE 35 VOLS OF 
THE YEARBOOK 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: ~) 
'1,3v 1t,3 .. v,;s ioo3 
AMERICAN SCIENTIST 
Q/BM 0003-0996 00379 
NEW HAVEN CT 
30N2,1942--
CONT OF SIGMA XI QUARTERLY 
ISSUED BY THE SOCIETY OF THE SIGMA XI AND, AP 
1950-- BY THE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SOCIETY OF 




AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHARTERED LIFE UNDERWRITER'S 
SEE CLU JOURNAL 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. PROCBBDIHGS 
SEE PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL 
ENGINEERS 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEATING, REFRIGERATING AND AIR 
CONDITIONING ENGINEERS 
SEE ASHRAE JOURNAL 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION SCIENCE. JOURNAL 
SEE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR 
INFORMATION SCIENCE 
AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW 
0003-1224 03578 BM 
ALBANY NY 
l,FE 1936--
CONT IN PART OF DIRECTORY (AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL 
ASSOCIATION) CONT IN PART BY CONTEMPORARY 
SOCIOLOGY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR Fu, 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 28-- 1963--) 4 to'! 'bt C. '2.lil 
AMERICAN SPEECH AND HEARING ASSOCIATION. DIRECTORY 
SEE JOURNAL OF SPEECH AND HEARING DISORDERS 
AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION. JOURNAL 
SEE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN STATISTICAL 
ASSOCIATION 
AMERICAN STATISTICIAN 





SUPERSEDES BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN STATISTICAL 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 22-- 1968--) 
$b Nov Zo ri'l-
AMERICAN STATISTICS INDEX; A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE 
AND INDEX TO THE STATISTICAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE U 
S GOVERNMENT 
0091-1658 03580 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1973--
"A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE AND INDEX TO THE 
STATISTICAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE U.S. 
GOVERNMENT". CALLED ALSO ASI. ISSUED IN 2 PARTS: 
PTl, INDEX; PT2, ABSTRACTS. UPDATED BY MONTHLY 
SUPPLS 
CONGRESSIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE 
DSCP 1974-- (INDEX GR 016.31) 
/ 
AMERICAN VISIONS 
0884-9390 20346 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
1, JA/FE 1986--
AT HEAD OF TITLE: THE MAGAZINE OF AFRO-AMERICAN 
CULTURE HAS OCCASIONAL SUPPLS 
VISIONS FOUNDATION 
DSCP 4Nl-- 1989--
fe/) 1989- - ) 
(MICROFILM: 4-- 15 
~er 2-00Q 
~RICAN VOCATIONAL JOURNAL V 0003-1496 16514 
WASHINGTON DC 
20,1945-53N5,MY 1978 
CONT OF AVA JOURNAL AND NEWS 
CONT BY VOCED 




AMERICAN WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION. JOURNAL 
SEE JOURNAL - AMERICAN WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION 
WEST 
0003-1534 15073 BM 
CUPERTINO CA 
l,WINTER 1964-28,1990 
WESTERN HISTORY ASSOCIATION AND BUFFALO BILL 
HISTORICAL CENTER 
.J"'f...t') ~M\ 
DSCP 5-2l 1968-1990 (MICROFORM) 
AMERICAS - ENGLISH EDITION 
0379-0940 27745 M/6Y 
WASHINGTON 
l,MR 1949--
VOLS 1-20,1949-1969, 1 VOL 
ALSO ISSUED IN PORTUGUESE AND SPANISH EDITIONS 
/ 
CONT OF BULLETIN OF THE PAN AMERICAN UNION 
ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES 
j"(MI\ t)u... 
DSCP 5- 5'1 1953-- 2.oOUMICROFORM) 
ANDERSON INDEPENDENT 
0000-0000 05894 D 
ANDERSON SC 
1924--
DESCRIPTION BASED ON VOL. 1N139, (1925) 
DSCP CURENT 12 MONTHS 
ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
0002-7162 00428 Q/BM 
PHILADELPHIA , ( 
1,JL 1890-- V, 3~1- .:,J~ Jw, - Nov l')Si) 
SEPARATELY PAGED SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANYING MANY 
VOLUMES SOME ISSUES HAVE ALSO DISTINCTIVE TITLES 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 




lNl,JA 1922-99N2,FE 1971 
cml'P DY Ml'.CAlHNE Mfl'IQ'fJES 
It.,,-_ 1,_oo '2-
DSCP 63 - ~ 1953-~ 
M 
(MICROFORM) 






THE APPALACHIAN REGIONAL 
BM 
DSCP 1- 3S 
Sep Ot.c. 
1967-- "l,ooi... 
APPLIED SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY INDEX 
0003-6986 00503 llY 
NEW YORK 
46,1958--
CONT IN PART OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS INDEX 
DSCP 46-80 1958-1992 
016.6- REF BASE) 
(INDEX R 
APPRAISAL JOURNAL 
0003-7087 15090 Q 
CHICAGO 
7N2,1939--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF 
REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 34- •H 1966- -0~ ?,.co'3 !f>'/' 






CONT OF APPROVED PRESCRIPTION DRUG PRODUCTS WITH 
THERAPEUTIC EQUIVALENCE EVALUATIONS UPDATED BY 
MONTHLY SUPPLEMENTS EIGHTH ED.- AND SUPPLEMENTS 
REPRODUCED IN: USP DI. APPROVED DRUG PRODUCTS 
AND LEGAL REQUIREMENTS, 1989--
DSCP 1985 - 1988 (R 615.1) 
APPROVED PRESCRIPTION DRUG PRODUCTS WITH 




CONT OF APPROVED RX DRUG PRODUCTS 
KEPT UP TO DATE BY SUPPLEMENTS 
CONT BY APPROVED DRUG PRODUCTS WITH THERAPEUTIC 
EQUIVALENCE EVALUATIONS 
US DHHA/PHS/FDA BUREAU OF DRUGS 








PUBLICATION OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
AMERICA" 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 21- S-, 1968- -t).u,. Z-o'°'"\ 
ARCHITECT: JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF 
BRITISH ARCHITECTS. OVERSEAS ED. 
0000-0000 27115 M 
LONDON 
93N4,1986 - 95N10,1987 
CONT OF RIBA JOURNAL 
CONT BY JOURNAL (ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH 
ARCHITECTS) 
DSCP 94Nl-10 JA-OC 1987 (MICROFILM) 
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 
0003-858X 15095 M 
NEW YORK 
1,JL 1891--
ABSORBED AMERICAN ARCHITECT AND ARCHITECTURE, MR 
1938, AND WESTERN ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER, JA 
1962 TITLE VARIES SLIGHTLY. VOLS FOR 1981- HAVE 
ONE ISSUE REPRINTED AS: RECORD INTERIORS 
~H'I t.x.c. 
DSCP 123 -1'\3 1958-- (MICROFORM) 
ARCHITECTURAL SOUTH 
















1969Nl - 197 2Nl 
ALSO NUMBERED V8Nl,1969-ll,1972 
CONT IN PART OF SCAIA REVIEW OF ARCHITECTURE. 
ALSO CONT BY SCAIA REVIEW OF LITERATURE. 
DSCP 8 - 11 
AREA TRENDS IN EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT 
0004 - 0916 16522 I 
WASHINGTON DC 
OC, 1964 --
CONT OF AREA LABOR MARKET TRENDS 
U.S. EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP 1969N7,9/1970N2,ll/1973-1975/ 
1976N6 - 12/1977Nl-2,5-12/1978--(L 37.13:) 
ARETE 





DSCP 1- 7 
00550 SA/Q 
SOUTH CAROLINA. GRADUATE SCHOOL OF 
1970-1982 (S. C.) 
/
ARMA RECORDS MANAGEMENT QUARTERLY 
0191 - 1503 19413 Q 
PRAIRIE VILLAGE KS 
l0Nl,JA 1976 - 19N4,OC 1985 
CONT OF AND BY RECORDS MANAGEMENT QUARTERLY 
DSCP 16 - 19 1982-1985 (MICROFILM) 






CONT OF ART IN AMERICA AND ELSEWHERE 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE h~c., 
(MICROFORM: 67- q o 1979-- l, trt,.,. 
ART DIGEST 
0277-9021 27479 SM 
NEW YORK 
l,1926 - 28Nl8,1954 
SEMIMONTHLY (EXCEPT MONTHLY JUNE-SEPT.) 
CONT BY ARTS DIGEST 
DSCP 25-28N2 QC 1950-JL 1954 
ART OF HEALTH PROMOTION 
0000 - 0000 33634 
KEEGO HARBOR MI 
lNl, MR/AP 1997--
(MICROFILM) 
SUPPLEMENT TO: AMERICAN JOURNAL OF HEALTH 
PROMOTION 












0004 - 3273 16561 llY 
NEW YORK 
FE 1923 --
TITLE VARIES SLIGHTLY 
CONT OF AMERICAN ART NEWS 
('y,.(;.,(' O'-'-





CONT OF ARTS DIGEST 
CONT BY ARTS MAGAZINE 
M 
DSCP 30-35N8/9 QC 1955-MY/JN 1961 
(MICROFILM) 
ARTS DIGEST 
0277 - 9013 21967 SM 
NEW YORK V 28Nl9,1954-29N20,1955 
CONT OF ART DIGEST 
CONT BY ARTS 
DSCP 28Nl9-29N20 AU 1 1954-SE 15 1955 
(MICROFILM) 
ARTS EDUCATION POLICY REVIEW 
1063-2913 30755 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
94, SE 1992--
CONT OF DESIGN FOR ARTS IN EDUCATION 






CONT OF ARTS 
DSCP PAPER: LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT 15 
YEARS ONLY (MICROFORM: 35Nl0-66N7 SE 
1961 - MR 1992) 
ASHRAE JOURNAL 
0001-2491 00561 M 
NEW YORK 
1,1959--
ABSORBED JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING ENGINEERS, AND 
REFRIGERATING ENGINEERING INCLUDING AIR 
CONDITIONING, 1959 
AMERICAN SOC OF HEATING, REFRIGERATING & 
AIR-CONDITIONING ENGINEERS 
'!)e.c. 
DSCP 1-36 / 1959-1994 ) (MICROFILM) 
\/. l metr. 
ASI 
SEE AMERICAN STATISTICS INDEX; A COMPREHENSIVE 
GUIDE AND INDEX TO THE STATISTICAL PUBLICATIONS 
OF THEUS GOVERNMENT 
ASSE JOURNAL 
0000-0000 16436 M 
PARK RIDGE IL 
15N9,SE 1970-19N9,SE 1974 
CONT OF JOURNAL. AMERICAN SOCIETY OF SAFETY 
ENGINEERS CONT BY PROFESSIONAL SAFETY 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF SAFETY ENGINEERS 
DSCP 19N2-9 1974 
ASSESSMENT JOURNAL 
1073-8568 32245 BM 
CHICAGO IL 
lNl, JA/FE 1994--
FORMED BY THE MERGER OF: ASSESSMENT DIGEST; IAAO 
UPDATE; PROPERTY TAX JOURNAL; AND: ASSESSMENT OF 
VALUATION LEGAL REPORTER 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR~A.,\ 1)(,_~ 






l,AP 1966-16,DE 1981 
VlNl PRECEDED BY AN ISSUE DATED DE 1965, 
CALLED SUBSCRIPTION ISSUE 
CONT BY PROPERTY TAX JOURNAL 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ASSESSING OFFICERS 
DSCP 1-16 ~f6-1981 (MICROFILM) 
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY. JOURNAL 
SEE JOURNAL OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING 
MACHINERY 
ASSOCIATION OF HOSPITAL AND INSTITUTION LIBRARIBS. 
QUARTERLY 




0004-5578 15115 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
15,JA 1963--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN 
SOCIETY OF ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVES, ASAE NEWS AND 
HERE'S HOW, ASSUMING VOL NUMBERING OF THE 
"JOURNAL ... II 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVES 
DSCP 37-- ~l985--f..,,_. 1982- - ""'too2 ) 
A.S.T.E. JOURNAL 
(MICROFORM: 32-£4 
SEE TOOL AND MANUFACTURING ENGINEER 






CONT OF MATERIALS RESEARCH AND STANDARDS 
CONT BY STANDARDIZATION NEWS 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS 




0004-6213 00565 M/llY 
EASTON PA/NEW YORK 
2,1964-21,1983 
CONT OF ASTRONAUTICS AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
CONT BY AEROSPACE AMERICA 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND 
ASTRONAUTICS 
0-µ'\ l.).(.,t.. 
DSCP 2-21 196~-1983 (MICROFORM) 
STRONAUTICS AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
0000-0000 19884 M 
EASTON PA 
1,1963 
FORMED BY UNION OF: ASTRONAUTICS AND: AEROSPACE 
ENGINEERING CONT BY ASTRONAUTICS AND AERONAUTICS 
ft.o , 'l)ec.. 






DSCP 15N3-- MR 1987--
6-', 0 1978- - t)u_ 1-o1)"2, 
M 
(MICROFORM: 
AT&T BELL LABORATORIES TECHNICAL JOURNAL 
0748-612X 19424 l0Y 
NEW YORK 
63,1984-63Nl0,1984 
CONT OF BELL SYSTEM TECHNICAL JOURNAL 
















DSCP 63 1984 (MICROFORM) 
TECHNICAL JOURNAL 
8756-2334 14709 l0Y/BM 
NEW YORK 
64,1985-75N2,MR/AP1996 
RUNNING TITLE: TECHNICAL JOURNAL 
CONT OF AT AND T BELL LABORATORIES TECHNICAL 
JOURNAL 





SUPERSEDES RECORD/ AT&T 






0000-0000 17642 D 
ATLANTA GA 
1868--
DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
ECONOMIC REVIEW 
0004 - 671X 15117 BM 
ATLANTA 
1,1951-28N6,NV/DE 1978 
CONT BY BUSINESS 
GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY. SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP 1-28 1951-1978 (MICROFILM) 
ATLANTIC 
0160-6506 15124 M 
BOSTON 
150,JL 1932-227,JN 1971 
CONT OF AND CONT BY ATLANTIC MONTHLY 
DSCP (MICROFORM: 150-227 1932-1971) 
0276-9077 15125 M 
BOSTON 
247N4,AP 1981-272N4,OC 1993 
CONT OF ATLANTIC MONTHLY 
CONT BY ATLANTIC MONTHLY (1993) 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 247N4-272N4 APR 1981-OC 
1993) 
/ ATLANTIC MONTHLY V 0004-6795 15122 M 
BOSTON 
228,JL 1971-247N3,MR 1981 
CONT OF AND CONT BY ATLANTIC 
DSCP (MICROFORM: 228-247N3 1971-1981) 
/ ATLANTIC MONTHLY 
V 0000-0000 15123 M 
BOSTON 
1,NV 1857-149,JN 1932 
ABSORBED GALAXY 
CONT BY ATLANTIC 






CONT OF ATLANTIC 
PAGE: 0017 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR+ 14 
YEAR BACKFILE . (MICROFILM: 272N5--
NV 19 9 3 - - l ~d-1 ,'l' t>c..c. z.o 1)1-f 
ATOMIC SCIENTISTS OP CHICAGO. BULLETIN 
SEE BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS 
SEE BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS OF CHICAGO 
AUDIO 
0004-752X 15782 M/l0Y 
PHILADELPHIA 
38N3,MR 1954--
CONT OF AUDIO ENGINEERING. 10 YR, JL/AU 1999--
DSCP 42- ilf 1958-- ~o (MICROFORM) 
AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS 
0190-9827 08378 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
JN-MR 1979-1982 
THREE QUARTERLY ISSUES WITH ANNUAL AND 
QUINQUENNIAL CUMULATIONS CONT OF FILMS AND OTHER 
MATERIALS FOR PROJECTION CONT BY NUC. 
AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
DSCP 1979-1982 (R 016.7914 BIEL.) 
AUDUBON 
0097-7136 15910 BM 
NEW YORK 
63N4,JL/AU 1961--
CONT OF AUDUBON MAGAZINE 
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY 
DSCP 86N2-- MR 1984-- 63N4--
JL/AU 1961- - (MICROFILM) v, Io\ Ou- \'\C\C\ 
.UDUBON MAGAZINE 
0004-7694 06183 BM 
NEW YORK 
43,JA 1941-63N3,MY/JN 1961 
CONT OF BIRD-LORE 
CONT BY AUDUBON 
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY 
DSCP 55-63N3 1953--MY/JN 1961 
AUGUSTA CHRONICLE 
0747-1343 18643 D 
AUGUSTA GA 
1885--
CONT OF CHRONICLE & CONSTITUTIONALIST 
DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
AUTO TEST 





DSCP N372-- AU 1984-- (629.2222) 
AUTOMATION 
0005-1160 15131 M 
CLEVELAND 
l,AU 1954-23,DE 1976 
AN INTRODUCTORY ISSUE WAS PUBLISHED AP 1954, 
CALLED "SAMPLE ISSUE" CONT BY PRODUCTION 
ENGINEERING 






CONT OF PRODUCTION ENGINEERING 
CONT BY PENTON'S CONTROLS & SYSTEMS 
DSCP 34Nl0-38 oc 1987-1991 (MICROFORM) 
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING 
0098-2571 00595 M 
NEW YORK 
80Nll,NV 1972-105,1998 
CONT OF SAE JOURNAL OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING 
CONT BY AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING INTERNATIONAL 
vii ..., 1 v,'151 t,e,c.. \°1'1 o 
DSCP ~'i-g;i~ (MICROFORM) 




CONT OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING 
DSCP 106-- (1998- -) (MICROFILM) 
PAGE: 0018 
.AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES 
0000-0000 15133 SM 
RADNOR PA 
146N5,MR 1972-153,DE 1975 
SOME ISSUES HAVE COVER TITLE: INTERNATIONAL 
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES CONT OF AND CONT BY 
CHILTON'S AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES 
DSCP 146N5-153 MR 1972-DE 1975 
(MICROFORM) 
INDUSTRIES 
0005-1527 15135 SM 
PHILADELPHIA 
97,JL 1947-141,DE 1969 
CONT OF AUTOMOTIVE AND AVIATION INDUSTRIES 
CONT BY CHILTON'S AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES 
DSCP 118-141 1958-1969 (MICROFORM) 
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES 
0000-0000 33838 M 
RADNOR PA 
174N9, SE 1994--
CONT OF CHILTONS AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES 
DSCP 174- \-~~ SE 1994- .Ctc... (MICROFORM) 
?,oO'O 
AVIATION WEEK 
0097-7128 14530 53Y 
NEW YORK 
47,JL 7,1947-68N7,FE 17,1958 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF AVIATION NEWS, AND 
AVIATION CONT BY AVIATION WEEK, INCLUDING SPACE 
TECHNOLOGY 
DSCP 58-68N9 1953-1958 (MICROFORM) 
AVIATION WEEK & SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
0005-2175 00598 W 
NEW YORK 
72N2,JA 1960--
CONT OF AVIATION WEEK, INCLUDING SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
WITH VOL FOR 1987, CONT IN PART BY: AVIATION 
WEEK & SPACE TECHNOLOGY. BUYERS GUIDE 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+4 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 72N2-- JA 
1960--l> u.. 1,(j)~ I~ 
AVIATION WEEK, INCLUDING SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
0000-0000 14529 53Y 
NEW YORK 
68Nl0,MR 10,1958-72Nl,JA 4,1960 
CONT OF AVIATION WEEK 
CONT BY AVIATION WEEK & SPACE TECHNOLOGY 













0000-0000 26875 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
JA 1990--
CONT OF DISASTER PREPAREDNESS REPORT 
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE 
DSCP 990/1-- JA 1990-- (C 55.127:) 
BANK MANAGEMENT 
1049-1775 31145 M 
ROLLING MEADOWS IL 
66Nl, JA 1990-72N4,JL/AU1996 
CONT OF BANK ADMINISTRATION 
IN FE 1993, ABSORBED BANKERS MONTHLY. CONT BY 
BANKING STRATEGIES 
DSCP 69N2-72N4 FE 1993-JL/AU1996 
(MICROFILM: 69-72N4 1993-JL/AU1996) 
BANKERS MAGAZINE 
0005-545X 20530 BM 
BOSTON 
147,1964-180N3,MY/JN1997 
ABSORBED BY BANKING LAW JOURNAL WITH V146, 1943; 
RESUMED INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION WITH 147,1964. 
ABSORBED BY UNITED STATES BANKER 
DSCP 169N6-180N3 NV/DE 1986-MY/JN1997 
(MICROFORM: 163-180N3 1980-MY/JN1997) 
BANKERS MONTHLY 
0005-5476 15145 M 
NORTHBROOK IL 
1917-110Nl,JA1993 
CONT OF RAND MCNALLY BANKERS MONTHLY 
ABSORBED BANKERS SERVICE BULLETIN, JA 1933 
ABSORBED BY BANK MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 76-ll0Nl 1959-JA 1993 (MICROFILM) 
BANKING 
0005-5492 15146 M 
NEW YORK 
27N4,OC 1934-71N3,MR 1979 
"JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION" 
CONT OF AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 
CONT BY ABA BANKING JOURNAL 
DSCP 71Nl-3 JA 1979-MR 1979 
(MICROFORM: 56-71N3 1963-MR 1979) 
BANKING STRATEGIES 
0000-0000 07524 BM 
CHICAGO IL 
72N5, SE 1996--
CONT OF BANK MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 72N5-- SE/OC 1996--




1077-8039 17355 W 
CHICOPEE MA 
74N10, MR 7, 1994--
CONT OF BARRON'S NATIONAL BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL 
WEEKLY 
THE DOW JONES BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL WEEKLY 









CONT OF URBAN 
DSCP 20--
DATA SERVICE REPORT 
1988--
BBAUFORT GAZETTE 
1090-8285 17647 D 
BEAUFORT SC 
1828--
DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS 
0198-7429 24117 Q 
RESTON VA 
1, FE 1975--
COUNCIL FOR CHILDREN WITH BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS 
DSCP 15N2-- FE 1990--
15-- 1989--) 
(MICROFILM: 
BEHIND THE SCENES IN THB CAROLINAS 





NV/DE 1997, MR/AP 1998--
SEE PEI-CHING CHOU PAO. BEIJING REVIEW 
BBLL LABORATORIES RECORD 
0005-8564 15158 llY 
MURRAY HILL NJ 
1,SE 1925-61N5,1983 
"A MONTHLY MAGAZINE OF INFORMATION FOR MEMBERS 
OF BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INC." 
CONT BY RECORD (AT&T BELL LABORATORIES) 
DSCP 36-61N5 1958-MAY/JUNE 1983 






CONT BY AT AND T BELL LABORATORIES TECHNICAL 
JOURNAL 
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 
DSCP 37-62 1958-1983 (MICROFORM) 
BBRKBLEY LAB RESEARCH REVIEW 
0000-0000 33417 I 
BERKELEY CA 
20Nl, 1996--
CONT OF LBL RESEARCH REVIEW 
PUBLIC INFORMATION DEPT, BERKELEY NATIONAL 
LABORATORY 
DSCP 20- - 1996--
BBST BUYS & DISCOUNT PRICES 
0000-0000 18777 ? 
SKOKIE IL 
19??--
CONT OF CONSUMER BUYING GUIDE: BEST BUYS & 
DISCOUNT PRICES 
DSCP 364 - - AP 1984--
BBST'S INSURANCE NEWS. LIFE-HEALTH EDITION 
0000-0000 18400 M 
RENSSELAER NY 
68Nll,MR 1968-69N8,DE 1968 
CONT OF BEST'S INSURANCE NEWS. LIFE EDITION 
CONT BY BEST'S REVIEW. LIFE-HEALTH INSURANCE 
EDITION 
DSCP 68Nll-69N8 1968 (MICROFILM) 
BBST'S INSURANCE NEWS. PROPERTY/LIABILITY EDITION 
0000-0000 18399 M 
NEW YORK 
68N12,AP 1968-69N8,DE 1968 
CONT OF BEST'S INSURANCE NEWS. FIRE AND CASUALTY 
EDITION CONT BY BEST'S REVIEW. 
PROPERTY/LIABILITY INSURANCE EDITION 
DSCP 68N12-69N8 1968 
BBST'S REVIEW. LIFE-HEALTH INSURANCE EDITION 
0005-9706 15159 M 
OLDWICK NJ 
69N9,1969--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF BEST'S INSURANCE NEWS. 
LIFE/HEALTH EDITION, AND FLITCRAFT COURANT 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 69N2--1969--) 
BEST'S REVIEW. PROPERTY/CASUALTY INSURANCB BDITION 
0161-7745 15160 A 
OLDWICK NJ 
77Nl,MY 1976--
CONT OF BEST'S REVIEW. PROPERTY/LIABILITY 
PAGE: 0020 
INSURANCE EDITION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 77-- MY 1976--) 
BEST'S REVIEW. PROPERTY/LIABILITY INSURANCE 
EDITION 
0005-9714 15161 M 
RENSSELAER NY 
69N9,JA 1969-76N12,AP 1976 
CONT OF BEST'S INSURANCE NEWS. PROPERTY-
LIABILITY EDITION CONT BY BEST'S REVIEW. 
PROPERTY/CASUALTY INSURANCE EDITION 
DSCP 74 - 76 










CONT OF WHAT TO BUY FOR BUSINESS 
DSCP 1996 - -
BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS 
0006-0151 15162 M 
DES MOINES IA 
1,JL 1922- -
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 





CONT OF SOFT DRINK INDUSTRY 
DSCP 56-89 1974-1998 
BEVERAGE WORLD 
0098-2318 19174 
EAST STROUDSBURG PA 
1975--




DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 97-- MR 1978--) 
BIBLIOGRAPHIC INDEX 
0006 - 1255 16532 ? 
NEW YORK 
1,1937/42- -
"A CUMULATIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES" 
DSCP 1-21 1937-1981 (INDEX R 016) 
BICENTENNIAL CHRONICLE 
















lNl,OC 1970-7N6,AU 1976 
V3N5,SE 1972-7N6,AU 1976 INCLUDED IN COLONIAL 
HERITAGE CONT BY COLONIAL HERITAGE, INCLUDING 
BICENTENNIAL CHRONICLE 
DSCP 1-3 1970-1972 
BICENTENNIAL TIMES 
0361-4905 16534 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,DE 1973-3,DE 1976 
ISSUE FOR DE 1973 CALLED V3Nl BUT CONSTITUTES 
VlNl 
AMERICAN REVOLUTION BICENTENNIAL ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP 1-3 1973-1976 
BIG ISSUE 
0000-0000 03704 lOY 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,AU 31,1973--
ABSORBED LIFELINES 1978 
SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION 
ABUSE 
ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG 
DSCP lNl-- 1973-- (ALC 185 3.B43) 
BIOGRAPHY INDEX; A CUMULATIVE INDEX TO 
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL MATERIALS IN BOOKS AND MAGAZINBS 
0006-3053 16537 Q 
NEW YORK 
l,JA 1946--
ANNUAL AND 3 YEAR CUMULATIONS 
DSCP 1-- 1946-- (R 920) 
BIOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL INDEX 
0006-3177 00646 llY 
NEW YORK 
19,1964--
V50 FOR MONTHLY ISSUES 
CONT OF AGRICULTURAL INDEX 
DSCP 50-- 1964-- (INDEX R016. 574) 
BIOSCIENCE 
0006-3568 00671 llY/M 
WASHINGTON DC 
14,1964--
CONT OF AIBS BULLETIN. ALSO AVAILABLE WWW 
ABSORBED AIBS NEWSLETTER IN JA 1970 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 24-- 1974--) 
BLACK EBULLIENCE 
0000-0000 34309 Q 
CAMDEN SC 
lNl, FALL 1997 - -
DSCP lNl-- MY 1998-- (S .C.) 
BLACK ENTERPRISE 
0006-4165 15167 M 
NEW YORK 
l,AU 1970--
VOL 2Nl-8 CALLED 2Nl3-20 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 7-- 1976--) 
BOARD AND ADMINISTRATOR/ GOVERNMENT BD. 
1058-7640 32681 M 
SIOUX CITY IO 
lNl, 199O?--
PAGE: 0021 
CENTER FOR BOARD AND ADMINISTRATOR RELATIONS 





lST ISSUE NOT NUMBERED OR DATED 
SAVANNAH RIVER SITE CITIZENS ADVISORY BOARD 
DSCP 1997-- (S .C.) 
BOOK LINKS 
1055-4742 29741 BM 
CHICAGO IL 
lNl, SE 1991--
PRECEEDED BY TWO PRELIMINARY ISSUES, DATED MAY 
1991 AND JULY 1991 PREVIOUSLY ISSUED AS AN 
INSERT TO: BOOKLIST (CHICAGO, ILL.:1969) 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP lNl-- SE 1991-- (L) 
BOOK WORLD 
0006-7369 15174 W 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,SE 10,1967--
SOME ISSUES LACK NUMBERING 
1967-1972 DISTRIBUTED WITH THE SUNDAY EDITIONS 
OF THE WASHINGTON POST AND THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE; 
1972-- DISTRIBUTED WITH THE SUNDAY EDITION OF 
WASHINGTON POST FORMED BY THE UNION OF BOOKS 
TODAY AND BOOK WEEK 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
BOOKLIST 
0006-7385 08347 SM 
CHICAGO 
66,SE 1969--
CONT OF BOOKLIST AND SUBSCRIPTION BOOKS BULLETIN 
ISSUES FOR SEP 1,1983- INCLUDE REFERENCE BOOKS 
BULLETIN WHICH IS PUBLISHED ANNUALLY 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 66-- SE 1969-- (R 016 BIBL) 
BOOKLIST 
0000-0000 16539 10/Y 
CHICAGO 
14,OC 1917-52N23,AU 1956 
SUBTITLES: A GUIDE TO CURRENT BOOKS; A GUIDE TO 
NEW BEST BOOKS CONT OF A.L.A. BOOKLIST 
CONT BY BOOKLIST AND SUBSCRIPTION BOOKS BULLETIN 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 38-52 1941-AU 1956 (R 016 BIBL.) 
BOOKLIST AND SUBSCRIPTION BOOKS BULLETIN 
0730-8957 14340 SY 
CHICAGO 
53,SE 1956-65,AU 1969 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF BOOKLIST AND SUBSCRIPTION 
BOOKS BULLETIN, CONTINUING VOLUME NUMBERING OF 
BOOKLIST CONT BY BOOKLIST 
DSCP 53-65 SE 1956-AU 1969 
BOOICMARK 
0006-7407 16540 3Y 
ALBANY NY 
(1Nl,JA1940)-50N3,SPR1992 
(R 016 BIBL.) 
ISSUES FOR JA AND MR 1940 HAVE NO VOLUME 
NUMBERING BUT CONSTITUTE VlNl AND N2 




BOOKMOBILE AND OUTREACH SERVICES 
0000-0000 34697 SA 
CLARION PA 
lNl, MY 1998--
PUBL MAY AND NOV 
CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF RURAL LIBRARIANSHIP, 
CLARION UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA 
DSCP 1-- MY 1998-- (L) 
BOOKSTORE JOURNAL 
0006-7563 32679 l0Y/M 
COLORADO SPRINGS CO 
lNl, JN 1968-29N12,DE1996 
CONT BY CBA MARKETPLACE 







FE 1995-DE 1996 
Q 
PAGE: 0022 
CHARTER ISSUE PUBLISHED IN 1986 
JOURNAL OF LIBRARY FINANCE/ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 
DSCP CHARTER ISSUE-- 1986--
BROADCASTING 




TITLE VARIES: FE 1933-JN 1936 AS BROADCASTING 
COMBINED WITH BROADCASTING ADVERTISING; JL 1936-
NV 1945 AS BROADCASTING/BROADCAST ADVERTISING; 
NV 1945-OC 1957 AS BROADCASTING/TELECASTING 
ABSORBED TELEVISION MAGAZINE, OC 1968, 
BROADCASTING ADVERTISING, FE 1933, AND BROADCAST 
REPORTER, JL 1933 CONT BY BROADCASTING AND CABLE 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 74-123 1968-1993) 
BROADCASTING AND CABLE 
1068-6827 31141 SlYR 
NEW YORK 
123N7, (I.E. 9) MR 1, 1993--
CONT OF BROADCASTING. 2 ISSUES COMBINED AT END 
OF YEAR 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 123-- 1993--) 
BROOKINGS BULLETIN 
0007-229X 15182 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1962-18N3/4,WIN/SPR 1982 
CONT BY BROOKINGS REVIEW 
DSCP 9-18 1972-1982 (MICROFILM) 
BROOKINGS PAPERS ON ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 
0007-2303 16548 3Y/SA 
WASHINGTON DC 
1970--
VOL FOR 1987 INCLUDES "SPECIAL ISSUE ON 
MICROECONOMICS: CALLED 1987, N3 
BROOKINGS INSTITUTION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 1974--) 
BROOKINGS REVIEW 
0745-1253 15183 Q 
WASHINGTON CC 
lNl,FALL 1982--
SUPERSEDES BROOKINGS BULLETIN 
DSCP 1Nl-3Nl/9Nl-- FALL 1982-FALL 1984/ 
WIN 1990/91-- (MICROFILM: 5--
1987--) 














0002-2284 08633 M/BM 
LITTLE SILVER NJ 
66N7,JL 1969-76,1979? 
CONT OF ACHV. AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING AND 
VENTILATING CONT BY ENERGY ENGINEERING 
DSCP 66N7 - 76 1969-1979 (MICROFILM) 
BUILDINGS · 
0007-3725 15187 M 
CEDAR RAPIDS IA 
1947- -
"THE CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING MANAGEMENT 
JOURNAL" CONT OF BUILDINGS AND BUILDING 
MANAGEMENT ABSORBED NATIONAL REAL ESTATE AND 
BUILDING JOURNAL, JL 1958 
DSCP 72-92 1978 - 1998 (MICROFILM) 
BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM 
GEOLOGISTS 
0883-9247 00745 M 
TULSA OK 
2,1918-50N2,DE 1966 
CONT OF THE BULLETIN OF THE SOUTHWESTERN 
ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS 
CONT BY AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM 
GEOLOGISTS BULLETIN 
DSCP 42-50 1958-1966 (MICROFILM) 
BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
0364-4049 09437 
CHICAGO 
1,1907 - 32,1938 
CONT BY ALA BULLETIN 
INCLUDED AS A REGULAR NUMBER: ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
PROCEEDINGS - AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION AND 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. ALA HANDBOOK 
OFFICIAL BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN LIBRARY 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 24-32 1930-1938 
BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION 
SCIENCE 
0095-4403 11902 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1974--
SUPERSEDES ASIS NEWSLETTER 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION SCIENCE 
DSCP 16N3-- FE/MR 1990--
(MICROFILM: 16-- OC 1989--) 
BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS 
0096-5243 00759 l0Y 
CHICAGO 
1N7,MR15,1946-25Nl0,DE 1969 
CONT OF BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS OF 
PAGE: 0023 
CHICAGO CONT BY SCIENCE AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
CALLED ALSO SCIENCE AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS, JA 1968-
DE 1969 ISSUED MR 15,1946-MR 1949 BY THE ATOMIC 
SCIENTISTS OF CHICAGO 
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR NUCLEAR SCIENCE 
DSCP 10-25 1954-1969 (MICROFORM) 
BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS 
0096-3402 07783 l0Y 
CHICAGO 
30N5,1974--
CONT OF SCIENCE AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS; BULLETIN OF 
THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS V42N7,1986 IS MISPRINTED 
ON THE INSIDE PAGE AS V43Nl,1987 
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR NUCLEAR SCIENCE 
DSCP 30N5-- 1974-- (MICROFILM) 
BULLETIN OF THE BUSINESS HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
0000-0000 16605 I/Q 
BOSTON 
lNl,JN 1926-27N4,DE 1953 
ISSUES FOR JN 1926-DE 1948 ALSO NUMBERED 1-33 
SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES 
CONT BY BUSINESS HISTORY REVIEW 
DSCP 1Nl-27N4 1926-1953 (MICROFORM) 
BULLETIN OF THE CENTER FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS 
0008-9036 15189 llY 
CHICAGO 
12,SE 1958--
CONT OF BULLETIN OF THE CHILDREN'S BOOK CENTER 
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO GRADUATE LIBRARY SCHOOL 
DSCP 13Nll/14-22/23Nl-5,7,9-ll/24-- AU 
1960-FE 1970/MR 1970/MY 1970/MY 1970--
(L) 





CONT OF MONTHLY BULLETIN (SOUTH CAROLINA. 
MINERAL INDUSTRIES LABORATORY) 
CONT BY GEOLOGIC NOTES 
DSCP 2Nll/12-3Nl NV/DE 1958-JA/FE 1959 
(S.C.) (D4925G 3.G35) 
BULLETIN OF FOUNDATION LIBRARY CENTER 
SEE FOUNDATION NEWS; JOURNAL OF PHILANTHROPIC 
FOUNDATIONS 
BULLETIN. GARDEN CLUB OP SOOTH CAROLINA 




N68-70/N74/N76 1939-1960 (S.C.) 
BULLETIN - METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART 
0026-1521 17189 M/l0Y/Q 
NEW YORK 
1,NV 1905-37N6,JN 1942 
NSl,SUMMER 1942--
SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES 
SOME ISSUES HAVE TITLE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF 
ART BULLETIN Q, 1977-
DSCP PAPER: LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT 15 
YEARS ONLY (MICROFORM:1-- 1905--) 
BULLETIN ON NARCOTICS 
0007-523X 00789 Q/2Y 
NEW YORK 
l,OC 1949--
ENGLISH AND FRENCH WITH SELECTED ARTICLES IN 
SPANISH AND RUSSIAN FREQUENCY VARIES: ONE ISSUE 
NUMBERED 1-2 PUBLISHED FOR V38,1986; TWO ISSUES 
PUBLISHED FOR V39,1987 
UNITED NATIONS DIVISION OF NARCOTIC DRUGS 
DSCP 28-41 1976-1989 (MICROFILM) 
BULLETIN OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARY 
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS 
0000-0000 17167 9Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
23N84,OC 1939-55N359,DE 1971 
CONT OF BULLETIN OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SECONDARY-
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION CONT BY NAASP BULLETIN 
DSCP 42-55 1958-1971 (MICROFILM) 
BULLETIN OF THE PUBLIC AFFAIRS INFORMATION SERVICE 
0731-0110 17396 A 
NEW YORK 
1ST,1915-53RD,1967 
CONT BY PUBLIC AFFAIRS INFORMATION SERVICE 
BULLETIN 
DSCP 36-53 1950-1967 (INDEX R 300) 
BULLETIN: SOUTH CAROLINA HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION 
0000-0000 05750 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,1975--
SUSP WITH 14Nl, 1991 
DSCP 1-2 1975-1976 (H8804 3.B85) 
BULLETIN DBL UNESCO AL INTENTION DBS BIBLIOTHBQUBS 
SEE UNESCO BULLETIN FOR LIBRARIES 
PAGE: 0024 
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS CATALOG 
0007-618X 16573 Q/A 
WASHINGTON DC 
!1963!-1984 
CONT OF CATALOG OF UNITED STATES CENSUS 
PUBLICATIONS CONT BY CENSUS CATALOG AND GUIDE 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-1984 (INDEX G C3.163/3:) 
BUREAUCRAT 
0045-3544 18550 Q 
NEW BRUNSWICK NJ 
l,SPR 1972-20N4,WIN 1991 
CONT BY PUBLIC MANAGER 
DSCP 11-20 1982-1991 
BUSINESS 
(MICROFILM) 
0163-531X 15192 BM/4Y 
ATLANTA 
29,JA/FE 1979-40,1990 
"THE MAGAZINE OF MANAGERIAL THOUGHT AND 
CONT OF ATLANTA ECONOMIC REVIEW 
GEORGIA STATE UNIV. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP 29-40 1979-1990 (MICROFILM) 
E-BUSINESS ADVISOR 
0000-0000 34306 M 
SAN DIEGO CA 
16N4, AP 1998--
ACTION" 
FORMED BY MERGER OF: DATABASED WEB ADVISOR, AND: 
INTERNET, JAVA & ACTIVEX ADVISOR, AND CONTS THE 
NUMBERING OF THE FORMER 
DSCP 16N4-- AP 1998--
BUSINESS AMERICA 
0000-0000 16031 BM 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,1978--
"NEWS FROM THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE FOR 
THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY IN SOUTH CAROLINA" 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
ADMINISTRATION. DISTRICT OFFICE 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
BUSINESS ATLANTA 
0192-0855 27121 M 
ATLANTA GA 
1978-23Nl,JA1994 
CONT OF REAL ESTATE & BUSINESS ATLANTA 
MERGED WITH GEORGIA TREND TO FORM: GEORGIA TREND 
AND BUSINESS ATLANTA 
















(MICROFILM: 19-23Nl 1990-JA 1994) 
BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST. BCD 




CONT OF BUSINESS CYCLE DEVELOPMENTS 
ABSORBED DEFENSE INDICATORS 
ABSORBED IN PART BY SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS 
ISSUES FOR 1972-1975 WERE CLASSED (SUPT. OF 
DOCS.) C 56.111: (DATE) DURING THE TIME THE 
BUREAU WAS SUBORDINATE TO THE SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC STATISTICS ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1968-1990) 
BUSINESS CONSUMERS ADVISOR 
0897-0939 34118 M 
HACKENSACK NJ 
34Nl, JA 1998--
CONT OF UPDATE, THE EXECUTIVES PURCHASING ADVISOR 
DSCP 34-- 1998--
BUSINESS CREDIT 
0897-0181 21339 M 
NEW YORK 
89Nll,1987--
CONT OF CREDIT AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 89Nll-- DE1987--
(MICROFORM: 89Nll-- DE1987--) 
BUSINESS CYCLE DEVELOPMENTS 
0093-6804 16570 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
61Nl,1961-68Nl0,1968 
CONT BY BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST 
U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1961-1968 (MICROFORM) 
BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
0000-0000 26848 M 
NEW CANAAN CT 
13,1982 - -
CONT OF NEWSBANK. BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT ACCOMPANIED BY NEWSBANK INDEX 
DSCP 1982-- (MICROFILM: 4 070) 
BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC REVIEW 
0007-6465 15194 M/6Y 
COLUMBIA SC 
l,JA 1954--
UNIV. OF SOUTH CAROLINA, BUREAU OF BUSINESS AND 
ECONOMIC RESEARCH 
PAGE: 0025 
DSCP 1-- 1954-- (S. C.) 
BUSINESS EDUCATION FORUM 
0007-6678 17616 8Y/4Y 
RESTON VA 
4?, oc 1949--
CONT OF UBEA FORUM 
ABSORBED NATIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION QUARTERLY 
OC 1970 CONT IN PART BY NATIONAL BUSINESS 
EDUCATION YEARBOOK 1983-1986, ISSUE NO 8, AP/MY 
ISSUE CALLED ALSO: YEARBOOK ISSUE 
OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL BUSINESS 
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 27-- 1972- - (MICROFORM) 
BUSINESS HISTORY REVIEW 
0007-6805 16568 Q 
BOSTON 
28Nl,MR 1954 --
SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES 
CONT OF BULLETIN OF THE BUSINESS HISTORICAL 
SOCIETY 
HARVARD GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP 28Nl-- MR 1954-- (MICROFORM) 
BUSINESS HORIZONS 
0007-6813 15197 Q/BM 
BLOOMINGTON IN 
l,WIN 1958--
INDIANA UNIV GRADUATE SCHOOL 
BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARCH 
OF BUSINESS AND 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 11-- 1968--) 
BUSINESS INSURANCE 
0007-6864 15198 BW/W 
CHICAGO 
1, oc 30 1967--
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 19-- JA 7,1985--) 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
0007-6910 15199 M 
GREENWICH CT 
20N5,AU 1961-41Nl,OC 1971 
CONT OF MANAGEMENT METHODS 
DSCP 20N5 -41 AU 1961-1971 
BUSINESS MARKETING 
0745-5933 18551 M 
CHICAGO 
68N4,AP 1983-78Nl2,DE1993 
CONT OF INDUSTRIAL MARKETING 
(MICROFORM) 
CONT BY ADVERTISING AGE'S BUSINESS MARKETING 
DSCP 68N4-78N12 AP 1983-DE1993 
(MICROFORM) 
BUSINESS MONTH 
0892-4090 20881 M 
NEW YORK 
129N3,1987-136N5, NV 1990 
CONT OF DUN'S BUSINESS REVIEW 
DSCP 129N3-136N5 MR 1987-1990 (MICROFILM) 
BUSINESS, NORTH CAROLINA 




BUSINESS PERIODICALS INDEX 
0007-6961 16549 A 
NEW YORK 
1,JA 1958/JN 1959--
CONT IN PART OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS TODAY 
ISSUED MONTHLY, WITH BIMONTHLY, SEMIANNUAL 
ANNUAL CUMULATIONS VOL 27 N12 NOT PUBL 
DSCP 1-- 1958-- (INDEX R 650.5) 
BUSINESS AND SOCIETY REVIEW 









SPR 1988- -) 
(MICROFILM: 
0007-7135 08766 W 
NEW YORK 
1,SE 7,1929--
ONE ISSUE PUBL IN JANUARY 
CONT OF MAGAZINE OF BUSINESS 
ABSORBED ANNALIST, 1940 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1953--) 
BYTE 
0360-5280 08765 M 
PETERBOROUGH NH 
Nl,SE 1975-23N7,JL1998? 
SUSP PUBL JL 1998 
ADDED TITLE: THE SMALL SYSTEMS JOURNAL. WILL BE 
AVAILABLE ONLINE ONLY BYTE.COM 





0008-1205 16586 M 
SACRAMENTO CA 
1,JA 1970--
"THE MONTHLY ANALYSIS OF STATE GOVERNMENT AND 
POLITICS" 
CALIFORNIA CENTER FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION IN 
GOVERNMENT 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 6-- 1975--) 
CALIFORNIA JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
0008-1213 16590 4Y 
SAN FRANCISCO 
1,JA 1950-26,NV 1975 
CONT BY EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH QUARTERLY 
CALIFORNIA TEACHERS ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 17-26 1966-1975 (MICROFILM) 
CALIFORNIA LIBRARIAN 
0000-0000 16588 Q 
SACRAMENTO CA (ETC.) 
12,1951-39,1978 
INCLUDES HANDBOOK AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL 
MEETING OF THE CALIFORNIA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
CONT OF CALIFORNIA LIBRARY BULLETIN 
CALIFORNIA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 26-35N2/36-39 
1974-OC 1978 
JA 1965-JA 1974/JL 
CALIFORNIA MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
0008-1256 16587 Q 
BERKELEY CA 
1,1958--
CONT OF CMR. CALIFORNIA MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
UNIV. OF CALIFORNIA. GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 8-- 1965--) 
CALIFORNIA STATE LIBRARY. NEWS NOTES 
SEE NEWS NOTES OF CALIFORNIA LIBRARIES 
CAMPING MAGAZINE 
0740-4131 15210 8Y/76 
MARTINSVILLE IN 
1,1930--
TITLES VARIES SLIGHTLY 
ONE ANNUAL ISSUE CALLED CAMP REFERENCE AND 
BUYING GUIDE 14-2N6 OMITTED IN NUMBERING 
AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 










CAMPUS WIDE INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
1065-0741 31144 BM 
WESTPORT CT 
l0Nl,JA/FE 1993--
CONT OF ACADEMIC AND LIBRARY COMPUTING 
DSCP 10-12 1993-1995 (L) 
CANADIAN CONSUMER 
0008-3275 20529 BM 
OTTAWA 
1-8N3 JN 1963-NV/DE 1970 
1, JA/FE 1971--
ENGLISH TITLE ONLY, 1971--
OFFICIAL MAGAZINE OF THE CONSUMER ASSICIATION OF 
CANADA 
DSCP 16-23N2? 1986-MR/AP1993? 
(MICROFORM: 13-23N2? 1983-MR/AP1993) 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF CRIMINOLOGY. RBVUB CANADIBNNB 
DB CRIMINOLOGIB 
0704-9722 08991 Q 
OTTAWA 
20,1978--
CONT OF CANADIAN JOURNAL OF CRIMINOLOGY AND 
CORRECTIONS 
DSCP 29N2-- AP 1987--
28-- 1986--) 
(MICROFILM: 
CAPITAL COMMENT: A TIMELY PERSPBCTIVB ON SOUTH 




SOUTH CAROLINA POLICY COUNCIL EDUCATION 
FOUNDATION 
DSCP N12-- DE 1991-- (S .C.) 
CAR AND DRIVER 
0008-6002 15215 M 
NEW YORK 
1961--
CONT OF SPORTS CAR ILLUSTRATED 
DSCP 32N10-- AP 1987-- (MICROFORM: 
32-- 1986--) 
CAROLINA ARTS 




DSCP 2N7-- JL 1998-- (S.C.) 
CAROLINA COUNTIES 
0000-0000 27235 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
198?--
SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES 





DSCP 5N2-- NV/DE 1992--
CAROLINA GOLFER 
0008-6770 15221 
CHARLOTTE NC (ETC) 
1960--






CAROLINA HERALD. OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THB SOUTH 
CAROLINA GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY 
0736-3400 16592 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,SUMMER 1972-17Nl,SUMMER1989 
CONT BY CAROLINA HERALD AND NEWSLETTER 
SOUTH CAROLINA GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY 
DSCP 1972-1984 (S.C.) 
CAROLINA HIGHWAYS 
0008-6789 15222 M/BM 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,1949-42N3,1987 
CONT BY DRIVE 












DSCP 1 1825-1826 
CAROLINA LAW 
(MICROFORM) 
0000-0000 16678 BM 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,19??-?,1978 
CONT BY SCLEOA MAGAZINE 
SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS' 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 18-22N3 1968-1972 (S .C.} 
CAROLINA LIFESTYLE 
0744-5237 15223 M 
NORFOLK VA 
lNl,AP 1982-2N9,SE 1983 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF TARHEEL AND SANDLAPPER 
CONT BY SANDLAPPER 
DSCP 1Nl-2N9 AP 1982-SE 1983 
CAROLINA MAGAZINE 
0000-0000 19065 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
l,NV 1984-AU,1985 
V2 BEGINS IN JA 1985 
DSCP 1Nl-2N8 NV 1984-AU 1985 
CAROLINA OUTDOORS 
0000-0000 16278 M 
GREENVILLE SC 
lNl,1970-1973? 
NUMBERING DROPPED WITH JA/FE 1973 ISSUE 






















0008-6800 15225 BM 
CHARLOTTE NC 
1960--
DSCP 7N4/8-- WINTER 1967-- (S .C.} 
CAROLINA STYLE 
1073-564X 32359 M/BM 
WILMINGTON NC 
lNl, 1994-2Nl,FALL1995 
DSCP 1N3-2Nl SUMMER 1994-FALL 1995 
CAROLINIANA COLUMNS 










SC HISTORICAL SOCIETY 





0041-7890 08158 I/Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
Nl,JN 1945-125,SPRING 1978 
SUPERSEDED BY CATALOGING SERVICE BULLETIN 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. PROCESSING DEPARTMENT 
DSCP 40-43/45/47-69/71/73-76/78-125 
1956-1978 (R 025.02 TECH.SERV.} 
CATALOGING SERVICE BULLETIN 
0160-8029 08159 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
Nl,SUMMER 1978--
SUPERSEDES CATALOGING SERVICE 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. PROCESSING SERVICE 
DSCP Nl-- 1978-- (R 025.02 TECH.SERV.} 
CATALOGUE OF PUBLICATIONS ISSUED BY THE GOVERNMENT 
OF THE UNITED STATES DURING THE MONTH OF ... 
0277-5425 17488 M 
WASHINGTON 
JA 1895 - MR 1895 
CONT BY CATALOGUE OF UNITED STATES PUBLIC 
DOCUMENTS 
U.S. SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS 
DSCP JA 1895-MR 1895 (INDEX G 
R015.73} (MICROFORM: JA 1895-MR 1895} 
CATALOGUE OF UNITED STATES PUBLIC DOCUMENTS 
0278 - 2561 17487 M 
WASHINGTON 
jN4j ,AP 1895-Nl50,JN 1907 
AP1895 ISSUE IS UNNUMBERED BUT CONSITUTES N4 
CONT OF CATALOGUE OF PUBLICATIONS ISSUED BY THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES DURING THE MONTH 
OF ... CONT BY MONTHLY CATALOGUE, UNITED STATES 
PUBLIC DOCUMENTS 
U.S . SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS 
DSCP N4-150 AP 1895-JN 1907 (INDEX G 
R015 . 73} (MICROFORM: N4-150 AP 













CATALYST FOR CHANGE 
0000-0000 16596 3Y 
WOLFE CITY TX 
l,FALL 1971--
"JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT 
COUNCIL" 
EAST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 6-- 1976--) 
CATHOLIC LIBRARY WORLD 
0008-820X 16612 l0Y 
HAVERFORD PA 
l,NV/DE 1929--
VOLUME 2 CONSISTS OF 7 ISSUES 
ABSORBED CLA BOOKLIST 
OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE CATHOLIC LIBRARY 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 50N6-- 1979-- (L) 
CATHOLIC WORLD 
0008-8484 15817 M 
PARAMUS NJ 
l,AP 1865-214,DE 1971 
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE OF GENERAL LITERATURE AND 
SCIENCE ABSORBED DONOHOE'S MAGAZINE, 1908 
CONT BY NEW CATHOLIC WORLD 
PAULIST FATHERS 
DSCP 176 - 214 1952-1971 (MICROFORM) 
CATHOLIC WORLD 
1042-3494 25366 BM 
MAHWAH NJ 
232Nl387,1989-239Nl429, JA/FE1996 
CONT OF NEW CATHOLIC WORLD 
DSCP 232-239 1989-JA/FE 1996 
CBA MARKETPLACE 
0000-0000 33481 M 
COLORADO SPRINGS CO 
30Nl, JA 1997--
CONT OF BOOKSTORE JOURNAL 
CHRISTIAN BOOKSELLERS ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 30N2-- FE 1997--
CD-ROM LIBRARIAN 




CONT OF OPITCAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS UPDATE/ 
LIBRARY AND INFORMATION CENTER APPLICATIONS 
CONT BY CD-ROM WORLD 
DSCP 3N7-7 JL/AU 1988-1992 (L) 
PAGE: 0029 
CD-ROM PROFESSIONAL 
1049-0833 26113 BM/M 
WESTON CT 
3N3, MY1990-9,DE1996 
CONT OF LASERDISK PROFESSIONAL. CONT BYE MEDIA 
PROFESSIONAL 
DSCP 3N3-9 MY 1990-DE1996 
(MICROFILM: 3N3-9Nl2 MAY 1990-DE1996) 
CD-ROM REVIEW 
0891-3188 21093 BM/M 
PETERBOROUGH NH 
2Nl,MR/AP,1987-3N9,1988 
V2Nl PRECEDED BY PREVIEW ISSUE THAT CONSTITUTES 
Vl (OC,21,1986) 
DSCP 3N7-9 JL/AU1988-NV/DE1988 
CD-ROM WORLD 
1066-274X 30900 llY 
WESTPORT CT 
8Nl,1993-10Nl,JA1995 
CONT OF CD-ROM LIBRARIAN. ABSORBED BY MULTIMEDIA 
WORLD 1995 
DSCP 8Nl-6,8-10/9Nl-10/10Nl 
SE - DE1993/1994-JA 1995 
JA-JL/ 
(ABN-2614) 
CENSUS CATALOG AND GUIDE 
0000-0000 19915 A 
WASHINGTON DC 
1985--
CONT OF BUREAU OF CENSUS CATALOG 
DSCP 1985-- (INDEX G C 3.163/3:) 
CENSUS AND YOU 
0000-0000 24763 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
23N4/5,1988--
CONT OF DATA USER NEWS 
MONTHLY NEWS FROM THE U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 23N4-5-- APR-MY 1988--
CENTER MAGAZINE 
0008-9125 15229 BM 
SANTA BARBARA CA 
l,OC/NV 1967-20,NV/DC 1987 
CONT OF CENTER DIARY 
CONT BY NEW PERSPECTIVES QUARTERLY 
(C. 3.238:) 
UNIV. OF CALIFORNIA. CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF 
DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS 
DSCP 7-20 1974-1987 (MICROFILM) 




CONT OF TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE 
OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS CONT BY CHEMICAL 
ENGINEERING PROGRESS 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS 
DSCP 54-81/82Nl-5 1958-1986 (MICROFORM) 
CBRAMIC INDUSTRY 
0009-0220 16598 M/13Y 
BOSTON 
1,JN 1923--
ABSORBED BRICK AND CLAY RECORD JL 1987. ANNUAL 
SPECIAL ISSUE HAS VARYING TITLE: DATA BOOK, 
BUYERS GUIDE, ETC 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 114-- 1980--) 
CBRAMICS MONTHLY 
0009-0328 00889 l0Y 
COLUMBUS OH 
1,JA 1953--
DSCP 1-38 1953-1990 (MICROFORM) 
CBRTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT: CPA 
0886-3253 17254 M 
NEW YORK 
41,1971 
CONT OF NEW YORK CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT 
CONT BY CPA JOURNAL 
NEW YORK STATE SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS 
DSCP 41 1971 
CHALLBNGB 
0577-5132 15233 M/BM 
WHITE PLAINS NY 
2N5, FE 1954--
SUSPENDED 1967-73 
CONT OF CHALLENGE MAGAZINE. SOME ISSUES COMBINED 






0000-0000 24655 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
198?--
BIMONTHLY DURING SCHOOL YEAR 
AT HEAD OF TITLE: SCHOOLS WITHOUT DRUGS 
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
DSCP 2N3--
CHANGE 
JA 1988-- (ED 1. 77:) 
PAGE: 0030 
0009-1383 05777 8Y/9Y/BM 
NEW ROCHELLE NY 
4N3,1972--
CONT OF CHANGE IN HIGHER EDUCATION. FREQ VARIES, 
6 YR, JA/FE 1985-
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 10-- 1978--) 
CHANGING TIMBS 
0009-143X 15235 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
3N5,MY 1949-45N6,JN 1991 
CONT OF KIPLINGER MAGAZINE 
CONT BY KIPLINGER'S PERSONAL FINANCE MAGAZINE 
DSCP 8-45 1954-1991 (MICROFILM) 
CHANNEL 
0000-0000 33016 llY 
MADISON WI 
31Nl, SE 1995--
CONT OF CHANNEL DLS 
WISCONSIN. DIVISION FOR LIBRARIES AND COMMUNITY 
LEARNING 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
CHANNEL DLS 
0146-1095 18273 M 
MADISON WI 
1Nl,FE1966-30Nll,JL/AU1995 
CONT BY CHANNEL 
MONTHLY, EXCEPT JL-AU 
WISCONSIN DEPT. OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. DIVISION 
FOR LIBRARY SERVICES 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
CHARLESTON MAGAZINE 
0162-2722 15236 M 
CHARLESTON SC 
1,AU 1975-4N5,1978 
CEASED PUBLICATION IN 1978, REINSTATED IN 1987 
CONT BY CHARLESTON MAGAZINE (1987--) 
DSCP 1 - 4N5 1975-JL 1978 (S .C.) 
CHARLESTON MAGAZINE 
0000-0000 25349 BM/Q 
CHARLESTON SC 
1987--
CONT OF CHARLESTON MAGAZINE (1975-1978) 
DSCP 1N3-2Nl/2N3-- OC-DE 1987-JA-MR 
1988/JL-AU 1988-- (S.C.) 
CHARLESTON METRO COMMERCE 









CONT OF CHARLESTON TRIDENT COMMERCE 
DSCP 4TH QUARTER, 1998-- (S .C.} 
CHARLESTON TRIDENT COMMERCE 
0000-0000 32248 Q 
CHARLESTON SC 
1990-2ND QUARTER,1994 
CONT· BY CHARLESTON METRO COMMERCE 
CHARLESTON TRIDENT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
DSCP 1994 2ND QUARTER (S.C.} 
CHARLOTTE OBSERVER 
0000-0000 17573 D 
CHARLOTTE NC 
AP 3,1916--
CONT OF CHARLOTTE DAILY OBSERVER 
DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
CHARTBOOK ON PRICES, WAGES, AND PRODUCTIVITY 
0095-4837 16599 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,JN 1974--
VOL lNl PRECEDED BY AN ISSUE DATED JUNE 1974 
U.S. DEPT OF LABOR. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS 
DSCP 1N2,4-7,9-12/2-5/6Nl-3/7-- AU 1974/ 
OC 1974-JA 1975/MR 1975--(L 2.102/2:} 
CHATELAINE 
0009-1995 18532 M 
TORONTO 
1,1928--
CONT OF CANADIAN HOME JOURNAL 




0009-2460 06061 M 
NEW YORK 
53N8,AU 1946--
CONT OF CHEMICAL & METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING 
DSCP 65-98 1958-1991 (MICROFILM} 
CHEMICAL AND ENGINEERING NEWS 
0009-2347 00898 SM/W 
WASHINGTON DC 
20,1942--
CONT OF INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY. 
NEWS EDITION 
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 51-- 1973--} 





CONT OF CEP. CHEMICAL ENGINEERING PROGRESS 
HAS MEMBER NEWSPAPER: AICHEXTRA, Nl, NV 1988-
DSCP 82N6-86 1986-1990 (MICROFORM} 
CHEMICAL MARKET REPORTER 
1092-0110 19177 W 
NEW YORK 
250N17, OC 21, 1996--
CONT OF CHEMICAL MARKETING REPORTER 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+1 YEAR BACKFILE 
CHEMICAL WEEK 
0009-272X 00911 W 
NEW YORK 
68N20,JN 1951--
CONT OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES WEEK 
ONE ISSUE A YEAR CALLED BUYERS' GUIDE ISSUE 
VOL NUMBERING IRREGULAR; ISSUE FOR JA 4/11,1989 
NUMBERED VOL 145, N26, BUT CONSTITUTES VOL 144, 
Nl-2. ISSUE FOR JL 5, 1989 NUMBERED VOL 144 N27, 
BUT CONSTITUTES VOL 145, NO 1 
DSCP 82-148 1958-JN 1991 (MICROFORM} 
CHICORA FOUNDATION RESEARCH 
0000-0000 24658 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
198?--
DSCP 2N2-4/3-- AP1988-- (S .C.} 
CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 
0145-2134 06787 Q/BM/M 
OXFORD/ELMSFORD NY 
1,1977--
INCLUDES THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE lST--
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON CHILD ABUSE AND 
NEGLECT, 1976--. FREQ VARIES WITH 1991 HAS 




CHILD AND ADOLESCENT SOCIAL WORK JOURNAL 
0738-0151 19421 A/Q/BM 
NEW YORK 
1, SPR1983--
BIMONTHLY JN 1990--. SOME ISSUES HAVE 
DISTINCTIVE TITLE SOME ISSUES COMBINED 
DSCP 16Nl-- FE 1999--
15-- 1998--) 








CARE INFORMATION CENTER, CHILD 
DSCP Nl2-- NV/DE 1996-- (HE 23. 1017:) 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
0009-3920 00931 Q/BM 
LAFAYETTE IN 
1 MR 1930--
SOCIETY FOR RESEARCH IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 37-- 1966--) 
CHILD SUPPORT REPORT 
0884-8076 19906 M 
WASNINGTON DC 
1,1979--
NAT'L CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT REF CTR (DHEW 
0090-0206) 
DSCP 6N9/7N4-5,7-- SE,1984/MY-JN,1985/ 
AU,1985-- (HE 24.9:) 
CHILD WELFARE 
0009-4021 00933 l0Y/BM 
NEW YORK 
27N7,JL 1948--
CONT OF BULLETIN/CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA 
CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, AND NAT'L 
FEDERATION OF DAY NURSERIES 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 44-- 1965--) 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
0009-4056 05763 BM/SY 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,SE 1924--
FREQ VARIES. JOURNAL OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION, 1924-4 41; OF THE 
ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
INTERNATIONAL, 1942--ABSORBED ACEI EXCHANGE OC 
1991 
DSCP 64N2-- DEC 1987--
(MICROFORM: 57-- 1980--) 
CHILDREN 
0009-4064 00934 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,JA/FE 1954-18,1971 
"INTERDISCIPLINARY JOURNAL FOR THE PROFESSIONS 
SERVING CHILDREN" SUPERSEDES CHILD 
SUPERSEDED BY CHILDREN TODAY 
US CHILDREN'S BUREAU 
DSCP 1-18 1954-1971 (MICROFORM) 
CHILDREN TODAY 
0361-4336 00935 BM/Q/SA/I 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,JA/FE 1972 - 24N2,1996/97 
(1997--?) 
PAGE: 0032 
CONT OF CHILDREN. Vl8,1989 COMPLETE IN 5 ISSUES, 
V20-21 COMPLETE IN 2 NUMBERS. MAY BE CONTINUED 
ON SINGLE ISSUE BASIS, NOT AVAILABLE BY 
SUBSCRIPTION 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF H.H.S. OFFICE OF HUMAN 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-24 1972-1996/97) 
CHILTON'S AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES (1970) 
0000-0000 15134 SM 
PHILADELPHIA 
142,JA 1970 - 146N4,FE 1972 
CONT OF AND CONT BY AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES 
DSCP 142-146N4 JA 1970-FE 1972 
(MICROFORM) 
CHILTON'S AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES (1976) 
0273-656X 15132 M 
RADNOR PA 
154,JA l,1976-174N8,AU1994 
SOME ISSUES HAVE TITLE: CHILTON'S INTERNATIONAL 
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES CONT OF AND BY AUTOMOTIVE 
INDUSTRIES 
DSCP 154-174 JA 1976-AU 1994 (MICROFORM) 





CONT OF CHILTON'S INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 




MY 1983-FE 1992 
0195-7244 16717 M 
RADNOR PA 
78Nl0,OC 1979-79N8,AU 1980 
CONT OF CHILTON'S DISTRIBUTION WORLDWIDE 
CONT BY CHILTON'S DISTRIBUTION FOR TRAFFIC & 
TRANSPORTATION DECISION MAKERS 
DSCP 78Nl0-79N8 OC 1979-AU 1980 
(MICROFORM) 
CHILTON'S DISTRIBUTION 





85Nl,JA 1986-91N8,AU 1992 
CONT OF CHILTON'S DISTRIBUTION FOR TRAFFIC AND 
TRANSPORTATION DECISION MAKERS 
CONT BY DISTRIBUTION (RADNOR, PA: 1992) 
THE TRANSPORTATION AND BUSINESS LOGISTICS 
MAGIZINE 
DSCP 85-91N8 1986-AU 1992 
CHILTON'S DISTRIBUTION FOR TRAFFIC & 
TRANSPORTATION DECISION MAKERS 




CONT OF AND BY CHILTON'S DISTRIBUTION 
DSCP 79N9 - 84 SE1980-1985 (MICROFORM) 
CHILTON'S DISTRIBUTION WORLDWIDE 
0193-3248 16718 M 
RADNOR PA 
76,JA 1977-78N9,SE 1979 
CONT OF DISTRIBUTION WORLDWIDE 
CONT BY CHILTON'S DISTRIBUTION 
DSCP 76 - 78N3 JA 1977-MR 1978 
CHILTON'S DISTRIBUTION WORLDWIDE 
0000-0000 16720 M 
PHILADELPHIA 
69Nl,JA 1970-71N9,SE 1972 
CONT OF DISTRIBUTION WORLD WIDE 
CONT BY DISTRIBUTION WORLDWIDE 
DSCP 69Nl - 71N9 JA 1970-SE 1972 
(MICROFORM) 
CHILTON'S ELECTRONIC NEWS 
1054-6847 31530 W 
NEW YORK 
36N1831,OC15,1990-37N1885,NV4,1991 
CONT OF AND BY ELECTRONIC NEWS 
(MICROFILM) 
BOTH ISSUES FOR MAY 27,1991 AND JN 3,1991 ARE 
CALLED VOL 37N1862; ISSUE FOR JN 3,1991 SHOULD 
BE VOL 3 7N1863. ISSUE FOR JN 10,1991 INCORRECTLY 
CALLED VOL 37N1863; SHOULD BE VOL 37N1864. ISSUE 
FOR JUNE 17,1991 INCORRECTLY CALLED VOL 37N1864; 
SHOULD BE VOL 37N1865 
DSCP (MICROFILM: 36-37 OC 15 1990-NV 4 1991) 
CHILTON'S FOOD ENGINEERING 
0193 - 323 X 19958 M 
RADNOR PA 
49,1 977 - 70N4,1998 
CONT OF & BY FOOD ENGINEERING 
DSCP 49 - 70N4 1977-1998 (MICROFILM) 
PAGE: 0033 
CHILTON'S INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 
0164-0089 17023 M 
RADNOR PA 
50N6,JN 1977-56N4,1983 
CONT OF INSTRUMENTS & CONTROL SYSTEMS 
CONT BY CHILTON'S I & CS : THE INDUSTRIAL AND 
PROCESS CONTROL MAGAZINE 
DSCP 50N6-56N4 
(MICROFORM) 
CHILTON'S IRON AGE 
JN 1977-AP 1983 
0164-5137 16433 W 
RADNOR PA 
219,JA 1977-226,1983 
CONT OF IRON AGE 
CONT BY CHILTON'S IRON AGE MANUFACTURING 
MANAGEMENT AND BY CHILTON'S AGE. METAL PRODUCER 
DSCP 219 - 226 1977-1983 (MICROFORM) 
CHILTON'S IRON AGE. MANUP'ACTURING MANAGEMENT 
0747-6310 19956 SM 
RADNOR PA 
227,1984 - 229N6,1986 
CONT OF CHILTON'S IRON AGE 
CONT BY IRON AGE. MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 227 - 229N6 1984-MR 1986 (MICROFORM) 
CHILTON'S IRON AGE. METALS PRODUCER 
0000-0000 19955 SW 
RADNOR PA 
227,1984 - 229N5,1986 
CONT OF CHILTON'S IRON AGE 
CONT BY IRON AGE. METALS PRODUCER 
DSCP 227 - 229N5 1984-1986- (MICROFORM) 
CHOICE 
11966 llY 0009 - 4978 
MIDDLETOWN CT 
1,MR 1964 - -
JL/AU COMBINED 
ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE AND RESEARCH LIBRARIES 
DSCP 1- - 1964-- (L) 
CHRISTIAN CENTURY 
0009-5281 15249 44Y/40Y/W 
CHICAGO 
19Nl,JA 2,1902--
CONT OF CHRlSTIAN CENTURY OF THE DISCIPLES OF 
CHRIST ABSORBED SEVERAL JOURNALS, 1926-1970 
CHRISTIAN CENTURY FOUNDATION 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 70-- 1953--) 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR 





(OCT 3,1983)--, THE CENTRAL, EASTERN, 
AND WESTERN EDITIONS WERE COMBINED 
DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
CHRISTIANITY TODAY 
0009-5753 15250 
CAROL STREAM IL 
l,OC 15,1956--
21Y 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 12-- 1967--) 
CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
0009-5982 03900 46Y/48Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,NV 23,1966--
ALMANAC IS THE FIRST ISSUE IN THE NEW VOLUME 
EACH YEAR PUBL WEEKLY EXCEPT 3RD WEEK IN AUGUST 
AND LAST 2 WEEKS OF DECEMBER BOOK FORMAT BY U OF 
CHICAGO PRESS NO LONGER PUBL 
EDITORIAL PROJECTS FOR EDUCATION 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 1-- 1966--) 
CHRONICLE OF PHILANTHROPY 
1040-676X 26001 BW 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,OC 1988--
LAST 2 ISSUES OF AU AND DE COMBINED 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
CIS FEDERAL REGISTER INDEX 
0741-2878 19367 54/YR 
BETHESDA MD 
1,1984--
WEEKLY PUBL WITH QUARTERLY AND SEMIANNUAL 
CUMULATIONS INDEX TO FEDERAL REGISTER VOL 49--
CONGRESSIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE INC. 
DSCP 1984-- (INDEX G R016.348) 
CITY 
0000-0000 16608 ? 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,AP 1967-6NS,1972 
VOL FOR 1969 INCLUDES FOUR SUPPLEMENTS WITH 
TITLE CHRONICLE. MONTHLY REPORT OF URBAN AMERICA 
NATIONAL URBAN COALITION 
DSCP 1-6 1967-1972 (MICROFILM) 
CITY AND STATE 




ISSUE FOR NV1984 HAS TITLE CRAIN'S CITY AND STATE 
DSCP 7 - llNl 1990-JA 1994 (MICROFILM) 
CITY WEEKLY 
0164-5595 18771 SOY 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl-43,JA 27-NV 27,1978 
CONT OF NLC WASHINGTON REPORT TO THE NATION'S 
CITIES CONT BY NATIONS CITIES AND NATION CITIES 
WEEKLY 
DSCP (1) JA-NV 1978 (MICROFILM) 
CIVIC.COM 
1091-7594 33821 M 
FALLS CHURCH VA 
lNl, 1996?--
FCW GOVERNMENT TECHNOLOGY GROUP 
DSCP 1N4-- AP 1997--
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
0009-7853 16607 M 
NEW YORK 
l,OC 1930-34,DE 1964 
CONT BY CIVIL ENGINEERING ASCE 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
DSCP 28-34 1958-DE 1964 (MICROFORM) 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
0885-7024 27007 M 
NEW YORK 
53,1983--
CONT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING ASCE 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
DSCP 53-- 1983-- (MICROFILM) 
CIVIL ENGINEERING ASCE 
0360-0556 00950 M 
NEW YORK 
35,JA 1965-52,1982 
CONT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CONT BY CIVIL ENGINEERING (1983) 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
DSCP 35-52 1965-1982 (MICROFILM) 
CIVIL RIGHTS JOURNAL 
0000-0000 33242 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl, FALL 1995--










CIVIL SERVICE JOURNAL 
0009-7985 16609 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,JL/SE 1960-19,AP/JN 1979 
CONT BY MANAGEMENT 
U.S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION. OFFICE OF 
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 13-19 1972/1973-1978/1979) 
CIVILIZATION 
1077-9795 32678 BM 
NEW YORK 
lNl, NV/DE 1994--
MAGAZINE OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
DSCP 1-- NV/DE 1994--
CLEARING HOUSE. A JOURNAL FOR MODERN JUNIOR AND 
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS 
0009-8655 15253 9Y/BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,MR 1920--
TITLE VARIES. CONT OF JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
CLEARING HOUSE 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 30-- 1955--) 
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA. SOUTH CAROLINA 
0364 - 5037 24387 M 
ASHEVILLE NC 
79, 1976--
CONT OF CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA, SOUTH CAROLINA. 
(UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL DATA SERVICE) 
ANNUAL SUMMARY CALLED NUMBER 13 
DSCP 79-- 1976-- (MICROFORM: 84--
1981--) (C 55.214/38:) 
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA, SOUTH 







CONT OF CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA, SOUTH 
(UNITED STATES. WEATHER BUREAU) 
CONT BY CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA. SOUTH 
CAROLINA 
CAROLINA 
DSCP 77Nl0-78 1974-1975 {C 55.214/38:) 
CLINICAL SOCIAL WORK JOURNAL 
0091-1674 05827 Q 
NEW YORK 
1,1973--
SPONSORED BY NATIONAL FEDERATION OF SOCIETIES FOR 
CLINICAL SOCIAL WORK 
DSCP 15-24Nl/RETAIN 15 YEARS 1987-SPR 
1996-- {MICROFORM: 14--
CLIR ISSUES 





CONT OF NEWSLETTER {COMMISSION ON PRESERVATION 
AND ACCESS) 
COUNCIL ON LIBRARY AND INFORMATION RESOURCES 
DSCP Nl- - JA/FE 1998-- {L) 
CLR REPORTS 
0892-0605 24641 3Y 
WASHINGTON 
lNl,FE 1987--
CONT OF CLR RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 
DSCP 3N3-- QC 1989-- (L) 
CLU JOURNAL 
0007-8573 16510 Q 
PHILADELPHIA 
21,1967-37N4,1983 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
CHARTERED LIFE UNDERWRITERS CONT BY JOURNAL OF 
THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CLU 
DSCP 34-37 1980-1983 (MICROFILM) 
COAL 
1040-7820 26050 M 
CHICAGO IL 
25N2,FE 1988-26Nl2, 1989 
95Nl,JA 1990-101N8,AU1996 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF: COAL MINING AND: COAL 
AGE, CONTINUING THE VOLUME NUMBERING OF THE 
FORMER ISSUE FOR AP 1989 INCORRECTLY CALLED 
V.27N4 (SHOULD BE V.26N4); ISSUE FOR OC 1989 
INCORRECTLY CALLED V.26N8 {SHOULD BE 26N10); 
ISSUE FOR NV 1989 INCORRECTLY CALLED V26N8 
{SHOULD BE 26Nll); ISSUES BEGINNING WITH JA 1990 
CALLED V.95, FOLLOWING THE CHRONOLOGY OF COAL AGE 
CONT BY COAL AGE 
DSCP 25N2-101N8 FE 1988-AU1996 
(MICROFILM) 
COAL AGE 
0009-9910 16613 W/M 
NEW YORK 
l,OC 14,1911-93,1988 
VOLS FOR 1955-1962 INCLUDE MINING GUIDEBOOK AND 
BUYING DIRECTORY ABSORBED COLLIERY ENGINEER, 








OVERLAND PARK KS 
101N9, SE 1996--








CONT OF COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT JOURNAL. 
AVAILABLE ONLINE 
DSCP 15-23 1987-1995 (MICROFILM) 
COASTAL PLAINS CENTER FOR MARINE DBVBLOPMENT 
SERVICE NEWSLETTER 
SEE MARINE NEWSLETTER 





NOAA COASTAL SERVICES CENTER 
DSCP SPR 1997--
COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 
0090-8339 16619 4Y 
NEW YORK 
l,FALL 1973-14,1986 
"ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES AND LAW" 
CONT BY COASTAL MANAGEMENT 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 3-14 1976-1986) 
CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS 
0000-0000 16681 A 
WASHINGTON DC 
lST,1938--
EACH TITLE REVISED ANNUALLY: TITLES 1-16, JA l; 
17-27, AP l; 28-41, JL l; 2-50, OC 1 
OFFICE OF THE FEDERAL REGISTER 
DSCP CURRENT ISSUES (R 340) 
COGEL GUARDIAN 
1071-6734 27234 BM 
LEXINGTON KY 
19??-12N3,JN 30 1991 
CONT BY GUARDIAN 








CONT OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 




SYRACUSE NY/BIRMINGHAM AL 
1,1978--





0146-2679 04333 Q 
NEW YORK 
1N3/4,1976--
"A QUARTERLY JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE MANAGEMENT 
OF LIBRARY COLLECTIONS" CONT OF DE-ACQUISITIONS 
LIBRARIAN 
DSCP 3-14 1979-1991 (L) 
COLLECTIONS 
0000-0000 25370 BM 
COLUMBIA SC 
199?--
"NEWSLETTER AND CALENDAR OF ACTIVITIES AND 
EXHIBITIONS". CONT OF COLLECTIONS 
COLUMBIA MUSEUM OF ART 
DSCP 15-- MR/AP 1999-- (S .C.) 
COLLEGE & RESEARCH LIBRARIES 
0010-0870 00990 Q/BM 
CHICAGO 
l,DE 1939--
INCLUDES MONTHLY SUPPL: COLLEGE & RESEARCH 
LIBRARIES NEWS 
ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE AND RESEARCH LIBRARIES 
DSCP 28N3-6/29-30/31N2-6/32-33/34Nl,3-6/ 
35-- MY 1967-NV 1969,MR 1970-JA 1973, 
MY 1973-- (L) 
COLLEGE & RESEARCH LIBRARIES NEWS 
0099-0086 00991 M/llY 
CHICAGO 
1967--
(1980 -- ADOPTS VOL NOS OF COLLEGE 
AND RESEARCH LIBRARIES) 
CONT OF ACRL NEWS 
ACRL NEWS ISSUE (A & B) ISSUED MON (JL/AU 
COMBINED) AS A SUPPL TO THE BIMONTHLY PUBL 
COLLEGE AND RESEARCH LIBRARIES 
ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE AND RESEARCH LIBRARIES 





0000-0000 16624 SY 
YORK PA 
lNl,OC 1970-?,19?? 
VlNl, OC 1970-3N4, SUMMER 1972, INCLUDED IN 
BICENTENNIAL CHRONICLE V3NS, SE 1972-7N6, AU 
1976, INCLUDES BECENTENNIAL CHRONICLE 
DSCP 4N5-7 1973-1976 
COLORADO LIBRARIES 
0147-9733 16623 Q 
COLORADO SPRINGS CO 
197?--
CONT OF CL. COLORADO LIBRARIES 
COLORADO LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
COLUMBIA JOURNALISM REVIEW 
0010-194X 15268 Q/BM 
NEW YORK 
l,SPRING 1962--
lNl PRECEDED BY ISSUE DATED FALL 1961 CALLED 
"PILOT ISSUE" INCLUDES SUPPLEMENTS 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 13-- 1974/ 
1975--) 
COLUMBIA MAGAZINE 
0000-0000 16288 BM 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,1975--
CONT OF GREATER COLUMBIA 










0010-2172 00996 M 
NEW YORK 
l,JL 1929-52Nl0,AP 1981 
CONT OF A PUBLICATION BY THE SAME TITLE, 19??-
19?? 
DSCP 30-52 1958-1981 
COMMENTARY 




CONT OF CONTEMPORARY JEWISH RECORD 
AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 15-- 1953--) 
COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY 




U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
DSCP CURRENT THREE MONTHS ONLY 
COMMERCE CLEARING HOUSE. CONGRESSIONAL INDEX 
SEE CONGRESSIONAL INDEX 
COMMERCIAL NEWS USA 
0161-9772 16699 ? 
WASHINGTON DC 
N32,MR/AP 1978--
ISSUES FOR 1980 CALLED VOL 2 
"INTERNATIONAL MARKETING NEWS FOR THE FOREIGN 
SERVICE" CONT OF COMMERCIAL NEWS FOR THE FOREIGN 
SERVICE 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. INDUSTRY AND TRADE 
ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
COMMON CAUSE MAGAZINE 




CONT OF COMMON CAUSE. NOW IN ELECTRONIC FORMAT 
ONLY 
DSCP LAST 15 YEARS (MICROFILM: 
15-22Nl 1989-SPR/SUM1996) 




DSCP 90N3-97N2 AU 1990-OC 1997 (S .C.) 
COMMON SENSE FROM CLOSER LOOK 
0000-0000 16658 SA 
WASHINGTON DC 
SUMMER 1978-FALL 1979 
CONT OF AND CONT BY REPORT FROM CLOSER LOOK 
U.S. BUREAU OF EDUCATION FOR HANDICAPPED, CLOSER 
LOOK (ORGANIZATION), AND PARENTS' CAMPAIGN FOR 
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND YOUTH 
DSCP SUMMER 1978-FALL 1979 (HE 19 .119:) 
COMMONWEAL 
0010-3330 15280 BW 
NEW YORK 
1,NV 12,1924--
"A REVIEW OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, LITERATURE AND THE 
ARTS" 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 







ABSORBED WIRE & RADIO COMMUNICATIONS 
DSCP 29-- 1992--
1992--) 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE JOURNAL 
(MICROFILM: 29--
1067-1803 30693 BM/l0Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
63N2,OC/NV 1992--
CONT OF COMMUNITY, TECHNICAL AND JUNIOR COLLEGE 
JOURNAL AVAILABLE ONLINE 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
DSCP 63N2-- OC/NV 1992--
(MICROFILM: 63N2-- OC/NV 1992--) 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE REVIEW 
0091-5521 21332 Q 
RALEIGH NC 
1,1973--
DSCP 15N3-- WINTER 1987--
(MICROFORM: 8-- 1980--) 
COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGE JOURNAL 
0190-3160 16671 M/8Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
43,AU/SE 1972-55N8,MY/JN 1985 
CONT OF JUNIOR COLLEGE JOURNAL 
CONT BY COMMUNITY, TECHNICAL AND JUNIOR COLLEGE 
JOURNAL 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR 
COLLEGES 
DSCP 51-55 1980-MY/JN1985 
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH JOURNAL 
0010-3853 01005 Q/BM 
NEW YORK 
1,1965--
QUARTERLY -25, 1989; BM, V 26, 1990-
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 10-- 1974--) 
(MICROFILM} 
COMMUNITY, TECHNICAL, AND JUNIOR COLLEGE JOURNAL 




CONT OF COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGE JOURNAL 
CONT BY COMMUNITY COLLEGE JOURNAL 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR 
COLLEGES 
DSCP 56-63Nl 1985-AU/SE 1992 
(MICROFORM: 56-63Nl 1985-AU/SE 1992) 
COMPACT 
0010-3934 15281 BM/Q 
DENVER CO 
1,SE 1966-12N3,SUMMER/FALL 1978 
ISSUES FOR SE 1966-JA 1967 HAVE NO VOLUME 
NUMBERING BUT CONSTITUTE lNl-4 
CONT BY INTERSTATE COMPACT FOR EDUCATION 
EDUCATION COMMISSION OF THE STATES 
DSCP 3N3-5/4Nl,4,6/5Nl,3,4,6/6Nl,3,6/7N4/ 
9N4/10-12 1969-1978 
COMPARATIVE STATE POLITICS: CSP 
1047-1006 26002 BM 
SPRINGFIELD, IL 
10N4,AU 1989--
CONT OF COMPARATIVE STATE POLITICS NEWSLETTER 
DSCP 10N4-- AU 1989--
COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS REVIEW 
0886-3687 19921 BM 
NEW YORK 
17N3,1985--
CONT OF COMPENSATION REVIEWS 
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 17N3-- JL/AU 1985--
(MICROFORM: 17N3-- JL/AU1985--
COMPENSATION REVIEW 
0010-4248 09385 Q 
NEW YORK 
1,1969-17N2,MY/JN 1985 
CONT BY COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS REVIEW 
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 8-17N2 1976-MY/JN 1985 (MICROFILM} 
COMPENSATION AND WORKING CONDITIONS 
1059-0722 29747 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
43N5, MY 1991-48N4,MY1996 
CONT OF CURRENT WAGE DEVELOPMENTS 
VOLS FOR MY 1991 INCLUDE DATA THROUGH APRIL 1991 
CONT BY COMPENSATION AND WORKING CONDITIONS 




DSCP 43N5-48N4 MY 1991-MY 1996 
COMPENSATION AND WORKING CONDITIONS (1996-) 
0000-0000 33518 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl, JN1996- -
CONT OF COMPENSATION AND WORKING CONDITIONS 
DSCP lNl-- JN 1996--
COMPUTE 
0194-357X 1 9360 BM 
GREENSBORO NC 
1,1979 - 16N9,SE1994 
ABSORBED HOME AND EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING&: 
RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 
DSCP ll-16N9 1989-SE 1994 
(MICROFILM: 11 - 16N9 1989-SE1994) 
COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATIONS DECISIONS 
0894-1246 12630 M/15Y 
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS NJ 
19N8,1987 - 20N2,FE 1988 
CONT OF AND BY COMPUTER DECISIONS 
DSCP 19N8 - 20N2 MY1987-FE1988 
COMPUTER DECISIONS 
0010 - 4558 15284 13Y 
ROCHELLE PARK NJ 
1,SE 1969-19N7,AP 1987 
CONT BY COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATIONS 
DSCP 10 - 19N7 1978 - APR 6, 1987 
(MICROFILM) 
COMPUTER DECISIONS 
0898-1825 24651 M 
TEANECK NJ 
20N3,MR 1988 - 21N4,1989 
(MICROFILM) 
DECISIONS 
CONT OF COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATIONS DECISIONS 
DSCP 20N3-21N4 MR 1988-AP 1989 
(MICROFILM) 
COMPUTER LIFE 
1076-9862 32674 M 
NEW YORK 
lNl, OC 1994-5N7,JL1998 
ABSORBED BY EQUIP 
DSCP 1N3/3N2-5N7 DE 1994/FE 1995-JL 1998 
COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS 
0745 - 1458 15288 
NEW YORK 
20Nll,NV 1982-23N4,1985 
CONT OF POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
M 
DSCP 20Nll-22 NV 1982-AP 1984 
COMPUTERS IN LIBRARIES 
1041-7915 25329 llY/l0Y 
WESTPORT 
9Nl, JA1989 - -
CONT OF SMALL COMPUTERS IN LIBRARIES 
PAGE: 0039 
(MICROFILM) 
MONTHLY EXCEPT FOR A COMBINED ISSUE IN JL/AU & 
NV/DE ABSORBED SYSTEMS LIBRARIAN AND AUTOMATION 
REVIEW; AND: SMALL COMPUTERS IN LIBRARIES. 
BUYERS'S GUIDE & CONSULTANT DIRECTORY 
DSCP 9 - - 1988- - (L) 
COMPUTERWORLD 
0010-4841 13585 W/62Y 
NEWTON MA 
1,1967- -
VOL 24 N45 , 1990 WAS PRINTED AS V24 N44 - NV 5, 
1990 #45 DOES NOT EXIST HAS SPECIAL ISSUES WITH 
INDIVIDUAL TITLES, E.G., COMPUTERWORLD BUYER'S 
GUIDE, COMPUTERWORLD ON COMMUNICATIONS, 
COMPUTERWORLD OFFICE AUTOMATION COMPUTERWORLD 
FOCUS 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 26-- 1992--) 
CONFEDERATE VETERAN 
0000 - 0000 16673 
NASHVILLE TN 
1,JA 1893 - 40,DE 1932 









DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 47-- 1989--) 
CONGRESSIONAL INDEX 
0162-1203 16610 BA 
CHICAGO 
75TH CONGRESS, 1937/38--
LOOSE-LEAF WITH WEEKLY UPDATES 
COMMERCE CLEARING HOUSE 
DSCP 95TH CONGRESS--
GR 015 . 73) 
1977-- (INDEX 
CONGRESSIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE INDEX 
0000-0000 16706 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1970- -
QUARTERLY AND ANNUAL CUMULATIONS 
DSCP 1971-- (INDEX GR 016.348) 
CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY ALMANAC 
0095-6007 16703 A 
WASHINGTON DC 
4,1948--
CONT OF CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY 
DSCP 21-- 1965-- (R 328. 73 CONG) 
CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY'S EDITORIAL RESEARCH 
REPORTS 
0000-0000 27303 W 
WASHINGTON DC 
1987-AP,1991 
CONT OF EDITORIAL RESEARCH REPORTS 
CONT BY CQ RESEARCHER 
EACH ISSUE HAS ALSO A DISTINCTIVE TITLE 
REPEATS VOLUME NUMBERING EACH YEAR 
DSCP 1987-AP 1991 
CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY WEEKLY REPORT 
0010-5910 15294 W 
WASHINGTON DC 
14,JA 6,1956-56Nl5,AP11,1998 
CONT OF CQ WEEKLY REPORT. CONT BY CQ WEEKLY 
AVAILABLE ONLINE 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 3 YEAR BACKFILE 
(R 328. 73 CONG) 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. (DAILY EDITION) 
0363-7239 16906 D 
WASHINGTON DC 
1(43D CONGRESS) ,MR 1873--
ISSUED DAILY WHILE CONGRESS IS IN SESSION 
ALSO ISSUED IN "PERMANENT" AND "BI-WEEKLY" 
EDITIONS BIWEEKLY DISCONTINUED WITH 98TH 
CONGRESS CONT OF CONGRESSIONAL GLOBE 
UNITED STATES CONGRESS 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 115-122 1969-1976) 
(MICROFICHE: 123-- 1977--) 
CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE REVIEW 
0193-8029 19359 10/YR 
WASHINGTON DC 
1978-9Nl0,NV/DE1988 
CONT OF CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE BULLETIN 
CONT BY CRS REVIEW 
DSCP 4N5-7,9-10/5Nl,7-10/6-9 MY-AU, 
OC-NV 1983/JA,AU-DE 1984/1985-1988 
CONNECTIONS: NEWSLETTER FOR MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH 




Nl, MY/JN 1996 - -
DSCP 1 - - MY/JN 1996--






DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
CONSERVATION CATALYST 
0589-4441 01033 Q 
NEW YORK 
1N2,1965 - 2,1968 
CONT OF CATALYST 
CONT BY CATALYST FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
BELLEW . BARUCH FOUNDATION 
DSCP 1968 (S.C) 
CONSERVATIONIST 
0010-650X 15297 BM 
ALBANY NY 
14N5,AP/MY 1960 - 49,1995 
(L) 
CONT OF AND BY NEW YORK STATE CONSERVATIONIST 
DSCP 39N4 - 49N6 JA/FE 1985-JN1995 
(MICROFORM: 27-49 1972-JN1995) 
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING 
0270-1588 15298 M/BM 
CULVER CITY CA 
61N7,JL 1979-65N3,1983 
CONT OF MCGRAW-HILL'S CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING 
DSCP 61N7-65N3 
(MICROFILM) 
JL 1979-JN 1983 
CONSTRUCTION METHODS & EQUIPMENT 
0010-6844 15299 M 
NEW YORK 
19,JA 1937-60Nl,JA 1978 
CONT OF CONSTRUCTION METHODS 
CONT BY MCGRAW-HILL'S CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING 
(LATER CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING) 
DSCP 49-59 1967-1977 (MICROFORM) 
CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS 
1070-4531 31468 BM 
NEWTON MA 
136N2,MR 1993--
CONT OF HIGHWAY & HEAVY CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS 
DSCP 136N2-139N3 
(MICROFILM) 
MR 1993-MR 1996 
CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. AUTHORIZED CONSTRUCTION, 




0498-8418 16697 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1959--
CONT OF NUMBER OF NEW DWELLING UNITS AND PERMIT 
VALUATION OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AUTHORIZED IN 
THE METROPOLITAN AREA OF WASHINGTON, D.C. 





CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. HOUSING AUTHORIZED BY 
BUILDING PERMITS AND PUBLIC CONTRACTS. C40 
0363-8790 16693 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1969-AP 1980 
INCLUDES ANNUAL SUMMARY 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF HOUSING AUTHORIZED BY 
BUILDING PERMITS AND PUBLIC CONTRACTS. STATES 
AND METROPOLITAN AREAS, AND HOUSING AUTHORIZED 
BY BUILDING PERMITS AND PUBLIC CONTRACTS. 
INDIVIDUAL PLACES. CONT BY CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. 
HOUSING UNITS AUTHORIZED BY BUILDING PERMITS AND 
PUBLIC CONTRACTS. C40 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1969-AP 1980 {C 3.215/4:C-40) 
CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. HOUSING COMPLETIONS. C22 
0363-8804 16696 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
MY 1970--
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, 




MY 1970-JN 1970/JA 1971-OC 1971/DE 
1971-JL 1972/SE 1972-JL 1973/SE 1973-FE 
1974/FE 1974/MR 1974-AP 1975/JN 1975-MR 
1976/MY 1976-JN 1976/AU 1976-JL 1978/OC 
1978-AP 1978/JN 1979--(C 3.215/13:C-22) 
CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. HOUSING STARTS. C20 
0498-8442 16691 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
JN 1959--
u.s. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
• 
DSCP 70N6-10,12/71-73/74Nl-3,5-12/79Nl-4, 
6-12/80-81/82Nl-8,10-12--JN 1970-OC 1970/ 
DE 1970-MR 1974/MY 1974-MR 1976/MY 
1976-MR 1978/MY 1978-AP 1979/JN 1979-AU 
1982/OC 1982-- (C 3.215/2:C-20) 
CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. HOUSING UNITS AUTHORIZED BY 
BUILDING PERMITS AND PUBLIC CONTRACTS. C40 
PAGE: 0041 
0000-0000 16692 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
MY 1980--
INCLUDES ANNUAL SUMMARY 
CONT OF CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. HOUSING AUTHORIZED 
BY BUILDING PERMITS AND PUBLIC CONTRACTS. C40 
DSCP MY 1980-- (C 3.215/4:C-40) 
CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. NEW ONE-FAMILY HOMBS SOLD 
AND FOR SALE. C25 
0363-8537 16694 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
197?--
CONT OF CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. SALES OF NEW ONE-
FAMILY HOMES U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF 
THE CENSUS, AND U.S. DEPT. OF HOUSING AND URBAN 
DEVELOPMENT 
DSCP MY 1971-- (C 3.215/9:C-25) 
CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. NEW RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION 
IN STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREAS. C21 
0145-0212 16690 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??-C21-87-Ql,1ST QUARTER,1987 
CONT BY CURRENT CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. C21, NEW 
RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION IN SELECTED 
METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREAS 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 75N2-3/77N4/78/79Nl-2,4/80-87 MY 
1975-AU 1975/NV 1977-MY 1979/NV 1979-1987 
(C 3.215/15:C-21) 
CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. PRICE INDEX OF NEW ONE-
FAMILY HOUSES SOLD. C27 
0000-0000 16688 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 73N2,4/74N2-4/75-76Nl,4/77--
1973-- (C 3.215/9-2:C-27) 
CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. RESIDENTIAL ALTERATIONS AND 
REPAIRS. CS0 
0501-7645 16687 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1961-C50-86-Q4 (1986) 
NS, AP 1962, INCORRECTLY DATED AP 1961 
ISSUES FOR JN1961-66, CALLED CS0-l--CS0-11; 
ISSUES FOR 1967-1986 CALLED C50-67--C50-86-Q4 
CONT BY CURRENT CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. CS0, 
EXPENDITURES FOR RESIDENTIAL UPKEEP AND 
IMPROVEMENT 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1969-1986 (C 3.215/8:C-50) 
CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. SALES OP NEW ONE-FAMILY 
HOMES 
0000-0000 16695 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
JA 1966-AP 1971 
INCLUDES ANNUAL EDITION 
CONT OF CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. HOUSING SALES 
CONT BY CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. NEW ONE-FAMILY 
HOMES SOLD AND FOR SALE 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1969-AP 1971 (C 3.215/9:C-25} 
CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. VALUE OP NEW CONSTRUCTION 
PUT IN PLACE 
0363-8294 16686 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1965--
CONT OF CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. CONSTRUCTION 
ACTIVITY 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 70N5-12/71-73/74Nl,3-12/75/76N2-12/ 
77-80/81Nl-3,5-12/82--MY 1970-JA 1974/MR 
1974-DE 1975/FE 1976-MR 1981/MY 1981--
CONSTRUCTION REVIEW 
0010-6917 15300 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,JA 1955-43N2,1997 
CONT OF CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING MATERIALS 
FREQ VARIES 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. CONSTRUCTION AND 
BUILDING PRODUCTS DIVISION 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 




39,MY 1957-56N5,MY 1973 
VOL NUMBERING IRREGULAR 
CONT OF CONSUMERS' RESEARCH 
CONT BY CONSUMERS' RESEARCH 
DSCP 39-56 1957-1973 










CONSUMER GUIDE: HBALTH/EXCERCISE 




DSCP N362-- JA 1984--
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX 
0094-8616 16666 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??-197? 
A MONTHLY REPORT ON CONSUMER PRICE MOVEMENTS, 
INCLUDING STATISTICAL TABLES AND TECHNICAL NOTES 
CONT BY CPI DETAILED REPORT 
U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS 
DSCP 1970-1971/1972Nl-7,9-12/1973-1974 
CONSUMER REPORTS 
0010-7174 01036 M 
MOUNT VERNON NY 
7 1942--
DEC ISSUE IS ANNUAL BUYING GUIDE. CONT OF 
CONSUMERS UNION REPORT. ABSORBED BREAD & BUTTER, 
1947 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 18-- 1953--) 
CONSUMERS DIGEST 
0010-7182 15303 BM 
CHICAGO 
1962--
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 17-- 1978--) 
CONSUMERS INDEX TO PRODUCT EVALUATIONS AND 
INFORMATION SOURCES 
0094-0534 16665 Q 
ANN ARBOR MI 
l,WINTER 1974--
INDEX TO JOURNALS AND SERVICES 
DSCP 1979-- (INDEX R 640) 
CONSUMERS' RESEARCH BULLETIN 
0000-0000 16676 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
NSl,NV 1934-7N10,JN 1941 
9,OC 1941-39,AP 1957 
VOL FOR 1941/42 MISNUMBERED V9 
VOL FOR 1942/43 MISNUMBERED Vll 
CONT OF CONSUMERS' RESEARCH GENERAL 
ABSORBED CONSUMERS DIGEST, 1941 
CONT BY CONSUMERS BULLETIN 
CONSUMERS' RESEARCH 
BULLETIN 
DSCP NS31-38 1953-1957 (MICROFILM} 










DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 56N6-- 1973--) 
CONTEMPORARY DRUG PROBLEMS 
0091-4509 11498 Q 
NEW YORK 
l,WINTER 1971/72--
FEDERAL LEGAL PUBLICATIONS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 





CONT OF AND BY INTERIORS 
DSCP 136Nll-138N2 
(MICROFILM) 
JN 1977-SE 1978 
CONTROL ENGINEERING 
0010-8049 01054 13Y/M/14Y 
BARRINGTON IL 
l,SE 1954--
"INSTRUMENTATION AND AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS" 
14 YR, JL 1985-
DSCP 5-37 1958-1990 (MICROFORM) 
CORNELL HOTEL AND RESTAURANT ADMINISTRATION 
QUARTERLY 




CORNELL UNIVERSITY. SCHOOL OF HOTEL 
ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 9-- MY 1968--) 
CORONET 
0000-0000 15311 M 
CHICAGO 
l(Nl),DE 1936-50(N299),OC 1961 
ISSUES FOR NV1936-OC1961 CALLED ALSO: WHOLE NO 1-
299 










0190-2563 16664 BM 
COLLEGE PARK MD 
41,JA/FE 1979--
CONT OF AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CORRECTION 
AMERICAN CORRECTIONAL ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 51-- 1989--) 
COST OF LIVING INDEX 
1048-2830 24654 Q 
INDIANAPOLIS IN 
PAGE: 0043 
21N2(2ND QUARTER) ,1988-25N2(2ND QUARTER),1992 
CONT OF INTER-CITY COST OF LIVING INDEX 
CONT BY ACCRA COST OF LIVING INDEX 
AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE RESEARCHERS 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 2ND QUARTER 1988-2ND QUARTER 1992 
COTTON GINNINGS (COTTON GINNED BY COUNTIBS). A.20 
0093-4321 16682 7Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 70-72/73Nl-5/74-75/76Nl-2,4-7/77--
1970-- (C 3.20/4:A-20) 
COTTON GINNINGS (COTTON GINNED BY STATBS). 1.10 
0093-4313 16684 16Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--




7-11--1969-- (C 3.20/3:A-10) 
COUNTRYSIDE AND SMALL STOCK JOURNAL 
8750-7595 19739 M/BM 
WATERLOO WS 
69N2,1985--
FORMED BY MERGER OF: COUNTRYSIDE; AND DAIRY GOAT 
GUIDE; AND BACKYARD POULTRY 
DSCP 79-- 1995--
1995--) 
COUNTY BUSINESS PATTERNS 
{MICROFILM: 79--
0000-0000 17472 A 
WASHINGTON DC 
1946--
ISSUE FOR 1952 NOT PUBLISHED 





46-47,52-- 1956-- (R 338) 
COUNTY FOCUS 
0000-0000 27111 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,MR 1990--
SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES 
DSCP 1/2Nl,3/4/5N2,4/6-- 1990-SPR1991/ 
FALL1991-SUM1994/WIN1994-- (S.C.) 
COUNTY NEWS 
0744-9798 17175 W/BW 
WASHINGTON DC 
5,1973--
CONT OF NACO NEWS AND VIEWS 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+9 YEAR BACKFILE 
COURIER 
0041-8511 24473 M 
PARIS 
37Nl2,1984-42N5,MY 1989 
CONT OF UNESCO COURIER 
CONT BY UNESCO COURIER (PARIS, FRANCE: 1989) 
DSCP 37N12-42N5 DE 1984-MY 1989 (MICROFILM) 
CPA JOURNAL 
0732-8435 15204 M 
NEW YORK 
45N12,DE 1975--
CONT OF CPA 
NEW YORK STATE SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 1979--
(MICROFORM: 45N12-- 1975--) 
CPI DETAILED REPORT 
0161-7311 15205 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
AU,1974--
CONT OF CONSUMER PRICE INDEX 
U.S. DEPT OF LABOR. OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING 
CONDITIONS 
DSCP 1974-AU/SE 1974,NV/DE 1975--
CQ RESEARCHER 
1056-2036 27302 48Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
MY, 1991--
CONT OF CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY'S EDITORIAL 
RESEARCH REPORTS 
DSCP 1-- MY 1991--
PAGE: 0044 
CQ WEEKLY 
1521-5997 34341 W 
WASHINGTON DC 
56N16, AP 18, 1998--
CONT OF CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY WEEKLY REPORT. 
AVAILABLE ONLINE SUPPL ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 3 YEAR BACKFILE 
(R 328. 73 CONG) 
CRAFT HORIZONS 
0011 - 0744 15317 BM 
NEW YORK 
1,NV 1941-38N5,AU 1978 
CONT BY CRAFT HORIZONS WITH CRAFT WORLD 
AMERICAN CRAFTS COUNCIL 
DSCP 13-38N5 1953- AU 1978 
CRAFT HORIZONS WITH CRAFT WORLD 
0164-9191 15039 BM 
NEW YORK 
38N6,SE 1978-39N2,AP 1979 
CONT OF CRAFT HORIZONS 
CONT BY AMERICAN CRAFT 
AMERICAN CRAFTS COUNCIL 
DSCP 38N6-39N2 SE 1978-AP 1979 
(MICROFILM) 
CRAFTS 'N THINGS 
(MICROFILM) 
0146-6607 20162 BM/M 
PARK RIDGE IL 
19??--
MONTHLY (EXCEPT BIMONTHLY JN/JL AND AU/SE) 
ABSORBED CREATIVE CRAFTS & MINIATURES 
DSCP 11N4-6/12N2-6/13-- MR-SE 1986/1987--
CREATING EXCELLENCE IN GOVERNMENT 
1076-4461 32645 Q 
DAYTON OH 
Nl, 199?-20,WIN 1977 









0011-0884 15319 BM 
NEWTON NJ 
l,1967-l8N5,1982I 
MERGED WITH MINIATURE MAGAZINE TO FORM CREATIVE 






DSCP 7-8N5 1980-OC 1982 
CREATIVE CRAFTS & MINIATURES 
0734-0176 15320 BM 
NEWTON NJ 
8N6,DE 1982-198? 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF CREATIVE CRAFTS, AND THE 
MINIATURE MAGAZINE CONT BY CRAFTS 'N THINGS 
DSCP 8N6-10 DE 1982-198? 
CREDIT & FINANCIAL MANAGBMBNT 
0011-0973 15329 l0Y 
NEW YORK 
33N2,FE 1931-89N10,1987 
CONT OF CREDIT MONTHLY 
CONT BY BUSINESS CREDIT 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CREDIT MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 88-89 1986-1987 (MICROFILM) 
CRIME & DELINQUENCY 
0011-1287 05873 Q 
HACKENSACK NJ 
6N3,JL 1960--
CONT OF NPPA JOURNAL 
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 20-- 1974--) 
CRIME AND DELINQUENCY ABSTRACTS 
0045-902X 01078 BM 
ROCKVILLE MD 
4,1966-8,NV 1972 
CONT OF INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY ON CRIME AND 
DELINQUENCY CALLED ALSO: CRIME AND DELINQUENCY 
ABSTRACTS AND CURRENT PROJECTS 
NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE FOR MENTAL HEALTH 
INFORMATION 
DSCP 7-8 1971-1972 (INDEX) 
CRIME AND DELINQUENCY ABSTRACTS AND CURRENT 
PROJECTS 
SEE CRIME AND DELINQUENCY ABSTRACTS 
CRIME AND DELINQUENCY LITERATURE 
0037-1327 16653 BM/Q 
HACKENSACK NJ 
2,FE 1970-8,DE 1976 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS OF 
CRIME AND DELINQUENCY LITERATURE, AND 
INFORMATION REVIEW ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY CONT 
BY CRIMINAL JUSTICE ABSTRACTS 
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY 
DSCP 5-8 1973-1976 (INDEX R 364.05) 
CRIME LABORATORY DIGEST 
0743-1872 19908 Q 
QUANTICO VA 
1,1974?--
us DEPT OF JUSTICE, FEDERAL BUREAU OF 
INVESTIGATION 
PAGE: 0045 
DSCP V/2N2-- 1984/AP1985-- (J 1.14/18:) 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ABSTRACTS 
0146-9177 16652 Q 
HACKENSACK NJ 
9,MR 1977--
CONT OF CRIME AND DELINQUENCY LITERATURE 
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELIQUENCY 
DSCP 9-- 1977-- (INDEX R 364.05) 
CRIMINOLOGY 
0011-1384 05780 Q 
BEVERLY HILLS CA 
8Nl,MY 1970--
CONT OF CRIMINOLOGICA 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
CRIMINOLOGY 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 10-- 1972--) 
CRISIS 
0011-1422 15324 l0Y/BM 
NEW YORK 
lNl,NV 1910-103N2,FE/MR1996 
ISSUES FOR MR 1987-MR1989 UNNUMBERED, BUT 
CONSTITUTE 94N3-96N3 OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF 
COLORED PEOPLE. CONT BY NEW CRISIS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE/LAST 
ISSUE RECEIVED 103N2, FE/MR 1996 
(MICROFORM: 83-103 1976-1996) 
CRM / BULLETIN 
0000-0000 33015 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
14Nl, 1991--
CONT OF CRM BULLETIN 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, CULTURAL RESOURCES 
MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 14N4/15N8/17N3,N5,SUPPL6--
(1991--) (I 29.86/2:) 
CRM BULLETIN. (WASHINGTON, D.C.) 
0000-0000 16585 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,FE 1978-13,1990 
AT HEAD OF TITLE: CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
CONT BY CRM / BULLETIN 
U.S. DEPT. OF INTERIOR. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
DSCP 10N2-4/6-11N2/SPEC-N4/13N3,5 
(1987-1990) (I 29. 86/2:) 
(MICROFICHE) 
CROSS SECTIONS 
0747-5543 19358 Q 
RICHMOND VA 
1984-13N4,WIN1996/97 
CONT BY REGION FOCUS. ISSUE FOR AP 1984 LACKS 
NUMBERING, BUT CONSTITUTES VlNl 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF RICHMOND 
DSCP 1Nl-13N4 AP 1984-WIN 1996/97 
CRS REVIEW 
1045-9170 26739 l0Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
l0Nl,JA 1989--
CONT OF CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE REVIEW 
DSCP 10-13N9 JA 1989-SE 1992 
AS CONGRESSIONAL) 
CSAP PREVENTION PIPELINE 
0000-0000 32888 BM 
ROCKVILLE MD 
SNS, SE/OC 1992 
(SHELVED 
CONT OF OSAP PREVENTION PIPELINE. RUNNING 
TITLE: PREVENTION PIPELINE 
CENTER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PIPELINE 
DSCP 5 SE/OC 1992 (INDEX) 
CSG BACKGROUNDER 
0000-0000 16583 I 
LEXINGTON KY 
19??-DE,1990? 
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS 











(1920-) WITH NO 11 BEING THE ANNUAL 
1928-- (R 016 BIBL.) 
0011-3131 15332 M/l0Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,MY 1960--
"THE NEW THINKING FROM ALL SOURCES ON THE 
FRONTIER PROBLEMS OF TODAY" 10 YR, MR 1976-
ALSO AVAILABLE ONLINE 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 91-- 1968--) 
CURRENT BIOGRAPHY 
0011-3344 15333 llY 
NEW YORK 
1,1940--









IN ANNUAL CUMULATION 
1976-- (R 015) 
PAGE: 0046 
CURRENT BUSINESS REPORTS. MONTHLY RETAIL TRADE, 
SALES, AND INVENTORIES 
0000-0000 16643 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
JA 1981--
CONT OF CURRENT BUSINESS REPORTS. MONTHLY RETAIL 
TRADE, SALES, ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, AND 
INVENTORIES. BR 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP JA 1981-- (C 3.139/3:) 
CURRENT BUSINESS REPORTS. MONTHLY SELECTED 
SERVICES RECEIPTS BS 
0092-038X 16840 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
CONT OF SELECTED SERVICES RECEIPTS 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 70N3,5-12/71N2-12/72N2-12/73Nl-2,4-9, 
ll-12/74Nl-2,4-7,10/75/76Nl-4,6-8,10-12/ 
77/78Nl-2,4-12/79Nl-4,6-12/80-- MR 1970/ 
MY 1970-DE 1970/FE 1971-DE 1971/FE 
1972-FE 1973/AP 1973-SE 1973/NV 1973-FE 
1974/AP 1974-JL 1974/OC 1974/JA 1975-AP 
1976/JN 1976-AU 1976/OC 1976-FE 1978/AP 
1978-AP 1979/JN 1979-- (C 3.239) 
CURRENT BUSINESS REPORTS. MONTHLY WHOLESALE TRADE, 
SALES AND INVENTORIES. BW 
0363-8553 16839 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
196?--
CONT OF WHOLESALE TRADE REPORT, SALES AND 
INVENTORIES 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 70NS-12/71-72/73Nl-9,ll-12/74-- MY 
1970-SE 1973/NV 1973--(C 3.133:) 
CURRENT CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. C21, NEW RESIDENTIAL 
CONSTRUCTION IN SELECTED METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL 
AREAS 
0896-6737 27645 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
C21-87-Q2,2ND QUARTER 1987--
CONT OF CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. C21, NEW 
RESIDENTAL CONSTRUCTION IN SELECTED STANDARD 
METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREAS 
DSCP 87-- 1987--
CURRENT CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. CS0, EXPENDITURES 
FOR RESIDENTIAL UPKEEP AND IMPROVEMENT 
0896-9264 26874 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
C50-87-Ql (1ST QUARTER 1987)--
CONT OF CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. C50, RESIDENTIAL 
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS QUARTERLY WITH AN ANNUAL 
SUMMARY 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE, BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP C50-87-Ql-- 1ST QUARTER 1987--
(C 3.215/8:C50-) 












0011-3530 15336 10Y/9Y 
PHILADELPHIA 
1,SE 1941--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF CURRENT HISTORY AND FORUM, 
AND EVENTS ABSORBED KEY TO CONTEMPORARY AFFAIRS, 
AND FORUM 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-- 1941--) 
CURRENT HISTORY 
0000-0000 16639 M 
NEW YORK 
3N6,MR 1916-51N10,JN 1940 
NO ISSUES PUBL JL AND AU 1938 
CONT OF NEW YORK TIMES CURRENT HISTORY. A 
MONTHLY MAGAZINE MERGED WITH FORUM AND CENTURY 
TO FORM CURRENT HISTORY AND FORUM, 1940 
DSCP 3N6-51N10 MR 1916-JN 1940 
(MICROFORM: 1-53 1914-1941(909.82)) 
CURRENT HISTORY AND FORUM 
0000-0000 16637 M/SM/M 
NEW YORK 
51Nll,JL 1940-53Nl,JN 1941 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF CURRENT HISTORY, AND 
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FORUM AND CENTURY CONTINUING NUMBERING OF THE 
FORMER MERGED WITH EVENTS, TO FORM CURRENT 
HISTORY, 1941 
DSCP 51Nll-53Nl JL 1940-JN 1941 
(MICROFORM: 1-53 1914-1941(909.82)) 
CURRENT HOUSING REPORTS. HOUSING VACANCIES. H-111 
0498-8469 16627 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
Nll,2ND QUARTER (JL) 1959--
CONT OF HOUSING AND CONSTRUCTION REPORTS. 
HOUSING VACANCIES 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+ 14 
YEAR BACKFILE (C 3.215:H-111) 
CURRENT HOUSING REPORTS. MARKET ABSORPTION OF 
APARTMENTS. H-130 
0363-8286 16626 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
l???--
INCLUDES ANNUAL SUMMARY 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC 
STATISTICS ADMINISTRATION. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
AND U.S. DEPT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+ 14 
YEAR BACKFILE (C 3.215:H130-) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. ALUMINUM INGOT AND 
MILL PRODUCTS M33-2 
0364-2739 16741 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
INCLUDES ANNUAL SUMMARY 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-- (C 3.158:M33-2) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. APPAREL. MQ23A 
0000-0000 30201 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1ST-2ND,1990-SUMMARY 1992 
1ST AND 2ND QUARTER 1990 ISSUED IN COMBINED FORM 
CONT OF CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. SELECTED 
APPAREL. MQ23A CONT BY ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION OF 
THE SAME NAME, AVAILABLE ON THE CENSUS/BEA 
ELECTRONIC FORUM 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1990-1992 (C 3 .158 :MQ23A) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. BACKLOG OF ORDERS FOR 
AEROSPACE COMPANIES 
0364-183X 16742 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
FOURTH ISSUE EACH YEAR IS ANNUAL SUMMARY 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974N2-- (C 3.158:MQ-37D) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. CARPETS AND RUGS. MQ-
22Q 
0364-1821 16744 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
INCLUDES ANNUAL SUMMARY 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974N2-- (C 3.158:MQ-22Q) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. CIVIL AIRCRAFT AND 
AIRCRAFT ENGINES (EXCEPT MILITARY) M37G 
0000-0000 26134 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
JA,1987--
CONT OF CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. NEWS 
COMPLETE AIRCRAFT AND AIR-CRAFT ENGINES (EXCEPT 
MILITARY) M37G 
DSCP 1987-- (C 3.158: M37G) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. CLAY CONSTRUCTION 
PRODUCTS. M32D 
0000-0000 16745 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
INCLUDES ANNUAL SUMMARY 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-- (C 3.158:MQ32D) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. CLOSURES FOR 
CONTAINERS. M34H 
0364-1902 16746 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??-DE,1985 
INCLUDES ANNUAL SUMMARIES 
CONT BY CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. CLOSURE FOR 
CONTAINERS. MQ34H 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-MY 1986 (C 3 .158 :M34H) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. CLOSURES FOR 
CONTAINERS. MQ34H 
0000-0000 26136 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
lST,1986--
CONT OF CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. CLOSURES FOR 
CONTAINERS. M34H 
DSCP 1987-- (C 3.158:MQ34H) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. COMPLETE AIRCRAFT AND 
AIRCRAFT ENGINES. M37G 




u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1972-- (C 3.158:M37G) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. CONFECTIONERY, 
INCLUDING CHOCOLATE PRODUCTS. Ml6C 
0145-5192 16748 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-- (C 3 .158: M20C) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. CONSTRUCTION 
MACHINERY. MQ-3SD 
0364-1813 16749 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974N3-- (C 3.158:MQ-35D) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. CONSUMPTION ON THE 
COTTON SYSTEM M22P 
0271-5279 16750 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1977--
CONT BY CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. COTTON, 
MANMADE FIBER-STAPLE, AND INTERS 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1977-- (C 3 .158 :M22P) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. CONSUMPTION ON THE 
WOOLEN SYSTEM AND WORSTED COMBING. M22D 
0364-1791 16751 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
CONT OF CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. CONSUMPTION 
ON THE WOOLEN AND WORSTED SYSTEMS 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-- (C 3.158:MQ22D) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. CONVERTED FLEXIBLE 
PACKAGING PRODUCTS. MQ-26F 
0364-1783 16752 A 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-- (C 3.158:MQ-26F) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. COPPER-BASE MILL AND 
FOUNDRY PRODUCTS 







CONT BY CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. COPPER 
CONTROLLED MATERIALS 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-1977 (C 3.158:DIB-917) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. COPPER CONTROLLED 
MATERIALS. 
0197-8624 16883 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1978?--
CONT OF CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. COPPER-BASE 
MILL AND FOUNDRY PRODUCTS 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1978-- (C 3.158:ITA-9008) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. COTTON BROADWOVEN GRAY 
GOODS. MQ-22T.1 
0364-1759 16753 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??-197? 
CONT BY CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORT. BROADWOVEN 
FABRICS (GRAY) 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974N2-1975 (C 56.216:MQ-22T.l) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. COTTON, MANMADE FIBER 
STAPLE, AND LINTERS. M22P 
0364-1899 16754 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??-19?? 
CONT BY CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORT. CONSUMPTION 
ON THE COTTON SYSTEM 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-1977 (C 3 .158: M22P) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. ELECTRIC LAMPS. M36D 
0145-5141 16755 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-- (C 3.158:M36D) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. ELECTRIC LAMPS. MQ-36B 
0145-515X 16756 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974N2-- (C 3.158:MQ-36B) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. FATS AND OILS, OILSEED 
CRUSHINGS M20J 




U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-- (C 3 .158 :M20J) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. 
PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION AND 
FATS AND OILS, 
STOCKS. M20K 
0000 -0000 16758 A 
WASHINGTON DC 
1977--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-- (C 3 .158 :M20K) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. FERTILIZER MATERIALS. 
M28B 
0000-0000 30199 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
MY 1990-DE 1990 
CONT OF CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. INORGANIC 
FERTILIZER MATERIALS AND RELATED PRODUCTS. M28B 
CONT BY CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. FERTILIZER 
MATERIALS. MQ28B 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP MY-DE 1990 (C 3.158:MQ28B) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. FERTILIZER MATERIALS. 
MQ28B 
0000-0000 30200 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1ST QUARTER 1991--
CONT OF CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. FERTILIZER 
MATERIALS. M28B 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1991- - (C 3.158.MQ28B) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. FINISHED BROADWOVEN 
FABRIC PRODUCTION 
0276-33 89 16743 A 
WASHINGTON DC 
1976--
CONT OF BROADWOVEN FABRICS FINISHED 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1976-- (C 3.158:MQ-22T) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. FLAT GLASS. MQ-32A 
0146-566X 16759 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-- (C 3 .158 :MQ-32A) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. FLOUR MILLING 
PRODUCTS. M20A 
0000-0000 16760 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
CONT OF WHEAT GROUND AND WHEAT MILLING PRODUCTS 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-- (C 3.158:M20A) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. FLUORESCENT LAMP 
BALLASTS. MQ-36C 
0145-5184 16761 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-- (C 3 .158 :MQ-36C) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. FOOTWEAR. M31A 
0000-0000 16762 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1978--
CONT OF CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. SHOES AND 
SLIPPERS 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1978-- (C 3.158:MQ31A) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. GLASS CONTAINERS. M32G 
0364-1872 16763 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-- (C 3 .158 :M32G) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. INDUSTRIAL GASES. M28C 
0364-1864 16764 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-- (C 3.158:MQ28C) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. INORGANIC CHEMICALS. 
M28A 
0146-5686 16765 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1972-- (C 3.158:MQ28A) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. INORGANIC FERTILIZER 
MATERIALS AND RELATED PRODUCTS. M28B 
0364-1856 16766 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??-AP,1990 
CONT BY CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. FERTILIZER 
MATERIALS. M23B 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-1990 (C 3 .158 :M28B) 
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CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. INVENTORIES OF BRASS 
AND COPPER WIRE MILL SHAPES. M33K 
0364-1848 16767 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-- (C 3 .158 :M33K) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. INVENTORIES OF STEEL 
MILL SHAPES. M33-3 
0145-5214 16768 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??-198? 
CONT BY CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. INVENTORIES 
OF STEEL PRODUCING MILLS. M33J 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-198? (C 3.158:M33-3) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. INVENTORIES OF STEEL 
PRODUCING MILLS. M33J 
0000-0000 30198 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
CONT OF CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. INVENTORIES 
OF STEEL MILL SHAPES. M33-3 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP JA 1987/MY 1987/AU 1988/1990--
(C 3.158:M33J) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. IRON AND STEEL 
CASTINGS. M33A 
0145-5257 16769 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-- (C 3 .158 :M33A) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. IRON AND STEEL 
FOUNDRIES AND STEEL INGOT PRODUCERS. M33A 
0732-8621 16770 A 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??- -
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-- (C 3 .158 :M33A) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. KNIT FABRIC 
PRODUCTION. MQ-22K 
0145-4900 16882 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-1979 (C 3 .158 :MQ-22K) 






BROADWOVEN GRAY GOODS. MQ-22T.2 
0145-4919 16771 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??-19?? 
CONT BY CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. BROADWOVEN 
FRABIC, GRAY 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-1975 (C 56.216:MQ-22T) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. MANUFACTURERS' EXPORT 
SALES AND ORDERS OF DURABLE GOODS. M4-A 
0145-4927 16772 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-- (C 3.158:M4-A) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. MANUFACTURERS' 
INVENTORY AND SALES EXPECTATIONS. MQ-1 
0364-1767 16818 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-1976 (C 3.158:MQ-l) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. MANUFACTURERS' 
SHIPMENTS, INVENTORIES AND ORDERS. M3-l 
0364-1880 16817 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1975-- ( C 3 . 15 8 : M3 - 1 ) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. MATTRESSES, 
FOUNDATIONS, AND CONVERTIBLE SOFAS. MQ-25E 
0000-0000 16815 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??-1977 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1976N2-1977 (C 3.158:MQ-25E) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. MATTRESSES, 
FOUNDATIONS, AND SLEEP FURNITURE. M25E 
0744-1150 16816 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1976--
CONT OF MATTRESSES, BEDSPRINGS, AND SLEEP 
FURNITURE 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-- (C 3.158:M25E) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. MEN'S APPAREL. M23B 




MONTHLY WITH ANNUAL SUMMARY 
MERGED WITH: CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. M23H, 
WOMEN'S, MISSES', AND JUNIORS' APPAREL; TO FORM: 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. M23I, MEN'S, WOMEN'S, 
MISSES', AND JUNIORS' SELECTED APPAREL 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-DE 1981 (C 3.158:M23B) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. MEN'S, WOMEN'S, 
MISSES' AND JUNIORS' SELECTED APPAREL. M23I 
0884-3856 30195 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
JA,1983-DE,1986 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF: CURRENT INDUSTRIAL 
REPORTS. M23B, MEN'S APPAREL; AND: CURRENT 
INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. M23H, WOMEN'S MISSESS', AND 
JUNIORS' APPAREL CONT IN PART BY CURRENT 
INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. SELECTED APPAREL. MQ23A 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE 
DSCP AU 1984/MR 1983/OC 1983-DE 1984 
(C 3 .158 :M23I) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. METAL CANS. M34D 
0000-0000 16813 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-- (C 3.158:M34D) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. METALWORKING 
MACHINERY. MQ-35W 
0000-0000 16812 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-- (C 3.158:MQ-35W) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. NEWS COMPLETE AIRCRAFT 
AND AIRCRAFT ENGINES (EXCEPT MILITARY). M37G 
0883-8976 26135 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
OC,1981-DE,1986 
CONT BY CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. CIVIL 
AIRCRAFT AND AIRCRAFT ENGINES (EXCEPT MILITARY). 
M37G 
DSCP QC 1981-1986 (C 3.158:M37G) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. NONFERROUS CASTINGS. 
M33E 
0146-5678 16811 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-- (C 3.158:M33E) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. PAINT, VARNISH AND 
LACQUER. M28F 
0145-5230 16810 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-- (C 3.158:MQ28F) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. PLASTIC BOTTLES. M30E 
0145-4943 16809 A 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-- (C 3.158:M30E) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. PLUMBING FIXTURES. MQ-
34E 
0145-4951 16808 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974N4 - - (C 3.158:MQ-34E) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. PULP, PAPER, AND 
BOARD. M26A 
0146-3527 16807 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-- (C 3.158:M26A) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. REFRACTORIES. MQ-32C 
0161-0406 16806 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974N2-- (C 3.158:MQ-32C) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. SELECTED APPAREL. 
MQ23A 
0000-0000 26137 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1ST,1987-4TH,1989 
CONT OF CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. MEN'S, 
WOMEN'S, MISSES' AND JUNIORS' SELECTED APPAREL. 
M23I CONT BY CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. 
APPAREL. MQ23A 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1987-1989 (C 3.158:MQ23A) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. SHEETS, PILLOWCASES, 
AND TOWELS. MQ-23X 
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0145-496X 16941 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP (1975)-- (C 3.158:MQ-23X) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. SHIPMENTS OF 
THERMOPLASTICS PIPE, TUBE AND FITTINGS. M30F 
0000-0000 16942 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1970-1974 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973Nl-2 (C 56.216:M30F) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. SHOES AND SLIPPERS. 
M31A 
0145-4978 16943 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??-1977 
CONT BY CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. FOOTWEAR 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-1977 (C 3 .158 :M31A) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. STEEL SHIPPING BARRELS, 
DRUMS, AND PAILS. M34K 
0145-4986 16944 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1974-1980 
CONT OF STEEL SHIPPING BARRELS, DRUMS AND PAILS 
CONT BY CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. STEEL 
SHIPPING DRUMS AND PAILS. MQ34K 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-1980 (C 3.158:M34K) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. STEEL SHIPPING DRUMS 
AND PAILS. MQ34K 
0000-0000 26138 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
lST,1981--
CONT OF CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. STEEL DRUMS 
AND PAILS. M34K 
DSCP 1981-- (C 3 .158 :MQ34K) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. TIRE CORD AND TIRE 
CORD FABRICS. MQ-22T.4 
0145-4994 16946 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??-197? 
CONT BY CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. BROADWOVEN 
FABRICS, GRAY 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-1975 (C 56.216:MQ-22T.4) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. TITANIUM INGOT, MILL 
I 
I 
PRODUCTS, AND CASTINGS. B 
0000-0000 16947 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-- (C 3.158:BDCF-263) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. TRACTORS, EXCEPT 
GARDEN TRACTORS M355 
0145-5249 16948 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19?? - -
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1972-- (C 3.158:M35S) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. TRUCK TRAILERS. M37L 
0145-5001 16949 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-- (C 3.158:M37L) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. WOMEN'S, MISSES' AND 
JUNIORS' APPAREL. M23H 
0886-1595 16950 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??-DE,1981 
MONTHLY WITH ANNUAL SUMMARY 
MERGED WITH: CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. M23B, 
MEN'S APPAREL; TO FORM: CURRENT INDUSTRIAL 
REPORTS. M23I, MEN'S, WOMEN'S, MISSES' AND 
JUNIORS' SELECTED APPAREL 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1973-DE 1981 (C 3.158:M23H) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. WOOL BROADWOVEN GOODS. 
MQ-22T.3 
0145-501X 16951 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??-197? 
CONT BY CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. BROADWOVEN 
FRABIC, GRAY 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974N2-1975 (C 56.216:MQ-22T.3) 
CURRENT INDUSTRIAL REPORTS. WOVEN FABRICS: 
PRODUCTION, INVENTORIES, AND UNFILLED ORDERS 
0272-5509 16952 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s . DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1974-FE 1980 (C 3.158:M22A) 
CURRENT ISSUES IN ECONOMICS AND FINANCE 
PAGE: 0053 
0000-0000 32945 ? 
NEW YORK 
lNl, AP 1995 - -
PUBLIC INFORMATION DEPT, FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF 
NEW YORK 
DSCP lNl-- AP 1995--
CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS. CONSUMER BUYING 
INDICATORS. P65 
0000-0000 16953 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
N5,FE 28,1964-48,AU 1977 
CONT OF CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS. CONSUMER 
BUYING INTENTIONS 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP N32-48 (C 56.218:P 65) 
CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS. CONSUMER INCOME. 
SERIES P-60 
0730-4803 03976 I/A 
WASHINGTON DC 
Nl,1948--
PRIOR TO JA1976 ISSUES WERE CLASSIFIED C 
56.218:P-60 
DSCP N66-- (C 3.158:P60) 
CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS. FARM POPULATION. 
SERIES P-27 
0000 - 0000 03977 I 
WASHINGTON DC 
Nl,1945-61,1987 
ALSO AS SERIES CENSUS-ERS P-27 
TITLE VARIES. ISSUES FROM 1987 INCLUDED WITHIN 
CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS. POPULATION 
CHARACTERISTICS. SERIES P-20 
US BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 42-61 1970-1987 (C 3.186:P27) 
CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS. FEDERAL-STATE 
COOPERATIVE PROGRAM FOR POPULATION ESTIMATES. 
SERIES P-26 




CONT BY CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS. SERIES P-26, 
LOCAL POPULATION ESTIMATES 
SOME NUMBERS ISSUED IN REVISED EDITIONS 
US BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 3-JL,1979 (C 3.186:926) 
CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS. POPULATION 
CHARACTERISTICS. SERIES P-20 
0363-6836 03979 I 
WASHINGTON DC 
Nl,1947--
INCLUDES SUBSERIES: MARITAL STATUS AND LIVING 
ARRANGEMENTS ISSUES FROM 1987 INCLUDED WITHIN 
CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS. POPULATION 
CHARACTERISTICS. SERIES P-20 
US BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP N204-- (C 3.186:P 20) 
CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS. POPULATION ESTIMATES 
AND PROJECTIONS. SERIES P-25 
0738-453X 03980 I 
WASHINGTON DC 
N424,1969--
CONT OF CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS. POPULATION 
ESTIMATES. SERIES P-25 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP N404-- (C3.1386.P 25) 
CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS. SERIES P-23. SPECIAL 
STUDIES 
0498-8485 03981 I 
WASHINGTON DC 
N26, JL 1968--
CONT OF CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS. TECHNICAL 
STUDIES. SERIES P-23 TITLE VARIES FREQUENTLY. 
SOME VOLS ISSUED JOINTLY WITH BUREAU OF LABOR 
STATISTICS 
US BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 32-- 1970-- (C 3.186:P 23) 
CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS. SPECIAL CENSUSES. 
SERIES P-28 
0270-6660 16837 ? 
WASHINGTON DC 
N232, JL 16 1937--
CONT OF CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS. SERIES P-SC 
SPECIAL CENSUSES 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP Nl491-- 1969-- (C 3.186:P 28) 
CURRENT PUBLISHED SEARCHES 
0000-0000 17551 A 
SPRINGFIELD VA 
1981 
CONT OF NTISEARCH 
CONT BY PUBLISHED SEARCHES 
U.S. NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE 
DSCP 1981 (INDEX) 
CURRENT WAGE DEVELOPMENTS 
0192-8163 16781 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??-43N4,1991 
CONT OF MONTHLY REPORT, CURRENT WAGE DEVELOPMENTS 
U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS. OFFICE OF WAGES 
PAGE: 0054 
AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 
CONT BY COMPENSATION AND WORKING CONDITIONS 
DSCP 32N2-43N4 FE 1980-AP 1991 (L 2. 44:) 
CURRICULUM INQUIRY 
0362-6784 21330 Q 
NEW YORK 
6,1976--
CONT OF CURRICULUM THEORY NETWORK 
DSCP 10-28 1980-1998 (MICROFORM) 
CURRICULUM REPORT 
0547-4205 16774 BM/I 
RESTON VA 
lNl,NV 1964--
ISSUES FOR 1964-1969 LACK VOLUME NUMBER BUT 
CONSTITUTE VOLUME 1 PUBLICATION SUSPENDED MY 
1969-DE 1972 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL 
PRINCIPALS 
DSCP 2N2-- FE 1973--
DAEDALUS 
0011-5266 05875 I/Q 
BOSTON 
86,MY 1955--
V86-- ALSO CALLED PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN 
ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
CONT OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
DSCP 86-- MY 1955-- (MICROFORM) 
DAILY NEWS RECORD 
SEE DNR. DAILY NEWS RECORD 
DAILY TREASURY STATEMENT 
0145-0239 16773 D 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
PUBLISHED MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 
CONT OF DAILY STATEMENT OF THE UNITED STATES 
TREASURY 
U.S. DEPT OF THE TREASURY 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 1 YEAR BACKFILE 
(T 63.113/2-2:) 
DANCE MAGAZINE 
0277-3260 18331 M 
NEW YORK 
22N6,JN 1948-42N7,JL 1968 
CONT OF DANCE 
CONT BY DANCEMAGAZINE 
DSCP (MICROFORM: 28-42N7 1954-1968) 
.~ 
DANCEMAGAZINE 
0011 - 6009 15342 M 
NEW YORK 
42N8,AU 1968 - -
CONT OF DANCE MAGAZINE 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT 15 YEARS ONLY 
(MICROFORM: 42N8-- 1968--) 
DATA BASED ADVISOR 
0740 - 5200 19539 M 
SAN DIEGO CA 
l,1983-13N5,JN1995 
CONT BY DATA BASED APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 
ADVISOR 
DSCP 3N4 - 13N5 (AP1985-JN1995) 
DATA BASED APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT ADVISOR 
1082-1252 33850 M 
SAN DIEGO CA 
13N6, JL1995 -14N5,MY 1996 
CONT OF DATA BASED ADVISOR AND CONT BY DATABASED 
ADVISOR V13 COMPLETE IN 11 ISSUES, LACKS APR 
ISSUE 
DSCP 13N6-14N5 JL 1995-MY 1996 
DATA AND DIALOGUE 
0000-0000 18237 !Ml 
COLUMBIA SC 
1Nl,1973 - 11N5,MY 1981 
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPT. OF MENTAL HEALTH. COMMUNITY 
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES DIVISION 
DSCP 1-- 1973-- (M5283C 3 .Dl 7) 
DATA MANAGEMENT 
0148-5431 16779 M 
PARK RIDGE IL 
8N4,AP 1970-26Nl,1988 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF DATA MANAGEMENT 
CONT BY INSIDE DPMA 
DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 8N4-26Nl AP1970-JA 1988 
DATA SOURCES 




SUBTITLE: THE COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO THE 
INFORMATION PROCESSING INDUSTRY: EQUIPMENT, 
SOFTWARE, SERVICES, COMPANIES, AND PEOPLE 
DSCP 5N2 - -
001.64) 
DATA USER NEWS 
4TH QUARTER 1985-- (R 
0096-9877 15345 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
l0Nl,JA 1975-23N3,1988 
CONT OF SMALL-AREA DATA NOTES 
CONT BY CENSUS AND YOU 
PAGE: 0055 
DSCP 10N2-4/11N8,10/12Nl-2,5-8,11-12/ 
13N2 - 12/14Nl-4,6-12/15/16Nl-8,11-12/ 
17Nl-5,7-12/18-23N3 FE 1975-AP 1975/AU 
1976/OC 1976/JA 1977-FE 1977/MY 1977-AU 
1977/NV 1977-DE 1977/FE 1978-AP 1979/JN 
1979-AU 1981/NV 1981-MY 1982/JL 1982-MR 
1988(C 3.238:) 
DATABASE 
0162-4105 09538 Q 
WESTON CT 
1,1978 - 22N3,1999 
"THE MAGAZINE OF DATABASE REFERENCE AND REVIEW" 
CONT BY ECONTENT 
DSCP 12N3-22N3 JN 1989-JN/JL 1999 
(MICROFILM: 11-22 1990-1999) 
DATABASED ADVISOR 
1090-6436 33851 M 
SAN DIEGO CA 
14N6,JN 1996-15N3, MR 1997 
CONT OF DATA BASED APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 
ADVISOR. CONT BY DATABASED WEB ADVISOR. ALSO 
AVAILABLE WITH COMPANION RESOURCE DISK 
DSCP 14N6-15N3 JN 1996-MR 1997 
DATABASED WEB ADVISOR 
1093 - 9091 33852 M 
SAN DIEGO CA 
15N4, AP 1997-16N3,MR1998 
CONT OF DATABASED ADVISOR. MERGED WITH: INTERNET, 
JAVA & ACTIVEX ADVISOR TO FORM: E-BUSINESS 
ADVISOR 
DSCP 15N4-16N3 AP 1997-MR 1998 
DATALINE 
0000-0000 25489 l0Y/Q 
WEST COLUMBIA SC 
1Nl,1988-6N4,JL1993 
SOUTH CAROLINA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION 









DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE (LAST 





160N5, MY 1997-163,1998 
CONT OF DRUG AND COSMETIC INDUSTRY. JL ISSUE 
CALLED DCI DIRECTORY ISSUE CONT BY GLOBAL 
COSMETIC INDUSTRY 
DSCP 106N5-163N6 MY 1997-DE 1998 
(MICROFILM: 160N5-163N6 MY 1997-DE 
1998) 
DEAF AMERICAN 
0011-720X 16776 10Y/8Y 
SILVER SPRING MD 
17,SE 1964--
CONT OF SILENT WORKER 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THE DEAF 
DSCP 33-- 1980-- (MICROFORM) 
DEALERSCOPE MERCHANDISING 
0888-4501 25449 M 
PHILADELPHIA PA 
28N3,1986--
FORMED BY THE MERGER OF DEALERSCOPE; AND, 
MERCHANDISING 
THE MARKETING MAGAZINE FOR CONSUMER ELECTIONS AND 
MAJOR APPLIANCE RETAILING 
DSCP 29-32 1987-1990 (MICROFORM) 
DEBOW'S REVIEW 





ALSO KNOWN AS: DEBOW'S REVIEW AND INDUSTRIAL 
RESOURCES, STATISTICS, ETC.; DEBOW'S REVIEW OF 
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN STATES; DEBOW'S REVIEW 
AGRICULTURAL, COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS 
AND RESOURCES. AFTER THE WAR SERIES AND NEW 
SERIES; DEBOW'S REVIEW. DEVOTED TO THE RESTORA 




29Nl - 2,4-5/31N2/1N6/2Nl,5/DEC, 









CONT BY DIGITAL AGE 
ABSORBED PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL FE 1985 
DSCP 6Nl0-8N6/8N8-9N2,9N5-13/10N2/ 
10N5 - 11N5/11N7-14N4,6 OC1987-JN1989/ 
AU1989-FE1990/MY1990-DE1990/FE1991/ 
MY1991-MY1992/JL1992-AP1995/JN1995 
DECISIONS ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES IN THE UNITED STATES 
0363-6828 16775 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
N6301,1963--
CONT OF DECISIONS ON NAMES IN THE UNITED STATES 
U . S. BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES 
DSCP 1975- - (I 33.5/2:) 
DEFENSE MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 
0011-7595 16736 BM/Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
3N4,FALL 1967--
CONT OF COST REDUCTION JOURNAL 
ABSORBED DEFENSE INDUSTRY BULLETIN 
U. S DEPT OF DEFENSE. OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT 
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE. MANPOWER RESERVE AFFAIRS 
AND LOGISTICS 
DSCP 16N2-- 1980-- (D 1.38/2:) 
DELTA KAPPA GAMMA BULLETIN 
0011-8044 16734 Q 
AUSTIN TX 
1934--
DELTA KAPPA GAMMA SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+ 14 
YEAR BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 49-- FALL 
1982--) 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE BULLETIN 
0041-7610 15354 W/M 
WASHINGTON DC 
JL l,1939 - 89N2153,DE 1989 
CONT OF TREATY INFORMATION BULLETIN 
SUPERSEDED BY US DEPARTMENT OF STATE DISPATCH 
BULLETIN SUSPENDED FROM JA-SE 1990; SECTION ON 
TREATY ACTIONS COVERED DURING THIS PERIOD BY: 
CURRENT TREATY ACTIONS 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE. OFFICE OF PUBLIC 
COMMUNICATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 25-89 1951-1989) 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE PUBLICATION. BACKGROUND NOTES 
SERIES 
0000-0000 22525 I 
WASHINGTON DC 
JA 1980--




DEPARTMENT OF STATE. OFFICE OF PUBLIC 
COMMUNICATION) 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS MOST RECENT ISSUE 
FOR EACH COUNTRY (R 910.03) 
DESIGN 
0011-9253 15784 M/6Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
32,MY 1930-79Nl,1977 
"FOR ARTS IN EDUCATION" 
CONT OF DESIGN-CERAMIC STUDIO 
CONT BY DESIGN FOR ARTS IN EDUCATION 
DSCP 55-78 1953-1977 (MICROFORM) 
DESIGN FOR ARTS IN EDUCATION 
0732-0973 19329 BM 
INDIANAPOLIS 
79N2,1977-93N6,1992 
CONT OF DESIGN 
CONT BY ARTS EDUCATION POLICY REVIEW 
DSCP 79N2-93N6 1977-JL/AU 1992 
(MICROFILM) 
DESIGN ENGINEERING 
0199-5308 08206 M 
NEW YORK 
51,1980-53N7/8,JL/AU1982 




DIESEL EQUIPMENT SUPERINTENDENT 
0731-0803 16729 M 
NORWALK CT 
39Nll,NV 1961--
CONT OF EQUIPMENT SUPERINTENDENT 
PUBLISHED MY-DE 1979 AS DES 
DSCP 40-59 1962-1981 (MICROFORM) 
DIESEL POWER 
0096-1612 16728 M 
STANFORD CT 
32,JA 1954-39N6,JN 1961 
"GEARED TO THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS 
AND EQUIPMENT SUPERINTENDENTS IN THE FIELD" 
CONT OF DIESEL POWER AND DIESEL TRANSPORTATION 
CONT BY EQUIPMENT SUPERINTENDENT 
DSCP 36-39 1958-1961 (MICROFORM) 
DIGEST OF PUBLIC GENERAL BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS 
0012-2785 16788 I 
WASHINGTON DC 
92D CONGRESS, 1971--
"NORMALLY PUBLISHED DURING EACH SESSION OF 
PAGE: 0057 
CONGRESS IN FIVE OR MORE CUMULATIVE ISSUES WITH 
BI-WEEKLY SUPPLEMENTATION ... " 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
DSCP 92D-- 1971- - (INDEX LC14. 6:) 
DIGITAL SYSTEMS JOURNAL 
1067-7224 30692 BM 
HORSHAM PA 
14N6,1992-17,1995 
CONT OF VAX. PROFESSIONAL. CONT BY DIGITAL 
SYSTEMS REPORT 
DSCP 14N6-17 NV/DE 1992-1995 
DIGITAL SYSTEMS REPORT 
1086-9638 33039 BM 
CARLSBAD CA 
18Nl, JA/FE 1996--
CONT OF DIGITAL SYSTEMS JOURNAL 
DSCP 18-- 1996--
DIKTA 
0363-5414 16725 Q 
DAYTONA BEACH FL 
1,SPRING 1976--
SOUTHERN CONFERENCE OF LIBRARIANS FOR THE BLIND 
AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED 
DSCP 1-4/5Nl,4/6N4/7N4/8Nl,3-4/10Nl/14Nl 
SPR 1976-APR 1980/WIN 1981/WIN 1982/ 
WIN-SPR,FALL 1983/SPR,SUM 1985/1992 
(L) 
DIPLOMATIC LIST 
0012-3099 18240 M/Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
l???--
DIRECTORY OF FOREIGN DIPLOMATIC OFFICERS IN 
WASHINGTON 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE. OFFICE OF PROTOCOL 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS LATEST 2 ISSUES ONLY 
(READY REF) 
DIRECTIONS: NEWS FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE 
AGENCY DIRECTORS ORGANIZATION 
1045-3377 12802 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,SUM 1989--
DSCP lNl-2 SUMMER 1989-FALL 1989 
DIRECTIONS FOR UTAH LIBRARIES 
0899-5877 24659 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 
1,AU 1988--
CONT OF HORSEFEATHERS 
UTAH STATE LIBRARY 
lOY 
(S.C.) 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
DISABLED USA 
0148-5407 15357 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
AU 1977-1987 
CONT OF PERFORMANCE (UNITED STATES PRESIDENT'S 
COMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OF THE HANDICAPPED) 
SUPERSEDED BY WORKLIFE 
DSCP 2N3-SPECIAL ISSUE 1978-DE 1987 
DISCOVER 
0274-7529 14426 M/BM 
CHICAGO 
1,OC 1980--
"THE NEWSMAGAZINE OF SCIENCE" 
DSCP 6N2-- FE 1985-- (MICROFORM: 
1-- 1980--
DISCOVER UPCOUNTRY CAROLINA 




DSCP OC,DE 1981/AP,JN 1982/MR-AP,JL-AU, 
SE-OC,NV-DE, 1983/FE-MR,NV-DE 1984/MR-AP 
1985 (S.C.) 
DISPATCH 
SEE US DEPARTMENT OF STATE DISPATCH 
DISTANCE EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY NBWSLBTTBR 





1066-8489 31799 M 
RADNOR, PA 
91N9,SE 1992--
CONT OF CHILTON'S DISTRIBUTION (RADNOR, PA 
1986) 
DSCP 91N9-96N13 SE 1992-DE 1997 
(MICROFILM) 
DISTRIBUTION AGE 
0734-256X 16723 M 
NEW YORK 
44N8,AU 1945-65Nll,NV 1966 
CONT OF D AND W 
CONT BY PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION MANAGER 
DSCP 57-65 1958 - 1966 (
MICROFORM)PAGE: 0058 
DISTRIBUTION MANAGER 
0196-7290 16722 13Y 
PHILADELPHIA 
66N5,MY 1967-68N9,AU 1969 
CONT OF PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION MANAGER 
CONT BY DISTRIBUTION WORLDWIDE 
DSCP 66N5 - 68N9 MY 1967-AU 1969 
(MICROFORM) 
DISTRIBUTION WORLD WIDB 
0000-0000 16721 13Y 
PHILADELPHIA 
68N10,SE 1969 - 68N13,DE 1969 
CONT OF DISTRIBUTION MANAGER 
CONT BY CHILTON'S DISTRIBUTION WORLDWIDE 
DSCP 68Nl0-13 SE-DE 1969 (MICROFORM) 
DISTRIBUTION WORLDWIDE 
0012-3951 16719 M 
PHILADELPHIA 
71N10,0C 1972-75N12,DE 1976 




DNR. DAILY NBWS RECORD 
OC 1972-DE 1976 
0000-0000 30698 D 
NEW YORK 
5N62,MR 1975--
EXCEPT SAT., SUN., AND HOLIDAYS 
CONT OF DAILY NEWS RECORD 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+4 YEAR BACKFILE 
DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT 
1079 - 5928 12243 
PHOENIX AZ 
4N3, MY/JN 1994 --
CONT OF DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT 
"THE MAGAZINE OF AUTOMATION 
MANAGEMENT" 
DSCP 5N6-- NV/DE 1995--
DOMESTIC ENGINEERING 
BM 
& WINDOWS IMAGING. 
OF DOCUMENT 
0000-0000 16715 W/BW/M 
CHICAGO 
1Nl,1899 - 193N2,FE 1959 
ALSO NUMBERED SEQUENTIALLY, 1-2300 
CONT BY DOMESTIC ENGINEERING AND THE JOURNAL OF 
MECHANICAL CONTRACTING 














193N3,MR 1959-203,JN 1964 
CONT OF AND BY DOMESTIC ENGINEERING 
DSCP 193N3 - 203 MR 1959-JN 1964 
(MICROFORM) 





DREXEL UNIVERSITY. GRADUATE 
SCIENCE 
SCHOOL OF LIBRARY 
DSCP 1 - 21 1965-1985 (L) 
DRIVE 
0899-6717 19272 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,FALL 1987--
SUPERSEDES CAROLINA HIGHWAYS 
S.C. DEPT OF HIGHWAYS AND PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION 
DSCP 1-- FALL,1987-- (S .C.) 
DRUG & COSMETIC INDUSTRY 
0012-6527 01190 M 
NEW YORK 
30N2,1932-160N4,AP1997 
CONT OF DRUG MARKETS. CATALOG PUBL SEPARATELY -
1988; IN 1989, ISSUED EVERY JL AS THE CATALOG 
ISSUE. ONE ISSUE PER YEAR IS THE DIRECTORY 
ISSUE. CONT BY DCI 
DSCP 136-160N4 1985-AP 1997 
(MICROFORM: 100-135/154-160 
1994 - 1997) 
DRUG ENFORCEMENT 
0098-3470 04038 I/Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,FALL 1973-12Nl,SUM1985 
SUPERSEDES BNDD BULLETIN 
U.S. DRUG ENFORCEMENT AGENCY 
1967-1984/ 
DSCP 3-12 1975-1985 (MICROFILM) 
DUN'S BUSINESS MONTH 
0279-3040 15365 M 
NEW YORK 
118N3,SE 1981-FE,1987 
CONT OF DUN'S REVIEW 
CONT BY BUSINESS MONTH 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+ 14 
YEAR BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 
118N3-129N2SE 1981 - 1987) 
DUN'S REVIEW (1975) 
0012-7175 15364 
NEW YORK 
105Nl,JA 1975-118N2,AU 1981 
CONT OF DUN'S 
CONT BY DUN'S BUSINESS MONTH 
PAGE: 0059 
M 
DSCP 71-118N2 1958-SE 1981 (MICROFILM) 
E MEDIA PROFESSIONAL 
1090-946X 19181 M 
WILTON CT 
l0Nl, JA 1997-12N8,AU1999 
CONT OF CD-ROM PROFESSIONAL. CONT BY EMEDIA 
DSCP 10-12N8 1997-AU 1999 






DSCP 47N12-- OC 1992--




1522-4740 34803 Q 
MADISON WI 
17Nl/2, SPR/SUM 1999--
CONT OF RESTORATION AND MANAGEMENT NOTES 
DSCP 17Nl/2-- SPR/SUM 1999--
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT REVIEW 
0742-3713 25325 SA 
SCHILLER PARK IL 
1ST, 1983--
DSCP 6N3 - - FALL 1988--
7-- WIN1989--) 
(MICROFILM: 
ECONOMIC & FINANCIAL RBVIBW / FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 
OF DALLAS 
0000-0000 35034 Q 
DALLAS 
Q2, 1999--
FORMED BY MERGER OF: ECONOMIC REVIEW (FEDERAL 
RESERVE BANK OF DALLAS), AND: FINANCIAL INDUSTRY 
STUDIES (DALLAS, TEX.) 
DSCP 2ND QTR-- 1999--
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY AND THB BULLETIN OP THB SOCIETY 
OP ECONOMIC GEOLOGISTS 
0361-0128 18164 SY 
LANCASTER PA 
25N2,1930--
CONT OF ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 
DSCP 53-85 1958-1990 (MICROFILM) 
ECONOMIC INDICATORS 
0013-0125 16701 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
MY 1948--
U.S CONGRESS. PREPARED FOR THE ECONOMIC 
COMMITTEE BY THE COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS 
DSCP 1994-- (PER) MR 1971-JN 1974/AU 
1974-FE 1977/AP 1977-NV 1983/1984-SE 1992/ 
AP-DE 1993 (Y4.EC7:EC7) 




SUPERSEDES QUARTERLY REVIEW/ FEDERAL RESERVE 
BANK OF NEW YORK 
DSCP 1-- 1995--
ECONOMIC QUARTERLY 
1069-7225 31571 Q 
RICHMOND VA 
79,WIN 1993--
CONT OF ECONOMIC REVIEW. FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF 
RICHMOND 






ECONOMIC REVIEW. FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ATLANTA 
0732-1813 15437 BM/M 
ATLANTA 
MY/JN 1977--
CONT OF MONTHLY REVIEW (FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF 
ATLANTA) ABSORBED CARIBBEAN BASIN ECONOMIC 
SURVEY 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
ECONOMIC REVIEW. FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF DALLAS 
0732-1414 15389 BM/Q 
DALLAS 
MR 1982-lST QUARTER,1999 
CONT IN PART OF VOICE OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE 
BANK OF DALLAS. Q, 1992-WITH 1989, AVAILABLE 
ALSO ONLINE WWW. MERGED WITH FINANCIAL INDUSTRY 
STUDIES (DALLAS, TEX.), TO FORM ECONOMIC & 
FINANCIAL REVIEW (DALLAS, TEX.). 
WWW.DALLASFED.ORG/HTM/PUBS/ER.HTML 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF DALLAS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS 15 YEAR BACKFILE 
(LAST ISSUE RECEIVED 1ST QTR, 1999) 
ECONOMIC REVIEW. FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF KANSAS 
PAGE: 0060 
CITY 
0161-2387 16826 M/l0Y/Q 
KANSAS CITY MO 
JA 1978--
CONT OF MONTHLY REVIEW. FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF 
KANSAS CITY MONTHLY EXCEPT JL/AU AND SE/OC 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
ECONOMIC REVIEW. FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF RICHMOND 
0094-6893 15442 BM 
RICHMOND VA 
60,JA/FE 1974-78N6,NV/DE 1992 
CONT OF MONTHLY REVIEW - FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF 
RICHMOND CONT BY ECONOMIC QUARTERLY 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF RICHMOND 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 60-78 
1974-1992) 
ECONOMIC REVIEW. FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
0363-0021 15444 Q 
SAN FRANCISCO 
DE 1975--
CONT OF BUSINESS REVIEW 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
ECONOMIC SITUATION: STROM THURMOND INSTITUTE 
NEWSLETTER 
0000-0000 31143 Q 
CLEMSON SC 
lNl, WIN 1993--
STROM THURMOND INSTITUTE 
DSCP 1-- WIN 1993-- (S .C.) 
ECONOMICS LIBRARY SELECTIONS. SERIES I. NEW BOOKS 
IN ECONOMICS 
0424-3064 16801 Q 
PITTSBURGH 
1954Nl-1965N4 
CONT BY INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS SELECTIONS 







(R 016. 33 BIBL.) 
w 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 186-- 1958--) 
ECONSOUTH / FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ATLANTA 












lNl, (1ST QTR) 1999--
CONT OF REGIONAL UPDATE/ NEWSLETTER FROM THE 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK WWW.DALLASFED.ORG/HTM/PUBS/E 
FR.HTML 
DSCP lNl-- 1ST QTR 1999--
ECONTENT 
1525-2531 34927 6Y 
NEW YORK 
22N4, AU/SE 1999--
CONT OF DATABASE. ALSO AVAILABLE WWW 
DSCP 22N4-- AU/SE 1999--
ECOS: ENVIRONMENTAL COMMUNIQUE OP THE STATES 
1071-8478 32250 BM 
LEXINGTON KY 
lNl, SE/OC 1993--
INCLUDES SEPARATELY NUMBERED SUPPLEMENTS WHICH 
ARE NOT CONSIDERED BY PUBLISHER TO CONSTITUTE 
SEPARATE PUBLICATIONS, ECOSYSTEMS CONNECTIONS, 
V2, N4; GREEN DEVELOPMENTS, Vl, NS-
CENTERS FOR HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT. COUNCIL OF 
STATE GOVERNMENTS 
DSCP 1N4-- MR/AP 1994--
EDITOR & PUBLISHER 
0013-094X 17774 W 
NEW YORK 
48N46,AP 22,1916--
CONT OF EDITOR AND PUBLISHER AND JOURNALIST 
ABSORBED ADVERTISING, 1925; AND FOURTH ESTATE, 
1927 VOLUME NUMBERING IRREGULAR, V 68N34-52 
OMITTED 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 
YEAR BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 121--
1988--) 
EDITORIAL RESEARCH REPORTS 
0013-0958 16799 Q/W 
WASHINGTON DC 
JA,1924-DEC 26,1986 
IN TWO SECTIONS: PRINTED REPORTS, AND DAILY 
SERVICES AND WEEKLY REMINDERS 
CONT BY CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY'$ EDITORIAL 
RESEARCH REPORTS REPEATS VOLUME NUMBERING EACH 
YEAR 
DSCP 1974-1986 
EDLINC SPECIAL REPORT 
0000-0000 33828 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl, MY 1997 
CONT BY SPECIAL REPORT ON LIBRARY TELECOM 
DISCOUNTS 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 1 MY 1997 (L) 
EDPACS / EDP AUDIT, CONTROL AND SECURITY 
NEWSLETTER 




DSCP 26Nll-- MY 1999--
EDS, ENVIRONMENTAL DATA SERVICE 
0364-0116 16848 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
JA 1975-JL 1978 
PAGE: 0061 
CONT OF ENVIRONMENTAL DATA SERVICE 
CONT BY EDIS. ENVIRONMENTAL DATA AND 
SERVICE 
INFORMATION 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL DATA SERVICE 
DSCP 1977-JL 1978 (C 55. 222:) 
EDUCATION DIGEST 
0013-127X 15385 M 
ANN ARBOR MI 
l,NV 1935--
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 







DSCP 7-- 1947-- (INDEX R 016.3) 
EDUCATION STATISTICS QUARTERLY 
1521-3374 35037 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl, SPR 1999--
ALSO AVAILABLE HTTP://NCES.ED.GOV/PUBS99/QUARTERL 
YAPR/INDEX.HTML 
US DEPT OF EDUCATION, NATIONAL CENTER FOR 
EDUCATION STATISTICS 
DSCP lNl-- SPR 1999-- (ED 1. 328/13:) 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN MENTAL RETARDATION 
1042-9859 21294 Q 
RESTON, VA 
22,1987-28N4,1993 
CONT OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF THE MENTALLY 
RETARDED CALLED ALSO: ETMR 
CONT BY EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN MENTAL 
RETARDATION AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES 






EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN MENTAL RETARDATION AND 
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES 
1079-3917 32128 Q 
RESTON, VA 
29Nl, MR 1994--
CONT OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN MENTAL 
RETARDATION 
COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN. DIVISION ON 





EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF THE MENTALLY RBTARDED 
0013-1237 05854 Q 
ARLINGTON VA 
1,1966-21,1986 
CONT BY EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN MENTAL 
RETARDATION 
COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN. DIVISION ON 
MENTAL RETARDATION 





DSCP 13Nl7-- JA 1994--
13-- SE 8 1993--) 




1059-7417 26218 BM 
COLUMBUS OH 
27Nl,JA/FE1989--





WEST LAFAYETTE IN 
l,NV 1936--
CONT OF KADELPIAN REVIEW 
KAPPA DELTA PI 
(MICROFILM: 33--
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 25-- 1960--) 
EDUCATIONAL HORIZONS 
0013-175X 16796 Q 
BLOOMINGTON IN 
32,1953--
CONT OF PI LAMBDA THETA JOURNAL 
PAGE: 0062 
PI LAMBDA THETA 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+ 14 
YEAR BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 59--
1980--) 
EDUCATIONAL HORIZONS/ NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND 
SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
0000-0000 31094 3Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl, FE 1992--
SUPERSEDES NASA REPORT TO EDUCATORS 
VOLS FOR SPR 1992- PUB AS IF QUARTERLY WITH 
SUMMER ISSUE PURPOSEFULLY OMITTED 
DSCP 1-- 1992--
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
0013-1784 07220 BY 
ALEXANDRIA VA 
1 oc 1943--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF EDUCATIONAL METHOD AND 
CURRICULUM JOURNAL NATION.Ali EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION. DEPT OF SUPERVISION AND CURRICULUM 
DEVELOPMENT 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-- 1943--) 
EDUCATIONAL POLICY 
0895-9048 32643 Q 
LOS ALTOS CA 
lNl, 1987--
AN INTERDISCIPLINARY JOURNAL OF POLICY AND 
PRACTICE 
DSCP 9-- 1995-- (MICROFILM: 9-- 1995--) 
EDUCATIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT 
0013-1644 04052 Q/BM 
DURHAM NC 
l,JA 1941--
BM WITH 55, 1995-
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 31-- 1971--) 
EDUCATIONAL RECORD 
0013-1873 04053 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,1920-78N3,SE1997 
1936-1952, 1954-1962 INCLUDE THE COUNCIL'S 
PRESIDENT'S ANNUAL REPORT (1958-1962 AS A SUPPL 
TO THE JANUARY NO. ) 
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION 
DSCP 14 YEARS BACKFILE/FINAL ISSUE 78N3/4, 











EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH QUARTERLY 
0196-5042 17769 Q 
LOS ANGELES 
l,SPRING 1976--
CONT OF CALIFORNIA JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL 
RESEARCH 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. SCHOOL OF 
EDUCATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 








CONT OF TEACHING AIDS NEWS 




DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+ 14 
YEAR BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 9--1969--) 
EE. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING TODAY 
0090-5356 16783 
RADNOR PA 
32N2,FE 1973-33N5,MY 1974 
32N2 INCORRECTLY NUMBERED 31N2 
CONT OF ELECTRONIC ENGINEER 
M 
DSCP 32N2-33N5 1973-1974 (MICROFORM) 
BP: EXECUTIVE FEMALE 
1048-7530 26112 BM 
NEW YORK 
13,1990-20N5,SE/OC1997 
CONT OF EXECUTIVE FEMALE. ABSORBED BY WORKING 
WOMAN 
DSCP 13-20N5 1990-SE/OC1997 
AS: EXECUTIVE FEMALE) 
EIGHTY MICRO OR EIGHTY MICROCOMPUTING 
SEE 80 MICRO 
(SHELVED 
SEE 80 MICROCOMPUTING - (PRINTS AT FRONT OF 
ALPHABET) 
ELASTOMERICS 
0146-0706 06646 M 
NEW YORK 
109,JA 1977-124?,AU1992 
CONT OF RUBBER AGE 









CONT OF EEI BULLETIN 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+ 14 
YEAR BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 1982--) 
ELECTRIC POWER MONTHLY 
0732-2305 18398 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
JN 1980--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF SEVERAL PUBLICATIONS 
OFFICE OF COAL AND ELECTRIC POWER STATISTICS 
DSCP JN 1980-FE 1981/JL 1981-AP 1986 
(MICROFICHE: JUN 1986--) (E3.ll/17-8:) 
ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATION 
0013-4252 01222 Q 
NEW YORK 
l,1922-65N3,MY1992 
Vl9Nl-2 NEVER PUBL 
CONT BY ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATION 
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION 
DSCP 35-64 1958-1990 (MICROFORM) 
ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE 
0013-4260 14527 M 
NEW YORK 
46N3,MR 1947-93N8,AU1994 
CONT OF ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING 
CONT BY EC&M. TITLE VARIES SLIGHTLY 
DSCP 57-89 1958-1990 (MICROFORM) 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
0095-9197 01223 M 
NEW YORK 
50,JA 1931-82,DE 1963 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE A.I.E.E. 
CONT BY IEEE SPECTRUM 
INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS 
DSCP 77-82 1958-1963 (MICROFORM) 
ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING 
0095-9189 16791 M 
NEW YORK 
l,AP 1928-66N3,SE 1960 
CONT BY ELECTRO-TECHNOLOGY 
DSCP 61-66N3 AP 1928-SE 1960 
ELECTRICAL MERCHANDIZING 
0000-0000 16789 W 
NEW YORK 
16Nl,JL 1916-91Nll,NV 1959 
(MICROFORM) 
CONT OF ELECTRICAL MERCHANDIZING AND SELLING 
ELECTRICITY CONT BY ELECTRICAL MERCHANDIZING 
WEEK 
DSCP 90-91Nl 1958-NV 1959 
ELECTRICAL MBRCHANDIZING WEEK 
0000-0000 16790 W 
NEW YORK 
91,1959-96N33,AU 18,1964 
CONT OF ELECTRICAL MERCHANDIZING 
CONT BY MERCHANDIZING WEEK 
DSCP 91-95 1959-1963 
ELECTRICAL WORLD 
0013-4457 01225 W/24Y/M 
NEW YORK 
l,JA 1883--
ABSORBED ELECTRIC RAILWAY GAZETTE, 1896; 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, 1899; AMERICAN ELECTRICIAN, 
1906 
DSCP 149-204 1958-1990 (MICROFORM) 
ELECTRO-TECHNOLOGY 
0013-4635 16785 M 
NEW YORK 
66N4,OC 1960-85N3,MR 1970 
CONT OF ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING 
CONT BY ELECTRO-TECHNOLOGY NEWSLETTER 
DSCP 66N4-85N3 OC 1960-MR 1970 
(MICROFORM) 
ELECTROCHEMICAL SOCIETY. JOURNAL 
SEE JOURNAL OF THE ELECTROCHEMICAL SOCIETY 
ELECTROCHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY 
0000-0000 06285 BM 
NEW YORK 
1,1963-6,1968 
ABSORBED BY JOURNAL OF THE ELECTROCHEMICAL 
SOCIETY 
ELECTROCHEMICAL SOCIETY 
DSCP 5-6 1967-1968 (MICROFORM) 
ELECTRONIC BUSINESS 
0163-6197 19412 M 
BOSTON 
15Nl0,1975-19N8,1993 
CONT OF ELECTRONIC PURCHASING 
CONT BY ELECTRONIC BUSINESS BUYER 
ALSO ISSUES FOR OCT.24, 1975-APR. 1979 CALLED 
V.15Nl0-Vl9N4; MAY 1979-CALLED V.5N5-
DSCP ll-19N8 1985-AU 1993 
(MICROFORM: ll-19N8 1985-AU 1993) 
ELECTRONIC BUSINESS 
1097-4881 34034 M 
HIGHLANDS RANCH CO 
23Nll, NV 1997--








ELECTRONIC BUSINESS BUYER 
1073-1059 31796 M 
NEWTON, MA 
19N9,SE 1993-21N8,AU 1995 
SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES 
CONT OF ELECTRONIC BUSINESS. CONT BY ELECTRONIC 
BUSINESS TODAY 
DSCP 19N9-21N8 SE 1993-AU 1995 
(MICROFILM: 19N9-21N8 SE 1993-AU 1995) 
ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TODAY 
1085-8288 32953 M 
HIGHLAND RANCH CO 
21N9, SE 1995-23Nl0,OC1997 
CONT OF ELECTRONIC BUSINESS BUYER. CONT BY 
ELECTRONIC BUSINESS AVAILABLE ONLINE: WWW.EB-
MAG.COM/REGISTRD/ISSUE.HTM 2 
DSCP 21N9-23Nl0 SE 1995-OC 1997 
(MICROFILM: 21N9-23Nl0 SE 1995-OC1997) 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEER 
0013-4899 16782 M 
PHILADELPHIA 
25N8,AU 1966-32Nl,JA 1973 
CONT OF ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES 
CONT BY EE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING TODAY 
DSCP 25N8-32Nl AU 1966-JA 1973 
(MICROFORM) 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 
0013-4902 01232 M 
LONDON 
14Nl60,JN 1941--
CONT OF ELECTRONICS AND TELEVISION AND SHORT-
WAVE WORLD 
DSCP 30-62 1958-1990 (MICROFORM) 
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 
0884-481X 18162 M 
PHILADELPHIA 
17Nl,JA 1958-25N7,JL 1966 
CONT OF ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES & TELE-TECH 
CONT BY ELECTRONIC ENGINEER 
DSCP 17-24 1958-1965 
ELECTRONIC LEARNING 














CONT BY ELECTRONIC LEARNING IN YOUR CLASSROOM 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+ 14 
YEAR BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 3-16 
1983-MY/JN1997) 
ELECTRONIC LEARNING IN YOUR CLASSROOM 
0000-0000 34121 4YR 
JEFFERSON CITY MO 
17Nl, SE 1997--
CONT OF ELECTRONIC LEARNING 
DSCP 17N2-- OC 1997--
ELECTRONIC NEWS 
0013-4937 15388 w 
NEW YORK 
lNl,AU 1956-36Nl,OC8,1990 
CONT BY CHILTON'S ELECTRONIC 




1061-6624 31531 W 
NEW YORK 
37N1886,NV 11,1991--
CONT OF CHILTON'S ELECTRONIC NEWS. ISSUE FOR 
MAR 9, 1992 INCORRECTLY CALLED VOL 38N1901; 
SHOULD BE VOL 38N1902 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 5 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM 37-- 1988--) 
ELECTRONICS 
0013-5070 01234 M/W/BW 
NEW YORK 
1,AP 1930-57N14,JL 1984 
WITH 1946, EACH VOL INCLUDES A SEPARATE ISSUE 
CALLED BUYER'S GUIDE ISSUE 
CONT BY ELECTRONICSWEEK 
DSCP 31-57Nl4 1958-1984 (MICROFILM) 
ELECTRONICS (1985) 
0883-4989 19925 W/BW/M 
NEW YORK 
58N24,1985-68N6,MR 27,1995 
CONT OF ELECTRONICSWEEK 
ABSORBED IN APR 1995 BY: INDUSTRY WEEK, 
APPEARING AS A SECTION CALLED: IW ELECTRONICS & 
TECHNOLOGY 
DSCP 58N6N24-68 JN17,1985-MR 27,1995 
ELECTRONICS NOW 




CONT OF RADIO ELECTRONICS 
DSCP 63N7-- JL 1992-- (MICROFORM: 





CONT OF ELECTRONICS 





JL 1984-JN 10,1985 
0013-5968 16845 9Y 
URBANA IL 
24Nl,JA 1947-52N5,MY 1975 
SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES 
CONT OF ELEMENTARY ENGLISH REVIEW 
CONT BY LANGUAGE ARTS 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH 
ELEMENTARY SECTION 
DSCP 49-52 1972-1975 (MICROFORM) 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL JOURNAL 
0013-5984 17762 Q/5Y 
CHICAGO 
15,SE 1914--
CONT OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHER 
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. DEPT OF ENGLISH 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 75-- 1974--
EMEDIA 
1525-4658 35102 M 
WILTON CT 
12N9, SE 1999--
CONT OF E MEDIA PROFESSIONAL 
DSCP 12-- SE 1999--
EMERGE 
0899-1154 30028 lOY 
NEW YORK 
lNl, QC 1989--
DSCP 8N10-- SE 1997--
EMERGENCY LIBRARIAN 
0315-8888 18616 BM 
WINNIPEG CANADA 
1,OC 1973-25N5,MY/JE1998 
CONT BY TEACHER LIBRARIAN 
DSCP 13Nl-2,4/14Nl-25N5 SE-QC 
1985-NV-DE 1985/MR-AP 1986/SE-OC1986-MY/ 
JE1998 (L) 
EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
1080-6040 33138 Q 
ATLANTA 
lNl, JA/MR 1995--
PRINT VERSION OF: EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASE 
(ONLINE) HTTP://WWW.CDC.GOV 
DSCP 4N4-- OC/DE 1998-- (HE 20.7817:) 
EMPHASIS 
1074-5254 32127 9Y 
COLUMBIA, SC 
14N2,SE 1991--
CONT OF SCEA EMPHASIS 
SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 14N2-6/14N8-- SE 1991-FE 1992/AP 
1992-- (S.C.) 
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE QUARTERLY 
0749-0003 20204 Q 
BINGHAMPTON NY 
lNl,FALL 1985--
SUPERSEDES LABOR-MANAGEMENT ALCOHOLISM JOURNAL 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
1985-1996) 
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLAN REVIEW 




DSCP 38N7-- JA 1984--
33-- JL 1978--) 
(MICROFORM: 
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS JOURNAL 
0361-4050 18714 Q 
BROOKFIELD WI 
l,FALL 1975--
DSCP 9-- 1984-- (MICROFORM: 10--
1985--) 




DSCP 11N3-- WINTER 1985/86--
(MICROFORM: 11-- 1985--) 
EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS 
0013-6840 15392 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,MY 1954--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF THE BUREAU'S EMPLOYMENT 
AND PAYROLL AND ITS HOURS AND EARNINGS, INDUSTRY 
PAGE: 0066 
REPORT ABSORBED MONTHLY REPORT. UNITED STATES, 
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-- 1954--) 
EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS TODAY 
0745-7790 20545 Q 
NEW YORK 
10, SPRING 1983--
CONT OF EEO TODAY 
DSCP 12N4-- WINTER 1985/86--
(MICROFORM: 11-- SPR 1984--) 
EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT IN STATES AND LOCAL 
AREAS (MICROFORM) 
0000-0000 21342 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
CONT BY UNEMPLOYMENT IN STATES AND LOCAL AREAS 
(MICROFORM) 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR 
STATISTICS 
DSCP MAR 1981 - MAR 1984 
(L 2.41/9:) 
(MICROFICHE) 
ENCORE AMERICAN & WORLDWIDE NEWS 
0161-6536 16844 M 
NEW YORK 
l,JA 7,1975--
CONT OF ENCORE 
DSCP 7-9 1978-1980 (MICROFILM) 
ENDANGERED SPECIES BULLETIN 
0000-0000 32957 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
20Nl, JA/FE 1995--
CONT OF ENDANGERED SPECIES TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
U.S. DEPT OF THE INTERIOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE 
SERVICE 
DSCP 20-- 1995-- (I 49.77:) 
ENDANGERED SPECIES TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
0145-9236 16832 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,JL 1976-19,NV/DE1994 
COTN BY ENDANGERED SPECIES BULLETIN 
U.S. DEPT OF THE INTERIOR. ENDANGERED SPECIES 
PROGRAM 
DSCP 2Nl-7,9-12/3Nl-10,12/4Nl-9,ll-12/ 
5Nl-ll/6Nl-7,9-12/7-19JA 1977-JL 1977/SE 
1977-OC 1978/DE 1978-SE 1979/NV 1979-NV 












ENERGY DATA REPORT. MONTHLY REPORT, COST AND 
QUALITY OF FUELS FOR ELECTRIC UTILITY PLANTS 
0000-0000 16841 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1978-AP 1981 
CONT OF COST AND QUALITY OF FUELS 
CONT BY COST AND QUALITY OF FUELS FOR ELECTRIC 
UTILITY PLANTS 
U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY. OFFICE OF ENERGY DATA 
OPERATIONS 
DSCP 78Nl,3,7,9-10,12/79-81N4 1978-AP 
1981 (E 3 .11/15:) 
ENERGY ENGINEERING. JOURNAL OF THE ASSOCIATION OP 
ENERGY ENGINEERS 
0199-8595 15396 BM 
ATLANTA 
77Nl,DE 1979/JA,1980--
CONT OF BUILDING SYSTEMS DESIGN 
DSCP 77-88 1979-1991 (MICROFILM) 
ENERGY AND TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 
0884-5050 16831 M/BM? 
LIVERMORE CA 
197?-AP,1995 
CONT BY SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY 
DSCP SE 1978-AP 1995 (E 1.53) 
ENGINEER 
0013-7758 00384 W 
LONDON 
l,1856--
Vl79,JA 5,1945--ALSO CALLED N4643--
SUPPLS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES 





ISSUES JN 26-JL1959 NOT PUBL 
SOME ISSUES HAVE SUPPLEMENTS 
DESIGN COUNCIL 
DSCP 185-234 1958-1994 




0095-8948 16853 M 
NEW YORK 
122Nl,JL 3, 1926--
EM/J, ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL, MAY 1966-
1978, APR 1986--; E&MJ 1954-APR 1966, 1979-1986, 
TITLE VARIATIONS CONT OF ENGINEERING AND MINING 
JOURNAL-PRESS 




0013-807X 01253 W 
CHICAGO/NEW YORK 
78,AP 5,1917-217,DE 18,1986 
CONT OF ENGINEERING NEWS 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF ENGINEERING NEWS AND 
ENGINEERING RECORD ABSORBED CONTRACTOR, 1918, 
AND SANITARY ENGINEER, 1926 CONT BY ENR 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 160-217 1958-1986) 
ENGLISH JOURNAL 
0013-8274 15400 9Y/BM 
URBANA IL 
l,JA 1912--
BM, SEPT 1999--. V87 COMPLETE IN 4 ISSUES 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 53-- 1964--) 
ENR (ENGINEERING NEWS RECORD) 
0891-9526 21552 W 
NEW YORK 
218Nl,JA 1,1987--
CONT OF ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 218-- 1987--) 
ENT/ ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS FOR MANAGERS OP WINDOWS 
NT 
1085-2395 34700 l0Y 
FORT WASHINGTON PA 
lNl, JA 1996--
DSCP 3Nl5-- SE 23, 1998--
ENTREPRENEURSHIP THEORY AND PRACTICE: ET&P 
1042-2587 25324 Q 
WACO TX 
13Nl,1988--
CONT OF AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SMALL BUSINESS 
DSCP 13Nl-- FALL 1988--
13-- FALL 1988--) 
ENVIRONMENT 
(MICROFILM: 
0013-9157 11606 l0Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
11,JA/FE 1969--
CONT OF SCIENTIST AND CITIZEN 
HELEN DWIGHT REID EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION AND 
SCIENTISTS' INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC INFORMATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 




lNl, DE 5, 1990--
WESTINGHOUSE SAVANNAH RIVER COMPANY 
DSCP 7N6-- MR 15, 1996-- (S .C.) 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND SAFETY MANAGBMBNT 
0036-2514 16850 M 
MORRISTOWN NJ 
139,1970-?,197? 
CONT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL MANAGEMENT 
CONT BY BEST'S SAFETY MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 139-142 1970-1971 (MICROFORM) 
ENVIRONMENTAL EXCELLENCE IN SOUTH CAROLINA 
1522-1911 34701 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl, FALL 1998--
CONT OF POLLUTION PREVENTION IN SOUTH CAROLINA 
HAZARDSOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT RESEARCH FUND 
DSCP lNl-- FALL 1998-- (S .C.) 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROSPECTUS 
0899-7187 24789 SM 
LAURENS, SC 
2Nl4,JL 18 1988--
CONT OF SOUTH CAROLINA ENVIRONMENTAL PROSPECTUS 
DSCP 2Nl4-3Nl0 
(S.C.) 
JL 18, 1988-DEC 1989 
BPA JOURNAL 
0145-1189 09414 l0Y/BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,JA 1975-21N2,1995 
U.S . ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 





CONT OF COMPUTER LIFE 
DSCP AU 1998-DE 1998 
EQUITY AND EXCELLENCE 
M 
0894-0681 20557 Q 
AMHERST MA 
22N4/6,1986-25N4,1992? 
CONT OF INTERGRATED EDUCATION 
VOL 22N416-- ALSO CALLED ISSUE 130/132--
CONT BY EQUITY & EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION 
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
PAGE: 0068 
QUARTERLY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 22N4-6/23-25 
SUM 1986-WIN 1992) 
EQUITY & BXCBLLBNCB IN EDUCATION 
1066-5684 31291 3Y 
WESTPORT CT 
26,1993--








ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE FOR JUNIOR COLLEGES 
DSCP 1971-- (MICROFILM) 
BRIC REVIEW 
1065-1160 29748 3Y 
ROCKVILLE MD 
l,ISSUE 1,1990--
PROVIDES INFORMATION ON PROGRAMS, RESEARCH, 
PUBLICATIONS, AND SERVICES OF ERIC, AS WELL AS 
CRITICAL AND CURRENT EDUCATION INFORMATION 
U.S. DEPT OF EDUCATION, OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL 

















0194-9535 15408 M 
NEW YORK 
92N2,AU 1979--
CONT OF ESQUIRE FORTNIGHTLY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 92-- 1979--) 
ESQUIRE PORTNXGHTLY 





















89N3,MR l,1978-92Nl,JL 15,1979 
CONT OF AND CONT BY ESQUIRE 
DSCP 89-91 MARCH 1978-JULY 1979 
(MICROFILM) 89N3-91 
BSSAY AND GENERAL LITBRATURB INDBX 
0014-083X 16846 I 
NEW YORK 
1,1900/1933--
Vl IS A CUMULATION OF PARTS 1-6 OF THE INDEX 
DSCP 1-- 1900-- (INDEX R 040) 
BSSBNCB 
0014-0880 15410 M 
NEW YORK 
l,MY 1970--
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 9-- 1978--) 
BXCBPTIONAL CHILDREN 
0014-4029 04082 SY/BM 
RESTON VA 
18,OC 1951--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 
JOURNAL OF THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL FOR 
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFICHE: 26-43 1959-1977) 
(MICROFORM 45-- 1978--) 
EXECUTIVE (ADA, OHIO) 
0000-0000 26968 Q 
ADA, OH 
4,FE 1990-7Nl,FE1993 
CONT OF AND BY ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT EXECUTIVE 
DSCP 5N2-7Nl MY 1991-FE 1993 
(MICROFILM: 4-7Nl 1990-1993) 
BXBCUTIVE EDUCATOR 
0161-9500 21244 M 
ALEXANDRIA VA 
l,JA 1979-18N7,JL1996 
ABSORBED BY AMERICAN SCHOOL BOARD JOURNAL 
NATIONAL SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 10-18N7 1988-JL 1996 
(MICROFORM: l-18N7 1979-JL1996) 
EXECUTIVE FEMALE 
0199-2880 20879 BM 
NEW YORK 
2N4,1979-12,1990 
CONT OF EXECUTIVE FEMALE DIGEST 
CONT BY EF: EXECUTIVE FEMALE 
DSCP 10-12N6 1987-NV/DE 1990 
FAA AVIATION NEWS 
0014-553X 16843 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1962-1976 
CONT OF AVIATION NEWS 
CONT BY FAA GENERAL AVIATION NEWS 
U.S. FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP ll-14N9 1972-1976 (TD 4. 9:) 
PAGE: 0069 
FAA AVIATION NEWS. A DOT/FAA FLIGHT STANDARDS 
SAFBTY PUBLICATION 
1057-9648 32253 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
26N2, MR/AP 1987--
CONT OF FAA GENERAL AVIATION NEWS. A DOT/FAA 
FLIGHT STANDARDS SAFETY PUBLICATION 
SOME VOLS DISTRIBUTED TO DEPOSITORY LIBRARIES IN 
MICROFICHE 
DSCP 26N2-- MR/AP 1987--
FAA GENERAL AVIATION NEWS. A DOT/FAA FLIGHT 
STANDARDS SAFETY PUBLICATION 
0362-7942 16858 M/BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
14Nl0,FE 1976-26Nl,JA/FE1987 
CONT OF FAA AVIATION NEWS 
CONT BY FAA AVIATION NEWS. A DOT/FAA FLIGHT 
STANDARDS SAFETY PUBLICATION 
U.S. FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION. OFFICE OF 
FLIGHT OPERATIONS 
DSCP 14Nl0-26Nl 
(TD 4 .9:) 
FE 1976-JA/FE 1987 
FACTORY 
0096-056X 01325 M 
NEW YORK 
117,1959-126N5,MY 1968 
CONT OF FACTORY MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE 
CONT BY MODERN MANUFACTURING 
SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME VOLUMES 
DSCP 117-126N5 1959-MY 1968 
FACTORY 
0000-0000 16869 M 
NEW YORK 
4N5,MY 1971-9,DE 1976 
CONT OF MODERN MANUFACTURING 
ABSORBED PLANT OPERATING MANAGEMENT 
CONT BY FACTORY MANAGEMENT 
(MICROFILM) 
DSCP 4-9 1971-1976 (MICROFILM) 
FACTORY MANAGEMENT 
0146-3314 16870 M 
NEW YORK 
10,JA 1977--
CONT OF FACTORY 
DSCP l0Nl-7 1977 {MICROFILM) 
PACTS ON PILE 




"WEEKLY WORLD NEWS DIGEST WITH CUMULATIVE INDEX" 
DSCP 30-- 1970-- {R 909.82) 
PAIR SCHOOL PINANCE 
0000-0000 18241 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,FE 1975-2Nl,JA 1976 
NEWSPAPER FORMAT 
PUBLISHED FOR THE CITIZENS COALITION ON SOUTH 
CAROLINA SCHOOL FINANCING BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA 
COMMUNITY RELATIONS PROGRAM OF THE AMERICAN 
FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE 
DSCP 1-2Nl 1975-1976 {S .C.) 
PAMILIES IN SOCIETY 
1044-3894 25751 l0Y 
NEW YORK 
71Nl, JA 1990--
CONT OF SOCIAL CASEWORK 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE {MICROFILM: 71-- 1990--) 
PAMILY ECONOMICS AND NUTRITION REVIEW 
0000-0000 32952 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
8N2, 1995--
CONT OF FAMILY ECONOMICS REVIEW 
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 8N2-- 1995--) 
PAMILY ECONOMICS RBVIBW 
0425-676X 15421 Q 
HYATTSVILLE MD 
JN 1957-8Nl,1995 
CONT OF RURAL FAMILY LIVING 
ISSUES FOR 1988, N3 ALSO CALLED V1N3. CONT BY 
FAMILY ECONOMICS AND NUTRITION REVIEW 
U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE. CONSUMER AND FOOD 
ECONOMICS INSTITUTE 
DSCP CURRENT 15 YEARS (MICROFICHE: 
5N3/6-8Nl 1992-1995 / MICROFILM: 
1980-V8Nl 1980-1995) 
PAGE: 0070 
PAMILY HANDIMAN INCORPORATING HOMB GARDEN 
0000-0000 15423 M 
NEW YORK 
24N3,MY/JN 1973--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF FAMILY HANDIMAN AND 
NATURAL GARDENING MAGAZINE (FORMERLY HOME GARDEN, I 
CONTINUING VOLUME NUMBERING OF THE FORMER) 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 28-- 1978--) 
FAMILY HEALTH 
0014-7249 01328 M/l0Y 
NEW YORK 
1,OC 1969-13N6,JN 1981 
ABSORBED TODAY'S HEALTH, AP 1976 
CONT BY HEALTH 
DSCP 8-13N6 1976-JN 1981 
PAMILY PLANNING PERSPBCTIVBS 
(MICROFILM) 
0014-7354 01330 Q/6Y 
NEW YORK 
1,SPRING 1969--
PLANNED PARENTHOOD FEDERATION OF AMERICA. ALAN 
GUTTMACHER INSTITUTE 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 15-- 1983--) 
PAMILY RELATIONS 
0197-6664 11602 Q 
MINNEAPOLIS MN 
29,JA 1980--
"JOURNAL OF APPLIED FAMILY & CHILD STUDIES" 
CONT OF FAMILY COORDINATOR 
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON FAMILY RELATIONS 
DSCP 47-- 1998-- (MICROFILM: 47--
1998--) 
PARM JOURNAL 
0014-8008 15427 I 
PHILADELPHIA 
80N12,DE 1956--
CONT OF FARM JOURNAL AND COUNTRY GENTLEMAN 
ISSUED IN FOUR EDITIONS: CENTRAL, EASTERN, 
SOUTHERN, AND WESTERN 
DSCP 80N12-- DE 1956-- (MICROFORM) 
PARM JOURNAL AND COUNTRY GBNTLBMAN 
0000-0000 18395 M 
PHILADELPHIA 
?,19??-80Nll,1956 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF FARM JOURNAL, AND COUNTRY 
GENTLEMAN CONT BY FARM JOURNAL 















0363-8545 20015 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1961--
u.s. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE/CROP REPORTING BOARD 
DSCP NV 1984-- (A 92 .12:) 
FARMER COOPERATIVES 
0364-0736 16866 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
42Nll,FE 1976--
CONT OF NEWS FOR FARMER COOPERATIVES 
U.S. DEPT OF AGRICULTURE. ECONOMICS, STATISTICS, 
AND COOPERATIVES SERVICE 
DSCP 4 2Nll - - 1976-- (A 109.11:) 
FARMLINE 
0270-5672 16886 llY 
WASHINTON DC 
lNl,AP 1980--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF AGRICULTURAL SITUATION, 
AND FARM INDEX U.S. DEPT OF AGRICULTURE. 
ECONOMICS, STATISTICS, AND COOPERATIVE SERVICE 
DSCP 1-- 1980-- (MICROFILM: 1N2--
MY 1980-- (A 93.33/2:)) 
FASTBACK 
8756-6494 19345 I 
BLOOMINGTON IL 
1,19??--
PHI DELTA KAPPA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
DSCP Nl69-- 1982--
FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN 
0014-5688 16868 M/BM/M 
WASHINGTON DC 
4Nl0,OC 1935--
CONT OF FUGITIVES WANTED BY POLICE 
U.S. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 47-- 1978--) 
FDA CONSUMER 
0362-1332 01335 l0Y/BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
6N6,JL/AU 1972 - -
CONT OF FDA PAPERS. FREQ VARIES 
OFFICIAL MAGAZINE OF THE FOOD AND DRUG 
ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 14-- 1980--) 
FDIC BANICING REVIEW 
1041-939X 32126 I 
WASHINGTON, DC 
lNl,FALL 1988--
CONT OF BANKING AND ECONOMIC REVIEW 
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION 
DSCP 6-- 1993--
FE (MORRISTOWN NJ) 
0883-7481 19959 M 
MORRISTOWN NJ 
1,1985-2 , 1986 
SUPERSEDES FINANCIAL EXECUTIVE 
CONT BY FINANCIAL EXECUTIVE 
DSCP 1 - 2 1985-1986 (MICROFILM) 
FEATURES AND PROFILES. SOUTH CAROLINA'S 
ARCHEOLOGICAL NEWS 




DESCRIPTION BASED ON: JAN. 1973; TITLE FROM 
CAPTION 
ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, INC. 
DSCP 74N5-12/75-79/80Nl-4,ll-12/81-82/ 
83N2-3-- MY 1974-AP 1980/NV 1980-DE 





CONT OF CIVIL 
OPPORTUNITIES 
30701 BW 
SERVICE CAREER OPPORTUNTIES 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+l YEAR BACKFILE 
FEDERAL GRANTS MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK 
0195-2617 16865 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1978--
CONT OF FEDERAL GRANTS REPORTER 
GRANTS MANAGEMENT ADVISORY SERVICE 
DSCP 1978-MY1996 (R 336.185) 
FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANIC OF ATLANTA. RBVIBW 4TH 
DISTRICT 
SEE REVIEW, 4TH DISTRICT 
FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANIC BOARD JOURNAL 
0737 - 0725 15436 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
13N3,MR 1980-19N8,1989 
APRIL ISSUE IS ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD 
CONT OF JOURNAL (UNITED STATES FEDERAL HOME LOAN 
BANK BOARD) CONT BY OFFICE OF THRIFT SUPERVISION 
JOURNAL 
DSCP 13N3-17N3 1980-AP 1984 (MICROFILM) 
FEDERAL MILK ORDER MARKET STATISTICS 
0501-4670 07270 A 
WASHINGTON DC 
1960--
N198-- DISTRIBUTED TO DEPOSITORY LIBRARIES IN 
MICROFICHE. 
US DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE 
DSCP 282-285/287-291/293-299/302/307-312/ 
314/320-- JUN 1983-SE1983/NV1983-MR1984/ 
MY1984-NV1984/FE1985/JUL1985-DE1985/ 
FE1986/AU1986-- (A 88.14/11:) 
FEDERAL PROBATION 
0014-9128 11221 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
MY/JN 1937--
VOL NUMBERING BEGINS WITH 2Nl,JA 1938--
SUBTITLE VARIES: E.G., FEDERAL PROBATION 
NEWSLETTER, ... QUARTERLY, ETC CONT OF NEWS 
LETTER (U.S. PROBATION SYSTEM) 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE U.S. COURTS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 38-- 1974--) 
FEDERAL REGISTER 
0097-6326 05979 SW 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,MR 1936--
GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION. OFFICE OF THE 
FEDERAL REGISTER 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 35-- 1970--) 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OP ATLANTA 
SEE ECONOMIC REVIEW. FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF 
ATLANTA 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF BOSTON 
SEE NEW ENGLAND ECONOMIC REVIEW 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OP KANSAS CITY. ECONOMIC 
REVIEW 
SEE ECONOMIC REVIEW. FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF 
KANSAS CITY 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK 
SEE MONTHLY REVIEW - FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW 
YORK SEE QUARTERLY REVIEW - FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 
OF NEW YORK 
PAGE: 0072 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OP RICHMOND. ECONOMIC REVIEW 
SEE ECONOMIC REVIEW 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO 
SEE BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL LETTERS 
SEE ECONOMIC REVIEW. FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS 
SEE REVIEW - FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS 
FEDERAL RESERVE BULLETIN 
0014-9209 15435 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,MY 1915--
BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 44-- 1958--) 
FIELD AND STREAM 
0015-0673 15447 M 
LOS ANGELES 
2N8,JA 1898-88N12,AP 1984 
CONT OF WESTERN FIELD AND STREAM 
ABSORBED FOREST AND STREAM, 1930 
CONT BY FIELD & STREAM 
DSCP LIBRARYRETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 2N8-88N12 JA 
1898-1984) 
FIELD & STREAM 
8755 - 8602 22694 
LOS ANGELES 
89Nl,1984--
CONT OF FIELD AND STREAM 
ABSORBED LIVING OUTDOORS 
M 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 89-- 1984--) 
FIFTY PLUS 
SEE 50 PLUS 
FILM QUARTERLY 
0015-1386 19401 Q 
BERKELEY CA 
12,1958--
CONT OF QUARTERLY OF FILM, RADIO, AND TELEVISION 
DSCP 21-- 1967-- (MICROFORM) 
FILMS AND OTHER MATERIALS FOR PROJECTION 



















oc 1972/JN 1973-1978 
INCLUDES ANNUAL AND QUINQUENNIAL CUMULATIONS 
CONT OF LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOG. MOTION 
PICTURES CONT BY AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. CATALOG PUBLICATION DIVISION 
DSCP 1973-1978 (R 016.7914 BIEL.) 
FINANCE & DEVELOPMENT 
0015-1947 15454 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
5,MR 1968--
CONT OF FUND AND BANK REVIEW 
ALSO ISSUED IN FRENCH, SPANISH & PORTUGUESE 
EDITIONS 1968-- GERMAN 1970-- ARABIC 1980--
CHINESE 1983 - -
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND AND THE WORLD BANK 
DSCP 5 - - MR 1968-- (MICROFORM) 
FINANCES OF SELECTED PUBLIC EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT 
SYSTEMS 
SEE GOVERNMENTS QUARTERLY REPORT. FINANCES OF 
SELECTED PUBLIC EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS 
FINANCIAL EXECUTIVE 
0015 - 1998 19960 
ANN ARBOR MI 
31,1963-52,1984 
CONT OF CONTROLLER 
SUPERSEDED BY FE 
DSCP 40-52 1972-1984 (MICROFORM) 
FINANCIAL EXECUTIVE (MORRISTOWN J, 1987--) 
0895-4186 22429 BM/M 
MORRISTOWN NJ 
3Nl,1987--
PUB SUSP MY-AU 1987 
CONT OF FE 
DSCP 3-- 1987--
FINANCIAL INDUSTRY STUDIES 
(MICROFILM: 3--
0000-0000 32642 IR/SA 
DALLAS TX 
19??-lST QTR, 1999 
1987--) 
1997-- AVAILABLE WWW. MERGED WITH ECONOMIC 
REVIEW (FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF DALLAS), TO 
FORM: ECONOMIC & FINANCIAL REVIEW (DALLAS, TEX.) 
SA WITH 1995-. HTTP://WWW.DALLASFED.ORG/HTM/PUBS/ 
FIS.HTML 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF DALLAS, PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
DEPT 
DSCP DE 1994-SE 1998 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
0046-3892 18715 Q 
TAMPA FL 
1,SPR 1972 --
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
PAGE: 0073 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 7-- 1978--) 
FINANCIAL WORLD 
0015-2064 15458 SM/18Y 
NEW YORK 
l,OC 1902-166N9,NV 1997 
FREQ VARIES 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
















0000-0000 26880 BM 
MT MORRIS IL 
lNl, JL/AU 1990--
HAS SUPPLEMENT: REGIONAL ROUNDUP 
DSCP lNl-- JL/AU 1990--
FINS AND FEATHERS (SOUTH CAROLINA ED.) 
0885-2251 08754 M 
MINNEAPOLIS MN 
l,MR/AP 1986 - -
DSCP 1N4,6-3N6 1986-1988 
FIRE MANAGEMENT 
0095-5450 16880 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
34N2,SPRING 1973-37Nl,WINTER 1976 
CONT OF FIRE CONTROL NOTES 
CONT BY FIRE MANAGEMENT NOTES 
U.S. FOREST SERVICE 
(S.C.) 
DSCP 34N2-37Nl SPRING 1973-WINTER 1976 
(A 13. 32:) 
FIRE MANAGEMENT NOTES 
0194-214X 16881 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
37N2,SPRING 1976--
CONT OF FIRE MANAGEMENT 
U.S. FOREST SERVICE 
DSCP 37N2-- SPRING 1976-- {A 13. 32:) 
PIRE TECHNOLOGY 
0015-2684 16879 Q 
BOSTON 
1,FE 1965--
SOCIETY OF FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
{MICROFORM: 1-- 1965--) 
FISCAL LETTER 
0197-288X 20555 BM 
DENVER 
1,OC 1978-20N3,SUM 1998 
A BI - MONTHLY REPORT ON TAX AND SPENDING ISSUES 
IN THE STATES 
DSCP 8N5-20N2 SE/OC 1986-SPR 1998 
PISH MEAL AND OIL 
0364-0140 16877 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19?? - -
u.s. DEPT OF COMMERCE. NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES 
SERVICE 
DSCP 1972/{1973-1975)/1976/{1977-1982) 
PISH AND WILDLIFE NEWS 
0000 - 0000 16873 M/BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
NV 1973--
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE. OFFICE OF CURRENT 
INFORMATION 
DSCP JN/JL 1980-- {I 49.88:) 
PLEET OWNER 
0015-3567 16875 M 
NEW YORK 
1, 1928- (76, 1981) 
CONT BY FLEET OWNER. BIG FLEET ED. 
DSCP 53-76 1958-1981 {MICROFORM) 
LA FLEUR'S LOTTERY WORLD 
1075-9697 34312 M 
BOYDS MD 
lNl, SE 1993--
DSCP 4N10,12/5N5-6,9- - JE 1997/AU-DE 
1997/FE 1998/ MY 1998--
FLORENCE MORNING NEWS 




DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
PLOWER GROWER 
0096-1140 15466 M 
NEW YORK 
5,1918 - 54Nl,JA 1967 
CONT OF MODERN GLADIOLUS GROWER 
ABSORBED GARDEN DIGEST, 1942, AND HOME GARDEN, 
1954 CONT BY HOME GARDEN 
DSCP 41 - 53 1954-1966 {MICROFORM) 
PLYING 
0015-4806 15467 M 
NEW YORK 
34,1944 --
CONT OF FLYING INCLUDING INDUSTRIAL AVIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
{MICROFORM: 52-- 1953 - -) 
POCUS - AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY 




AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE {MICROFORM: 18-- 1967-) 
POCUS ON EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 
0015-511X 17789 9Y 
DENVER 
1,MR 1969--
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 1 - - 1969--
) 
POCUS ON SECURITY 
1071 - 9997 34804 Q 
MOSCOW ID 
lNl, OC 1993- -
"NEWSLETTER OF LIBRARY, ARCHIVE, AND MUSEUM 
SECURITY" 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS FOR 15 YEARS {L) 
POIA UPDATE 
0000-0000 16867 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,AUTUMN 1979--
U . S. DEPT OF JUSTICE. OFFICE OF INFORMATION LAW 
AND POLICY 














FOLKLIFE CENTER NEWS 
0149-6840 16493 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,JA 1978--
AMERICAN FOLKLIFE CENTER, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
DSCP 1N3-- JU 1978-- (LC 39 .10:) 
FOOD CHEMICAL NEWS 
0015-6337 08096 W 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,MR 16,1959--
INCLUDES SPECIAL SUPPS. FEB 28-MAR 14, 1994 
ISSUES CALLED VOL 35, NOS. 53-55 BUT CONSTITUTE 
VOL 36 NOS. 1-3 
DSCP 34N17-- JN 22,1992--
FOOD ENGINEERING 
0015-637X 01356 M 
NEW YORK 
23N4,1951-48,1976 
CONT OF FOOD INDUSTRIES 
CONT BY CHILTON'S FOOD ENGINEERING 
DSCP 30-48 1958-1976 (MICROFORM) 
FOOD ENGINEERING 
1522-2292 35038 llYR 
HIGHLANDS RANCH CO 
70N5, MY 1998--
CONT OF CHILTON'S FOOD ENGINEERING. RELATED 
WEBSITE AVAILABLE ONLINE. WWW.FOODEXPLORER.COM 
COMPLEMENTED BY FOOD ENGINEERING INTERNATIONAL 
DSCP 70N5-12 MY 1998-DE1998 (MICROFILM) 
FOOD NEWS FOR CONSUMERS 
1057-7785 16891 I/4Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
JA 1980--
U . S. DEPT OF AGRICULTURE. FOOD SAFETY AND 
INSPECTION SERVICE 
DSCP SE 1980-- (A 110 .10:) 
FOOD & NUTRITION 
0046-4384 14538 BM/Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1971--
TITLE PAGE SHOWS FOOD & NUTRITION 
CONT OF FOOD AND NUTRITION NEWSLETTER 
U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE. FOOD AND NUTRITION 
SERVICE 
DSCP 22Nl/2-- DE 1992--





0015-6639 01358 M 
CHICAGO 
1,1947--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF THE INSTITUTE OF FOOD 
TECHNOLOGISTS' PROCEEDINGS, NEWS LETTER, AND 
TRANSACTIONS 
INSTITUTE OF FOOD TECHNOLOGISTS 
DSCP 12-44 1958-1990 (MICROFORM) 
FOODREVIEW 
1056-327X 29287 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
14,1991--
CONT OF NATIONAL FOOD REVIEW 
COMMODITY ECONOMICS DIVISION, ECONOMIC RSEARCH 
SERVICE, U.S. DEPT OF AGRICULTURE 
DSCP 14Nl-- 1991--
FOOTPRINTS: THE NEWSLETTER OF THE TRIDENT 
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION 
0000-0000 19348 Q 
CHARLESTON SC 
1,1983--
DSCP 1N4-2Nl/2N4/4N2-5Nl/6Nl-7N2 FALL 
1983-SPRING 1984/FALL 1984/ 
SUMMER1985-FALL 1985/AUTUMN 1986-SPRING 
1988 (S.C.) 
FORBES 
0015-6914 15473 26Y 
NEW YORK 
2Nl,AP 20, 1918--
CONT OF FORBES MAGAZINE 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 81-- 1958--) 
FORECAST FOR HOME ECONOMICS 
0015-7090 15474 7Y 
DAYTON OH 
12,SE 1966-31,MY/JN 1986 
TEACHER EDITION OF CO-ED 
CONT OF PRACTICAL FORECAST FOR HOME ECONOMICS 
CONT BY FORECAST FOR THE HOME ECONOMIST 
DSCP 12-31 1966-1986 (MICROFORM) 
FORECAST FOR THE HOME ECONOMIST 
0890-9849 24656 SY 
NEW YORK 
32,1988-36N4,1991 
CONT OF FORECAST FOR HOME ECONOMICS 
DSCP 32-36 SE 1986-1991 (MICROFILM) 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
0015-7120 15477 Q/5Y 
NEW YORK 
1,SE 1922--
SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 31-- 1952--) 
FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL TRADE OF THE UNITED STATES 
0046-4546 19966 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
1962--
ISSUED EACH YEAR WITH 2 SUPPLEMENTS 
FATUS JAN 1972-MAY/JUNE 1981 
DSCP JUL 1974-JUL 1975/SEP 1975/NOV 
1975-AUG 1977/OCT 1977-DEC1977/FEB 1978/ 
APR 1978-JUL/AUG 1983/NOV-DEC 1983--
(A 93.17/7:) 
FOREIGN AGRICULTURE 
0015-7163 15478 W/M 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,JA 1963-26N12,1988 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF FOREIGN AGRICULTURE (AN 
EARLIER PUBLICATION WITH THE SAME NAME) AND 
FOREIGN CROPS AND MARKETS SUPERSEDED BY 
AGEXPORTER 
US DEPT OF AGRICULTURE. FOREIGN AGRICULTURE 
SERVICE 
DSCP 9-26 1963-1988 
FOREIGN COMMERCE WEEKLY 
0097-3041 17016 W 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,OC 5,1940-67N24,JN 11,1962 
CONT OF COMMERCE REPORTS OF THE BUREAU OF 
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMMERCE 
CONT BY INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE 
DSCP 59-67N24 1958-1962 (MICROFORM) 
FOREIGN POLICY 
0015-7228 15479 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,WIN 1970/1971--
CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 37-- 1979/ 
1980--) 
FOREIGN POLICY BULLETIN 
PAGE: 0076 
0000-0000 16895 S 
NEW YORK 
llNl,NV 5,1931-40N9,JN 15,1961 
CONT OF NEWS BULLETIN OF THE FOREIGN POLICY 
ASSOCIATION ABSORBED FOREIGN POLICY REPORTS 
FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 34-40 1954-1961 (MICROFORM) 
FORESIGHT 
0749-680X 21245 BM 
RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK NC 
1983-FE 1991 
MERGED WTIH GROWTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT, 
LOCAL INSIGHT, AND SOUTHERN INTERNATIONAL 
PERSPECTIVES; TO FORM: SOUTHERN GROWTH REPORTS 
DSCP 4N3-29 WIN 1987-FE 1991 
FOREST INDUSTRIES 
0015-7430 15480 13Y 
PORTLAND OR 
89N7,JL 1962-119N5,SE/OC 1992 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF TIMBERMAN, AND LUMBERMAN 
AND WOOD INDUSTRIES, ASSUMING VOLUME NUMBERING 
OF THE LATTER CONT BY WOOD TECHNOLOGY 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 89-119N5 1962-SE/OC 1992) 
FOREST RESEARCH WEST 
0195-5861 16900 Q 
FORT COLLINS CO 
JA 1979--
CONT OF FORESTRY RESEARCH: WHAT'S NEW IN THE WEST 
U.S. DEPT OF AGRICULTURE. FOREST SERVICE 
DSCP 79N2-4/80Nl-3/81Nl-3/82N2-3/83--
MY-NV 1979/FE-AU 1980/MR-SE 1981/JN-SE 
1982/JA 1983-- (A 13.95:) 
FORESTRY RESEARCH: WHAT'S NEW IN THE WEST 
0093-0148 16899 ? 
FORT COLLINS CO 
19??-1978 
CONT BY FORESTRY RESEARCH WEST 




JL-OC 1977/OC 1978 
0015-8119 01363 BM 
NEW YORK 
1,1966--
A BI-MONTHLY UPDATE OF BOOKS IN PRINT 
CONT OF INTERIM INDEX TO FORTHCOMING BOOKS 




















(R 015.73 BIBL.) 
1967--
FORTNIGHTLY: NORTH AMERICAN UTILITIBS BUSINESS 
MAGAZINE 
1074-6099 31808 22Y 
ARLINGTON, VA 
131Nl8,OC l,1993-132Nl5,AUG 1,1994 
CONT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES FORTNIGHTLY 
ISSUE FOR OC 1, 1993 LACKS VOL NUMBERING BUT 
CONSTITUTES V 131,Nl8 CONT BY PUBLIC UTILITIES 
FORTNIGHTLY 
DSCP OC 1993-AU 1994 (MICROFILM: 






BIWEEKLY WITH 3 ISSUES IN OC., AU 15, 1988--
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 57-- 1958--) 
FORUM 
0160-7154 06208 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,SE/OC 1977-SN4,OC 1981 
SUPERSEDES RECORD 
U.S. HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP 1Nl-SN4 SE/OC 1977-OC 1981 
(MICROFORM) 
FOUNDATION GRANTS INDBX QUARTERLY 
0735-2522 26159 Q 
NEW YORK 
MR,1990--
CONT OF FOUNDATION GRANTS INDEX BIMONTHLY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+ 1 
YEAR BACKFILE 
FOUNDATION NEWS 
0015-8976 01371 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,SE 1960-35Nl,1994 
"THE JOURNAL OF PHILANTHROPY" 
CONT IN PART BY FOUNDATION GRANTS INDEX BIMONTHLY 
CONT BY FOUNDATION NEWS & COMMENTARY 
COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS, ETC. 
DSCP 20Nl-5/21-27N4/27N6-35Nl JA/FE-SE/ 
OC1979/JA-FE1980-JL/AU1986/NV/DE1986-JA/ 
FE1994 (MICROFICHE: 1-19 1960-1978) 
FOUNDATION NEWS & COMMENTARY 
1076-3961 32271 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
35N2,MR/AP1994--
CONT OF FOUNDATION NEWS 
COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS, INC 
DSCP 35N2-- MR/AP 1994--
FOUNDRY 
0015-9034 16935 M 
CLEVELAND 
l,1892-102N4,AP 1974 
CONT BY FOUNDRY MANAGEMENT & TECHNOLOGY 
PAGE: 0077 
DSCP 86-102 1958-1974 (MICROFORM) 




CONT OF FOUNDRY 
DSCP 102NS-110 MY 1974-1982 
FRANKLIN INSTITUTB. JOURNAL 
M 
(MICROFORM) 
SEE JOURNAL OF THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE 
PRBB MATBRIALS POR SCHOOLS AND LIBRARIBS 
0836-0073 21331 SY 
VANCOUVER 
9,1987--
CONT OF FREE 
DSCP V9-- SEPT/OCT 1987--
FRBBDOMWAYS 
0016-061X 15484 Q 
NEW YORK 
l,SPRING 1961-25N3,1985 
DSCP 14-25 1974-1985 (MICROFORM) 
FRIBNDS OP THE LIBRARY NATIONAL NOTBBOOK 
0195-3419 17120 Q 
CHICAGO 
l,1978-16N2,SUM 1993 
LIBRARY ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
ASSOCIATION. FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE 
CONT BY NEWS UPDATE (FRIENDS OF LIBRARIES 
U.S.A.) 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 
YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
FROZEN PISHBRY PRODUCTS 
0364-0604 16931 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 
DSCP 1971-- (C 55.309/2-8:) 




CONT OF QUICK FROZEN FOODS 
DSCP 3-- AP-MY1988--
P'UELOIL & OIL HEAT 
0016-2418 16930 
CEDAR GROVE NJ 
1,MY 1942-36N7,JL 1977 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF FUELOIL 
CONDITIONING AND OIL HEAT 
CONT BY FUEL OIL & OIL HEAT AND 
DSCP 17-36N7 1958-JL 1977 
P'UELOIL & OIL HEAT 
0888-0735 31071 




JOURNAL, AND AIR 
SOLAR SYSTEMS 
(MICROFORM) 
CONT OF FUELOIL & OIL HEAT AND SOLAR SYSTEMS 
DSCP 44-49 JL 1985-1990 (MICROFILM) 
P'UELOIL & OIL HEAT AND SOLAR SYSTEMS 
0148-9801 15490 M 
CEDAR GROVE NJ 
36N8,AU 1977-44N6,1985 
CONT OF FUELOIL & OIL HEAT 
CONT BY FUELOIL & OIL HEAT 
DSCP 36N8-44N6 AU 1977-1985 (MICROFORM) 
FUND AND BANK REVIEW. FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT 
0000-0000 17356 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,JN 1964-4N4,DE 1967 
CONT BY FINANCE & DEVELOPMENT 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 
DSCP 3-4 1966-1967 (MICROFORM) 
FUND RAISING MANAGEMENT 
0016-268X 20543 






FUTURE OP CHILDREN 
BM/M 
(MICROFORM: 
1054-8289 29767 Q/3Y 
LOS ALTOS CA 
1,SPR 1991--
EACH ISSUE HAS ALSO A DISTINCTIVE TITLE 
CENTER FOR THE FUTURE OF CHILDREN 
PAGE: 0078 
DSCP 1Nl/2Nl-- SPR 1991/SPR 1992--
FUTURIST 
0016-3317 16580 BM/M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,FE 1967--
VlNl PRECEDED BY UNNUMBERED ISSUE, DATED 
JL 1, 1966 
WORLD FUTURE SOCIETY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 14-- 1980--) 
GAO DOCUMENTS 
0193-0419 17555 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,OC 1977-13N4,AP1988 
U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 




0000-0000 24765 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1988--










NUMBERING BEGINS WITH V10N2, SPR 1975--
U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 
DSCP 7-22Nl 1972-1987 (MICROFILM) 
GARDEN CLUB OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
SEE BULLETIN. GARDEN CLUB OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
GAS 
0000-0000 16926 ? 
LOS ANGELES 
12N5,1936?-49N12,DE 1973 
CONT OF WESTERN GAS 
ABSORBED OIL & GAS EQUIPMENT REVIEW, 1940 
CONT BY ENERGY PIPELINES AND SYSTEMS 
DSCP 34-49 1958-1973 (MICROFORM) 
GENERAL ELECTRIC REVIEW 
0095-9480 06260 M/BM 
SCHENECTADY NY 
8N6,MY 1907-61,NV 1958 

















CONT OF GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY REVIEW 
DSCP 61 1958 (MICROFILM) 
GENERAL SCIENCE INDEX 
0162-1963 16925 M/l0Y 
NEW YORK 
l,JL 1978--
ISSUED ALSO IN ANNUAL CUMULATION 
DSCP 1-- JL 1978-- (INDEX R 016.6) 
GEOLOGIC NOTES 
0016-7541 15497 I 
COLUMBIA SC 
l,SE 1957-23,1979 
CONT BY SOUTH CAROLINA GEOLOGY 




(D4925G 3 .G35) 
GEOPHYSICS, A JOURNAL OF GENERAL AND APPLIED 
GEOPHYSICS 
0016-8033 01399 BM/7Y/M 
TULSA OK/HOUSTON 
1,1936--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY OF PETROLEUM 
GEOLOGISTS CONT IN PART BY YEARBOOK: SOCIETY OF 
EXPLORATION GEOPHYSICISTS 
SOCIETY OF EXPLORATION GEOPHYSICISTS 
DSCP 23-55 1958-1990 (MICROFORM) 
GEORGIA BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 
0279-3857 20553 BM 
ATHENS GA 
41N4, JL/AU 1981--
DSCP 46Nl,3-- JA/FE 1986,MY/JN 1986--
GEORGIA LIBRARIAN 
0016-8319 07244 Q/SA 
ATLANTA 
l,MR 1964-34N4, WIN 1997 
ISSUED BY THE LIBRARY CONSULTANT IN THE STATE 
DEPT. OF EDUCATION CONT BY GEORGIA LIBRARY 
QUARTERLY 
GEORGIA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 16-34 1979-1997 




CONT OF GEORGIA LIBRARIAN 
GEORGIA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 

















"FOCUSES ON REAL ESTATE AND A STATISTICAL REPORT 
ON THE ATLANTA AREA OFFICE MARKET BY JAMISON 
RESEARCH INC" ABSORBED BUSINESS ATLANTA FE 1994 -
TITLE -MR 1996, , GEORGIA TREND AND BUSINESS 
ATLANTA 
DSCP 9N6/9N9 FE/ MY 1998--
GERONTOLOGIST 
0016-9013 01405 Q/BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,MR 1961--
BM, WITH ADDITIONAL SPECIAL ISSUES IN OCTOBER 
SUPERSEDES NEWSLETTER OF THE GERONTOLOGICAL 
SOCIETY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 1-- 1961--) 
GETTING RESULTS ... FOR THB HANDS-ON MANAGER. 
OFFICE EDITION 
1088-4343 33241 M 
NEW YORK 
41N4, AP 1996-41Nl2, DE 1997 
CONT OF SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 41N4-42Nl2 AP 1996-DE1997 
(MICROFILM: 41N4-42Nl2 AP 1996-DE 1997) 
GLAMOUR 
0017-0747 15499 M 
NEW YORK 
1941--
CONT OF GLAMOUR OF HOLLYWOOD 
ABSORBED CHARM NV1959 






DSCP 44-79 1963-1998 












0000-0000 26894 M 
PHILADELPHIA PA 
108N7,1988-112N12,1992 
CONT OF AMERICAN IMPORT/EXPORT GLOBAL TRADE 
COMPANION TO U.S. COSTOM HOUSE GUIDE AND 
OFFICIAL EXPORT GUIDE JN 1991-CONT BY GLOBAL 
TRADE & TRANSPORTATION 
DSCP 108N7-112N12 1988-1992 
GLOBAL TRADE EXECUTUIVE 
0888-7888 20552 M 
PHILADELPHIA 
103N6,DE 1985-106N2,FE1987 
CONT OF AMERICAN IMPORT-EXPORT MANAGEMENT'S 
GLOBAL TRADE EXECUTIVE CONT BY AMERICAN 
IMPORT/EXPORT MANAGEMENT'S GLOBAL TRADE 
EXECUTIVE 105N5,NV1986-106N2,FE1987 PUB AMERICAN 
IMPORT/EXPORT MANGEMENT'S GLOBAL TRADE EXECUTIVE, 
AND CONT BY AMERICAN IMPORT/EXPORT MANAGEMENT'S 
GLOBAL TRADE 
DSCP 103N6-106N2 DE 1985-FE 1987 




CONT OF GLOBAL TRADE 
M 
THE IMPORT/EXPORT ADVISOR 
DSCP 113N3-5,8-9 MR-MY,AU-SE1993 
GODEY'S LADY'S BOOK 
0000-0000 15501 M 
PHILADELPHIA 
JL 1848-JN 1854 
CONT OF GODEY'S MAGAZINE AND LADY'S BOOK 
CONT BY GODEY'S LADY'S BOOK AND MAGAZINE 
DSCP JL 1848-JN 1854 (MICROFORM) 
GODEY'S LADY'S BOOK, AND LADIES' AMERICAN MAGAZINE 
0000-0000 15503 M 
PHILADELPHIA 
1840-1843 
CONT OF LADY'S BOOK 
CONT BY GODEY'S MAGAZINE AND LADY'S BOOK 
DSCP 1840-1843 (MICROFORM) 
GODEY'S LADY'S BOOK AND MAGAZINE 
0000-0000 15500 M 
PHILADELPHIA 
JL 1854-DE 1882 
CONT OF AND CONT BY GODEY'S LADY'S BOOK 
DSCP JL 1854-DE 1882 (MICROFORM) 
GODEY'S MAGAZINE AND LADY'S BOOK 
0000-0000 15502 M 
PHILADELPHIA 
1844-1848 
CONT OF GODEY'S LADY'S BOOK AND LADIES' 
MAGAZINE CONT BY GODEY'S LADY'S BOOK 
DSCP 1844-1848 (MICROFORM) 
GOING PLACES 
0000-0000 18242 
WEST COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,JL 1974-2N3,AP 1975 













0000-0000 19364 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,1981--
sc FEDERATION OF MUSEUMS 
PAGE: 0080 
AMERICAN 
DSCP 1Nl-2/1N4-7Nl/7N3-8Nl FE-MY 1981/ 
NV 1981-FE 1987/AU 1987-FE 1988 (S.C.) 
GOVERNING 
0894-3842 21246 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl, OC 1987--
OCT 1987 ISSUE PRECEDED BY PROTOTYPE ISSUE 
CALLED VOL.lNl SUPERSEDES PUBLICS CAPITAL 
CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY 
DSCP 1-- OC 1987-- (MICROFILM: 1--
1987--) 
GOVERNMENT COMPUTER NEWS 
0738-4300 19964 M/BW 
SILVER SPRINGS MD 
1,1982--
VOL 2Nl ERRONEOUSLY PRINTED AS V1N2 
DSCP 4N7-- APR 26,1985--



















1080-1618 34703 l0Y 
VIENNA VA 
JA 1995?--
DSCP 4Nll-- NV 1998--




CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF THE STATES, NELSON A 
ROCKEFELLER INSTITUTE OF GOVERNMENT 
DSCP N3-- oc 1998--
GOVERNMENT EXECUTIVE 
0017-2626 16920 M/l0Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,MR 1969--
PRECEDED BY INAUGURAL ISSUE CALLED VlN0,DE 1968 
DSCP 12N6-- JN 1980--
12-- 1980--} 
GOVERNMENT FINANCE REVIEW 
(MICROFILM: 
0883-7856 19738 BM 
CHICAGO IL 
1,AP1985--
SUPERSEDES GOVERNMENTAL FINANCE AND GOVERNMENTAL 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT RESOURCES IN REVIEW 
DSCP 1,AP1985--
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS OF ... 
0000-0000 31577 M 
LONDON 
1976-1986 
CONT OF GREAT BRITAIN. HER MAJESTY'S STATIONERY 
OFFICE. GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS ISSUED DURING ... 
CONT BY GREAT BRITAIN. HER MAJESTY'S STATIONERY 
OFFICE. HSMO MONTHLY 
HER MAJESTY'S STATIONERY OFFICE 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW 
0093-061X 15507 Q 
ELMSFORD NY 
1,FALL 1973-6,1979 
CONT IN PART BY GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW. 
PART A, RESEARCH ARTICLES; AND GOVERNMENT 
PUBLICATIONS REVIEW. PART B, ACQUISITIONS GUIDE. 
DSCP 5-6 1978-1980 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW 




FORMED BY THE UNION OF GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS 
REVIEW. PART A, RESEARCH ARTICLES; AND 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW, PART B, 
ACQUISITIONS GUIDE CONT BY JOURNAL OF GOVERNMENT 
INFORMATION 
DSCP 10-18 1983-1991 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW. PART A, RESEARCH 
ARTICLES 
0196-335X 15508 BM 
ELMSFORD NY 
7A,Nl,1980 - 8A,1981 
CONT IN PART OF GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW 
(1973-1979} MERGED WITH GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS 
REVIEW. PART B, TO FORM GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS 
REVIEW 
DSCP 7A- 8A 1980-1981 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW. PART B, 
ACQUISITIONS GUIDE TO SIGNIFICANT GOVERNMENT 
PUBLICATIONS AT ALL LEVELS 
0196-3368 15509 Q 
ELMSFORD NY 
7B,Nl,1980-8B,1981 
CONT IN PART OF GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW 
(1973-1979} MERGED WITH GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS 
REVIEW. PART A, TO FORM GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS 
REVIEW 






DSCP 1N2-4/2Nl - 9/3N2-7,9-12/4N3-7N6/ 
l0Nl - - FEB 1988-JN 1994/JA1997--
GOVERNMENTAL FINANCE 
0091-4835 15512 Q 
CHICAGO 
1,FE 1972-13,1984 
CONT OF MUNICIPAL FINANCE 
"OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE MUNICIPAL FINANCE 
OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF THE U.S. AND CANADA" 
SUPERSEDED BY GOVERNMENT FINANCE REVIEW 
DSCP 1-13 1972 - 1984 (MICROFILM} 
GOVERNMENTS QUARTERLY REPORT. FINANCES OF SELECTED 




CONT OF GOVERNMENTS QUARTERLY REPORT. HOLDINGS 
OF SELECTED PUBLIC EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1979-- (C 3.242:) 
GOVERNMENTS QUARTERLY REPORT. GT, QUARTERLY 
SUMMARY OF STATE AND LOCAL TAX REVENUE 
0501-7718 17222 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u.s. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP 1969N3-4/1970Nl-3/1971Nl/1975N5/ 
1976N2-4/1977/1978Nl-3/1979-1980/1981Nl-3/ 
1982Nl/1982N3-- (C 3.145/6:) 
GOVERNORS' BULLETIN 
0888-8647 32675 BW 
WASHINGTON DC 
26Nl, JA 3, 1992--
CONT OF GOVERNORS' WEEKLY BULLETIN 
NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 29N4-- FE 20, 1995--
GPO SALES PUBLICATIONS REFERENCE FILE (MICROFICHE) 
0000-0000 27257 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
197?- -
CONT OF PUBLICATIONS SALES REFERENCE FILE 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 
DSCP INFORMATION SERVICES/REFERENCES 
GQ 
0016-6979 22773 M 
NEW YORK 
53N6,1983--
CONT OF GENTLEMAN'S QUARTERLY: GQ 




0017-2782 15513 l0Y 
GREENWICH CT 
46N7,MR 1929-89,JN 1972 
CONT OF PRIMARY EDUCATION - POPULAR EDUCATOR 
ABSORBED EARLY EDUCATION 
CONT BY TEACHER 
DSCP 70-89 1952-1972 (MICROFORM) 
GRANTS MAGAZINE 
0160-9734 09424 Q/I 
NEW YORK 
lNl,MR 1978-12N4,DE 1989 
"THE JOURNAL OF SPONSORED RESEARCH AND OTHER 
PROGRAMS" 
DSCP 6-9 1983-1986 
GRANTSMANSHIP CENTER NEWS 
0364 - 3115 01411 
LOS ANGELES 
Nl,1973-13N3,1985 
SUPPS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES 
DSCP 5-13 1979-1985 
GRAPHIC ARTS MONTHLY 
BM/SY 
(MICROFILM) 
1047-9325 26885 M 
NEW YORK 
59Nll, NV 1987--
SEMIMONTHLY IN JANUARY 
PAGE: 0082 
CONT OF GRAPHIC ARTS MONTHLY AND THE PRINTING 
INDUSTRY. ABSORBED BUSINESS GRAPHICS 
DSCP 5 9Nll- - NV1987-- (MICROFILM) 
GRAPHIC ARTS MONTHLY AND THE PRINTING INDUSTRY 
0017-3312 15515 M 
NEW YORK 
l0Nl,JA 1938-1987 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF GRAPHIC ARTS MONTHLY, AND 
THE PRINTING INDUSTRY CONT BY GRAPHIC ARTS 
MONTHLY 
DSCP 30-59Nl0 1958-OC1987 (MICROFORM) 
GREATER COLUMBIA BUSINESS MONTHLY 
0000-0000 29769 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
2N7,1991- -
CONT OF BUSINESS DIGEST 
ISSUE FOR APR . 1991 HAS EXTRA COVER WITH TITLE: 
GREATER COLUMBIA BUSINESS DIGEST 
DSCP 3N8-- MY 1992-- (S.C.) 
GREENVILLE BUSINESS 
0000-0000 33166 M 
GREENVILLE SC 
lNl, OC 1993-5N6, FE1996 
MERGED WITH MY CAROLINA TO FORM: GREENVILLE 
BUSINESS AND LIVING 
DSCP 4N2-5N6 FE 1996-JN 1997 (S.C.) 
GREENVILLE BUSINESS & LIVING 
0000-0000 34032 M 
GREENVILLE SC 
5N7, JL 1997-6Nl2,DE 1998 
FORMED BY MERGER OF MY CAROLINA, AND: GREENVILLE 
BUSINESS CONT BY GREENVILLE MAGAZINE 
DSCP 5N7-6Nl2 JL 1997-DE 1998 (S.C.) 
GREENVILLE MAGAZINE 





















CONT. OF GREENVILLE BUSINESS AND LIVING 
DSCP 7-- JA 1999-- (S .C.) 
GREBNVILLE NEWS (NEWSPAPERS) 
0000-0000 18628 2/WK 
GREENVILLE SC 
oc 26,1920--
CONT OF GREENVILLE DAILY NEWS 
GREENVILLE NEWS-PIEDMONT IS TITLE OF COMBINED 
SAT-SUN EDITIONS OF GREENVILLE NEWS, AND: 
GREENVILLE PIEDMONT, 1973-, ALSO ISSUED AS 
GREENVILLE NEWS/GREENVILLE PIEDMONT 
DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
GREENVILLE PUBLIC LIBRARY. AD-LIBS 
SEE AD-LIBS 
GROWTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SERIES 
0000-0000 21517 
RESEARCH TRIANGLE NC 
WIN,1986-SE,1990 
MERGED WITH: FORESIGHT, LOCAL INSIGHT, AND: 
SOUTHERN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES; TO FORM: 
SOUTHERN GROWTH REPORTS 
SOUTHERN GROWTH POLICIES BOARD 
DSCP WINTER 1986-SE 1990 
GUARDIAN/ COUNCIL ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS LAWS 
1059-6224 34310 BM/Q 
LEXINGTON KY 
12N4, AU 1991--
Q, 1995-- . CONT OF COGEL GUARDIAN 
DSCP 12N4-6/13N2-14N6/15N2-18N4/19N2--
AU-DE 1991/AP 1992-DE 1993/AP 1994-DE 
1997/JE 1998--




LOOSE-LEAF FOR UPDATING 
CONT BY SECTION 504 COMPLIANCE HANDBOOK 
FEDERAL PROGRAMS ADVISORY SERVICE 
DSCP N20-169 1980-1992 (RETIRED R 346.013) 
HANDS-ON ELECTRONICS 
0743-2968 32362 Q/BM/M 
NEW YORK 
2Nl,SUM1984-6Nl,JA1989 
CONT OF RADIO-ELECTRONICS SPECIAL PROJECTS 
ABSORBED BY POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
DSCP 6Nl JA1989 (MICROFILM) 






DSCP 1-24/26 1950-1973/1975 (MICROFORM) 
HARPER'S 
0017-789X 15528 M 
NEW YORK 
254 (N1516) ,SE 1976--
CONT OF HARPER'S MAGAZINE 
HARPER'S MAGAZINE FOUNDATION 




1045-7143 15529 M 
NEW YORK 
179,JN 1939-253,AU 1976 
ISSUES FOR FE 1942-AU 1976 ALSO CALLED 
Nll0l-1515 
CONT OF HARPER'S MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
CONT BY HARPER'S 
DSCP 179-253 JN 1939-AU 1976 
HARPER'S MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
0361-7815 16958 M 
NEW YORK 
102,DE 1900-178,MY 1939 
CONT OF HARPER'S NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
CONT BY HARPER'S MAGAZINE 
DSCP 102-178 DE 1900-MY 1939 
HARVARD BUSINESS RBVIBW 





HARVARD UNIVERSITY. GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 36-- 1958--) 
HARVARD EDUCATIONAL RBVIBW 
0017-8055 04199 Q 
CAMBRIDGE MA 
7,JA 1937--
CONT OF HARVARD TEACHERS RECORD 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY. GRADUATE SCHOOL OF 
EDUCATION; ALUMNI ASSOCIATION; HARVARD TEACHERS 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 36-- 1966--) 
HARVARD HEALTH LETTER 
1052-1577 15108 M 
BOSTON MA 
15Nll,OC 1990--
CONT OF HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL HEALTH LETTER 
LAST ISSUE NUMBER FROM PREVIOUS TITLE REPEATED 
ON VOL 15Nll 
DSCP 17N7-- MY 1992--
HEALTH 
0279-3547 08320 10Y/12Y 
NEW YORK 
13N7,JL/AU 1981-23N6,1991 
CONT OF FAMILY HEALTH 
MERGED WITH IN-HEALTH TO FORM: HEALTH 
DSCP 13N7-23N6 JL/AU 1981-JL/AU1991 
(MICROFORM: 13N7-23N6 JL/AU,1981-1991) 
HEALTH 
1059-938X 29523 7Y/8Y/9Y 
SAN FRANCISCO 
6Nl,FE/MR 1992--













SUPPLEMENTS. ALSO AVAILABLE ONLINE 
DSCP 6-- 1987-- (MICROFILM: 5--
1986--) 
HEALTH CARE ... 
SEE ALSO HEALTHCARE 
HEALTH CARE FINANCING REVIEW 
0195-8631 08411 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1979--
ISSUES 1980- INCLUDE MEDICARE: INPATIENT USE OF 
SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS SUPPL 1995- HEALTH CARE 
FINANCING REVIEW, STATISTICAL SUPPLEMENT 
U.S. HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFICHE: 2N2 FALL 1980 / MICROFILM: 
8-- 1986--) 
HEALTH CARE FINANCING REVIEW. STATISTICAL 
SUPPLEMENT 




ISSUED AS A SUPPLEMENT TO THE QUARTERLY, HEALTH 
CARE FINANCING REVIEW. CONT OF HEALTH CARE 
FINANCING REVIEW. ANNUAL SUPPLEMENT. PERIOD OF 
COVERAGE IS CUMULATIVE: (FEB 1995 ISSUE COVERS 
THROUGH CALENDAR YEAR 1992, SE 1995 ISSUE COVERS 
THROUGH 1993, ETC). ISSUES FOR SE 1995 -ALSO 
CALLED; 1995-. 
DSCP 1995--





DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 1-- 1976--) 
HEALTH SERVICES REPORTS 
0090-2918 01439 M 
ROCKVILLE MD 
87N3,1972-89N3,1974 
CONT OF HSMHA HEALTH REPORTS 
CONT BY PUBLIC HEALTH REPORTS 
US HEALTH SERVICES AND MENTAL HEALTH 
ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP 89Nl - 3 JA-JN 1974 (MICROFILM) 
HEALTH & SOCIAL WORK 
0360-7283 01442 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,FE 1976--
JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL ASSOC OF SOCIAL WORKERS 
DSCP 7/KEEP PAPER 15 YEARS-- 1982--
(MICROFORM: 1-- 1976--) 
HEALTH AND SOCIETY 
SEE MILBANK MEMORIAL FUND QUARTERLY: HEALTH AND 
SOCIETY 
HEALTHCARE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
0735 - 0732 08915 M 
OAK BROOK IL 
36N6,JN 1982--
CONT OF HOSPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
VOL 32N6, JN1982 - - INCLUDE UPDATA 
HEALTHCARE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 39N2/KEEP PAPER 15 YEARS-- FE 
1985-- (MICROFORM: 36N6-- JN 
1982-- ) 
HEATING, PIPING, AND AIR CONDITIONING 












V40 (1968)-43 (1971) WITH V43 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
HEATING AND VENTILATING ENGINEERS 
VOLS FOR MY 1929-DE 1958 INCLUDE THE JOURNAL OF 
THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEATING AND AIR-
CONDITIONING ENGINEERS (CALLED IN 1929-54 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEATING AND VENTILATING 
ENGINEERS) IN "JOURNAL SECTION" 
DSCP 30-62 1958-1990 (MICROFORM) 
HERALD-JOURNAL (SPARTANBURG, SC) 
0000-0000 33456 D 
SPARTANBURG SC 
SE 12, 1989--
CONT OF SPARTANBURG HERALD-JOURNAL 
DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
HBRALD (ROCK HILL, SC) 
0000-0000 33455 D 
ROCK HILL SC 
JA 11, 1986--
CONT OF EVENING HERALD (ROCK HILL, SC) 
DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
HIGH FIDBLITY 
0018-1455 26821 M 
GREAT BARRINGTON MA 
9N4,AP 1959-39N7,JL 1989 
ABSORBED BY STEREO REVIEW IN 1989 
FROM 1965-1986, "HIGH FIDELITY" AND "MUSICAL 
AMERICA" WERE USED AS SEC-TION TITLES IN A 
SEQUENCE OF SEPARATE BUT RELATED PUBLICATIONS: 
HIGH FIDELITY INCORPORATING MUSICAL AMERICA, 
FE1965-69; HIGH FIDELITY AND MUSICAL AMERICA, 
1970-JN1979; HIGH FIDELITY (MUSICAL AMERICA 
ED:1979) JL-SE1979; HIGH FIDELITY & MUSICAL 
AMERICA, OC1979-JL'80; HIGH FIDELITY (MUSICAL 
AMERICA EDITION: 1980, AU1980-86. IN 1987, 
SECTIONS CALLED 
HIGH FIDELITY AND MUSICAL AMERICA PARTED COMPANY 
& TITLE CONTS IN PT:HIGH FIDELITY (MUSICAL 
AMERICA ED:1980 
DSCP 15-36 1965-1986 (MICROFILM) 
HIGH SCHOOL JOURNAL 
0018-1498 17820 8Y/4Y 
CHAPEL HILL NC 
1,JA 1918--
PRECEDED BY PRELIMINARY ISSUE CALLED V0N0 
FREQUENCY VARIES 





HIGH SCHOOL MAGAZINE 
(MICROFORM: 
PAGE: 0085 
1070-9533 31804 Q 
RESTON, VA 
lNl,SE 1993--
AT HEAD OF TITLE: FOR PRINCIPALS, ASSISTANT 
PRINCIPALS, AND ALL HIGH SCHOOL LEADERS 
DSCP 1N2-- DE 1993--
HIGHBR EDUCATION FORUM. (SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION 




CONT OF HIGHER EDUCATION NEWSLETTER 
DSCP 1-- 1986--
HIGHER EDUCATION NBWSLETTBR 
0000-0000 16967 ? 
COLUMBIA SC 
MY 1969-1986? 
VOLS FOR 1969-MY 1972 NUMBERED 1Nl-4N2 
CONT BY HIGHER EDUCATION FORUM 
SOUTH CAROLINA. COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
DSCP 1969-JUN 1984 (H5373 3 .H43) 
HIGHWAY & HBAVY CONSTRUCTION 
0362-0506 16966 M 
CHICAGO 
119,JA 1976-134,1991 
CONT OF ROADS AND STREETS 
CONT BY HIGHWAY & HEAVY CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS 
DSCP 119-134 1976-1991 (MICROFILM) 
HIGHWAY & HBAVY CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS 
1062-5194 31181 BM 
DES PLAINES IL 
135Nl, FE 1992-136Nl, JA1993 
CONT OF HIGHWAYS AND HEAVY CONSTRUCTION 
CONT BY CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS 
DSCP 135-136Nl FE 1992-JA 1993 
(MICROFILM) 
HISTORIC CHARLESTON 
0000-0000 32949 Q 
CHARLESTON SC 
lNl, FALL 1994--
HISTORIC CHARLESTON FOUNDATION 
DSCP 1-- FALL 1994-- (S .C.) 
HMSO MONTHLY CATALOGUE 
0263-7197 31575 M 
LONDON 
FE 1986-JL1996 
CONT OF GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS OF 
ALSO CUMULATED ANNUALLY. CONT BY STATIONERY 
OFFICE MONTHLY CATALOGUE 
HER MAJESTY'S STATIONARY OFFICE. GREAT BRITAIN 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
HOBBIES 
0018-2907 15539 M 
CHICAGO 
36,MR 1931-89,FE 1985 
"THE MAGAZINE FOR COLLECTORS" 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF SPORTS AND HOBBIES, 
PHILATELIC WEST, HOBBY NEWS, COLLECTOR'S WORK, 
EASTERN PHILATELIST AND OTHER MAGAZINES ABSORBED 
SHIPMODELER, 1933 CONT BY ANTIQUES & COLLECTING 
HOBBIES 




lNl,MR 1946-58,OC 1977 
PRECEDED BY MIMEOGRAPHED ED: 
V1Nl-1N9, JN 1945-FE 1946 
MERGED WITH TRAVEL TO FORM TRAVEL INCORPORATING 
HOLIDAY 
DSCP 13-58 1953-1977 {MICROFILM) 
HOLLAND'S. THE MAGAZINE OF THE SOUTH 
0000-0000 16997 M 
DALLAS 
?,1928-72N12,DE 1953 
CONT OF HOLLAND'S MAGAZINE 
DSCP 53-60 1934-1941 
HOME GARDEN & FLOWER GROWER 
0015-4482 15546 
NEW YORK 
54N2, FE,1967-59N3,MR 1972 
CONT OF FLOWER GROWER 
CONT BY HOME GARDEN'S NATURAL 




HOME GARDEN'S NATURAL GARDENING MAGAZINE 
0090-7650 15797 9Y 
NEW YORK 
59N4,AP 1972-60N4,AP 1973 
CONT OF HOME GARDEN AND FLOWER GROWER 
ABSORBED BY FAMILY HANDYMAN 
DSCP 59-60 1972-1973 (MICROFORM) 
HOME MECHANIX 
8755-0423 19278 M 
LOS ANGELES CA 
80,1985-92N807,JL/AU1996 
PAGE: 0086 
CONT OF MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED. CONT BY TODAY'S 
HOMEOWNER 
DSCP 81-92N807 1985-JL/AG1996 




1,SE 1958-32N2,MR/AP 1989 
"THE MAGAZINE OF ARTS" 
DSCP 1-32N2 1958-AP 1989 
BM/Q/l0Y 
(MICROFILM) 
HORN BOOK GUIDE TO CHILDREN'S AND YOUNG ADULT 
BOOKS 
1044-405X 29904 SA 
BOSTON MA 
lNl, JL-DE 1989--
DSCP l0Nl-- SPR 1999-- (L) 
HORN BOOK MAGAZINE 
0018-5078 15547 4Y/6Y 
BOSTON 
21N3,MY/JN 1945--
CONT OF HORN BOOK 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 9 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 30-- 1954--) (L) 
HORTICULTURE 
0018-5329 15549 W/M/8Y 
BOSTON 
1,DE 3,1904-37,JL 25,1923 
NSl,AU 1923--
MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, ETC. 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 31-- 1953--) 
16996 Q 




LOUISIANA OIL MARKETERS ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 19-- 1968-- (S .C.) 
HOSPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGBMBNT 
0018-5639 05985 l0Y/M 
CHICAGO 
22N8,OCT 1968-36N5,MAY 1982 
CONT OF HOSPITAL ACCOUNTING 
CONT BY HEALTHCARE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
JOURNAL OF THE HOSPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
ASSOCIATION 








HOSPITAL AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION INDEX 
1077-1719 32298 3Y 
CHICAGO IL 
51,1995-55,1999 
CONT OF HOSPITAL LITERATURE INDEX. ISSUED 3 
TIMES A YEAR, WITH THE THIRD ISSUE BEING THE 
ANNUAL CUMULATION 
DSCP 51-55 1995-1999 (INDEX R016.3621) 
HOSPITAL LITERATURE INDEX 
0018-5736 01474 SA/Q 
CHICAGO 
13N2,1957 - 50,1994 
VOLS FOR 1962- - ISSUED QUARTERLY, WITH THE 
4TH ISSUE BEING THE ANNUAL CUMULATION 
CONT OF HOSPITAL PERIODICAL LITERATURE INDEX 
PREPARED IN THE LIBRARY OF THE AMERICAN HOSPITAL 
ASSOCIATION COMPILED 1978-- WITH THE COOPERATION 
AND ASSISTANCE OF THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF 
MEDICINE CONT BY HOSPITAL AND HEALTH 
ADMINISTRATION INDEX 
DSCP 26N4/27N4/28 - 34/37Nl-3/38N2-3-50 
1970-1994 (INDEX R016.3621) 
HOSPITALS 
0018-5973 01486 SM/M 
CHICAGO 
10,1936-67N10,MY 20,1993 
CONT OF BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN HOSPITAL 
ASSOCIATION THE AU 1 ISSUE, 1956-71, IS CALLED 
GUIDE ISSUE, PT 02 OF WHICH IS A DIRECTORY. 
ABSORBED MULTIS JA 5, 1986. CONT BY HOSPITALS 
AND HEALTH NETWORKS 
DSCP 67 JA 5,1993-MAY 20,1993 
(MICROFILM: 66-67 1992-MAY 20, 1993) 
HOSPITALS & HEALTH NETWORKS 
1068-8838 31461 SM/M 
CHICAGO 
67Nll,JN 5,1993 - -
CONT OF HOSPITALS (1936) 0018-5973 PUBL 5TH 
AND 20TH OF EA MONTH 
AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 67Nll-- JN 5, 1993--
(MICROFILM: 67Nll-- JN 1993--) 
HOTEL & MOTEL MANAGEMENT 
0018-6082 26690 M/11Y/18Y 
DULUTH MN 
182N5,1967--
CONT OF HOTEL MANAGEMENT & INNKEEPING 
ABSORBED IN PART MOTOR INN JOURNAL 
DSCP 211N21-- DE 16, 1996--
(MICROFILM: 212-- 1997--) 
PAGE: 0087 
HOURLY PRECIPITATION DATA. SOUTH CAROLINA 
0364-636X 16995 M 
ASHVILLE NC 
1,OC 1951 - -
INCLUDES ANNUAL SUMMARY 
U.S. NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC 
ADMINISTRATION. ENVIRONMENTAL DATA SERVICE 
DSCP 28N2--
34:) 
FE 1978-- (C 55.216/ 
(MICROFORM: 32--1982--) 
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL 
0018-6422 15554 M 
NEW YORK 
1,DE 1896--
VOLUME NUMBERING ERRATIC 
ISSUE FOR JA 1933 NOT PUBLISHED 
TITLE VARIES SLIGHTLY 
ABSORBED VARIOUS MAGAZINES 
DSCP 120 -- 1978-- (MICROFILM) 
HOUSE & GARDEN 
0018 - 6406 15552 M 
NEW YORK 
1,JN 1901-165N7,1993 
ABSORBED AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDEN, 1915, AND 
LIVING FOR YOUNG HOME-MAKERS, 1962 
DSCP 103-165N7 1953-JL,1993 (MICROFILM) 
HOUSE & HOME 
0018-6414 15553 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,JA 1952-52,DE 1977 
VOL 30Nl - 4 INCORRECTLY NUMBERED V29N7-10 
THE MAGAZINE OF HOUSING 
CONT BY HOUSING 
DSCP 29-52 1966-1977 
HOUSING 
0161 - 0619 15556 
NEW YORK 
53N4,JA 1978 - 62,OC 1982 
CONT OF HOUSE & HOME 
ABSORBED BY BUILDER 





1059-6038 29421 M 
NEW YORK 
68Nll,NV 1991--
CONT OF PERSONNEL 
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 68Nll-- NV1991--) 
HR. HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING 
SEE HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING. HR 
HR MAGAZINE 
1047-3149 26030 M 
ALEXANDRIA VA 
35,1990--





0196-7371 16956 ? 
SPRINGFIELD IL !ETC! 
2N2,FALL 1976-3N2,SPRING 1978 
CONT OF JOURNAL. HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE 
LIBRARY SERVICES AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. 
HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE LIBRARY SERVICES 
DIVISION 
DSCP 2N2-3N2 FALL 1976-SPRING 1978 
HUMAN ORGANIZATION 
0018-7259 11239 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
8,1949--
CONT OF APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY 
SOCIETY FOR APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 39-- 1980--) 
HUMAN RESOURCE MAGAZINE 
SEE HR MAGAZINE 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
0090-4848 07264 Q 
ANN ARBOR MI 
11,SPRING 1972--
CONT OF MANAGEMENT OF PERSONNEL QUARTERLY 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. GRADUATE SCHOOL OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 11-- 1972--) 
HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING. HR 
0199-8986 19963 Q 
TEMPE AZ 
1,1978--





















NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES 
DSCP 1N2-- MR/AP 1980-- (NF 3 .11:) 
HUMANITIES INDEX 
0095-5981 06800 Q 
NEW YORK 
1,AP/JN 1974--
SUPERSEDES IN PART SOCIAL SCIENCES & HUMANITIES 
INDEX 
DSCP 1-- AP/JN 1974-- (INDEX R 016.3) 
HYDRAULICS&: PNEUMATICS 
0018-814X 16987 M 
CLEVELAND 
13N6,JN 1960--
CONT OF APPLIED HYDRAULICS & PNEUMATICS 
DSCP 13-43 1960-1990 (MICROFORM) 
HYDROCARBON PROCESSING 
0018-8190 16985 M 
HOUSTON 
45N6,JN 1966--
CONT OF HYDROCARBON PROCESSING & PETROLEUM 
REFINER 
DSCP 45N6-69 JN 1966-1990 (MICROFORM) 
HYDROCARBON PROCESSING&: PETROLEUM REFINER 
0096-2406 16986 M 
HOUSTON 
40N5,MY 1961-45N5,MY 1966 
CONT OF PETROLEUM REFINER 
CONT BY HYDROCARBON PROCESSING 
DSCP 40N5-45N5 MY 1961-MY 1966 
I&:CS 
ID 












CONT OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 
THE MAGAZINE OF INTERNATIONAL DESIGN 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 31NS-- SE/OC 
1984--) 
IE; INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
0019-8234 01568 M 
NORCROSS GA 
1,1969- 13N9,SE 1981 
ISSUES FOR JA-FE 1969 HAVE NO VOL NUMBERING 
BUT CONSTITUTE VlNl-2 
SUPERSEDES, IN PART, JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEERING (COLUMBUS OHIO) RUNNING TITLE, 1969--
: INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING CONT BY INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEERING 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS 










0019-2333 06287 M 
BALTIMORE 
35,1940-66NS,MY/JN 1971 
CONT OF TRANSACTIONS OF THE ILLUMINATING 
ENGINEERING SOCIETY SPLIT TO FORM JOURNAL OF THE 
ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY, AND LD & A: 
LIGHTING DESIGN & APPLICATION 
ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY 
DSCP 53-66 1958-1971 (MICROFORM) 
IMAGES 
0000-0000 14677 4Y 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,1983-SNl,FE 1989 
SUPERSEDES REPORTER. SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT 
OF MENTAL HEALTH 
DSCP 1-5 1983-5 




RENUMBERED IN 1986: 2--
(MS283 3.ISl) 
CONT OF S.M.A.S.H. NEWSLETTER OF THE SOUTH 
CAROLINA STATE MUSEUM 
DSCP 9N3-- 1984-- (M9725M 3 .N38) 
PAGE: 0089 
IMPACT 
0019-2856 15569 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
l,SE 1968--
ISSUES FOR SE1968-SE1969 HAVE NO VOL NUMBER 
BUT CONSTITUTE Vl-2Nl 
"TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA" 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE 
COMMITTEE FOR TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
DSCP 1-- SE 1968-- (T2266 3. IS6) 
IMPACT 
0000-0000 35104 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
SNS, 1999--
CONT OF QUALITY NETWORK NEWS 
NEWSLETTER OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE GOVERNMENT 
IMPROVEMENT NETWORK 
DSCP SNS-- 1999-- (S.C.) 
IMS. INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE AND SURGERY 
0163-934X 07842 M 
NORTHBROOK IL 
37,1968-42,1973 
CONT OF INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE AND SURGERY. ISSUES 
FOR 1968 CALLED IMS, THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL 
OF INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE AND SURGERY; 1969-73, 
CALLED ALSO INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 
CONT BY INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF OCCUPATIONAL 








"THE MAGAZINE FOR GROWING COMPANIES" 
DSCP SN2/KEEP PAPER 15 YEARS-- FE 
1983-- (MICROFORM: 4-- 1982--) 
INCOME ABSTRACT 
0000-0000 28885 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
19??--
A QUARTERLY PUBLICATION TO HIGHLIGHT THE LATEST 
INCOME INFORMATION RELATING TO SOUTH CAROLINA 
AND ITS COUNTIES 
OFFICE OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH 
DSCP JUN 1991--
RESEC 3.I52) 
(S.C. ALSO B8595 




HORRY COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
DSCP 2-- 1968-- (S .C.) 
INDEX TO THE CODE OP FEDERAL REGULATIONS 
0198-9014 26884 A 
ENGLEWOOD CO 
1938-1976--
VOLS FOR 1988-- KEPT UP TO DATE BY QUARTERLY 
SUPPLEMENTS (BEGINNING WITH Nl IN MR1990) WITH 
TITLE : CIS INDEX TO THE CODE OF FEDERAL 
REGULATIONS. SUPPLEMENT 
CONGRESSIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE 
DSCP 1988-- (R 340 CODE) 
INDEX-JOURNAL (GREENWOOD SC) 
0747-0231 33457 D 
GREENWOOD SC 
lNl, FE 6, 1919--
FORMED BY MERGER OF EVENING INDEX (GREENWOOD, 
S.C.) AND GREENWOOD DAILY JOURNAL (GREENWOOD, 
s.c.) 
DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS 
0019-4077 17001 M 
NEW YORK 
JA 1908-87Nll,AU1994 
VOL 85 N2 1992 NEVER PUBL 
FREQUENCY VARIES. ISSUED ALSO IN ANNUAL 
CUMULATIONS CONT BY INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS & 
BOOKS 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF LAW LIBRARIES 
DSCP 15-87 SE 1967-AU 1994 (INDEX R 
016.347) 
INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS & BOOKS 
1079-4719 32816 M 
NEW YORK 
88Nl, OC,1994--
CONT OF INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS. ISSUED ALSO 
IN ANNUAL CUMULATIONS 
DSCP 88--
INDEX TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE ON AGING 
0882-3405 25347 I 
DETROIT MI 
2Nl,1984-9Nl,1991 
CONT OF ARECO'S QUARTERLY INDEX TO PERIODICAL 
LITERATUE ON AGING FIRST ISSUE OF VOL 2 
INCORRECTLY DESIGNATED AS NO 2 
DSCP 2-9 1984-1991 (INDEX- REF BASE) 
INDEX TO U.S. GOVERNMENT PERIODICALS 
0098-4604 12799 Q 
CHICAGO 
JA/MR 1970--
FOURTH ISSUE IS ANNUAL CUMULATION 
DSCP 1970- - (INDEX GR 015.73) 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS INDEX 




SPLIT TO FORM BUSINESS PERIODICALS INDEX, AND 
APPLIED SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY INDEX 
DSCP 1926-1933/1944-1957 (INDEX R016.6) 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
0019-8005 15573 l0Y 
GREENWICH CT 
19N6,JN 1930-61N5,MY/JN 1972 
CONT OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS MAGAZINE 
CONT BY INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
DSCP 1-61 1914-1972 (MICROFORM) 
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 
0019-8110 01566 BM 
NEW YORK 
l,FE 1954-25N6,NV/DE 1978 
CONT BY INDUSTRIAL DESIGN MAGAZINE. ID 
DSCP 12-25 1965-1978 (MICROFILM) 
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN MAGAZINE. ID 
0192-3021 17034 6Y/7Y 
NEW YORK 
26Nl,JA/FE 1979-30N4,1984 
CONT OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 
CONT BY MAGAZINE OF INTERNATIONAL DESIGN 
DSCP 30N5-31N4 1979-JUL/AUG 1984 
(MICROFILM) 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND MANUPACTURBRS RECORD 
0019-8137 17036 14Y 
ATLANTA 
127N7,JN 1958-136N4,1967 
"THE NATIONAL MAGAZINE OF AREA ANALYSIS AND 
BUSINESS SITE SELECTION" FORMED BY THE UNION OF 
MANUFACTURERS RECORD, AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
CONT BY INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
DSCP 127N7-136N4 JN 1958-1967 (MICROFORM) 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND SITE SELECTION HANDBOOK 
0000 - 0000 20897 BM 
ATLANTA GA 
FE 1985-AU,1988 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF: INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
AND SITE SELECTION HANDBOOK 












CONT OF MILL SUPPLIES 
(MICROFILM) 
M 
DSCP 56 - 79 1966-1990 (MICROFILM) 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
0091-8601 15574 llY 
NEW YORK 
61N6,SE 1972- -
"THE MAGAZINE FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS, VOCATIONAL 
AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION" 
CONT OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DSCP 62-72 1973-1983 (MICROFILM) 
INDUSTRIAL FINISHING 
0019-8323 15575 M 
WHEATON IL 
1,NV 1924-1993 
"THE MANAGEMENT AND ENGINEERING MAGAZINE FOR 
BETTER FINISHING SYSTEMS" CONT BY INDUSTRIAL 
PAINT & POWDER 
DSCP 35-46 1958-1970 (MICROFORM) 
INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS REVIBW 
0019-7939 05864 Q 
ITHACA NY 
1, OC1947--
TITLE VARIES SLIGHTLY. ALSO AVAILABLE CD-ROM 
CORNELL UNIV NEW YORK STATE SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL 
AND LABOR RELATIONS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 12-- 1958--) 
INDUSTRIAL LABORATORIES 
0096-1671 17038 M 
CHICAGO 
1,OC 1950-10,DE 1959 
VlNl PRECEDED BY AN ISSUE DATED FE 1950, 
CALLED VlNl-A 
DSCP 8-10 1957-1959 (MICROFORM) 
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT 
0019-8471 26585 BM 
DES PLAINES IL 
1959--
INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS 
DSCP 35-- 1993-- (MICROFILM: 34--
1992--) 
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT REVIBW 
0884-8211 22947 2Y 
CAMBRIDGE MA 
1Nl,1960-11N3,1970 
AT HEAD OF TITLE, FALL 1963- : IMR. 
CONT BY SLOAN MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
PAGE: 0091 
SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT, MASSACHUSETTS 
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
DSCP 11 1968-1970 (MICROFILM) 
INDUSTRIAL MARKETING 
0019-8498 14367 M 
CHICAGO 
NS20,1935-68N3,MR 1983 
CONT OF CLASS AND INDUSTRIAL MARKETING 
CONT BY BUSINESS MARKETING 
DSCP 43-67/68Nl-3 1958-MR1983 
INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE AND SURGERY 




CONT OF INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE. ABSORBED THE 
INDUSTRIAL DOCTOR AND INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF 
INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE AND SURGERY. ISSUES FOR AP-
JN 1967 HAVE COVER TITLE: INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL 
OF INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE AND SURGERY. CONT BY IMS. 
INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE AND SURGERY AP-JN 1967, ISSN 
0093-2191 
DSCP 27-36N12 1958-DE 1967 (MICROFORM) 
INDUSTRIAL QUALITY CONTROL 
0000-0000 17041 BM/M 
MILWAUKEE 
lNl,JL 1944-24,DE 1967 
SPLIT TO FORM JOURNAL OF QUALITY TECHNOLOGY, AND 
QUALITY PROGESS 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR QUALITY CONTROL 




1,JA 1959-20N2,FE 1978 
FREQ VARIES. MERGED WITH RD, RESEARCH 
DEVELOPMENT; TO FORM INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH & 
DEVELOPMENT 
DSCP 8-20N2 1966-FE 1978 (MICROFORM) 
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH/ DBVBLOPMBNT 
0160-4074 08541 13Y 
CHICAGO 
20N3,MR 1978-22N2,FE 1980 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH; AND 
RD, RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT 
CONT BY INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 
DSCP 20N3-22N2 MR 1978-FE 1980 
(MICROFORM) 
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
0000-0000 13854 13Y 
BARRINGTON IL 
22N3,1980-25,1983 
CONT OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH/DEVELOPMENT 
CONT BY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 
DSCP 22N3-25 MR 1978-DE 1983 (MICROFILM) 
INDUSTRY WEEK 
0039-0895 08785 W/BW 
CLEVELAND 
166Nl,JA 5,1970--
CONT OF STEEL. ABSORBED ELECTRONICS (1995). AT 
HEAD OF TITLE: IW: MANAGEMENT MAGAZINE APR 17, 
1995-
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 





CONT OF SOURCES 
DSCP 8N3-11N2/3 
3Y 
1986-1995 (R 020.25) 
INFORMATION INTELLIGENCE, ONLINE LIBRARIES, AND 
MICRO-COMPUTERS 
SEE ONLINE LIBRARIES, AND MICROCOMPUTERS 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 
0000-0000 35033 Q 
PRAIRIE VILLAGE KS 
33Nl JA 1999--
ACCOMPANIED BY SPECIAL SUPPLEMENTAL CATALOG: 
GUIDE TO PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES, 1999-. CONT OF 
RECORDS MANAGEMENT QUARTERLY 
ASSOCIATION OF RECORDS MANAGERS AND 
ADMINISTRATORS 
DSCP 33N3-- JL 1999--
INFORMATION OUTLOOK 
1091-0808 33476 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl, JA 1997--
FORMED BY MERGER OF: SPECIAL LIBRARIES, AND: 
SPECIALIST 
DSCP 1-- JA 1997-- (L) 
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL: THE JOURNAL OF THE 
PAGE: 0092 
ALLIANCE OF INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SYSTEMS 
0278-2383 19526 SA 
PHOENIX AZ 
1,1979--
DSCP 1-16 1979-1994 




SUPERSEDES VOICE OF Z39 
Q 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
(LAST ISSUE RECEIVED 8Nl, JA 1996) (L) 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS SECURITY 
1065-898X 34805 Q 
BOSTON 
lNl, SPR 1992--
INFORMATION SYSTEMS SECURITY ASSOCIATION, INC 
DSCP 8Nl-- SPR 1999--
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND LIBRARIES 
0730-9295 07895 Q 
CHICAGO IL 
lNl,MR 1982--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF LIBRARY AUTOMATION 
LIBRARY AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 1-- 1982-- (L) 
INFORMATION TODAY 
8755-6286 14933 l0Y/llY 
MEDFORD NJ 
1,1984--
lNl PRECEDED BY PREMIER ISSUE, WITH NO VOLUME OR 
ISSUE 
NEWSPAPER FOR USERS AND PRODUCERS OF ELECTRONIC 
INFORMATION SERVICES 




0364-5533 14239 M 
WHEATON IL 
19N7,JL 1972-35N3,MR1988 
CONT OF BUSINESS AUTOMATION 
DSCP 19-35N3 1972-MR 1988 
INFOWORLD 




CONT OF INTELLIGENT MACHINES JOURNAL 





(MICROFORM: 6-- 1984--) 
INLAND AND AMERICAN PRINTER AND LITHOGRAPHBR 
0096-2562 17098 M 
CHICAGO 
142,NV 1958-147N4,JL 1961 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF INLAND PRINTER, AND 
INLAND PRINTER & LITHOGRAPHER 




NV 1958-JL 1961 
0000-0000 17099 M 
CHICAGO 
1,OC 1883-142Nl,OC 1958 
MERGED WITH AMERICAN PRINTER & LITHOGRAPHER, TO 
FORM INLAND AND AMERICAN PRINTER AND 
LITHOGRAPHER 
DSCP 141-142Nl 1958 (MICROFORM) 
INLAND PRINTER, AMERICAN LITHOGRAPHBR 
0020-1502 17033 M 
CHICAGO 
147N5,AU 1961-182N3,1978 
CONT OF INLAND AND AMERICAN PRINTER AND 
LITHOGRAPHER CONT BY AMERICAN PRINTER AND 
LITHOGRAPHER 
DSCP 147N5-181 AU 1961-1978 (MICROFORM) 
INNOVATIONS 
0000-0000 17030 ? 
LEXINGTON KY 
19??-1994 
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS 
DSCP AP 1977-1994 
INQUIRY; A JOURNAL OP MEDICAL CARE ORGANIZATION, 
PROVISION AND FINANCING 
0046-9580 01585 Q 
CHICAGO 
1,1963--
BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 10-- 1973--) 
INSIDE LIBRARIES (VIDEO RECORDING) 
0000-0000 09174 3Y 
TOWSON MD 
Nl,DE1995-N4,DE1996 
NEWS AND VIEWS FROM THE BEST OF AMERICA'S 
LIBRARIES 
DSCP 1995-1996 (VT L) 
PAGE: 0093 
INSIDE MICROSOFT OFFICE 97 
1092-6836 35039 M 
LOUISVILLE KY 
lNl, MY 1997--
DSCP 3N2-- FE 1999--
INSTRUCTOR 
0020-4285 17025 l0Y 
DANSVILLE NY 
40N8,JN 1931-90N9,AP 1981 
CONT OF NORMAL INSTRUCTOR AND PRIMARY PLANS 
MERGED WITH TEACHER, TO FORM INSTRUCTOR AND 
TEACHER 
DSCP 70-90N9 1960-AP 1981 (MICROFILM) 
INSTRUCTOR 
0892-9122 22960 M 
CLEVELAND OH 
96N5,1987-98N9,MY 1989 
CONT OF AND BY INSTRUCTOR AND TEACHER 
DSCP 96N5 - 98N9 JA 1987-MY 1989 
(MICROFILM) 
INSTRUCTOR (1990-MY/JN1996) 
1049-5851 32354 BY 
NEW YORK 
99N5,JA 1990 - 105N8,MY/JN1996 
CONT OF INSTRUCTOR AND TEACHER 
ABSORBED TEACHING AND COMPUTERS. SPLIT TO FORM: 
INSTRUCTOR (PRIMARY EDITION); AND: INSTRUCTOR 
(INTERMEDIATE EDITION) 
DSCP 99N5 - 105N8 JA 1990-MY/JN 1996 
(MICROFILM: 99N5-105N8 JA 1990-MY/ 
JN1996) 
INSTRUCTOR, INTERMEDIATE EDITION 
0000-0000 34029 BY 
NEW YORK 
106Nl, AU 1996--
CONT IN PART: INSTRUCTOR. AT HEAD OF TITLE: 
INTERMEDIATE INSTRUCTOR 
DSCP 107N3-- OC 1997--
106-- AU 1996--) 
INSTRUCTOR, PRIMARY EDITION 
(MICROFILM: 
0000 - 0000 34030 BY 
NEW YORK 
106Nl, AU 1996--
CONT IN PART: INSTRUCTOR. AT HEAT OF TITLE: 
PRIMARY INSTRUCTOR 




INSTRUCTOR AND TEACHER 
(MICROFILM: 
0279-3369 15585 l0Y 
DANSVILLE NY 
90Nl0,MY 1981-96N4,NV/DE 1986 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF INSTRUCTOR, AND TEACHER 
CONT BY INSTRUCTOR 
DSCP 90Nl0-96N4 MY 1981-NV/DE1986 
(MICROFILM) 
INSTRUCTOR AND TEACHER 
1048-583X 32353 9Y 
NEW YORK 
99Nl,AU1989-99N4,NV/DE1989 
CONT OF INSTRUCTOR AND BY INSTRUCTOR (1990--) 
DSCP 99Nl-4 AU 1989-NV/DE 1989 
(MICROFILM) 
INSTRUMENT SOCIETY OP AMERICA. JOURNAL 
SEE ISA JOURNAL 
INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL SYSTEMS: I&CS 
1074-2328 31253 M 
RADNOR PA 
65N3,MR 1992--
CONT CHILTON'S I & CS : THE INDUSTRIAL AND 
PROCESS CONTROL MAGAZINE 
CHILTON COMPANY 
DSCP 65N3-67 MR 1992-1994 (MICROFILM) 
INSTRUMENTATION TECHNOLOGY 
0020-4382 01588 M 
PITTSBURGH 
14,1967-25,1978 
CONT OF ISA JOURNAL 
CONT BY INTECH 
INSTRUMENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
DSCP 14-25 1967-1978 (MICROFORM) 
INSTRUMENTS AND AUTOMATION 
0096-2627 01590 M 
PITTSBURGH 
27,1954-32N2,1959 
CONT OF INSTRUMENTS 
CONT BY INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 
DSCP 31-32Nl 1958-JA 1959 (MICROFORM) 
INSTRUMENTS & CONTROL SYSTEMS 
0020-4404 17022 13Y 
RADNOR PA 
32N2,FE 1959-50N5,MY 1977 
CONT OF INSTRUMENTS AND AUTOMATION 
CONT BY CHILTON'S INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 
DSCP 32N2-50N5 FE 1959-MY 1977 
(MICROFORM) 
INTECH 
0192-303X 08374 M 
DURHAM NC 
26,1979--
CONT OF INSTRUMENTATION TECHNOLOGY 
INSTRUMENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
DSCP 26-37 1979-1990 (MICROFILM) 
INTEGRATED EDUCATION 
0020-4862 15588 BM 
AMHERST MA 
l,JA 1963-22Nl27/129, JA/JE 1984 
CONT BY EQUITY AND EXCELLENCE 
PAGE: 0094 





CONT OF SCHOOL AND SOCIETY 
CONT BY USA TODAY 
SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF EDUCATION 
DSCP 102-106 1973-1978 (MICROFILM) 
INTELLECTUAL PREEDOM ACTION NEWS 
0000-0000 32352 M 
CHICAGO IL 
SE 1994--
CONT OF MEMORANDUM 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP SE 1994-- (L) 
INTER-CITY COST OP LIVING INDEX 
0000-0000 18720 Q 
INDIANAPOLIS IN 
2ND QUARTER 1982-198? 
CONT OF INTER-CITY COST OF LIVING INDICATORS 
CONT BY COST OF LIVING INDEX 
DSCP 3RD QUARTER 1983-lST QUARTER 1988 
INTERCOM 
0020-5273 15590 Q 
NEW YORK 
l,JA 1959-13N2,AP 1971 
N68,NV 1971--
lNl PRECEDED BY 3 PRELIMINARY ISSUES DATED 
OC15-DE15,1958 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF THE NEWS BULLETIN OF THE 
CONFERENCE GROUP OF THE U.S. NATIONAL 
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS, AND FPA 
REPORTER 
CENTER FOR GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES 






INTERFACE - AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
0270-6717 17020 Q 
CHICAGO 
l,FALL 1978--
CONT OF ALSA PRESIDENT'S NEWSLETTER 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. ASSOCIATION OF 
SPECIALIZED AND COOPERATIVE LIBRARY AGENCIES 
DSCP 1Nl-2/2Nl/2N4-- FALL1978-WIN1978/ 
FALL1979/SUM1980-- (L) 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL PERSPECTIVES 
0362-8507 17251 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,FALL 1975-20N3,SUM/FALL1994 
U.S. ADVISORY COMMISSION ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
RELATIONS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS FOR 15 YEARS/ LAST 




100N4,DE 1940-136Nl0,MY 1977? 
CONT OF INTERIOR DECORATOR 
CONT BY CONTRACT INTERIORS 
M 
DSCP 125-136 1965-1977 (MICROFILM) 
INTERIORS 
0164-8470 17019 M 
NEW YORK 
138N3,OC 1978--
"FOR THE CONTRACT DESIGN PROFESSIONAL" 
CONT OF CONTRACT INTERIOR 
INTERIOR DESIGNERS GROUP 
DSCP 138N3-150 oc 1978-1991 
INTERNAL AUDITOR 
0020-5745 17018 Q/BM 
ORLANDO FL 
l,SE 1944--
INSTITUTE OF INTERNAL AUDITORS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 34-- 1977--) 
INTERNAL REVENUE BULLETIN 
0020-5761 17017 W 
WASHINGTON DC 
JA 2,1922--
ISSUES FOR 1922-1937 CALLED VOL 1-16 
FREQUENCY VARIES 
(MICROFILM) 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF BULLETIN, INCOME TAX 
RULINGS; AND SALES TAX RULINGS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS LATEST WEEKLY ISSUES 
PAGE: 0095 
UNTIL BOUND CUMULATION ISRECEIVED (T 
22.23:) 
INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE 
0000-0000 17083 BW 
WASHINGTON DC 
68Nl,JN 18,1962-76N33,OC 5,1970 
CONT OF FOREIGN COMMERCE WEEKLY 
CONT BY COMMERCE TODAY 
U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF INTERNATIONAL 
COMMERCE 
DSCP 68Nl-76 1962-1970 (MICROFORM) 
INTERNATIONAL CONCILIATION 
0000-0000 15595 SY 
NEW YORK 
Nl,1907-N587,MR 1972 
Nl-5 HAVE NO SERIES TITLE 
EACH ISSUE ALSO HAS A DISTINCTIVE TITLE 
DSCP 499-587 1954-1972 (MICROFILM) 
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC TRENDS 
0000-0000 33376 Q 
ST LOUIS 
MY 1995--
CONT OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS/ 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST LOUIS. ISSUED ALSO IN 
ANNUAL EDITION 
DSCP AU 1996--
INTERNATIONAL INDEX; A GUIDE TO PERIODICAL 
LITERATURE IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES 
0363-0382 04279 
NEW YORK 
14,AP 1955/MR 1958-18,AP 1964/MR 1965 
ANNUAL AND QUADRENNIAL CUMULATIONS 
CONT OF INTERNATIONAL INDEX TO PERIODICALS 
CONT BY SOCIAL SCIENCES & HUMANITIES INDEX 
DSCP 14-18 AP 1955-MR 1965 
016.3) 





CONT OF READER'S GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 
SUPPLEMENT CONT BY INTERNATIONAL INDEX 
DSCP 3-13 1920-1955 (INDEX R 016.3) 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OP AIR POLLUTION CONTROL AND 
HAZARDOUS WORK MANAGEMENT 
SEE JAPCA 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OP OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH&: 
SAFETY 
0093-2205 01648 BM 
NORTHBROOK IL 
43,JA/FE 1974-44,NV/DE 1975 
CONT OF IMS. INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE AND SURGERY 
CONT BY OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY 
DSCP 43-44 1974-1975 (MICROFORM) 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OP OFFENDER THERAPY AND 
COMPARATIVE CRIMINOLOGY 
0306-624X 05975 Q/3Y 
LONDON 
16,1972--
CONT OF INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF OFFENDER THERAPY 
SUMMARIES IN FRENCH, GERMAN, AND SPANISH 
OFFICIAL ORGAN OF ASSOCIATION FOR PSYCHIATRIC 
TREATMENT OF OFFENDERS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 18-- 1974--) 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OP PURCHASING AND MATERIALS 
MANAGEMENT 
1055-6001 13576 Q 
TEMPE AZ 
27,1991-34N4,FALL 1998 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF PURCHASING AND MATERIALS 






INTERNATIONAL LABOUR REVIEW 
(MICROFILM: 
0020-7780 17012 A 
GENEVA 
lNl,JA 1921--
CONT ON PART BY BULLETIN OF LABOUR STATISTICS 
INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE 
DSCP 93-- 1966-- (MICROFORM) 
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
0020-7888 18245 M 
LONDON 
16N3,MR 1961--
CONT OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT DIGEST 
DSCP 21-- 1966-- (MICROFORM) 
INTERNATIONAL WILDLIFE 
0020-9112 06232 BM/SY 
VIENNA VA 
l,JA/FE 1971--
ABSORBED IN PART CONSERVATION NEWS 1980? 
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION 
DSCP 18-- 1988-- (MICROFORM: 1--
1971--) 
PAGE: 0096 
INTERNET REFERENCE SERVICES QUARTERLY 
1087-5301 08844 Q 
BINGHAMTON NY 
lNl, 1996--
DSCP 1-- 1996-- (L) 
INTERNET WORLD 
1064-3923 31550 9Y 
WESTPORT CT 
3N7, SE 1992-9N2,FE 1998 
COMBINED ISSUES JA/FE, JL/AU, & NV/DE 
CONT OF RESEARCH & EDUCATION NETWORKING 
NEWSLETTER FOR NON-COMMERICAL AND COMMERICAL 
USES OF THE INTERNET & NATIONAL RESEARCH AND 
EDUCATION NETWORK 
DSCP SN6-9N2 SE 1994-FE 1998 
INTERSTATE COMPACT FOR EDUCATION 
0275-4592 17009 Q 
DENVER 
12N4,WINTER 1979-15N3,FALL 1981 
CONT OF COMPACT 
CONT BY STATE EDUCATION LEADER 
EDUCATION COMMISSION OF THE STATES 
DSCP 12N4-1SN3 WINTER 1979-FALL 1981 
IRON AGE 
0021-1508 01702 ? 
NEW YORK 
1,1867-218,1976 
CONT OF IRON AGE AND HARDWARE, IRON AND 
INDUSTRIAL REPORTER CONT BY CHILTON'S IRON AGE 
DSCP 181-218 1958-1976 (MICROFORM) 
IRON AGE 
0897-4365 22427 BW 
RADNER PA 
3Nl2,DE 1987-9N9,SE1993 
CONT OF IRON AGE. METALS PRODUCER 
CONT BY IRON AGE NEW STEEL 
DSCP 3Nl2-9N9 DE 1987-SE 1993 
IRON AGE. MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT 




CONT CHILTON'S IRON AGE. MANUFACTURING MANAGMENT 




AP 4, 1986-AP 1987 
IRON AGE. METALS PRODUCER 
r. 
l 
0893-9616 22418 BW 
RADNER PA 
229N7,1986-3Nll,1987 
CONT OF CHILTON'S IRON AGE METALS PRODUCER 
CONT BY IRON AGE 
VOL NO CHANGED FEB 1987 TO V3N2--
DSCP 229N7-3Nll 1986-1987 
IRON AGE NEW STEEL 
1074-1690 32641 M 
NEW YORK 
1Nl,OC1993;9Nll,NV 1993--
CONT OF IRON AGE. RESUMES VOLUME NUMBER OF ITS 
FORMER TITLE WITH VOL 9, Nll,NOV 1993 
DSCP 9N10-14 oc 1993-1998 (MICROFILM) 
IRON AND STEEL ENGINEER 
0021-1559 17007 M 
PITTSBURGH 
1,1924--
CONT OF BULLETIN. ASSOCIATION OF IRON AND STEEL 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS VOLS FOR 1941-- CONTAIN THE 
ASSOCIATIONS'S PROCEEDINGS, WHICH ARE ALSO 
REPRINTED ANNUALLY 
ASSOCIATION OF IRON AND STEEL ENGINEERS 
DSCP 35-67 1958-1990 (MICROFILM) 
ISA JOURNAL 
0096-0810 01704 M 
PITTSBURGH 
1,1954-13,1966 
SUPERSEDED BY INSTRUMENTATION TECHNOLOGY 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE INSTRUMENT SOCIETY OF 
AMERICA 








PUBLISHED DAILY MONDAY-FRIDAY 
DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
ISLANDER OF HILTON HEAD ISLAND 
SW 
0021-1869 15601 M 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND SC 
19??--
CONT OF HILTON HEAD CHAMBER OF COMMERECE 









MARCH 1989 ISSUED AS ENVIRONMENTAL PROSPECTUS 
SOUTH CAROLINA POLICY COUNCIL, EDUCATION 
FOUNDATION 
DSCP MR 1989-SE 1990 (S.C.) 
ISSUE REVIEW 
0000-0000 27113 ? 
GREENVILLE SC 
Nl,1987--
SOUTH CAROLINA POLICY COUNCIL 





CONT OF TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTE OF TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 48N6-- JN 1978--) 
THE ITEM (SUMTER, S.C.) 
0000-0000 26756 D 
SUMTER SC 
AUG 2, 1987--
CONT OF SUMTER DAILY ITEM 
DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
JAMA. THE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL 
ASSOCIATION 
0098-7484 05572 W 
CHICAGO 
173N9,1960--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL 
ASSOCIATION AVAILABLE WWW 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 261-- 1989--) 
JACCS 
(S .C.) 
SEE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN OIL CHEMISTS SOCIETY 
JAPCA 
0894-0630 21161 M 
PITTSBURGH PA 
37,1987-39,1989 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE AIR POLLUTION CONTROL 
ASSOCIATION CONT BY JOURNAL OF THE AIR AND WASTE 
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 37-39 1987-1989 (MICROFILM) 
JEM, JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENT 
SEE JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENT 
JER 






DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 39-52/55-- 1970-1977/ 
1978--) 
JOH. JOURNAL OF HOUSING 
0164-646X 17049 llY 
WASHINGTON 
21,JA 1964-36N8,AU/SE 1979 
CONT OF AND BY JOURNAL OF HOUSING 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOUSING AND REDEVELOPMENT 
OFFICIALS 
DSCP (MICROFORM: 29-36N8 1972-AU/SE 1979) 
JOM 
0098-4558 17046 M 
NEW YORK 
26Nl2,DE 1974-28,DE 1976 
CONT IN PART OF AND CONT BY JOURNAL OF METALS 
METALLURGICAL SOCIETY OF AIME 
DSCP . 26Nl2-28 DE 1974-DE 1976 (MICROFORM) 
JOM: THB JOURNAL OF THB MINERALS, METALS & 
MATERIALS 
1047-4838 26158 M 
WARRENDALE PA 
41Nl,1989--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF METALS 
DSCP 41-50 1989-1998 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF ACADEMIC LIBRARIANSHIP 
0099-1333 09067 BM 
ANN ARBOR MI 
l,MR 1975--
DSCP 5-21 1979-1995 (L) 
JOURNAL OF THE ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT 
0000-0000 15663 3Y 
CHAMPAIGN IL 
lNl,AU 1957-5N3,DE 1962 
ISSUES FOR AU 1957 AND AP 1958 
BOTH CALLED Vl,Nl 
CONT BY ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 
DSCP l-5N3 1958-DE 1962 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY 
0021-8448 15610 M 
NEW YORK 
l,NV 1905--
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 105-- 1958--) 
JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTING AUDITING AND FINANCE 
0148-558X 18721 Q 
BOSTON 
PAGE: 0098 
l,FALL 1977-9Nl,FALL1985; NSl, WIN 1986--
VINCENT CROSS INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTING RESEARCH 
1985-
DSCP 7-llNl FALL 1983-WIN 1996 
(MICROFILM: 6-9Nl FALL 1982-FALL 1985) 
JOURNAL OF THE ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
0001-4966 01732 M 
NEW YORK 
l,OC 1929--
INCLUDES AS SUPPLEMENT, PROGRAM OF THE MEETING -
ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA; AND: REFERENCES 
TO CONTEMPORARY PAPERS ON ACOUSTICS, ISSN 0163-
0970 (PUBL BIMONTHLY PRIOR TO 1975 IN REGULAR 
ISSUES) 
DSCP 41-86 1967-1989 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF ADOLESCENT & ADULT LITERACY 
1081-3004 32950 BY 
NEWARK DE 
39Nl, SE 1995--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF READING. MONTHLY (SEP-MAY, 






JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS RESEARCH 
1043-3309 21344 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
39N2,SPR 1987--
CONT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS RESEARCH 
BEGINNING WITH V44- CHRONOLOGICAL DESIGNATION 
DROPPED 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
DSCP 39N2-48N4 SPRING 1987-1994? 
JOURNAL OF THE AIR POLLUTION CONTROL ASSOCIATION 
0002-2470 01733 Q/6Y/M 
PITTSBURGH 
5,1955-36,1986 
CONT OF AIR REPAIR 
ABSORBED THE APCA NEWS IN JA 1960 





DSCP 17-36 1967-1986 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF THE AIR AND WASTE MANAGEMENT 
ASSOCIATION 
1047-3289 25845 M 
PITTSBURGH 
40,1990-42,1992 
CONT OF JAPCA 
CONT BY AIR & WASTE 
AIR AND WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 40-42 1990-1993 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF THE AIR AND WASTE MANAGEMENT 
ASSOCIATION 
1096-2247 32545 M 
PITTSBURGH 
45Nl, JA 1995--
CONT OF AIR AND WASTE 
DSCP 45-48 1995-1998 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND 
SCIENCES 
SEE DAEDALUS 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN CERAMIC SOCIETY 
0002-7820 16487 M/BM/M 
COLUMBUS OH 
l,JA 1918--
CONT OF TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN CERAMIC 
SOCIETY 
DSCP 42-73 1959-1990 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN COLLEGE HEALTH 
0744-8481 08924 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
30N5,AP 1982--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE HEALTH 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 47N5-- MR 1999--
46-- JL 1997--) 
(MICROFILM: 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE 
0002-8061 16488 BM 
DETROIT 
l,NV 1929-83,NV/DE1986 
SUPERSEDES JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN CONCRETE 
INSTITUE, ISSN 0002-8061, PUBL 1913-15. SPLIT TO 
FORM: ACI STRUCTURAL JOURNAL, AND: ACI MATERIALS 






JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN DIETETIC ASSOCIATION 




SUPERSEDES BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN DIETETIC 
ASSOCIATION FREQ VARIES 
DSCP 97N4-- AP 1997--
97-- 1997--) 
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN FOLKLORE 
(MICROFILM: 
0021-8715 15612 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,AP/JN 1888--
AMERICAN FOLKLORE SOCIETY 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-- 1888--) 
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY 
0021-8723 15613 Q 
BLOOMINGTON IN 
51Nl,JN 1964--
CONT OF MISSISSIPPI VALLEY HISTORICAL REVIEW 
ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN HISTORIANS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 39-- 1952--) 
JOURNAL. AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND 
ASTRONAUTICS 
SEE AIAA JOURNAL 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS 
0000-0000 16496 M 
HARRISBURG PA 
1,1913-16,1928 
CONT OF QUARTERLY BULLETIN - AMERICAN INSTITUTE 
OF ARCHITECTS CONT BY OCTAGON 
DSCP 9-12/13Nl-10,12/14/15Nl-9,ll - 12/16 
1921-1928 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS 
0000-0000 16497 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,1944-27N4,AP 1957 
CONT OF OCTAGON 
CONT BY AIA JOURNAL 
DSCP l-10Nl,3-12/ll/12Nl-3,5/13-15/16Nl-2, 
4-12/17-21/22Nl-6,8-12/23-27 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS 
0002-8991 15633 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
9,FALL 1944-44,FALL 1978 
CONT OF PLANNER'S JOURNAL 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN PLANNING 
ASSOCIATION 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS 
DSCP 31-44 1965-1978 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN INSURANCE 
0021-874X 15614 Q 
CHICAGO 
lNl, JL 1924- ·-
PUB SUSP MR1948-DE 1958 
PUBL SUSP AFTER V66, 4TH QTR. 1990 
IN 1989, THE LAST QUARTER NO LONGER PUBLISHED 
AMERICAN MUTUAL ALLIANCE 
DSCP 61 2ND QUARTER-66 1985-1990 
(MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 
SEE NATURAL HISTORY 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN OIL CHEMISTS SOCIETY 
0003-021X 01749 M 
CHAMPAIGN IL 
24,1947--
CONT OF OIL & SOAP. CALLED ALSO JAOCS, JA 1980, 
V57-, NEWS SECTION CONT BY INFORM, JA 1990-
DSCP 35-75 JA 1958-1998 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN PLANNING ASSOCIATION 
0194-4363 12114 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
45,JA 1979--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF 
PLANNERS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 45-- 1979--) 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CLU 
0742-9517 18722 B 
BRYN MAWR PA 
38Nl,JA 1984-40NS,SE1986 
CONT OF CLU JOURNAL 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CLU & 
CHFC 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHARTERED LIFE UNDERWRITERS 
DSCP 38-40NS 1984-SE 1986 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CLU & CHFC 
1052-2875 32246 BM 
BRYN MAWR PA 
40N6, NV 1986-52NS,SE1998 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CLU 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF FINANCIAL SERVICE 
PROFESSIONALS 
DSCP 40N6-52NS NV 1986-SE 1998 
(MICROFILM: 40N6-52NS NV 1986-SE 1998) 
PAGE: 0100 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION 
SCIENCE 
0002-8231 08097 BM/l0Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
21,JA/FE 1970--
CONT OF AMERICAN DOCUMENTATION. A QUARTERLY 
REVIEW OF IDEAS, TECHNIQUES, PROBLEMS AND 
ACHIEVEMENTS IN DOCUMENTATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(LAST ISSUE RECEIVED 46Nl, JA 1995) 
(MICROFILM: 23-- 1972--) 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION 




CONT OF QUARTERLY PUBLICATIONS OF THE AMERICAN 
STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 53-- 1958--) 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
VOCED 
JOURNAL - AMERICAN WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION 
0003-lS0X 01759 Q/M 
DENVER 
1,1914--
SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES 
CONT IN PART OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL 
CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN WATER WORKS 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 50-- 1958--) 
JOURNAL OF THE ANNUAL CONVENTION. EPISCOPAL 
CHURCH. DIOCESE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
0000-0000 16863 A 
CHARLESTON SC 
17??--
DSCP 1867-1887 (S.C. 283.757) 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS 
0021-8855 01765 Q 
ANN ARBOR MI 
1,1968--
SOCIETY FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR 
DSCP 19-28 1986-1995 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED BEHAVIORAL SCIBNCE 
0021-8863 04356 Q 








V26NS2-4,1990 NOT PUBL 
PUBLISHER VARIES 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR APPLIED BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
DSCP 18-31 1982-1995 
1-17 1965-1981) 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED MECHANICS 
(MICROFORM: 
0021-8936 17003 Q 
NEW YORK 
2,1935--
CONT OF APPLIED MECHANICS 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 
DSCP 25-57 1958-1990 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSICS 
0021-8979 06529 M 
NEW YORK 
8,1937--
CONT OF PHYSICS; A JOURNAL OF GENERAL AND 
APPLIED PHYSICS 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS 
DSCP 29-38 1958-1967 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY 
0021-9010 01777 Q/BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,MR 1917--
PART 02 OF SOME ISSUES ARE CALLED MONOGRAPH 
BIMONTHLY, V74, 1989-
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 44-- 1960--) 
JOURNAL/ ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY 
0004-5411 04358 Q 
NEW YORK 
l,JA 1954--
ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES AVAILABLE WWW. ALSO ON 
CD-ROM BIMONTHLY JL 1993-1995. WITH 1996 AT HEAD 
OF TITLE: JOURNAL OF THE ACM 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 27-45 1980-1998) 
JOURNAL OF BASIC ENGINEERING 
0021-9223 17002 Q 
NEW YORK 
81,MR 1959-94,DE 1972 
CONT IN PART OF TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN 
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 
SPLIT TO FORM JOURNAL OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING, AND 
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGY 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 
DSCP 81-94 1959-1972 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL OF BUSINESS 
PAGE: 0101 
0021-9398 17000 Q 
CHICAGO 
27,JA 1954--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF BUSINESS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 
CHICAGO UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. GRADUATE SCHOOL 
OF BUSINESS AND DEPT OF ECONOMICS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 31-- 1958--) 
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
0021-9762 01849 Q/8Y 
BRANDON VT 
1,1945 --
SOME ISSUES, WITH DISTINCTIVE TITLES 
REPRESENTING ONLY THE FIRST ARTICLE IN THE ISSUE, 
ARE CALLED SPECIAL MONOGRAPH SUPPS SUPERSEDED IN 
PART BY JOURNAL OF COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY 
DSCP 44-51 1988-1995 (MICROFORM: 
36-- 1980--) 
JOURNAL OF COMMERCE 
1088-7407 19239 D 
NEW YORK 
406 N28,693 AP 1 1996--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF COMMERCE AND COMMERCIAL 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
JOURNAL OF COMMERCE AND COMMERCIAL 
0361-5561 21680 D 
NEW YORK 
134N10,201, JA 24 1927-408,N28,692 MR 1996 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF COMMERCE COMMERCIAL BULLETIN 
AND COMMERCIAL PROVIDES STATISTICAL DATA ON 
TRADE AND INVESTMENT, AND POLITICAL INFORMATION 
RELATING TO U.S. AND FOREIGN MARKETS. A WEEKLY 
FEATURE "TRADING WITH ... " IN WHICH A DIFFERENT 
COUNTRY IF PROFILED APPEARS EACH TUESDAY. DAILY 
EXCEPT SAT & SUN, MAY 31, 1948-CONT BY JOURNAL 
OF COMMERCE 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
JOURNAL OF THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY 
0010-3829 16800 SA 
URBANA IL 
10,SPRING 1979--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 15-26 1984-1995) 
JOURNAL OF CONSULTING AND CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
0022-006 X 01862 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
32,FE 1968 --
CONT OF JOURNAL OF CONSULTING PSYCHOLOGY 
MONOGRAPHIC SUPPLS PUBL AS PART 2 OF SOME ISSUES 
AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 48-- 1980--) 
JOURNAL OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS 
0022-0078 15617 SA 
MADISON WI 
1,SUMMER 1967--
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON CONSUMER INTERESTS 
DSCP 14-26 1980-1992 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF COUNSELING AND DBVBLOPMBNT: JCD 
0748-9633 06418 l0Y/BM 
ALEXANDRIA VA 
63,1984--
CONT OF PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE JOURNAL 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 63-- SE 1984--) 
JOURNAL OF COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY 
0022-0167 01867 Q/M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1954--
AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 1-- 1954--) 
JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
0047-2352 20087 Q 
ELMSFORD NY 
l,MR 1973--
DSCP 14-19 1986-1991 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW AND CRIMINOLOGY 
0091-4169 16981 Q 
BALTIMORE MD 
64,1973--
CONT OF IN PART JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW, 




JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW, CRIMINOLOGY & POLICE 
SCIENCE 
0022-0205 16980 Q 
BALTIMORE 
42,MY/JN 1951-63,DE 1972 
CONT OF AND BY JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW AND 
CRIMINOLOGY 
DSCP 59-63 1968-1972 
JOURNAL OF DATA MANAGEMENT 
0449-2412 16778 M 
MOUNT MORRIS IL 
1,JN 1963-8N3,MR 1970 
CONT BY DATA MANAGEMENT 
DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 10-13N9 1972-SE 1975 
(MICROFORM: 8N4-13N9 1970-1975) 
JOURNAL OF DRUG ISSUES 




V5 HAS SUPPL "DIRECTORY OF HALFWAY HOMES AND 
GROUP HOMES FOR TROUBLED CHILDREN" 
DSCP 16-21 1986-1991 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF EDUCATION FINANCE 
0098-9495 19965 Q 
GAINESVILLE FL 
1975--
AMERICAN EDUCATION FINANCE ASSOCIATION 
DSCP l0Nl-- SUMMER 1984--
JOURNAL OF EDUCATION FOR LIBRARIANSHIP 
0022-0604 12153 Q 
STATE COLLEGE PA 
1,1960-24N4,SPR1984 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF THE ASSOCIATION'S REPORTS 
OF THE MEETINGS, NEWSLETTER, AND DIRECTORY 
DIRECTORY OF THE ASSOCIATION PUBLISHED ANNUALLY 
AS A SPECIAL EDITION CONT BY JOURNAL OF 
EDUCATION FOR LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE 
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN LIBRARY SCHOOLS 
DSCP 1-24 1960-1984 (L) 
JOURNAL OF EDUCATION FOR LIBRARY AND INFORMATION 
SCIENCE 
0748-5786 19350 5/YR 
STATE COLLEGE PA 
25Nl,1984--
CONT JOURNAL OF EDUCATION FOR LIBRARIANSHIP 
DSCP 25-33 1984-1992 (L) 
JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENT 
0022-0655 05963 Q/BM 
EAST LANSING MI 
1,1964--
SUPERSEDES THE COUNCIL'S YEARBOOK 
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON MEASUREMENT IN EDUCATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 15-- 1978--) 
JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 









CALLED ALSO JER 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 51-- 1957--) 
JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY 
0000-0000 05944 M 
NEW YORK 
1,SE 1927-36,MY 1963 
"A MAGAZINE OF THEORY AND PRACTICE" 
CONT BY SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION 
AMERICAN VIEWPOINT SOCIETY, INC, AND PAYNE 
EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY FOUNDATION, INC. 
DSCP 36 1962 (MICROFORM: 36-- 1962--) 
JOURNAL OF THE ELECTROCHEMICAL SOCIETY 
0013-4651 01878 M 
MANCHESTER NH 
93Nl,JA 1948--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF BULLETIN (ELECTROCHEMICAL 
SOCIETY), AND PREPRINT - ELECTROCHEMICAL SOCIETY, 
CONTINUING THE VOLUME NUMBERING OF THE LATTER 
ABSORBED TRANSACTIONS OF THE ELECTROCHEMICAL 
SOCIETY ABSORBED ELECTROCHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY, 
1968 
DSCP 105-137 1958-1990 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING, FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWBR 
0742-4795 20898 Q 
NEW YORK 
106Nl,JA 1984--
CONT OF JOURNAL FOR ENGINEERING FOR POWER 
CONT IN PART BY JOURNAL OF TURBOMACHINERY 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 
DSCP 106-112 1984-1990 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR INDUSTRY 
0022-0817 01884 Q 
NEW YORK 
81,1959-118Nl,FE/MR 1996 
SUPERSEDES IN PART THE SOCIETY'S TRANSACTIONS, 
CONTINUING ITS VOL NUMBERING. CONT BY JOURNAL OF 
MANUFACTURING SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 
DSCP 81-112 1959-1990 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR POWER 
0022-0825 01885 A 
NEW YORK 
81,1959-105N4,OC1983 
CONTS IN PART TRANSACTIONS OF THE A.S.M.E. AND 
THEIR NUMBERING CALLED ALSO TRANSACTIONS OF THE 
A.S.M.E. SERIES A CONT BY JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING 
FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER 
PAGE: 0103 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 
DSCP 81-105 1959-1983 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
0047-2425 14483 Q/BM 
MADISON WI 
1,1972--
PUBL COOPERATIVELY BY AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
AGRONOMY, CROP SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA, AND 
SOIL SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
DSCP 28N6-- NV/DE 1999--
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL EDUCATION 
0022-0973 05778 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1932--
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 27-- 1958--) 
JOURNAL OF FAMILY ISSUES 
0192-513X 14630 
BEVERLY HILLS CA 
1,MR 1980--
BIMONTHLY 16, 1995-
DSCP 7-12 1986-1991 
JOURNAL OF FARM ECONOMICS 
Q/BM 
(MICROFILM) 




CONT BY AMERICAN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL 
ECONOMICS 
AMERICAN FARM ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 47-49 1965-1967 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL/ FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD 
0041-7645 17581 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
4,1971-13N2,FE 1980 
CONT BY FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD JOURNAL 
DSCP 9-13N2 1976-FE 1980 
(MICROFORM: 9-- 1976--) 
JOURNAL OF FINANCE 
0022-1082 15621 SY/BM 
NEW YORK 
1,AU 1946--
"JOURNAL OF THE· AMERICAN FINANCE ASSOCIATION" 
DSCP 15-- 1960-- (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF FINANCIAL SERVICE PROFESSIONALS 
0000-0000 34705 BM 
BRYN MAWR PA 
52N6, NV 1998--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CLU 
AND CHFC 
DSCP 52N6-- NV 1998--
JOURNAL OF FORESTRY 
0022-1201 01902 l0Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
15,1917--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF FORESTRY QUARTERLY, AND 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS, 
CONTINUING VOLUME NUMBERING OF THE FORMER 
"OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN 
FORESTERS" 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 56-- 1958--) 
JOURNAL OF THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE 
0016-0032 01903 M/8Y 
ELMSFORD NY 
5,1828--
CONT OF FRANKLIN JOURNAL AND AMERICAN MECHANICS' 
MAGAZINE ISSUES FOR 1828-40 CALLED NSl-26, 
CONSTITUTE V5-30; 1841-JN 1846, CALLED 3Sl-ll, 
BUT CONSTITUTE V31-41; JL 1846-90, NUMBERED BOTH 
AS 3Sl2-100 AND V42-130. 
DSCP 265-286 1958-1968 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL OF GEOLOGY 
0022-1376 01914 BM 
CHICAGO 
1,1893--
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. DEPT. OF GEOLOGY 
DSCP 66-- 1958-- (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL OF GERONTOLOGY 
0022-1422 01918 Q/BM/M 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,JA 1946-49,1994 
EACH ISSUE INCLUDES INDEX TO CURRENT PERIODICAL 
LITERATURE VOLS FOR 1988- HAVE TITLE: JOURNALS 
OF GERONTOLOGY, .. BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, .. 
MEDICAL SCIENCES, .. PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES .. 
SOCIAL SCIENCES SPLIT TO FORM: JOURNALS OF 
GERONTOLOGY. SERIES A, BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES AND 
MEDICAL SCIENCES; AND: JOURNALS OF GERONTOLOGY, 
SERIES B, 
PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 29-49 1974-1994) 
JOURNAL OF GOVERNMENT INFORMATION 
1352-0237 30968 BM 
TARRYTOWN NY 
21Nl, JA/FE 1994--
CONT OF GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW 
DSCP 21-- 1994--
JOURNAL OF HEALTH CARE FINANCE 
1078-6767 32477 Q 
FREDERICK MD 
21N2,WIN 1994--
CONT OF TOPICS IN HEALTH CARE FINANCING 







JOURNAL OF HEALTH POLITICS, POLICY AND LAW 
0361-6878 01921 Q/BM 
DURHAM NC 
1,1976--
ALSO AVAILABLE WWW. FREQ VARIES. BIMONTHLY, 1997-





JOURNAL. HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE LIBRARY 
SERIVCES 
0196-738X 16939 Q 
CHICAGO 
2Nl,SPRING 1976 
CONT OF HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE LIBRARY 
SERVICES CONT BY HRLSD JOURNAL 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSN. HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE 
LIBRARY SERIVCES DIVISION 
DSCP 2Nl SPRING 1976 (L) 
JOURNAL OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOR 
0022-1465 04416 Q 
ALBANY NY 
8,MR 1967--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF HEALTH AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
PUBL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 15-- 1974--) 
JOURNAL OP HEAT TRANSFER 
0022-1481 01920 Q 
NEW YORK 
81,FE 1959--
CONT IN PART OF TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN 
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. CALLED ALSO 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE ASME. SERIES C 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 
DSCP 81-112 1959-1990 





0272-7374 17050 M/BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
36N9,OC 1979-51Nl,NV/DE1994 
CONT OF JOH. JOURNAL OF HOUSING. CONT BY JOURNAL 
OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOUSING AND REDEVELOPMENT 
OFFICIALS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 36N9-51Nl OC 1979-NV/ 
DE1994) 
JOURNAL OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
0000-0000 32951 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
52Nl, JA/FE 1995--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF HOUSING 
NATIONAL ASSOC OF HOUSING AND REDEVELOPMENT 
OFFICIALS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+ 14 
YEAR BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 52--
1995--) 
JOURNAL OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
0022-166X 06973 Q 
MADISON WI 
1,SUMMER 1966--
SOME VOLUMES HAVE SUPPLEMENTS 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON. INDUSTRIAL 
RELATIONS RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
DSCP 1-17 1966-1982 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF HUMAN SERVICES ABSTRACTS 
0364-4782 01933 Q 
ROCKVILLE MD 
1,1976-llNl,1986 
"PROJECT SHARE IS OPERATED FOR THE OFFICE OF THE 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION, 
DEPT. OF HHS, BY ASPEN SYSTEMS CORPORATION" 
DSCP 1-9 1976-1984 (INDEX) 
JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
0022-183X 01941 Q/BM 
NEW YORK 
1,JN 1949-19,DE 1968 
SPLIT TO FORM INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING. IE, AND 
AIIE TRANSACTIONS 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS 
DSCP 17-19 1966 - 1968 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL OF THE INSTITUTE OF PETROLEUM 
0020-3068 17027 M/BM 
LONDON 
25N183,JA 1939-59N570,NV 1973 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE INSTITUTION OF PETROLEUM 
TECHNOLOGISTS CONT BY INSTITUTE OF PETROLEUM 
PAGE: 0105 
DSCP 44-59 1958-1973 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL OF INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY RESEARCH 
0964-2633 29632 BM 
OXFORD 
36PT1,FE 1992--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF MENTAL DEFICIENCY RESEARCH 
ROYAL SOCIETY FOR MENTALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN 
AND ADULTS 
DSCP 36-39 1992-1995 (MICROFILM: 
36-- FE 1992--) 
JOURNAL OF INTERLIBRARY LOAN, DOCUMENT DELIVERY & 
INFORMATION SUPPLY 
1072-303X 31101 Q 
NEW YORK 
4,FALL 1993--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF INTERLIBRARY LOAN AND 
INFORMATION SUPPLY 
DSCP 4-- 1993-- (L) 
JOURNAL OF INTERLIBRARY LOAN AND INFORMATION 
SUPPLY 
1042-4458 26883 Q 
NEW YORK 
1,SPR 1990 - 3,1993 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF INTERLIBRARY LOAN, DOCUMENT 
DELIVERY & INFORMATION SUPPLY 
DSCP 1-3 1990-1993 (L) 
JOURNAL OF LEARNING DISABILITIES 




DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 1-3/20-- 1968-1970/1987--) 
JOURNAL OF LEISURE RESEARCH 
0022-2216 01957 Q 
ARLINGTON VA 
1,WIN 1969--
NATIONAL RECREATION AND PARK ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 1-- 1969--) 
JOURNAL OF LIBRARY AUTOMATION 
0022-2240 06740 Q 
CHICAGO 
1,MR 1968-14,DE 1981 
SUPERSEDED BY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND 
LIBRARIES 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. LIBRARY AND 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ASSN 
DSCP 1-14 1968-1981 (L) 
JOURNAL OF LIBRARY HISTORY 
0022-2259 04444 Q 
TALLAHASSEE 
l,JA 1966-7,OC 1972 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF LIBRARY HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, 
AND COMPARATIVE LIBRARIANSHIP 
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY. SCHOOL OF LIBRARY 
SCIENCE 
DSCP 1-7 JA 1966-OC 1972 
JOURNAL OF LIBRARY HISTORY 
0275-3650 17048 Q 
AUSTIN TX 
9,JA 1974-22,1987 
"PHILOSOPHY AND COMPARATIVE LIBRARIANSHIP" 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF LIBRARY HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, 
AND COMPARATIVE LIBRARIANSHIP 
CONT BY LIBRARIES AND CULTURE 
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN 
DSCP 9-22 1974-1987 (L) 
JOURNAL OF LIBRARY HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, AND 
COMPARATIVE LIBRARIANSHIP 
0090-8894 04445 Q 
TALLAHASSEE 
8Nl,JA1973-8N3/4,JL/OC1973 
CONT OF AND BY JOURNAL OF LIBRARY HISTORY 
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY. SCHOOL OF LIBRARY 
SCIENCE 
DSCP 8 1973 (L) 
JOURNAL OF MARKETING 
0022-2429 05869 Q 
NEW YORK 
1,JL 1936--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF AMERICAN MARKETING 
JOURNAL AND NATIONAL MARKETING REVIEW 
SOME VOLUMES HAVE SUPPLEMENTS 
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 23-- 1958--) 
JOURNAL OF MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY 
0022-2445 01969 Q 
MINNEAPOLIS MN 
26,FE 1964--
CONT OF MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIVING 
COMES WITH MEMBERSHIP IN NATIONAL COUNCIL ON 
FAMILY RELATIONS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 42-- 1980--) 
PAGE: 0106 
JOURNAL OF MENTAL DEFICIENCY RESEARCH 
0022-264X 01988 SA/Q 
SEVENOAKS ENG 
1,JL 1957-35,DE 1991 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY 
RESEARCH 
SPONSORED BY THE NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR MENTALLY 
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN 
DSCP 24-35 1980-1991 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF METALS 
0022-2674 01991 M 
NEW YORK 
lNl,JA 1949-26Nll,NV 1974 
JA-DE 1950 ALSO CALLED V188 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF METALS TECHNOLOGY, AND 
MINING AND METALLURGY SPLIT TO FORM JOM, AND 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE METALLURGICAL SOCIETY OF 
AIME 
METALLURGICAL SOCIETY OF AIME 
DSCP 10-26Nll 1958-NV 1974 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL OF METALS 
0148-6608 17047 M 
NEW YORK 
29,1977-40,1988 
CONT OF AND BY JOM 
METALLURGICAL SOCIETY OF AIME 
DSCP 29-40 JA 1977-1988 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE 
0027-8874 02010 M/SM 
BETHESDA MD 
1,1940--
ALSO KNOWN AS JNCI. JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL 
CANCER INSTITUTE "SUMMARIES OF PAPERS" CONTAINED 
IN THE JOURNAL ACCOMPANY EACH ISSUE, 19 -?? 
SUPPLS ACCOMPANY SOME NUMBERS. RESUMED ORIGINAL 
TITLE JAN 1988. COVER TITLE JNCI JL 1978-DE 
1987. ABSORBED CANCER TREATMENT REPORTS,1988. SM 
WITH 80, 1988- . AVAILABLE ONLINE 
DSCP 50-- 1973-- (HE 20.3161:) 
JOURNAL OF NEGRO EDUCATION 
0022-2984 05880 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1932--
NONE PUBL JL1989-1991 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY. BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 21-- 1952--) 
JOURNAL OF NEGRO HISTORY 
0022-2992 15622 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,JA 1916--
ASSOCIATION FOR THE STUDY OF NEGRO LIFE AND 
HISTORY 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-- 1916--) 
JOURNAL OF OCCUPATIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL 
PSYCHOLOGY 
0963-1798 29793 Q 
LONDON 
65,MR 1992--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF OCCUPATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 
DSCP 65-68 1992-1995 
JOURNAL OF OCCUPATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 
0305 - 8107 14226 Q 
LEICESTER ENG 
48,MR 1975-64,1991 
CONT OF OCCUPATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF OCCUPATIONAL AND 
ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 
BRITISH PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
DSCP 54-64 1981-1991 
JOURNAL OF OFFENDER REHABILITATION 
1050-9674 32954 / 
BINGHAMTON NY 
16Nl/3, 1990--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF OFFENDER COUNSELING, SERVICES 
& REHABILITATION 
DSCP 22Nl/2 - 23 1995-1996 
(MICROFILM: 21-- 1994--) 
JOURNAL OF PARAPSYCHOLOGY 




DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 38-- 1974--) 
JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
0022-3514 02062 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,JA 1965--
SUPERSEDES IN PART JOURNAL OF ABNORMAL AND 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 5-67 1967-1994 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY 




FORMED BY THE UNION OF: PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY, 
AND, IN PART: MINING AND METALLURGY 
CONT BY JPT 
SOCIETY OF PETROLEUM ENGINEERS OF AIME 
DSCP 10-30 1958-1978 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL OF PHILANTHROPIC FOUNDATIONS 
SEE FOUNDATION NEWS; JOURNAL OF PHILANTHROPIC 
FOUNDATIONS 
JOURNAL OF POLICE SCIENCE AND ADMINISTRATION 
0090-9084 05801 Q 
GAITHERSBURG MD 
l,MR 1973 - 17N4,1990 
CONT IN PART OF JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW, 
CRIMINOLOGY AND POLICE SCIENCE 
JOINT PUBL OF NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF 
LAW AND THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS 
OF POLICE 
DSCP 7 - 17 1979-1990 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF POLITICS 
0022 - 3816 15624 Q 
GAINESVILLE FL 
1,FE 1939--
SUPERSEDES PROCEEDINGS. SOUTHERN POLITICAL 
SCIENCE ASSOCIATION 
SOUTHERN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION WITH THE 
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 27-- 1965--) 
JOURNAL OF PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
0022-3905 15625 BM 
CHICAGO 
1,JN 1934 - -
INSTITUTE OF REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 41-56 1976-1991 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF PURCHASING AND MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
0094-8594 17044 Q 
TEMPE AZ 
10,FE 1974-26N4,1990 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF PURCHASING 
CONT BY INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PURCHASING AND 
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PURCHASING MANAGEMENT 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 16-26 1980-1990) 
JOURNAL OF READING 
0022-4103 17928 SY 
NEWARK DE 
8,OC 1964-38N8,MY1995 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF DEVELOPMENTAL READING. CONT 
BY JOURNAL OF ADOLESCENT AND ADULT LITERACY 
INTERNATIONAL READING ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 31N5-38N8 FE 1988-MY 1995 
(MICROFILM: 31-38 OC 1987-MY 1995) 
JOURNAL OF REHABILITATION 




CONT OF NATIONAL REHABILITATION NEWS 
OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE NATIONAL REHABILITATION 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 55-- 1989--) 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
0256-8543 26004 SA 
WHEATON MD 
lNl,FE 1986--
DSCP 4Nl-- FALL/WINTER 1989--
(MICROFILM: 6-- 1991--) 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN CRIME AND DELINQUENCY 
0022-4278 17043 BA/Q 
NEW YORK 
1,JA 1964--
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY, AND 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR YOUTH AND COMMUNITY 
STUDIES Q, 21, 1984-
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 11-- 1975--) 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN EDUCATION 
0022-426X 05772 Q 
ATHENS GA 
1,FALL 1967--
VOLS FOR 1972/73 INCLUDE A MONOGRAPH SUPPLEMENT 
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA. PEABODY COLLEGE OF 
EDUCATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 10-- 1976--) 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF 
STANDARDS 
0160-1741 09066 6Y 
GAITHERSBURG MD 
82,1977-93N5,SE/OC 1988 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF 
THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS. SECTION A: 
PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY AND OF JOURNAL OF RESEARCH 
OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS. SECTION B: 
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES CONT BY JOURNAL OF 
RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS 
PAGE: 0108 
AND TECHNOLOGY 
DSCP CURRENT 15 YEARS (MICROFILM: 
82Nl-93N5 JL/AU 1977-SE/OC 1988) 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF 
STANDARDS. D. RADIO SCIENCE 
0502-2568 02123 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
68Nl,JA 1964-69N12,DE 1965 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL 
BUREAU OF STANDARDS. D. RADIO PROPAGATION 
DSCP 68-69 1964-1965 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF 
STANDARDS. SECTION A. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY 
0022-4332 02119 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
63A,JL/AU 1959-81,MY/JN 1977 
CONT IN PART OF JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 
MERGED WITH SECTION B OF THE JOURNAL TO REFORM 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF 
STANDARDS 
DSCP 76AN5-81A 1972-JN 1977 
(MICROFORM: 63A-81A 1972-1977) 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF 
STANDARDS. SECTION B: MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES 
0022-8979 02120 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
72B,JA/MR 1968-81B,JA/JN 1977 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL 
BUREAU OF STANDARDS. SECTION B. MATHEMATICS AND 
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS MERGED WITH SECTION A OF 
THE JOURNAL TO REFORM JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 
DSCP 76BN3-4-81B 1970-JN 1977 
(MICROFORM: 72B-81B 1966-1977) 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF 
STANDARDS. SECTION B. MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMATICAL 
PHYSICS 
0022-4340 17544 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
63B,JL/SE 1959-71B,OC/NV 1967 
CONT IN PART OF JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL 
BUREAU OF STANDARDS. SECTION B. MATHEMATICAL 
SCIENCES 
DSCP 63B-71B 1959-1967 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF 
STANDARDS. SECTION C. ENGINEERING AND 
INSTRUMENTATION 
11 
0022-4316 02121 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
63C,JL/SE 1959-76Nl/2,SE 1972 
CONT IN PART OF JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 
DSCP 67C-75C 1963-1971 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF 
STANDARDS. SECTION D. RADIO PROPAGATION 
0000-0000 02122 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
63D,JL/AU 1959-67N6,NV/DE 1963 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL 
BUREAU OF STANDARDS 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL 
BUREAU OF STANDARDS. SECTION D. RADIO SCIENCE 
DSCP 66D-67N6 1962-1963 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 
STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY 
1044-677X 25392 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
93N6,NV/DE 1988--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL 
BUREAU OF STANDARDS 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 93N6-- NV/DE 1988--) 
JOURNAL OF RETAILING 
0022-4359 15627 Q 
NEW YORK 
1,AP 1925--
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE OF RETAIL 
MANAGEMENT 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 20-- 1944--) 
JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY 
0000-0000 17246 M 
LONDON ENG 
27,JA 1923-71,DE 1967 
CONT OF AND BY AERONAUTICAL JOURNAL 
ABSORBED JOURNAL. HELICOPTER ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 
OF GREAT BRITIAN 
DSCP 63 - 71 1959-1967 (MICROFORM) 
JOURNAL (ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTSz 
OVERSEAS ED. 
0950 - 8902 26157 M 
LONDON 
95[I.E.94]Nll,1987--
CONT OF ARCHITECT (ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH 
ARCHITECTS: OVERSEAS ED.) 
DSCP 94Nll-97 NV 1987-1990 
PAGE: 0109 
(MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF SCHOOL HEALTH 
0022-4391 04518 l0Y 
BUFFALO NY 
7,1937 - -
CONT OF SCHOOL PHYSICIANS BULLETIN. V51 N7 SE, 
1981 MISNUMBERED V51 NS SE 1981 . V52N6 AU, 1982 
MISNUMBERED 52 NS 
DSCP 63 - - 1993--
1992--) 
(MICROFILM: 62--
JOURNAL OF SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
0047-2778 15628 Q 
MILWAUKEE WI 
1963- -
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL FOR SMALL BUSINESS, ETC. 
DSCP 22-- 1984- - (MICROFORM: 16--
1978--) 
JOURNAL OF THE SMPTE 
0361-4573 17505 M 
SCARSDALE NY 
65Nl,JA 1956-84N12,DE 1975 
CONT OF SMPTE JOURNAL (1955) 
CONT BY SMPTE JOURNAL 
DSCP 80N8-84 AU 1971-DE 1975 
JOURNAL OF SOCIAL ISSUES 






THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY OF SOCIAL 
DSCP 21 - 47 1965-1991 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY OF DYERS AND COLOURISTS 
0037-9859 17441 M/l0Y 
BRADFORD, YORKSHIRE, ENG. 
1,NV 1884--
DSCP 74-98 1958-1982 (MICROFORM) 
sl-l/ 
'/ - J?.;x: ")~ 
0rf~0ii'. 
c) 
JOURNAL OF SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION 
0022-4561 02139 Q/6Y 
ANKENY IA 
1, JL1946- -
ABSORBED NEWS, NOTES AND ACTIVITIES, JA 1954 
SOIL CONSERVATION SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
DSCP 42N6 - - NOV-DEC1987 
(MICROFORM 35-- 1980--) 




SUPPLS ACCOMPANY SOME NUMBERS 
DSCP 90-- 1994-- (S .C.) 
JOURNAL OF SOUTHERN HISTORY 
0022-4642 15629 Q 
BATON ROUGE LA 
l,FE 1935--
SOUTHERN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-- 1935--) 
JOURNAL OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 








JOURNAL OF SPEECH AND HEARING DISORDERS 
0022-4677 02145 Q 
DANVILLE IL 
13,1948-55N4,NV1990 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF SPEECH DISORDERS. OC ISSUE 
1956- IS THE ANNUAL DIRECTORY NUMBER OF THE 
AMERICAN SPEECH AND HEARING ASSOCIATION. V13Nl 
ISSUED BY THE AMERICAN SPEECH CORRECTION 
ASSOCIATION. AT HEAD OF TITLE: JSHD. MERGED INTO 
JOURNAL OF SPEECH AND HEARING RESEARCH 
DSCP 34-55 1969-1990 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF SPEECH AND HEARING RESEARCH 
0022-4685 02146 Q/BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,AP1958-39,DE1996 
AT HEAD OF TITLE: JSHR 
ABSORBED JOURNAL OF SPEECH AND HEARING DISORDERS 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF SPEECH-LANGUAGE AND HEARING 
RESEARCH 






JOURNAL OF SPEECH-LANGUAGE AND HEARING RESEARCH 
1092-4388 33500 BM 
ROCKVILLE MD 
40Nl, 1997--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF SPEECH AND HEARING RESEARCH 
DSCP 40-- 1997-- (MICROFILM: 40--
1997--) 
JOURNAL OF STATE GOVERNMENT 




CONT OF STATE GOVERNMENT 
CONT BY SPECTRUM 
DSCP 59-65N2 1986-SPR 1992 
(MICROFORM: 59-65N2 1986-SPR 1992) 
JOURNAL OF STUDIES ON ALCOHOL 
0096-882X 02150 M/BM 
NEW BRUNSWICK NJ 
36,JA 1975--
CONT OF QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF STUDIES ON ALCOHOL. 
UP UNTIL V.42, CONTENTS ALTERNATED MONTHLY: 
ORIGINAL ARTICLES IN ODD-NUMBERED MONTHS; 
CURRENT LITERATURE IN EVEN-NUMBERED MONTHS. 
AFTER V.43 BIMONTHLY ISSUES NOW CONTAIN ORIGINAL 
RESEARCH REPORTS AVAILABLE WWW 
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY. CENTER FOR ALCOHOL STUDIES 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 36-- 1975--) 
JOURNAL OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 
1523-2409 34806 Q 
TEMPE AZ 
35Nl, WIN 1999--
CONT OF INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PURCHASING AND 
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
NATIONAL ASSOC OF PURCHASING MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 35Nl-- JA 1999--
JOURNAL OF SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
0022-4839 15630 M 
CLEVELAND 
20,JA 1969-47N4,JL/AU1996 
CONT OF SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES JOURNAL 
ASSOCIATION FOR SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 1-47N4 1950-JL/AU1996) 
JOURNAL OF TAXATION. A NATIONAL JOURNAL OF CURRENT 
NEWS AND COMMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL TAX MEN 
0022-4863 13481 M 
BOSTON 
1,JN 1954 --
DSCP 31-75 1969-1991 




US DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION 




JOURNAL OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENT AND BLINDNESS 





CONT OF NEW OUTLOOK FOR THE BLIND 
RUNNING TITLE: VISUAL IMPAIRMENT AND BLINDNESS 






JOURNAL OF VOLUNTEER ADMINISTRATION 
0733-6535 08752 Q 
UNIVERSITY PARK PA 
lNl,FALL 1982--
SUPERSEDES VOLUNTEER ADMINISTRATION 
IT APPEARS FIRST ISSUE PRECEDED DEMISE OF OLD 
TITLE 
ASSOCIATION FOR VOLUNTEER ADMINISTRATORS 
DSCP 12Nl/2-- FALL 1993/WIN 1994--
JOURNAL - WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FEDERATION 
0043-1303 02166 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
32,1960-61N8,1989 
ONE ISSUE EACH YEAR IS THE FEDERATION'S YEARBOOK, 
DIRECTORY AND ANNUAL CONVENTION ISSUE 
CONT OF SEWAGE AND INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
CONT BY RESEARCH JOURNAL OF THE WATER POLLUTION 
CONTROL FEDERATION 
DSCP 32-61N8 1960-AU 1989 (MICROFILM) 
JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT. SUPPLEMENT 
SEE WILDLIFE MONOGRAPHS 
JOURNAL OF YOUTH SERVICES IN LIBRARIES 
0894-2498 21299 Q 
CHICAGO 
1,Nl FALL 1987--
SUPERSEDES TOP OF THE NEWS 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 1-- FALL 1987-- (L) 
JPT: JOURNAL OF PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY 
0149-2136 28891 M 
DALLAS TX 
31,1979--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY 
OFFICAL PUBLICATON OF THE SOCIETY OF PETROLEUM 
ENGINEERS OF AIME 
DSCP 31-42 1979-1990 (MICROFILM) 
JUDICATURE 
0022-5800 17053 9Y/10Y 
CHICAGO 
50,JN/JL 1966--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN JUDICATURE 
SOCIETY 
AMERICAN JUDICATURE SOCIETY 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 59-- 1975--) 
JUVENILE JUSTICE {1993-) 
0000-0000 32203 Q 
ROCKVILLE MD 
lNl,SPR/SUM 1993--
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, OFFICE OF 
JUSTICE AND DELIQUENCY PREVENTION 
DSCP 1-- 1993-- (J32 .19:) 
KAPPA DELTA PI RECORD 
0022 - 8958 17056 Q 
WEST LAFAYETTE IN 
1,OC 1964--
CONT IN PART OF EDUCATIONAL FORUM 
PAGE: 0111 
JUVENILE 




N25,JA 1979-62,FE 1982 
ISSUES FOR JA 1981-FE 1982 
CONT OF KILOBAUD 
CONT BY MICROCOMPUTING 
DSCP 6Nl-2 JA-FE 1982 
















1094-9046 34028 BM 
CHICAGO 
26Nl, NV/DE 1997--
CONT OF SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA QUARTERLY. 
BIMONTHLY DURING SCHOOL YEAR HAS ONLINE VERSION: 
SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA QUARTERLY 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL LIBRARIANS 
DSCP 26-- NV/DE 1997-- (L) 
LABOR LAW JOURNAL 
0023-6586 17063 M 
CHICAGO 
1,OC 1949--
COMMERCE CLEARING HOUSE 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 15-- 1964--) 
LADIES' HOME JOURNAL 
0023-7124 15653 M 
LOS ANGELES 
6N7,JN 1889--
CONT OF LADIES HOME JOURNAL AND PRACTICAL 
HOUSEKEEPER 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 70-- 1953--) 
LADY'S BOOK 
0000-0000 16922 M 
NEW YORK 
1,1830-19,1839 
"THE MONTHLY MAGAZINE OF BELLES-LETTRES AND THE 
ARTS" ABSORBED AMERICAN LADIES MAGAZINE, 1837 
CONT BY GODEY'S LADY'S BOOK AND LADIES AMERICAN 
MAGAZINE 
DSCP 1-19 1830-1839 (MICROFORM) 




PUBL WEEKLY DURING SUMMER SEASON, TRI-WEEKLY IN 
OFF-SEASON 
DSCP 9N9-- AU 28, 1997-- (S.C.) 
LAND ECONOMICS 
0023-7639 15656 Q 
MADISON WI 
24Nl,FE 1948--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF LAND AND PUBLIC UTILITY 
ECONOMICS 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN PRESS 
DSCP 38-67 1962-1991 (MICROFILM) 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
0023-8031 06135 BM 
LOUISVILLE KY 
1, oc 1910- -
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
0360-9170 17065 14Y/M 
URBANA IL 
52N6,SE 1975--
CONT OF ELEMENTARY ENGLISH. 12 YR, SEPT 1998--
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 52-- 1975--) 
LASERDISK PROFESSIONAL 
0896-4149 24762 BM 
WESTON CT 
lNl,MY 1988-3N2,1990 
CONT BY CD-ROM PROFESSIONAL 
DSCP 2Nl-3N2 JA 1989-MR 1990 
LAW AND CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS 
0023-9186 15661 Q 
DURHAM NC 
1,DE 1933--
EACH ISSUE ALSO HAS A DISTINCTIVE TITLE 





LAW ENFORCEMENT REPORT 
0094-8438 20011 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
us POSTAL SERVICE/POSTAL INSPECTION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (P 1.29/ 
2: / SOME ISSUES MICROFICHE) 
LBL RESEARCH REVIEW 
0882-1305 26127 Q 
BERKELEY CA 
l0Nl,1985-19,1995 
CONT OF LBL NEWSMAGAZINE 
VOL 10 COMPLETE IN 3 NOS. V19 COMPLETE IN 1 NO. 
ALSO AVAILABLE ON THE WWW. CONT BY BERKELEY LAB 
RESEARCH REVIEW 
DSCP 10Nl-2/12Nl-4/13Nl-4/14N2-4/19 
SPRING 1985-SUMMER 1985/SPRING 1987/ 
FALL-WINTER 1987/FALL-WINTER 1988/SUMMER 
1989-1995 (E 1. 53/2:) 
LC SCIENCE TRACER BULLET 
0090-5232 18249 ? 
WASHINGTON DC 
TB 72,1972--
SOME ISSUES UPDATED BY UNNUMBERED SUPPLEMENTS 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
DIVISION. REFERENCE SECTION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE (R 016.5) 
LEARNING 
0090-3167 17959 9Y 
SPRINGHOUSE PA 
1,NV 1972-26N4,JA/FE1998 
"THE MAGAZINE FOR CREATIVE THINKING" "CREATIVE 
IDEAS ... FOR TEACHERS" TITLE SHOWS YEAR AFTER. 
CONT BY MAILBOX TEACHER 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
f 
l 
(MICROFILM: 9-26N4 JL 1980-JA/FE1998) 
LEARNING CONNECTIONS: THE NEWSLETTER OP THB 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, 
LIBRARIES, AND LIFELONG LEARNING 








(ED 1. 342:) 
Q 
GREENVILLE COUNTY LIBRARY 
DSCP 1Nl,3-4/2/3Nl-2,4 OC 1977/MY 
1978-FE 1980/AU 1980 (L) 
LEGAL MEMORANDUM 
0192-6152 17166 ? 
RESTON VA 
19??--
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL 
PRINCIPALS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
LEGISLATIVE NEWSLETTER 
0000-0000 16248 4Y 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,197?--
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
DSCP 9-14N2 1975-FE/MR 1980 (S.C.) 
LEGISLATIVE REPORT 
0000-0000 31200 SY 
ATLANTA GA 
Nl, MR 1993--
SOUTHERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD 
DSCP Nl-- MR 1993--
LEGISLATIVE STUDIES QUARTERLY 
0362-9805 17070 Q 
IOWA CITY 
1,FE 1976- -
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA. COMPARATIVE LEGISLATIVE 
RESEARCH CENTER 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 7-- 1982--) 
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE 
0000-0000 29754 W 
COLUMBIA SC 
19??--
SOUTH CAROLINA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
DSCP JA 31, 1992-- (S.C.) 
LIBRARIES AND CULTURE 
0894-8631 21341 Q 
AUSTIN TX 
23,1988--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF LIBRARY HISTORY 
DSCP 23-- 1988- - (L) 
LIBRARY ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT 
0888 -44 63 20556 Q 
CHICAGO IL 
1,1987--
SUPERSEDES LAMA NEWSLETTER 
DSCP 1-- JA 1987--
LIBRARY ADMINISTRATOR'S DIGEST 
0746-6129 18651 M 
SAN FRANCISCO 
18Nl,1983--
CONT OF ADMINISTRATOR'S DIGEST 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
LIBRARY AND ARCHIVAL SECURITY 
0196-0075 08954 Q 
NEW YORK 
2N3/4,1978--
V2 N3/4 PUBLISHED WITH ISSN 0094-0219 
CONT OF LIBRARY SECURITY NEWSLETTER 
DSCP 2N3-4/3-11N2 1978-1992 
LIBRARY COMPUTING 
0000-0000 35044 Q 





CONT OF LIBRARY SOFTWARE REVIEW. 1999 ISSUES ARE 
IN DELAYED PUBLICATION STATUS 
DSCP 18Nl-- 1999-- (L) 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOG. BOOKS: SUBJECTS 
0041-7785 17101 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
JN/MR 1953-JL/SE 1974 
"A CUMULATIVE LIST OF WORKS REPRESENTED BY 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS PRINTED CARDS" 
CONT OF LIBRARY OF CONGRESS SUBJECT CATALOG 
CONT BY SUBJECT CATALOG 
DSCP 1950-1974 (R 017) 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOG. MOTION PICTURES AND 
FILMSTRIPS 
0041-7807 13615 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1954-1972 
INCLUDES ANNUAL AND QUINQUENNIAL CUMULATIONS 
CONT OF NATIONAL UNION CATAOLOG ... MOTION 
PICTURES AND FILMSTRIPS CONT BY FILMS AND OTHER 
MATERIALS FOR PROJECTION 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
DSCP 1968-1972 {R 016.7914 BIBL.) 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOG: MUSIC AND 
PHONORBCORDS 
0041-7793 13614 SA 
WASHINGTON DC 
1953-1972 
QUINQUENNIAL CUMULATIONS ISSUED AS VOLUMES OF 
THE QUINQUENNIAL CUMULATIONS OF THE NATIONAL 
UNION CATALOG CONT BY MUSIC, BOOKS ON MUSIC, AND 
SOUND RECORDINGS 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
DSCP 1968-1972 {R 016.78 BIBL.) 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS INFORMATION BULLETIN 
0041-7904 13806 W/BW 
WASHINGTON DC 
31Nl,JA 6,1972--
CONT OF INFORMATION BULLETIN 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS SCIENCE TRACER BULLET 
SEE LC SCIENCE TRACER BULLET 





UPDATED BY QUARTERLY AND CUMULATIVE SUPPLEMEMTS 
CONT OF SUBJECT HEADINGS USED IN THE DICTIONARY 
CATALOGS OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. SUBJECT CATALOG DIVISION 
DSCP 9-- 1980-- {R 025.33 TECH SERV.) 
LIBRARY CURRENTS 
0741-4188 19354 M 
GRASS VALLEY CA/AUSTIN TX 
1,1984--
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE {L) 
LIBRARY DEVELOPMENTS 
0145-5397 18247 BM 
AUSTIN TX 
lNl,JA-FE 1974--
TEXAS STATE LIBRARY. DEPT. OF LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE {L) 
LIBRARY HI TECH 
0737-8831 18559 
ANN ARBOR MI 
lNl,SUMMER 1983--
DSCP 1-- 1983--
LIBRARY HI TECH NEWS 
0741-9058 18723 





DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
LIBRARY HOTLINE 
0740-736X 18560 w 
NEW YORK 
12N27,SE 12,1983--
CONT OF LJ/SLJ HOTLINE 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 










LIBRARY AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION 
(U.S.) LITA NEWSLETTER 
SEE LITA NEWSLETTER 
LIBRARY JOURNAL 
0363-0277 02194 22Y/20Y 
NEW YORK 
1,1876--
Vl,1876 KNOWN ALSO AS AMERICAN LIBRARY JOURNAL 
LJ AT HEAD OF TITLE 1974-1976 
DSCP 66/69-- 1941/1944-- (L) 
LIBRARY LITERATURE 
0024-2373 04565 BM 
NEW YORK 
1921-1999 
QUARTERLY, ANNUAL AND BIENNIAL CUMULATIVE ISSUES 
ALSO AVAILABLE ONLINE. CONT BY LIBRARY 
LITERATURE & INFORMATION SCIENCE 
DSCP 1933-1998 (INDEX R 016.02 ) 
LIBRARY LITERATURE & INFORMATION SCIENCE 
0000-0000 35100 BM 
NW YORK 
AU 1999 --
CONT OF LIBRARY LITERATURE. ISSUED ALSO IN 






DSCP AU 1999-- (INDEX R016 .02) 
LIBRARY OF MICHIGAN ACCESS 
SEE ACCESS 
LIBRARY MOSAICS: THE MAGAZINE FOR SUPPORT STAPP 
1054~9676 25998 BM 
CULVER CITY CA 
lNl,SE/OC 1989- -
FIRST ISSUE ALSO CALLED PREMIER ISSUE 
DSCP 1-- SE/OC 1989-- (L) 
LIBRARY PERSONNEL NEWS 
0891-2742 20892 Q 
CHICAGO IL 
1,1987 - -
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
LIBRARY PR NEWS 
0164-9566 15664 BM 
NEW ALBANY PA 
1,JA/FE 1978--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF TIPS FROM CLIP AND EVIL 
JOHN'S ALMANAC 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
LIBRARY QUARTERLY 
0024-2519 13808 Q 
CHICAGO 
1,1931--
ISSUED BY THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF THE UNIVERSITY 
OF CHICAGO WITH THE COOPERATION OF THE AMERICAN 
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, THE BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY 
OF AMERICA, AND THE AMERICAN LIBRARY INSTITUTE 
DSCP 25-- 1955-- (L) 
LIBRARY RESOURCES AND TECHNICAL SERVICES 
0024-2527 04566 Q 
CHICAGO 
1,1957--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF SERIAL SLANTS AND JOURNAL 
OF CATALOGING AND CLASSIFICATION 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. RESOURCES & 
TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION 
DSCP 1-- 1957-- (L) 
LIBRARY SOFTWARE REVIEW 
0742-5759 14678 Q 
WESTPORT CT 
3,1984-17,1998 
CONT OF SOFTWARE REVIEW. CONT BY LIBRARY 
COMPUTING 
PAGE: 0115 
DSCP 3-17 1984-1998 (L) 
LIBRARY SYSTEMS NEWSLETTER 
0277 - 0288 15666 M 
CHICAGO 
lNl,JL 1981--
ALSO CALLED LIBRARY SYSTEMS 
LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY REPORTS, AMERICAN LIBRARY 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY REPORTS 
0024-2586 04568 Q/BM 
CHICAGO 
1,1965--
"AUTHORITATIVE INFORMATION ON LIBRARY SYSTEMS, 
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES" 
LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM. AMERICAN LIBRARY 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 12-- 1976-- (R 025.72) 
LIBRARY TRENDS 
0024-2594 04569 Q 
URBANA IL 
lNl,JL 1952--
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS. GRADUATE SCHOOL OF 
LIBRARY SCIENCE 
DSCP 1-- 1952-- (L) 





DSCP 1-4 1986-1990 
LIFE 
(VT. L) 
0000-0000 15665 W 
CHICAGO 
1N25,NV 23,1936-73,DE 29,1972 
SOME ERRORS IN NUMBERING 
CONT OF A MONTHLY PUBLICATION OF THE SAME NAME, 
PUBLISHED IN NEW YORK, 1883-1936 
CONT BY A MONTHLY PUBLICATION OF THE SAME NAME, 
oc 1978--
DSCP 44-73 1958-1972 (MICROFORM) 
LIFE 
0000-0000 15667 M/13Y 
CHICAGO 
1,OC 1978--
CONT OF A PUBLICATION BY THE SAME NAME WHICH 
CEASED IN 1972 INCLUDES OCCASIONAL SPECIAL 
REPORT 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 1-- 1978--
LIFE LINES 
0024-3167 02195 3W 
DALLAS 
1,1959-17N52,JL 7,1975 
ISSUES FOR JA 1-JN 6,1960 CALLED V1N42-109 
BUT CONSTITUTE V2Nl-68 
LIFE LINE FOUNDATION 
DSCP l-16N3 1959-1974 (ALC 185 3.L43) 
LIFELINES 
0457-8651 04743 Q/BM 
COLUMBIA SC 
l,1957-19N3,1977 
INCORPORATED INTO BIG ISSUE 
SOUTH CAROLINA ALCOHOLIC REHABILITATION BOARD 
DSCP 16N4-19N3 1974-1978 (ALC 186 3.L43) 
LIFELONG LEARNING 
0740-0578 22264 BY 
WASHINGTON DC 
7Nl,SE 1983-12N8,1989 
CONT OF LIFELONG LEARNING, THE ADULT YEARS 
SUPERSEDED BY ADULT LEARNING (WASHINGTON DC) 
ADULT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA 
DSCP 7-12 SE 1983-JN 1989 (MICROFILM) 
LIFELONG LEARNING. THE ADULT YEARS 
0148-2165 06656 l0Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,SE 1977-6Nl0,JN 1983 
SUPERSEDES ADULT LEADERSHIP 
CONT BY LIFELONG LEARNING 
ADULT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
DSCP l-6N10 1977-1983 
LITA NEWSLETTER 
(MICROFILM) 
0196-1799 15649 3Y 
CHICAGO 
l,WIN 1980--
LIBRARY AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
LITERACY NEWSLINE 
0000-0000 30202 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,SPR 1992--
SOUTH CAROLINA LITERACY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 1-- SPR 1992-- (S .C.) 







SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 17N3-4,7-12/18-- JA 1967-FE 1967/ 
MY 1967-- (S.C.) 
LIVING WILDERNESS 
0024-5305 06137 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,SE 1935-46Nl57,SUMMER 1982 




LJ. LIBRARY JOURNAL 
SEE LIBRARY JOURNAL 
LLA 
(1961-SUMMER 1982) 
0196-3023 17061 Q 
BATON ROUGE 
28N4,WINTER 1965--
CONT OF BULLETIN. LOUISIANA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
LOUISIANA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT 
0000-0000 33145 M 
HIGHLANDS RANCH CO 
35N3, MR 1996-36Nl2,DE1997 
CONT OF TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT. MERGED WITH 
DISTRIBUTION TO FORM: LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT AND 
DISTRIBUTION 
DSCP 35N3-36N12 MR 1996-DE 1997 
(MICROFILM: 35N3-36N12 MR 1996-DE 1997) 
LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION REPORT 
0000-0000 34122 M 
HIGHLANDS RANCH CO 
37Nl, JA 1998--
FORMED BY MERGER OF LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT; AND: 
DISTRIBUTION, AND CONTINUES THE NUMBERING OF THE 
FORMER 







DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE (E 











LOS ANGELES (CITY MAGAZINE) 
0024-6522 15675 M 
LOS ANGELES 
1961?--
CONT OF LOS ANGELES & SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
PROMPTER ABSORBED L.A. MAGAZINE 
LOS ANGELES MAGAZINE CO 
DSCP 42-- 1997--
1997--) 
LOS ANGELES TIMES 
(MICROFILM: 42--
0458-3035 22195 D 
LOS ANGELES 
10Nll9,OC 23,1886--
CONT OF LOS ANGELES DAILY TIMES 
DSCP CURRENT 6 MONTHS 
LOTUS 
8756-7334 19790 M 
CAMBRIDGE MA 
1, MY 1985-8Nll,NV 1992 
CONT BY PC WORLD (LOTUS ED.) 
COMPUTING FOR MANAGERS AND PROFESSIONALS 
DSCP 2-8 1986-1992 
LUMBERMAN 
0097 - 563X 17089 M 
PORTLAND OR 
76N9,SE 1949-88N9,SE 1961 
CONT OF WEST COAST LUMBERMAN 
CONT BY LUMBERMAN AND WOOD INDUSTRIES 
DSCP 85-88 1958-1961 
MACH 70 
0000 - 0000 18251 BM 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,AP 1970-3Nl,AP 1973 
CONT BY TODAY 
SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION FOR THE BLIND 
DSCP lNl - 3Nl 1970-1973 (B6195 3 .M12) 
MACHINE DESIGN 
0024-9114 02210 M/BW/13Y 
CLEVELAND OH 
l,SE 1929--
ABSORBED PENTON'S CONTROLS AND SYSTEMS, DE 1992 
DSCP 30-63 1958-1991 (MICROFILM) 
MACHINERY 
0024-9181 18250 BM 
NEW YORK 
9,1902-79N7/8,JL/AU 1973 
PUBLISHED SE 1902-SE 1914 IN THREE EDITIONS: 
PAGE: 0117 
SHOP EDITION, ENGINEERING EDITION AND FOREIGN 
EDITION 





"CANADA' S NATIONAL MAGAZINE" 
CONT OF BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE 
(MICROFILM) 
M/26Y 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 95/97-- 1982/1984--) 
MACWORLD 
0741 - 8647 19580 6Y/M 
SAN FRANCISCO 
1, FE1984--
ABSORBED APPLE BUSINESS. ABSORBED MACUSER WITH 
THE NV 1997 ISSUE 
DSCP 10N3-- MR 1993-- (MICROFILM: 
10- - 1993--) 
MADEMOISELLE 
0024-9394 15683 M 
NEW YORK 
l,FE 1935--
NO ISSUE PUBL MR 1935 
DSCP 39 - - 1954-- (MICROFORM) 
MAGAZINE ANTIQUES 
0161-9284 16603 M 
NEW YORK 
99N3,MR 1971--
CONT OF ANTIQUES 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 99N3-- MR 1971--) 
(ANTIQUES) 
MAGAZINE OF HISTORY 
0882-228X 29756 Q 
BLOOMINGTON IN 
lNl,AP 1985--
COVER TITLE: 1991- OAH MAGAZINE OF HISTORY 
"FOR JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS" 
ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN HISTORIANS 
DSCP 6-- FALL 1991--
6-- 1991--) 
MAGAZINE OF STANDARDS 
0097-2959 17091 
NEW YORK 
25,JA 1954-41N3,JL 1970 
CONT OF STANDARDIZATION 
CONT BY STANDARDS ACTION 
(MICROFILM: 
M 
AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE 













MAJOR LEGISLATION OF THB CONGRESS 
0277-2183 17093 I 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
CONT OF LEGISLATIVE STATUS REPORT 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH 
SERVICE 
DSCP 96-102 1979-1992 {LC 14.18:) 
MANAGE 
0225-1623 26301 A/Q/BM 
DAYTON OH 
1,SE 1948--
DSCP 44N3-- 1993-- {MICROFILM: 44--
1992--) 
MANAGEMENT 
0198-8557 17094 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,SE 1979-6,1987 
CONT OF CIVIL SERVICE JOURNAL 
U.S. OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 1-6 1979 - 1987 {MICROFILM) 
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING 
0025-1690 15686 M 
NEW YORK 
47,SE 1965-80N8,FE1999 
CONT OF N.A.A. BULLETIN. ISSUES FOR SE 1965-AU 
1968 PUBL IN 2 SECTIONS CONT BY STRATEGIC 
FINANCE 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS FOR 15 YEARS/LAST 
ISSUE RECEIVED SONS 
(MICROFORM:57-B0NB 1975-FE1999) 
MANAGEMENT ADVISER 
0099-4421 17095 BM 
NEW YORK 
8N2,MR/AP 1971-11N4,JL/AU 1974 
CONT OF MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS 
PAGE: 0118 




lNl,NV 1951-20N4,JL 1961 
CONT BY BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 11 - 20N4 1956-JL 1961 
MANAGEMENT OF PERSONNEL QUARTERLY 
M 
0025-1852 07239 Q 
ANN ARBOR MI 
1,AUTUMN 1961-10,WINTER 1971 
CONT BY HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
{MICROFORM) 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. BUREAU OF INDUSTRIAL 
RELATIONS 
DSCP 1 - 10 1961 - 1971 {MICROFORM) 
MANAGEMENT RBVIBW 
0025-1895 15688 M 
SARANAC LAKE NY 
15,1926 - -
CONT OF AMERICAN MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATIONS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
{MICROFORM: 47-- 1958--) 
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE 
0025-1909 17136 Q/M 
PROVIDENCE RI 
l,OC 1954- -
ABSORBED MANAGEMENT ECHNOLOGY 
OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT 
SCIENCES 
DSCP 12 - - 1965- - {MICROFILM) 
MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
0025-1917 17135 BM 
NEW YORK 
l,MR/AP 1964-BNl,JA/FE 1971 
CONT BY MANAGEMENT ADVISER 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS 
DSCP 3-7 1966-1970 (MICROFORM) 
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS 
0889 - 0226 08492 M 
SARANAC LAKE NY 
31N6,1986-33N12,1988 
CONT OF AND BY SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT 










0025-1925 15689 M 
LONDON 
AP 1966--
CONT OF MANAGER 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 1983--) 
MANAGEMENT WORLD 
0090-3825 15690 M 
WILLOW GROVE PA 
1972- -
SUSPENDED AP1990-WIN1992 
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT SOCIETY 
DSCP 5-19 1976-1990 (MICROFILM) 
MANAGEMENT OF WORLD WASTES 
0745-6921 18561 M 
ATLANTA 
26N3,MR 1983-34Nll,NV1991 
CONT OF SOLID WASTES MANAGEMENT 
CONT BY WORLD WASTES 
DSCP 26N3-34Nll MR 1983-NV 1991 
(MICROFILM) 
MANAGING OFFICE TECHNOLOGY 
1070-4051 31466 M 
CLEVELAND OH 
35N6,JN 1993-43N7,SE1998 
CONT OF MODERN OFFICE TECHNOLOGY. ABSORBED 
OFFICE IN NV 1993 ABSORBED BY OFFICE SYSTEMS 
DSCP 38N6-43N7 JL 1993-SE 1998 
(MICROFILM: 38N6-43N7 JL1993-SE1998) 
MANUFACTURERS RECORD 
0000-0000 17132 ? 
ATLANTA 
lNl,FE 1882-127N6,MY 1958 
ABSORBED INDUSTRIAL SOUTH, 1956 
MERGED WITH: INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, TO FORM: 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURERS RECORD 
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY 
DSCP 127 1958 (MICROFORM) 
MANUFACTURING CHEMIST 
0262-4230 08195 M 
LONDON/NEW YORK 
52N9, SE 1981--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF CHEMICAL AGE; AND: 
MANUFACTURING CHEMIST AND AEROSOL NEWS 
DSCP 52N9-12 SE-DE 1981 (MICROFILM) 
MANUFACTURING CHEMIST AND AEROSOL NEWS 




FORMED BY THE UNION OF MANUFACTURING CHEMIST AND 
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS AND AEROSOL NEWS, CONTINUING 
THE VOLUME NUMBERING OF THE FORMER MERGED WITH 
CHEMICAL AGE TO FORM MANUFACTURING CHEMIST 
INCORPORATING CHEMICAL AGE 
DSCP 36-52N8 1965-AU 1981 (MICROFORM) 
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING 
0361-0853 17131 M 
DEARBORN MI 
75N2,AU 1975 --
CONT OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT 
SOCIETY OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS 
DSCP 75N2-105 AU 1975-1990 (MICROFILM) 
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT 
0040-9219 06431 M 
MILWAUKEE 
64,JA 1970-75Nl,JL 1975 
CONT OF TOOL AND MANUFACTURING ENGINEER 
CONT BY MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING 
SOCIETY OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS 
DSCP 64-75Nl JA 1970-JL 1975 (MICROFORM) 
MARINE FISHERIES REVIEW 
0090-1830 11519 BM/M 
SEATTLE 
34N7/8,JL/AU 1972--
CONT OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES REVIEW 
U.S. NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
MARINE NEWSLETTER 




COASTAL PLAINS CENTER FOR MARINE DEVELOPMENT 
SERVICES 
DSCP 1-11 1970-1980 
MARXBT BASKET FOR SOUTH CAROLINA 
0000-0000 18252 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
SE 1973-AU 1976 
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPT. OF LABOR. DIVISION OF 
RESEARCH AND STATISTICS 
DSCP (SE 1973-AU 1977) 
MARXBTING / COMMUNICATIONS 
0025-3685 15697 
NEW YORK 
295N6,OC 1967-300Nl,JA 1972 
CONT OF PRINTER'S INK 
(L1135R 3 .1M16) 
M 
DSCP 294-299 1968-1971 (MICROFILM) 
MARKETING LIBRARY SERVICES: MLS 
0896-3908 21248 M 
HARROD'S CREEK KY 
1,OC 1987--
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
MARKETING TREASURES 
0895-1799 32644 BM 
ARNOLD MD 
lNl, SE 1987--
DSCP 8N3-- JA/FE 1995-- (L) 
MARKETWISE 
0000-0000 33283 3Y 
RICHMOND VA 
1995, ISSUE 1--
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF RICHMOND 
DSCP ISSUE 1/ISSUE 1-- 1995/1996--
MASSACHUSETTS BAPTIST MISSIONARY MAGAZINE 
0000-0000 17126 ? 
BOSTON 
l,SE 1803-4,DE 1816 
CONT BY AMERICAN BAPTIST MAGAZINE AND MISSIONARY 
INTELLIGENCER 
DSCP 1-4 1803-1816 (MICROFORM) 
MATERIAL HANDLING ENGINEERING 
0025-5262 18474 I 
CLEVELAND 
14,OC 1958--
CONT OF FLOW 
DSCP 14-45 1958-1990 
MATERIALS IN DESIGN ENGINEERING 
0145-4005 02239 
NEW YORK/EASTON PA 
1,JL1929-65N3,MR1967 
(MICROFILM) 
ISSUES FOR 1929-(56) INCLUDE SECTION CONTENTS 
NOTED (1929-39 CALLED ENGINEERING DIGEST 
(VARIES); OC 1945- (JN1949) CALLED MATERIALS & 
METHODS DIGEST. ANNUAL INDEXES OF THE ABSTRACTS 
AND DIGESTS WERE PREPARED 1929-41; BEGINNING IN 
1942, INCLUDED IN THE COMPLETE INDEX TO THE 
PERIODICAL CONT BY MATERIALS ENGINEERING 
DSCP 45-65N3 1957-MR1967 (MICROFILM) 
MATERIALS ENGINEERING 




CONT OF MATERIALS IN DESIGN ENGINEERING 
DSCP 65N4-107 1967-1990 (MICROFILM) 
MATERIALS RESEARCH AND STANDARDS 
0025-3594 02241 M 
PHILADELPHIA 
1,JA 1961-12,DE 1972 
CONT OF ASTM BULLETIN 
CONT BY ASTM STANDARDIZATION NEWS 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS 
DSCP 1-12 1961-1972 (MICROFORM) 
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES 
SEE JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU 
OF STANDARDS. SECTION B. MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES 
MCCALL'S 
0024-8908 15703 M 
NEW YORK 
48N12,SE 1921--
CONT OF MCCALL'S MAGAZINE 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 80-- 1952--) 
MCGRAW-HILLS CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING 
0161-357X 18304 M 
NEW YORK 
60N2,FE 1978-61N6,JN 1979 
CONT OF CONSTRUCTION METHODS & EQUIPMENT 
CONT BY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING 
DSCP 60N2-61N6 FE 1978-JN 1979 
(MICROFILM) 
MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION IN COUNSELING AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
0748-1756 19349 Q 
ALEXANDRIA VA 
17N2,1984--
CONT OF MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION IN GUIDANCE 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 17N2-- JL 1984--) 
MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION IN GUIDANCE 
0025-6307 05803 3Y/Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,SPR1968-17Nl,1984 
CONT BY MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION IN COUNSELING 
AND DEVELOPMENT 
ASSOCIATION FOR MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION IN 
GUIDANCE 
















0025-6501 02262 M 
NEW YORK 
41,1919--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 
DSCP 80-112 1958-1990 {MICROFILM) 
MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED 
0025-6587 15704 M 
GREENWICH CT 
20N2,JN 1938-80N680,DE 1984 
CONT OF MODERN MECHANIX 
ABSORBED ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED 
CONT BY HOME MECHANIX 
DSCP 21-79 1938-1984 {MICROFILM) 
MEDIA CENTER MESSENGER 
0000-0000 21250 I 
COLUMBIA,SC 
196?--
NEWSLETTER OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION OF 
SCHOOL LIBRARIANS 
DSCP 11N2-13Nl/14Nl/16Nl-17N3/17N5--
1980- - {L) 
MEMO TO MAILERS 
0000-0000 17493 M 
WASHINGTON 
19??--
u.s. POSTAL SERVICE. DEPT OF PUBLIC AND EMPLOYEE 
COMMUNICATIONS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+4 YEAR 




0025-9683 02308 Q 
ARLINGTON VA 
1,1917-56N2,SPR1972 
CONT BY MH 
ISSUED BY THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR MENTAL 
HYGIENE, 1917-49; BY THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
FOR MENTAL HEALTH, 1950-72 
DSCP 37-56N2 1953-1972 {MICROFORM) 
MENTAL RETARDATION 
0047-6765 02311 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,FE 1963--
AT HEAD OF TITLE, FE 1963-1970: MR 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION 
ON MENTAL DEFICIENCY 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
{MICROFORM: 1-- 1963--) 
MERCHANDISING 
0362-3920 15707 M 
NEW YORK 
1,MR 1976-1986 
CONT OF MERCHANDISING WEEK 
CONT BY DEALERSCOPE MERCHANDISING 
PAGE: 0121 
DSCP 1-11N2 1976-FE 1986 (MICROFORM) 
MERCHANDISING WEEK 
0025-9888 17100 ? 
NEW YORK 
96N34,AU 24,1964-108N4,FE 9,1976 
CONT OF ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISING WEEK 
CONT BY MERCHANDISING 
DSCP 96-108 1964-FE 1976 
METAL FINISHING 
0026-0576 17096 M 
HACKENSACK NJ 
38N6,JN 1940--
CONT OF METAL INDUSTRY 
ABSORBED ORGANIC FINISHING 
{MICROFORM) 
DSCP 56-88 1958-1990 {MICROFILM) 
METAL PROGRESS 
0026-0665 02317 M 
METAL PARK OH 
18N3,1930-130N3,1986 
V24Nl INCORRECTLY NUMBERED AS V19Nl 
CONT IN PART OF TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN 
SOCIETY FOR STEEL TREATING 
CONT BY ADVANCED MATERIALS & PROCESSES 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR METALS 
DSCP 73-130N3 1958-SE 1986 (MICROFILM) 
METALLURGIA 
0141-8602 31541 M 
REDHILL ENG . 
45,JA 1978--
CONT OF METALLURGIA AND METAL FORMING 
DSCP 57-83 1958-1971 {MICROFORM) 
METALS AND ALLOYS 
SEE MATERIALS ENGINEERING 
METHODIST MAGAZINE 
0000-0000 17152 M 
NEW YORK 
1,1818-11,1828 
CONT BY METHODIST MAGAZINE AND QUARTERLY REVIEW 
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
DSCP 1-11 1818-1828 (MICROFORM) 
METHODIST MAGAZINE AND QUARTERLY REVIEW 
0000-0000 17153 Q 
NEW YORK 
12,1830-22,OC 1840 
CALLED ALSO NSl-11 
CONT OF METHODIST MAGAZINE 
CONT BY METHODIST QUARTERLY REVIEW 
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
DSCP 12-22 1830-OC 1840 (MICROFORM) 
METHODIST QUARTERLY REVIEW 
0000-0000 15710 Q 
NEW YORK 
23,JA 1841-66,OC 1884 
V23,1841-30,1848 ALSO CALLED 3D SER, Vl-8 
V31,1849-66,1884 ALSO CALLED 4TH SER, Vl-36 
CONT OF METHODIST MAGAZINE AND QUARTERLY REVIEW 
CONT BY METHODIST REVIEW 
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
DSCP 23-66 1841-1884 (MICROFILM) 
METHODIST REVIEW 
0000-0000 18007 Q 
NEW YORK 
67,JA 1885-114N3,MY 1931 
VOL 100 OMITTED IN NUMBERING 
VOL 67-114 CALLED ALSO 5TH SER., Vl-47 
CONT OF METHODIST QUARTERLY REVIEW 
DSCP 67-114 JA 1885-MY 1931 (MICROFORM) 
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART BULLETIN 
SEE BULLETIN - METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART 
MH 
0090-6670 02334 Q 
ARLINGTON VA 
56N3,SUM 1972-61N2,SUM/FALL 1977 
"MAGAZINE OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL 
HEALTH" CONT OF MENTAL HYGIENE 
DSCP 56N3-61N2 SUM 1973-SUM/FALL 1977 
(MICROFILM) 
MICHIGAN BUSINESS REVIEW 
0026-2056 17150 BM 
ANN ARBOR MI 
lNl,MY 1949-26N4,1974 
SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES 
CONT BY UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN BUSINESS REVIEW 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. GRADUATE SCHOOL OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND BUREAU OF BUSINESS 
RESEARCH 




0884-9919 19920 BM 
LANSING MI 
51,1985--
CONT OF MICHIGAN LIBRARIAN NEWSLETTER 
MICHIGAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 
YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
MICROCOMPUTING 
0744-4567 16262 M 
PETERBOROUGH NH 
6N3,MR 1982-8Nll,1984 
CONT OF KILOBAUD MICROCOMPUTING 
DSCP 6N3-8 MR 1982-1984 (MICROFILM) 
MILBANK MEMORIAL FUND QUARTERLY 
0026-3745 04663 Q 
NEW YORK 
1,OC1923-50,OC1972 
CONT BY MILBANK MEMORIAL FUND QUARTERLY. HEALTH 
AND SOCIETY ISSUES FOR 1923-33 HAVE TITLE: 
MILBANK MEMORIAL FUND QUARTERLY BULLETIN 
DSCP 48-50 1970-1972 (MICROFORM) 
MILBANK MEMORIAL FUND QUARTERLY: HEALTH AND 
SOCIETY 
0160-1997 02350 Q 
NEW YORK 
51,1973-63N4,FALL,1985 
CONT OF MILBANK MEMORIAL FUND QUARTERLY 
CONT BY MILBANK QUARTERLY 
DSCP 51-63 1973-1985 (MICROFILM) 
MILBANK QUARTERLY 
0887-378X 20338 Q 
NEW YORK 
64,1986--
CONT OF MILBANK MEMORIAL FUND QUARTERLY. HEALTH 
AND SOCIETY. AVAILABLE WWW 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 64-- 1986--) 
MINERALS & MATERIALS 
0363-9622 17144 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??-1989 
CONT BY MINERALS TODAY 
US DEPT OF INTERIOR. BUREAU OF MINES 
DSCP 1976N5-7,9-12/1977-1980Nl,3-12/ 


















CONT OF MINERALS AND MATERIALS 
DSCP JA 1990-- (I 28.149/2:) 
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS 
0364-9342 15717 M 
BOSTON 
9N5,MY 1976-22N3,MR 1989 
CONT OF MODERN DATA 
CONT BY SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 
DSCP 11-22N3 1978-1989 
MINING ENGINEERING 
(MICROFILM) 
0026-5187 06434 BM/M 
LITTLETON CO 
1,1949--
INCORPORATES THE INSTITUTE'S MINING TECHNOLOGY & 
COAL TECHNOLOGY, AND, IN PART, MINING & 
METALLURGY. JA-DE 1950 CALLED V187 TO CORRESPOND 
WITH THE NUMBERING OF THE TRANSACTIONS VOLS 
CONTAINING TECHNICAL PAPERS PUBL DURING THE 
YEAR. JA-FE 1951 CALLED V190Nl-2 (V188-89 BEING 
ASSIGNED TO THE JOURNAL OF METALS AND JOURNAL OF 
PETROLEUM TECH-NOLOGY). WITH MR 1945 (V3N3), THE 
PUBL REVERTED TO THE ORIG NUMBERING 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MINING & METALLURGICAL 
ENGINEERS. MINING SECTION 
DSCP 10-42 1958-1990 (MICROFILM) 
MINNESOTA LIBRARIES 
0026-5551 17143 Q 
ST PAUL 
13Nl,MR,1940-31N7/8,SPR/SUM1996 
CONT OF MINNESOTA LIBRARY NOTES AND NEWS 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES AND INTERLIBRARY 
COOPERATION 
DSCP 17-31 1952-1996 (L) 
MIS QUARTERLY: MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 








MISSISSIPPI VALLEY HISTORICAL REVIEW 
0161-391X 17123 Q 
CEDAR RAPIDS IA 
l,JN 1914-50,MR 1964 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY 
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION 
PAGE: 0123 
DSCP 1-38 1914-1952 (MICROFILM) 
MISSOURI LIBRARIES 
0899-6458 24746 BM 
JEFFERSON CITY 
1,JN 1988-8N6,NV/DE1995 
MERGED WITH SHOW-ME LIBRARIES TO FORM MISSOURI 
LIBRARY WORLD 
MISSOURI STATE LIBRARY 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
MISSOURI LIBRARY WORLD 
1088-6796 33362 Q 
JEFFERSON CITY MO 
lNl, SPR 1996--
FORMED BY UNION OF MISSOURI LIBRARIES AND SHOW-
ME LIBRARIES 
DSCP 1-- SPR 1996-- (L) 
MISSOURI STATE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION BULLETIN 
SEE SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY 
MIT'S TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 
1096-3715 33811 BY 
CAMBRIDGE MA 
100N2, FE/MR 1997-101N2,MR/AP1998 
CONT OF TECHNOLOGY REVIEW. TABLE OF CONTENT AND 
SELECTED ARTICLES FROM EACH ISSUE ALSO AVAILABLE 
ON WWW. CONT BY TECHNOLOGY REVIEW/ MIT'S 
MAGAZINE OF INNOVATION 
ASSO OF ALUMNI/ALUMNAE OF MASSACHUSETTS 
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 100N2-101FE/MR 
1997-MR/AP 1998) 
MLR, MONTHLY LABOR REVIEW 
SEE MONTHLY LABOR REVIEW 
MMWR. MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY WEEKLY REPORT 





CONT OF MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY WEEKLY REPORT. 
SUPPLS. ACCOMPANY EACH VOL. LAST ISSUE OF EACH 
VOL rs THE SUMMARY OF STATISTICS FOR PRECEEDING 
CALENDAR YR. INCLUDES SUPPL: MMWR 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND REPORTS, WHOSE ISSUE NOS ARE 
DESIGNATED RR-#. ARTICLES RELATING TO AIDS 
REPRINTED IN: REPORT ON AIDS/CENTERS FOR DISEASE 
CONTROL; REPORTS ON HIV/AIDS/ CENTERS FOR 
DISEASE CONTROL AND IN: HIV/AIDS RECOMMENDAT-
IONS AND GUIDELINES. LAST ISSUE EA VOL 1985--
TITLE: SUMMARY OF NOTIFIABLE DISEASES, UNITED 
STATES 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (SOME ISSUES MAY BE 
MICROFICHE) (HE 20.7009: - SHELVED AS 
MORBIDITY) 
MODERN AGE 
0026-7457 15723 Q 
CHICAGO 
1,SUMMER 1957--
FOUNDATION FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
DSCP 18-37 1974-1995 (MICROFILM) 
MODERN HEALTHCARE 
0160-7480 05700 M/BW/W 
CHICAGO 
7,1977--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF MODERN HEALTHCARE: LONG-
TERM CARE ED; AND OF MODERN HEALTHCARE: SHORT-
TERM CARE ED 
DSCP 27N34-- AU 25, 1997--
(MICROFILM: 27-- 1997--) 
MODERN MANUFACTURING 
0026-802X 17122 M 
NEW YORK 
126N6,JN 1968 
NS1N2,JL 1968-4N4,AP 1971 
(CONTINUES THE NUMBERING OF FACTORY FOR ONE 
ISSUE) 
CONT OF AND CONT BY FACTORY 
DSCP 1-3 1968-1970 (MICROFORM) 
MODERN MATURITY 
0026-8046 15726 BM 
LONG BEACH CA 
1,OC/NV 1958--
ABSORBED WE, 1960, AND JOURNAL OF LIFETIME 
LIVING, 1960 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 21-- FE 
1978--) 
MODERN OFFICE PROCEDURES 
0026-8208 02369 M 
CLEVELAND 
1,MR 1956-28N9,SE 1983 
CONT BY MODERN OFFICE TECHNOLOGY 
DSCP 13-21/27-28N9 1968-1976/1982-SE 
1983 (MICROFILM) 
MODERN OFFICE TECHNOLOGY 
0746-3839 18562 M 
CLEVELAND 
28N10,OC 1983-35N5,MY1993 
CONT OF MODERN OFFICE PROCEDURES 
CONT BY MANAGING OFFICE TECHNOLOGY 
PAGE: 0124 
DSCP 28N10-38N5 1983-MY 1993 (MICROFILM) 
MODERN PACKAGING 
0026-8224 17119 M 
NEW YORK 
1,SE 1927-52N12,DE 1979 
MERGED WITH PACKAGE ENGINEERING, TO FORM 
ENGINEERING INCLUDING MODERN PACKAGING 
DSCP 32-52 1958-1979 (MICROFORM) 
MODERN PLASTICS 
0026-8275 02370 13Y 
NEW YORK 
11N3,1934--
CONT OF PLASTIC PRODUCTS 
PACKAGE 
SECOND SE ISSUE, 1955-- CALLED MODERN PLASTICS 
ENCYCLOPEDIA ISSUE (FORMERLY ISSUED SEPARATELY 
AS MODERN PLASTICS ENCYCLOPEDIA AND ENGINEER'S 
HANDBOOK). VOLS FOR 1993 - HAVE SPECIAL ISSUE: 
MODERN PLASTICS ENCYCLOPEDIA .. & BUYERS GUIDE 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEARS BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 36-- 1958--) 
MODERN TEXTILE BUSINESS 
0279-5027 08648 M 
CORAL SPRINGS FL 
62N10,OC 1981-64N10,OC 1983 




OC 1981-SE 1983 
0096-4980 06311 M 
NEW YORK 
50N7,JL 1969-62N9,SE 1981 
CONT OF MODERN TEXTILES MAGAZINE 
ABSORBED TECHNICAL REVIEW AND REGISTER OF THE 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY 
CONT BY MODERN TEXTILE BUSINESS 
DSCP 50-62N9 1969-SE 1981 (MICROFILM) 
MODERN TEXTILES MAGAZINE 
0026-8488 06594 M 
NEW YORK 
33N9,SE 1952-50N6,JN 1969 
CONT OF RAYON AND SYNTHETIC TEXTILES 
CONT BY MODERN TEXTILES 







0000-0000 34031 M 
DEARBORN MI 
55Nll-12, NV/DE 1997--
ISSUE FOR NV/DE 1997 DESIGNATED N12 BUT 
CONSTITUTES Nll & 12 OF V55 CONT OF PLASTICS 
WORLD 
SOCIETY OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS 
DSCP 55Nll/12-- NV/DE 1997--
(MICROFILM: 55Nll-- NV 1997--) 
MONETARY TRENDS 
0430-1978 24084 M 
ST LOUIS MO 
19??--







DSCP 7N3-- MR 1978--
1-- 1972--) 
MONTHLY BENEFIT STATISTICS 
M 
(MICROFORM: 
0364-040X 14497 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,196?-5,1988 
ABSORBED SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME FOR THE 
AGED, BLIND, DISABLED. MONTHLY STATISTICS, MY 7, 
1982 
U.S. SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION. OFFICE OF 
RESEARCH AND STATISTICS 
DSCP 1982N4/1983N2,8/1984N8,11-12/ 
1985-1988 AP 1982/FE 1~83/AUG 1983/ 
AUG1984/NOV 1984/1985-1988 (HE 3.28/ 
6:) 
MONTHLY BULLETIN (SOUTH CAROLINA. MINERAL 
INDUSTRIES LABORATORY) 
0000-0000 28888 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
1N4,1957-2N10,1958 
CONT OF MONTHLY REPORT (SOUTH CAROLINA. MINERAL 
INDUSTRIES LABORATORY) CONT BY BULLETIN OF 
DIVISION OF GEOLOGY (SOUTH CAROLINA. DIVISION OF 
GEOLOGY) 
DSCP 1N4-2N10 DE 1957-OC 1958 
(S.C.) (D4925G 3.G35) 
MONTHLY CATALOG OF UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PUBLICATIONS 




INCLUDES SEMIANNUAL AND ANNUAL INDEXES 
CONT OF UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS 
MONTHLY CATALOG ADDED TITLE: CUMULATIVE INDEX, 
AND: SERIALS SUPPLEMENT ALSO AVAILABLE CD-ROM 
1996 -
u.s. SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS 
DSCP 672 - 1230 JA 1951-1995 (R015.73 
UNIT) (MICROFORM: 1951 - 1952) 
(MICROFORM INDEX 1951 - 1952) 
MONTHLY CATALOG, UNITED STATES PUBLIC DOCUMENTS 
0277-1802 17485 M 
WASHINGTON 
463,JL 1933 - 540,DE 1939 
CONT OF CATALOGUE OF UNITED STATES PUBLIC 
DOCUMENTS CONT BY UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PUBLICATIONS MONTHLY CATALOG 
U.S. SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS 
DSCP JL 1907-JN 1924/1925-1939 (INDEX 
R 015.73) (MICROFORM:Nl51-540 JL 
1907 - DE 1939) 
MONTHLY CHECKLIST OF STATE PUBLICATIONS 
0027-0288 08587 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1Nl,19??-85N12,DE1994 
JN AND DE ISSUES CONTAIN LISTINGS OF PERIODICALS 
ISSUED BY VARIOUS DIVISIONS OF THE LIBRARY OF 
CONGRESS, BY EXCHANGE AND GIFTS DIVISION, 46Nl, 
JA 1955- -
DSCP 57-85Nl-5,7-12 1966-MY 1994/JL-DE 
1994 (R 015.73 LIBR) 
MONTHLY ENERGY REVIEW 
0095-7356 15731 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF PIMS MONTHLY PETROLEUM 
REPORT, AND MONTHLY ENERGY INDICATORS 
ABSORBED QUARTERLY REPORT. ENERGY INFORMATION 
REPORT TO CONGRESS ... 
U.S. DEPT. OF ENERGY. ENERGY INFORMATION 
ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE (E 3 .9:) 
MONTHLY LABOR REVIEW 
0098 - 1818 18598 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
JL,1918--
CONT OF MONTHLY REVIEW. U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR 
STATISTICS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 







U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ ONE YEAR BACKFILE 
MONTHLY REPORT (SOUTH CAROLINA. MINERAL INDUSTRIES 
LABORATORY) 
0000-0000 28887 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
SE,1957-1N3,1957 
CONT BY MONTHLY BULLETIN (SOUTH CAROLINA. 
MINERAL INDUSTRIES LABORATORY) 
DSCP lNl-3 SE-NV 1957 (SC) 
(D4925G 3.G35) 
MONTHLY STATEMENT OF THE PUBLIC DEBT OF THB UNITED 
STATES 
0364-1015 17182 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
JL 1974--
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE (T 63.215:) 
MONTHLY STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND OUTLAYS OF THB 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
0364-1007 17181 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
JL 1972--
CONT OF MONTHLY STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND 
EXPENDITURES OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
U.S. DEPT. OF TREASURY. BUREAU OF GOVERNMENT 
FINANCIAL OPERATIONS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
63.113/2:) 
MONTHLY VITAL STATISTICS REPORT 




SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES. FORMED BY 
MERGER OF CURRENT ANALYSIS AND ITS MONTHLY 
MARRIAGE REPORT. ANNUAL ISSUE HAS ALSO 
DISTINCTIVE TITLE: ANNUAL SUMMARY OF BIRTHS, 
MARRIAGES, DIVORCES, AND DEATHS ISSUE FOR SE 30, 
1992, V41 NS, MISNUMBERED V40 N13 CONT BY 
NATIONAL VITAL STATISTICS REPORTS 
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 
DSCP CURRENT/+ TWO YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFICHE) (HE 20.6217:) 
MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW 




1872-JN1891 PUB BY SIGNAL SERVICE OF WAR 
DEPARTMENT; JL1891-1939, WEATHER BUREAU UNDER 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE; 1940-1965, WEATHER 
BUREAU, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE; 1966-1974 UNITED 
STATES ENVIRONMEN-TAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION; 
BEGINNING WITH VOL102, 1974--, NO LONGER A U.S 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATION. 
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY 
DSCP l00Nll-12/l0lNl-3,5-12 NV 1972-MR 
1973/MY 1973-DE 1973(C 55.11:) 
MORNING NEWS 
SEE FLORENCE MORNING NEWS 
MOSAIC 
0027-1284 17179 Q/BM/Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
WINTER 1970-23N3,FALL 1992 
FREQ VARIES. SOME NOS ISSUED IN COMBINED FORM 
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
DSCP 11N2-16N4/17-21N2/21N4-23N3 MR/AP 
1980-JL/AU 1985/1986-SUM 1990/ 
WIN1990-FALL 1992 (NS 1.29:) 
MOTHER EARTH NEWS 
0027-1535 15738 BM 
HENDERSONVILLE NC 
1,JA 1970- -
SUSP 19??, RESUMED N127,AU/SE 1991-
ISSUE FOR JL 1972 INCLUDES SEPARATELY PAGED 
SUPPL CALLED LIFESTYLE, IN OC 1972 BEGAN 
SEPARATE PUBL 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-- 1970--) 
MOTHER JONES 
0362-8841 15739 10Y/9Y/BM 
BOULDER CO 
1,FE/MR 1976--
"A MAGAZINE FOR THE REST OF US" 
FOUNDATION FOR NATIONAL PROGRESS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 14-- 1989--) 
MOTOR BOATING 
0000-0000 18396 M 
NEW YORK 
1,19?? - 126N3,SE 1970 
CONT BY MOTOR BOATING & SAILING 
DSCP 113-126 1964-1970 (MICROFILM) 










0027-1799 15740 M 
NEW YORK 
126N4,OC 1970--
CONT OF MOTOR BOATING 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 126-- 1970--) 
MOTOR TREND 
0027-2094 15742 M 
LOS ANGELES 
1,SE 1949--
"THE MAGAZINE FOR A MOTORING WORLD" 
ABSORBED CAR LIFE, SPORTS CAR GRAPHIC, AND 
WHEELS AFIELD 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 38-- 1986--) 
MOUNTAINS AND MARSHES 
0000-0000 29757 
PAWLEYS ISLAND SC 
lNl, FE 1992--
SOUTH CAROLINA ENVIRONMENTAL LAW PROJECT OF THE 
ENERGY RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
DSCP 1-- FE 1992-- (S. C.) 
MS 
0047-8318 17178 M 
NEW YORK 
1,JL 1972-18NS,NV 1989 
VlNl PRECEDED BY ISSUE DATED SPR 1972, 
CALLED PREVIEW ISSUE 
SUPERSEDED BY MS (1990) 
DSCP 2-18NS 1973-NV 1989 (MICROFILM) 
MS. (1990-) 
0000-0000 30696 BM 
NEW YORK NY 
lNl,JL/AU 1990--
SUPERSEDES MS. (0047-8318) 
DSCP 3N3-- NV/DE 1992--
1-- JL/AU 1990--) 
(MICROFILM: 
MSU BUSINESS TOPICS 
0000-0000 15746 Q 
EAST LANSING MI 
lSNl,WINTER 1967-29N2,SPRING 1981 
CONT OF BUSINESS TOPICS 
DSCP 11-29 1963-1981 (MICROFILM) 
MULTIMEDIA SCHOOLS 
1075-0479 32948 SY 
WILTON CT 
lNl, MY/JN 1994--
A PRACTICAL JOURNAL OF MULTIMEDIA, CD-ROM, 
PAGE: 0127 
ONLINE & INTERNET IN K-12 
DSCP 2N2/4-- MR/AP SE/OC 1995--
MULTIMEDIA WORLD 
1073-4759 32944 M 
SAN FRANCISCO 
lNl, DE 1993-3N8,JL1996 
SEPARATED FROM PC WORLD. ABSORBED CD-ROM WORLD 
IN 1995 CONT BY PC WORLD (MULTIMEDIA EDITION) 
DSCP 2N3,5-3N8 FE, AP 1995-JL 1996 
MUSIC, BOOKS ON MUSIC, AND SOUND RECORDINGS 
0092-2838 23081 SA 
WASHINGTON 
JA/JN,1973-1989 
CONT OF LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOG. MUSIC AND 
PHONORECORDS CONT BY MUSIC CATALOG 
SEMIANNUAL, WITH ANNUAL (2ND ISSUE OF EACH YEAR) 
AND QUINQUENNIAL QUINQUENNIAL CUMULATIONS ISSUED 
AS VOLS OF THE QUINQUENNIAL CUMULATIONS OF: 
NATIONAL UNION CATALOG CONTINUED IN MICROFICHE 
BY: MUSIC CATALOG (WASHINGTON D.C.) 
DSCP 1978-1989 
MUSIC AND PHONORECORDS 
(R 016.78 MUSIC BIBL.) 





1,FALL 1898-84N10,OC 1964 
FREQUENCY VARIES 
ABSORBED BY HIGH FIDELITY 
DSCP 73-84 1953-1964 
MUSICAL AMERICA (1987) 
(MICROFORM) 
1042-3443 25285 BM 
NEW YORK 
107Nl,1987-112Nl,JA/FE1992 
CONT OF HIGH FIDELITY (1980) 
THE JOURNAL OF CLASSICAL MUSIC. ISSUES FOR 1987-
- CALLED V107, CONTIN-UING THE NUMBERING OF 
PUBLICATION WITH THE SAME TITLE PUBLISHED 1898-
19 64 AND INCLUDING THE YEARS PUBLISHED WITH 
HIGH FIDELITY (MUSICAL AMERI-CA: 1980). ABSORBED 
OPUS WITH JL1988 ISSUE 
DSCP 107-110 1987/88-1990 (MICROFILM) 
MUSICAL QUARTERLY 
0027-4631 15751 Q 
NEW YORK 
1, JA 1915--
DSCP 36-72 1950-1986 (MICROFILM) 
N.A.D.A. MANUFACTURED HOUSING APPRAISAL GUIDB 
0000-0000 32197 3Y 
COSTA MESA CA 
MY/AU 1993--
CONT OF N.A.D.A. MOBILE HOME MANUFACTURED 
HOUSING APPRAISAL GUIDE 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
N.A.D.A. MOTORCYCLE, SNOWMOBILE, ATV, PERSONAL 
WATERCRAFT APPRAISAL GUIDE 
0000-0000 34313 3Y 
COSTA MESA CA 
JA/AP 1988--
CONT OF N.A.D.A. MOTORCYCLE-MOPED-ATV-PERSONAL 
WATERCRAFT APPRAISAL GUIDE 
DSCP CURRENT/+4 YEAR BACKFILE 
N.A.D.A. OFFICIAL OLDER USED CAR GUIDB 
0000-0000 21251 3Y 
COSTA MESA, CA 
198?--
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
N.A.D.A. OFFICIAL USED CAR GUIDB 
0027-5794 21249 M 
MCLEAN VA 
1,1933--
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
N.A.D.A. RECREATION VEHICLE APPRAISAL GUIDB 
0092-4601 26979 3Y 
COVINA CA 
19??--
NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
NAME AUTHORITIES 




EACH ISSUE IS CUMULATIVE 
ABSORBED LIBRARY OF CONGRESS NAME HEADINGS WITH 
REFERENCES 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. CATALOG PUBLICATION DIVISION 
DSCP CURRENT ISSUE ONLY 









CONT OF NASPA (NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT 
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATORS) 
DSCP (MICROFILM: 35-- FALL 1997--) 
NASSP BULLETIN 
0192-6365 18065 9Y 
RESTON VA 
56,1972--
CONT OF BULLETIN. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 56-- 1972--) 
NASSP NEWSLEADER 
0278-0569 17174 9Y 
RESTON VA 
29Nl,SE 1981--
CONT OF NASSP NEWSLETTER 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL 
PRINCIPALS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
NATION 
0027-8378 15761 w 
NEW YORK 
1,JL 6,1865--
FREQ VARIES SEASONALLY 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 176-- 1953--) 
NATION'S BUSINESS 
0028-047X 09390 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,SE 1912-87N6,JN1999 
VlNl-9 PRINTED IN NEWSPAPER FORM. CHECK THEIR 
WEB SITE JL 1999--
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA ONLINE AT WWW.USCHAMBER.COM 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS FOR 15 YEARS (LAST 
ISSUED RECEIVED: 87N6 JN 1999) 
(MICROFORM: 42-87 1954-1999) 
NATION'S CITIES 
0028-0488 15770 Q/M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,SPRING 1963-16Nll,NV 1978 
lNl PRECEDED BY ISSUE DATED WINTER 1962, 
CALLED PILOT ISSUE 
ABSORBED AMERICAN MUNICIPAL NEWS 
MERGED WITH CITY WEEKLY TO FORM NATION'S CITIES 
WEEKLY 
NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES 









NATION'S CITIES WEEKLY 
0164-5935 15772 SOY 
WASHINGTON DC 
1N44,DE 4,1978--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF NATION'S CITIES, AND CITY 
WEEKLY, CONTINUING THE NUMBERING OF THE LATTER 
NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: (1)/2-- DE 1978--) 
NATION'S HEALTH 
0028-0496 04711 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,JA 1971--
ISSUES FOR JA 1971-AP 1972 LACK NUMBERING 
BUT CONSTITUTE Vl-2N4 
CONT IN PART OF AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PUBLIC 
HEALTH AND THE NATION'S HEALTH, AND SECTION 
NEWSLETTERS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1971-- ) 
NATION'S SCHOOLS 
0028-0526 17269 M 
CHICAGO 
1, 1928-94N2, 1974 
MERGED WITH COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY BUSINESS, TO 
FORM NATION'S SCHOOLS & COLLEGES 
DSCP 55-94 1955-1974 (MICROFILM) 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL 
PRINCIPALS. BULLETIN 
SEE NASSP BULLETIN 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT PERSONNEL 
ADMINISTRATORS. JOURNAL 
SEE NASPA JOURNAL 
NATIONAL BANKING REVIEW 
0000-0000 17164 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,SE 1963-4N4,JN 1967 
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY, UNITED STATES 
TREASURY 
DSCP 1-4 1963-1967 (MICROFORM) 
NATIONAL CIVIC REVIEW 
0027-9013 17160 llY/BM/Q 
NEW YORK 
48,1959--
CONT OF NATIONAL MUNICIPAL REVIEW. ALSO 
AVAILABLE WWW BIMONTHLY 1986-, Q WINTER 1991-
NATIONAL MUNICIPAL LEAGUE 
PAGE: 0129 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 48-- 1959--) 
NATIONAL ECONOMICS TRENDS 
0430-1986 24086 
ST LOUIS MO 
19??--
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST LOUIS 
DSCP 1997--
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES 
SEE BULLETIN OF THE ..... NEA JOURNAL ..... 
JOURNAL OF THE ..... 
NATIONAL FOOD REVIEW. ECONOMICS, STATISTICS, AND 
COOPERATIVES SERVICE 
0161-4274 17158 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
Nl,JA 1978-13,1990 
CONT OF NATIONAL FOOD SITUATION 
CONT BY FOODREVIEW 
U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE 






CONT OF NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 
MAGAZINE 
DSCP 116N6-- 1959--




CONT BY NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 
(R 910 (INDEXES ONLY)) 
M 
DSCP l-18/27-35/37-38/40-116 
(R 910 (INDEXES ONLY)) 
1888-1959 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC WORLD 
0361-5499 15766 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
SE 1975--
CONT OF NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY SCHOOL 
BULLETIN 
DSCP 149-- 1988-- (MICROFORM: 37--
1978--) 
NATIONAL JOURNAL 
0360-4217 15767 W/S0Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
7N34,AU 23,1975--
CONT OF NATIONAL JOURNAL REPORTS 
CENTER FOR POLITICAL ACTION 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 7N34-- AU 23,1975--) 
NATIONAL JOURNAL 
0027-9560 20894 W 
WASHINGTON 
1,NV 1969-5N29, JL 1973 
CONT BY NATIONAL JOURNAL REPORTS 
CENTER FOR POLITICAL RESEARCH 
DSCP 1-5N29 NV 1969-JL 1973 
NATIONAL JOURNAL REPORTS 
0091-3685 17156 W 
WASHINGTON DC 
5N30,JL 28,1973-7N33,AU 16,1975 
CONT OF AND CONT BY NATIONAL JOURNAL 




JL 28 1973-AU 16, 1975 
NATIONAL MUNICIPAL REVIEW 
0190-3799 17161 llY 
WORCESTER MA 
1,JA 1912-47,1958 
ABSORBED EQUITY, 1919; SHORT BALLOT BULLETIN, 
1920; AND PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION REVIEW, 
1932 CONT BY NATIONAL CIVIC REVIEW 
NATIONAL MUNICIPAL LEAGUE 
DSCP 44-47 1955-1958 (MICROFORM) 
NATIONAL PARENT TEACHER 
0000-0000 17272 M 
PHILADELPHIA 
31N6,FE 1937-55N5,1961 
CONT OF NATIONAL PARENT-TEACHER MAGAZINE 
CONT BY PTA MAGAZINE 
DSCP 48-55 1953-1961 (MICROFORM) 
NATIONAL PARKS AND CONSERVATION MAGAZINE 
0027-9870 06239 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
44,AP 1970-54,1980 
"THE ENVIRONMENTAL JOURNAL" 
CONT OF NATIONAL PARKS MAGAZINE 
CONT BY NATIONAL PARKS 
NATIONAL PARKS & CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 41-54 1967-1980 (MICROFILM) 
NATIONAL PARKS. THE MAGAZINE OF THE NATIONAL PARK 
AND CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION 




CONT OF NATIONAL PARKS AND CONSERVATION MAGAZINE 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 55-- 1981--) 
NATIONAL PETROLEUM NEWS 
0027-9889 17271 13Y 
DES PLAINES IL 
1,1909-51N4,1959 
CONT BY NPN, NATIONAL PETROLEUM NEWS 
DSCP 50-73 1958-1981 (MICROFORM) 
NATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY REVIEW 
0277-8556 26448 Q 
NEW YORK 
lNl,WIN 1981/82--
DSCP 13N2-- SPR 1994--
12-- WIN 1992--) 
NATIONAL REVIEW 
(MICROFILM: 
0028-0038 15774 I/51Y/W/BW 
NEW YORK 
1,NV 19,1955--
BEGINNING OC 4, 1958, ALTERNATE ISSUES HAVE 
TITLE: NATIONAL REVIEW BULLETIN 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-- 1955--) 
NATIONAL TAX JOURNAL 
0028-0283 15776 Q 
COLUMBUS OH 
1,MR 1948--
CONT OF BULLETIN OF THE NATIONAL TAX ASSOCIATION 
NATIONAL TAX ASSOCIATION - TAX INSTITUTE OF 
AMERICA 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 11-- 1958--) 
NATIONAL UNDERWRITER. LIFE AND HEALTH/FINANCIAL 
SERVICES EDITION 
0893-8202 27757 52Y 
CINCINNATI OH 
90N52,DE 29,1986--
WEEKLY, EXCEPT LAST WEEK IN DEC, WITH 1 EXTRA 
ISSUE IN JUNE CONT OF NATIONAL UNDERWRITER. LIFE 
& HEALTH INSURANCE EDITION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 90N52-- DE 29, 1986--) 
NATIONAL UNDERWRITER. LIFE & HEALTH INSURANCE 
EDITION 















74N41,OC ll,1970-90TH YR,N51,DE 20,1986 
CONT OF NATIONAL UNDERWRITER. LIFE INSURANCE 
EDITION CONT BY NATIONAL UNDERWRITER. LIFE, 
HEALTH/FINANCIAL SERVICES ED. 
DSCP 84-90 1980-1986 (MICROFILM) 
NATIONAL UNDERWRITER (PROPERTY & CASUALTY/BMPLOYBE 
BENEFITS EDITION) 
0898-8897 17168 W 
CHICAGO 
90N52, DE 29, 1986-92N52,DE 26,1988/93Nl,JA 2, 
1989 
CONT OF NATIONAL UNDERWRITER. PROPERTY AND 
CASUALTY INSURANCE EDITION EDITION STATEMENT 
VARIES SLIGHTLY: ISSUE FOR DE 1986 CALLED 
PROPERTY, CASUALTY AND EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 
EDITION. CONT BY NATIONAL UNDERWRITER. PROPERTY 
& CASUALTY/ RISK & BENEFITS MANAGEMENT EDITION 
DSCP 90-93 1986-1989 (MICROFILM) 
NATIONAL UNDERWRITER. PROPERTY & CASUALTY 
INSURANCE EDITION 
0163-8912 15778 W 
CHICAGO 
74N41,1970-90N51,DE 19,1986 
CONT OF NATIONAL UNDERWRITER 
CONT BY NATIONAL UNDERWRITER. PROPERTY & 
CASUALTY/ EMPLOYEE /BENEFITS EDITION 
DSCP 84-90 1980-86 (MICROFILM) 
NATIONAL UNDERWRITER. PROPERTY AND CASUALTY, RISK 
AND BENEFITS MANAGEMENT EDITION 
1042-6841 27766 W 
CHICAGO IL 
93N2,JA 9,1989--
WEEKLY EXCEPT LAST WEEK IN DEC 
CONT OF NATIONAL UNDERWRITER. PROPERTY & 
CASUALTY/ EMPLOYEE BENEFITS EDITION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 93-- 1989--) 
NATIONAL UNION CATALOG 
0028-0348 18780 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1953-1982? 
PRINTED IN 9 MONTHLY ISSUES, 3 QUARTERLY 
CUMULATIONS, ANNUAL CUMULATIONS FOR FOUR YEARS 
AND A QUINQUENNIAL IN THE FIFTH SUPERSEDES 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOG; A CUMULATIVE LIST 
OF WORKS REPRESENTED BY LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
PRINTED CARDS--BOOKS: AUTHORS 
DSCP 1953-1980 (R018 BIBL) 
NATIONAL VITAL STATISTICS REPORTS 
0000-0000 34473 M 
PAGE: 0131 
HYATTSVILLE MD 
47Nl, AU 19, 1998--
CONT OF MONTHLY VITAL STATISTICS REPORT. 
PROVISIONAL DATA BY STATE AVAILABLE ONLY ON 
INTERNET 
CDC, NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTH STATISTICS, 
NATIONAL VITAL STATISTICS SYSTEMS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 2 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFICHE) (HE 20.6217:) 
NATIONAL WILDLIFE 
0028-0402 02420 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,DE 1962/JA 1963--
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 6-- 1967--) 
NATURAL HISTORY 
0028-0712 02424 9Y/10/M/ll 
NEW YORK 
19,1919--
CONT OF AMERICAN MUSEUM JOURNAL. FREQ VARIES 
ABSORBED NATURE MAGAZINE, 1960 
VOL NUMBERING CEASED WITH V97Nl2, DE1988 ISSUE 
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 62-- 1953--) 





UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO, SCHOOL OF LAW 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
NATURE 




ISSUED 1971-73 IN THREE PARTS: NATURE, NATURE: 
NEW BIOLOGY, AND NATURE: PHYSICAL SCIENCE. THE 
LATTER TWO ENTERED SEPARATELY INCLUDES SEPARATE 
DIRECTORY OF BIOLOGICALS ISSUED EACH FEBRUARY 
BEGINNING 1982. ALSO AVAILABLE WWW. WITH V246, 
DE 1973, NATURE: NEW BIOLOGY, AND NATURE: 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES, CEASED PUBLICATION AND WERE 








ABSORBED NATURE STUDY REVIEW 
ABSORBED BY NATURAL HISTORY 
AMERICAN NATURE ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 46-52 1953-1959 (MICROFORM) 
NCSL CONFERENCE REPORT 
0000-0000 20909 Q 
DENVER CO 
1985--
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES 
DSCP 3-10 1987 - 1994 
NCSL ENERGY NEWSLETTER 
0000-0000 32361 Q 
DENVER CO 
lNl, FALL 1993--
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES. 
ENERGY, SCIENCE AND NATURAL RESOURCES ENERGY 
PROJECT 
DSCP 1N2-- WINTER 1994--
NCSL LEGISBRIEF 
1068-2716 31295 48Y 
DENVER CO 
lNl, 1993--
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES 
DSCP NOS. 5-- FE 1993-- (R 351) 
NBA JOURNAL 
0000-0000 16323 9Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
35,1946-57NS,1968 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION CONT BY TODAY'S EDUCATION 
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 39-56 1950-1967 (MICROFORM) 
NBA TODAY 
0734-7219 15755 8Y/9Y/8Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,OC 1982--
ABSORBED TODAY'S EDUCATION (ANNUAL EDITION; JA 
1988) 
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 11-- 1992--) 
NEGRO HISTORY BULLETIN 
0028-2529 15818 M/BM/Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,OC 1937--
SUSP PUBL WITH S0Nl/2,1987 
ASSOCIATION FOR THE STUDY OF NEGRO LIFE AND 
HISTORY 
DSCP 17-- 1953-- (MICROFORM) 
NETGUIDE: GUIDE TO ONLINE SBRVICBS AND THB 
INTERNET 
1078-4632 32677 M 
MANHASSET NY 
lNl, DE 1994-4N8,AU1997 
VOL 1 IS COMPLETE WITH 1 ISSUE 
DSCP 1-4N8 DE 1994-AU 1997 
NETWORK NEWS 
0000-0000 27114 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,1989--
SOUTH CAROLINA 2000, INC. 
DSCP 1N2 SE 1989 (S.C.) 
PAGE: 0132 





DSCP 8N2-- 1996-- (S .C.) 
NETWORK WORLD 
0887-7661 28277 W 
FRAMINGHAM MA 
3N3,MR24,1986--
CONT OF ON COMMUNICATIONS 
INTRODUCTORY NO., CALLED PROTOTYPE, SAMPLE ISSUE, 
ISSUED JA 27,1986 
CW COMMUNICATIONS, INC 
DSCP 15N46-- NV 16, 1998--
NEW CATHOLIC WORLD 
0363-5066 15816 BM 
PARAMUS NJ 
215N1282,JA/FE 1972-231N1386,1988 
CONT OF AND BY CATHOLIC WORLD 
PAULIST FATHERS 
DSCP 215-231 1972-1988 (MICROFORM) 
NEW CHOICES FOR THE BBST YEARS 
1041-6277 24785 M 
NEW YORK 
28N12,1988-31,1991 
CONT OF 50 PLUS 
CONT BY NEW CHOICES FOR RETIREMENT LIVING 
VOL 31 COMPLETE IN 11 NUMBERS 











NEW CHOICES: LIVING EVEN BBTTBR AFTER 50 
1085-1003 33240 l0Y 
NEW YORK 
35N8, OC 1995--
CONT OF NEW CHOICES FOR RETIREMENT LIVING 






NEW CHOICES FOR RETIREMENT LIVING 
1061-2157 30722 l0Y 
NEW YORK 
32Nl,FE 1992-35N7,SE1995 
CONT OF NEW CHOICES FOR THE BEST YEARS. CONT BY 
NEW CHOICES: LIVING EVEN BETTER AFTER 50 
DSCP 32-35N7 1992-SE 1995 
(MICROFILM: 32-35N7 FE1992-SE1995) 
NEW CRISIS 
0000-0000 34573 SY 
BALTIMORE MD 
104Nl, JL 1997--
CONT OF CRISIS 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 104-- 1997--) 
NEW ENGLAND ECONOMIC REVIEW 
0028-4726 15438 BM 
BOSTON 
JA/FE 1969--
CONT OF NEW ENGLAND BUSINESS REVIEW 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF BOSTON 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 1982--) 
NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF HUMAN SERVICES 
0277-996X 20537 Q 
BOSTON 
1, WINTER 1981-13Nl,1994 
INTRODUCTORY NO. CALLED INAUGURAL ISSUE, ISSUED 
OCT. 1980 
DSCP 5-13 1985-1994 (MICROFILM) 
NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE 
0028-4793 02447 W 
BOSTON MA 
198,FE 23,1928--
CONT OF BOSTON MEDICAL AND SURGICAL JOURNAL 
MONOGRAPHIC SUPPLS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 302-- 1980--) 
NEW JERSEY LIBRARIES 
0028-5811 17260 llY/Q 
MONTCLAIR NJ 
1964 - 1967 
NSl,SUM 1978-31N4,FALL 1997 
NEW JERSEY LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 3 - 5/8-13N3/13N5 - 30N2 1970-SPR 
1997 (L) 
NEW LEADER 




CONT OF NEW LEADER WITH WHICH IS COMBINED THE 
AMERICAN APPEAL ABSORBED RUSSIAN AFFAIRS 
AMERICAN LABOR CONFERENCE ON INTERNATIONAL 
AFFAIRS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 61-- 1978--) 
NEW LIBRARY SCENE 
0735-8571 14494 BM 
ACCORD MA 
1,1982--
CONT OF LIBRARY SCENE 
LIBRARY BINDING INSTITUTE 
DSCP lNl-- SE/OC 1982- - (L) 
NEW OUTLOOK FOR THE BLIND 
0028-6435 05907 l0Y 
NEW YORK 
45N5,1951 - 70,1976 
CONT OF OUTLOOK FOR THE BLIND 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENT 
BLINDNESS 
AND 
DSCP 62 - 70 1968-1976 (MICROFORM) 
NEW PERSPECTIVES 
8750-2135 01057 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
16,1984- -
CONT OF 'PERSPECTIVES 
UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS 
DSCP 16-18N2 1984-SUM 1986 (CR 1.12:) 
NEW PERSPECTIVES QUARTERLY 
0893-7850 21253 Q/5Y 
LOS ANGELES CA 
3N2,1986--
CONT OF CENTER MAGAZINE 
CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS 








DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 128-- 1953--) 
NEW SERIAL TITLES 
0028-6680 02456 12Y/13Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
1953--
1950-70 CUMULATION PUBL 1973 
8 MONTHLY ISSUES, 4 QUARTERLY ISSUES AND ANNUAL 
CUMULATIVE. VOLUMES ISSUED AT 5 OR 10 YEAR 
INTERVALS. CONT OF SERIAL TITLES NEWLY RECEIVED 
COMPRISES A UNION LIST OF SERIALS COMMENCING 
PUBL AFTER DE 31, 1949 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
DSCP JA 1953-1992 (R 050) 
NEW SOUTH 
0028 - 6745 15830 Q 
ATLANTA 
1,1946-28 , 1973 
CONT OF SOUTHERN FRONTIER 
MERGED WITH SOUTH TODAY TO FORM SOUTHERN VOICES 
DSCP 1-27 1946-1972 (MICROFILM) 
NEW SOUTH CAROLINA STATE GAZETTE 
0000-0000 15828 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,1968--
CONFEDERATION OF SOUTH CAROLINA LOCAL HISTORICAL 
SOCIETIES 
DSCP 1-- 1968-- (AR 255 3 .N38) 
NEW STATESMAN 
0000-0000 33326 W 
LONDON 
125N4288, 14 JN 1996--
(9N407--) 
VOL NUMBERING IS A CONTINUATION OF NUMBERING FOR 
NEW STATESMAN; ALSO NUMBERED 9N407- IN 
CONTINUATION OF NUMBERING FOR NEW STATESMAN & 
SOCIETY 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 9N407-- JN 14 1996--) 
NEW STATESMAN SOCIETY 
0954-2361 25638 W 
LONDON 
lNl,JN 10,1988-9N406, 7 JN1996 
FORMED BY MERGER OF NEW STATESMAN AND; NEW 
SOCIETY CONT BY NEW STATESMAN 
29, JA 1993- 7, JN 1996 HAVE TITLE NEW STATESMAN 
AND SOCIETY 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM : 2-9 1989-1996) 
NEW TIMBS 
009 2- 2463 16000 BW 
NEW YORK 
1,OC 19,1973-12Nl,JA 8,1979 
DSCP 11-12 1978-1979 (MICROFILM) 
NEW YORK 
0028 - 7369 15831 51Y/50Y 
NEW YORK 
1 , AP 8,1968 - -
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 6-- 1973--) 
NEW YORK CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT 




CONT OF BULLETIN. NEW .YORK STATE SOCIETY OF 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 
CONT BY CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT 
NEW YORK STATE SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS 
DSCP 37-40 1967-1970 
NEW YORK REVIEW OP BOOKS 
0028 - 7504 13638 19Y 
NEW YORK 
1,FE 25,1963 - -
FIRST ISSUE UNDATED, CALLED SPECIAL ISSUE, 
CONSTITUTES VlNl 
BI-WEEKLY EXCEPT MONTHLY IN JL,AU,SE,DE AND JA 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-- 1983--) 
NEW YORK STATE CONSERVATIONIST 
0000 - 0000 33373 BM 
ALBANY NY 
50Nl, AU 1995--
CONT OF CONSERVATIONIST. ABSORBED WILD IN NEW 
YORK, FALL 1995 
DSCP 50 - -
50 --
NEW YORK TIMBS 
AU 1995--
AU 1995- -) 
(MICROFILM: 
0362 - 4331 13639 D 
NEW YORK 
6N1868,1857--
CONT OF NEW YORK DAILY TIMES 
DSCP CURRENT 6 MONTHS (MICROFILM: 1958--) 









0161-2433 17188 M 
NEW YORK 
5Nl2,DE 1974--
"A COMPILATION OF CURRENT BIOGRAPHICAL 
INFORMATION OF GENERAL INTEREST" 
CONT OF NEW YORK TIMES BIOGRAPHICAL EDITION 
DSCP 5-13 1974-1982 (R 920.02) 
NBW YORK TIMBS BOOK REVIEW 
0028-7806 15832 W 
NEW YORK 
oc 10,1896--
ISSUED AS A SUPPLEMENT TO THE NEW YORK TIMES 
OC 19 1896 AS NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY BOOK 
REVIEW SUPPLEMENT OC 17 1896 - JA 21 1911 AS NEW 
YORK TIMES SATURDAY REVIEW OF BOOKS AND ART 
JA29 1911 - JN 20 1920 AS NEW YORK TIMES REVIEW 
OF BOOKS 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR ONLY 
NBW YORK TIMBS CURRENT HISTORY. A MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
0000-0000 16640 SM/M 
NEW YORK 
lNl,DE 12,1914-3N5,FE 1916 
CONT BY CURRENT HISTORY 
DSCP 1-3N5 DE 1914-FE 1916 
(MICROFORM: 1-53 1914-1941(909.82)) 
NBW YORK TIMBS INDEX 
0147-538X 17187 SM 
NEW YORK 
"PRIOR SERIES": SE 1851-1912 
(CALLED ALSO Vl-15) 
CURRENT SERIES: 1,1913--
PRIOR SERIES CONSISTS OF THE ORIGINAL 
HANDWRITTEN INDEX 
DSCP 1851-- (R 071) 
NBW YORK TIMBS UPFRONT 
1525-1292 34988 18Y 
NEW YORK 
131N14, MY 10 1999--
CONT OF SCHOLASTIC UPDATE. HAS ALSO 
EDITION BIWEEKLY DURING SCHOOL YEAR 
DSCP 131N14-- MY 10 1999--
TEACHER'S 
(MICROFILM) 
NBW YORK TIMBS UPFRONT (TBACHBRS' ED.) 
0745-7065 35040 18Y 
NEW YORK 
131Nl4, MY 10, 1999--
CONT OF SCHOLASTIC UPDATE (TEACHERS' ED). 
INCLUDES A COPY OF THE STUDENT ED 
DSCP 131N14, MY 10, 1999-- (MICROFILM) 
NBW YORKER 
0028-792X 15835 w 
NEW YORK 
l,FE 21,1925--
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 28-- 1952--) 
NBWS - GRANTSMANSHIP CENTER 
SEE GRANTSMANSHIP CENTER NEWS 
NEWS NOTES OF CALIFORNIA LIBRARIES 






VOLS FOR 1971- INCLUDE ANNUAL REPORTS AND 
STATISTICAL SUMMARIES 
CALIFORNIA STATE LIBRARY 
DSCP 50-74 1955-1979 (L) 
NBWS FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIANS 
0489-9059 16646 ? 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,1957--
SOUTH CAROLINA. STATE LIBRARY BOARD 
DSCP 1957-1964 (L) 
NBWS FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES 
0000-0000 16647 ? 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,1965-4,1968 
SOUTH CAROLINA. STATE LIBRARY BOARD 
DSCP 1-4 1965-1968 (L) 
NBWS FOR SOOTH CAROLINA LIBRARIES 
0146-1842 04746 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,1969--
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE LIBRARY 
DSCP 1-- JA 1969-- (L) 
NBWS FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA MUSEUM COMMI:SSION 
0000-0000 20272 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
l,1975-2N3,1976 
CONT BY NEWS (SOUTH CAROLINA MUSEUM COMMISSION) 
DSCP l/2Nl-3 1975-1976 (MICROFORM: 9725 
3 .N38) 
NEWS (SOUTH CAROLINA MUSEUM COMMI:SSION) 
0000-0000 20273 3Y 
COLUMBIA, SC 
3,1977-7,1981 
CONT OF NEWS FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA MUSEUM 
COMMISSION CONT BY S.M.A.S.H. 
DSCP 3-6/7Nl-3 1977-1981 (MICROFORM: 
9725 3 .N38) 
NEWS UPDATE (FRIENDS OF LIBRARIES U.S.A.) 
0000-0000 32199 Q 
CHICAGO IL 
16N3,FALL 1993--
CONT OF FRIENDS OF LIBRARIES U.S.A. NATIONAL 
NOTEBOOK 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+4 YEAR 
BACKFILE (L) 
NEWS AND VIEWS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARY 
ASSOCIATION 
0000-0000 15840 BM 
LEXINGTON SC 
lNl,FE 1979--
ABSORBED SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARIAN 1988-
SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP lNl-4,6/2-- FE 1979-AU 1979/DE 
1979- - (L) 
NEWS. WEYERHAEUSER COMPANY 
0000-0000 18389 M 
TACOMA WA 
lNl,AU 1972 - 6N8,AU 1976 
CONT BY WEYERHAEUSER TODAY 
DSCP 3N2-6N8 1973-1976 (B6195 3. T52) 
NEWSBANX. BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DBVBLOPMBNT 
0737-383X 17876 M 
NEW CANAAN CT 
JA 1974,CARD 1-DEC 1981 
CONSISTS OF REPORTS FROM LOCAL NEWSPAPERS 
PART OF "NEWSBANK. URBAN AFFAIRS LIBRARY" UNTIL 
19?? CONT BY BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
DSCP 1975-1981 (MICROFILM: R 070) 
NEWSBANX. CONSUMER AFFAIRS 
0737-3821 17877 M 
NEW CANAAN CT 
1973, CARD 1--
CONSISTS OF REPORTS FROM LOCAL NEWSPAPERS 
ACCOMPANIED BY NEWSBANK INDEX 
PART OF "NEWSBANK. URBAN AFFAIRS LIBRRY" 
19?? 
DSCP 1975-- (MICROFILM: R 070) 
NEWSBANX. EDUCATION 
0737 - 3902 17878 M 




CONSISTS OF REPORTS FROM LOCAL NEWSPAPERS 
ACCOMPANIED BY NEWSBANK INDEX 
PART OF "NEWSBANK. URBAN AFFAIRS LIBRARY" 
19?? 
DSCP 1975-- (MICROFILM: R 070) 
NEWSBANX. BMPLOYMBNT 
0737-3899 17879 M 
NEW CANAAN CT 
1970, CARD 1--
CONSISTS OF REPORTS FROM LOCAL NEWSPAPERS 
ACCOMPANIED BY NEWSBANK INDEX 
PART OF "NEWSBANK. URBAN AFFAIRS LIBRARY" 
19?? 
DSCP 1975-- (MICROFILM: R 070) 
NBWSBANX. ENVIRONMENT 
0737-3880 17880 M 
NEW CANAAN CT 
JA 1970, CARD 65--
CARDS 1-64 NOT PUBLISHED 
CONSISTS OF REPORTS FROM LOCAL NEWSPAPERS 
ACCOMPANIED BY NEWSBANK INDEX 
PART OF NEWSBANK. URBAN AFFAIRS LIBRARY 
PART OF "NEWSBANK. URBAN AFFAIRS LIBRARY' 
19?? 
DSCP 1975 - - (MICROFILM: R 070) 
NEWSBANX. GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE 
0737-3872 17881 M 
NEW CANAAN CT 
1970, CARD 4--
CARDS N103 NOT PUBLISHED 
CONSISTS OF REPORTS FROM LOCAL NEWSPAPERS 
PART OF "NEWSBANK. URBAN AFFAIRS LIBRARY" 
19?? 
DSCP 1975-- (MICROFILM: R 070) 
NBWSBANX. HEALTH 
0363-3896 17882 M 
GREENWICH CT 
1970--
CONSISTS OF ARTICLES FROM U.S. NEWSPAPERS 
ACCOMAPNIED BY PRINTED INDEXES 
PART OF "NEWSBANK. URBAN AFFAIRS LIBRARY" 
19?? 
DSCP 1975-- (MICROFILM: R 070) 
NBWSBANX. HOUSING AND LAND DBVBLOPMBNT 
0737 - 3791 17883 M 
NEW CANAAN CT 
14Nl,1983--
CONSISTS OF REPORTS FROM LOCAL NEWSPAPERS 











CONT OF NEWSBANK. HOUSING AND URBAN RENEWAL 
DSCP 1983-- (MICROFILM: R 070) 
NBWSBANJC. HOUSING AND URBAN RENEWAL 
0000-0000 17885 M 
NEW CANAAN CT 
JA 1970, CARD 19-1982 
CARDS 1-18,1970, NOT PUBLISHED 
CONSISTS OF REPORTS FROM LOCAL NEWSPAPERS 
ACCOMPANIED BY NEWSBANK INDEX 
PART OF "NEWSBANK. URBAN AFFAIRS LIBRARY" 
CONT BY NEWSBANK. HOUSING AND LAND DEVELOPMENT 
DSCP 1975-1982 (MICROFILM: R 070) 
NBWSBANJC. INTERNATIONAL AP'PAIRS AND DEPBNSE 
0373-3767 17875 M 
NEW CANAAN CT 
14Nl,JA 1983--
ACCOMPANIED BY NEWSBANK INDEX 
DSCP 1983-- . (MICROFILM: R 070) 
NBWSBANJC. INTRODUCTION. GUIDE TO THE INDEX. HAMB 
INDEX 
0000-0000 18477 M 
STAMFORD CT 
19??--
INCLUDES QUARTERLY AND ANNUAL CUMULATIONS 
DSCP 1975-- (MICROFICHE R 070) 
NBWSBANJC. LAW AND LEGAL SYSTEMS 
0737-3775 17884 M 
NEW CANAAN CT 
14Nl,JA 1983--
CONSISTS OF REPORTS FROM LOCAL NEWSPAPERS 
ACCOMPANIED BY NEWSBANK INDEX 
CONT OF NEWSBANK. LAW AND ORDER 
DSCP 1983-- (MICROFILM: R 070) 
NBWSBANJC. LAW AND ORDER 
0000-0000 17886 M 
CHESTERTON IN 
JA 1970,CARD 31-1982 
CARDS 1-30 NOT PUBLISHED 
CONSISTS OF REPORTS FROM LOCAL NEWSPAPERS 
ACCOMPANIED BY A PRINTED INDEX 
PART OF "NEWSBANK. URBAN AFFAIRS LIBRARY" 
CONT BY NEWSBANK. LAW AND LEGAL SYSTEMS 
DSCP 1975-1982 (MICROFILM: R 070) 
NBWSBANJC. POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT 
0737-3856 17888 M 
NEW CANAAN CT 
JA 1970,CARD 22--
CARDS 1-21 NOT PUBLICSHED 
PAGE: 0137 
CONSISTS OF REPORTS FROM LOCAL NEWSPAPERS 
PART OF "NEWSBANK, URBAN AFFAIRS LIBRARY" UNITL 
19?? 
DSCP 1975-- (MICROFILM: R 070) 
NBWSBANJC. SOCIAL RELATIONS 
0737-3910 17887 M 
NEW CANAAN CT 
1974, CARD 1--
CONSISTS OF REPORTS FROM LOCAL NEWSPAPERS 
PART OF "NEWSBANK. URBAN AFFAIRS LIBRARY" 
19?? 
DSCP 1975-- (MICROFILM: R 070) 
NBWSBANJC. TRANSPORTATION 
0737-3848 18476 M 
CHESTERTON IN 
JA 1970, CARD 1--
INCLUDES QUARTERLY AND ANNUAL CUMULATIONS 
PART OF: "NEWSBANK. URBAN AFFAIRS LIBRARY" 
DSCP 1975-- (MICROFICHE R 070) 
NBWSBANJC. WELPARE AND POVERTY 
0000-0000 18478 M 
CHESTERTON IN 
JA 1970, CARD 44-!1982! 
UNTIL 
CONSISTS OF REPORTS FROM LOCAL NEWSPAPERS 
PART OF: "NEWSBANK. URBAN AFFAIRS LIBRARY" 
CONT BY NEWSBANK. WELFARE AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
DSCP 1975-1982 (MICROFICHE R 070) 
NBWSBANJC. WELPARE AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
0737-3783 18479 M 
NEW CANAAN CT 
14Nl,1983--
CONSISTS OF REPORTS FROM LOCAL NEWSPAPERS 
ACCOMPANIED BY NEWSBANK INDEX 
CONT OF NEWSBANK. WELFARE AND POVERTY 
DSCP 1983-- (MICROFICHE R 070) 
NEWSLETTER ON INTELLECTUAL PREEDOM 
0028-9485 15847 BM 
CHICAGO 
1,JN 1952--
SUSP PUB JA-MY 1960 
FREQUENCY VARIES 





NEWSLETTER/ OCLC/WLN PACIPIC NORTHWEST SERVICE 
CENTER 
0000-0000 35041 BM 
LACEY WA 
lNl, MR/AP 1999--
DSCP lNl-- MR/AP 1999-- (L) 




CONT BY SOUTH CAROLINA EGGSAMINER 
DSCP 5N6-6N7 JN 1977-JL 1978 
NEWSLETTER. SOUTH CAROLINA INTERAGBNCY COUNCIL ON 
AGING 
0000-0000 17347 ? 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,1967-4,1970 
CONT BY VINTAGE 
DSCP 1-4 1967-1970 (AG 475 3 .N38) 
NEWSWEEK 
0028-9604 08795 W/53Y 
LIVINGSTON NY 
1,FE 17,1933--
ABSORBED TODAY, 1937. 53 YR, 1999--
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 41 - - 1953--) 
NIH RECORD 
0000-0000 11920 BW 
BETHESDA 
1,1949--
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH, OFFICE OF 
INFORMATION 
DSCP 39N20-- oc 6,1987-- (HE 20.3007/3:) 
NILES NATIONAL REGISTER 
0000-0000 18515 W 
WASHINGTON DC 
53(N1353) ,SE 2,1837-76,SE 28,1849 
SUSPENDED MR-JN 1848 AND JL-AU 1849 
CONT OF NILES WEEKLY REGISTER 
CONT BY AMERICAN REGISTER AND INTERNATIONAL 
JOURNAL 
DSCP 53-75 1837-1849 (MICROFORM) 
NON-PROFIT TIMBS 
0896-5048 24080 M 
PRINCETON NJ 
1Nl,AP1987--
FOR NONPROFIT NEWS, MARKETING AND MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 9N3-- MR 1995--
NORTH CAROLINA LIBRARIES 
PAGE: 0138 
0029-2540 17343 4Y 
GREENSBORO NC 
1,1942--
NORTH CAROLINA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 36N4-- WINTER 1979-- (L) 
NTISEARCH 
0000-0000 17550 BM/A 
SPRINGFIELD VA 
19??-1980 
CONT BY CURRENT PUBLISHED SEARCHES 
U.S. NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE 
DSCP FALL 1978-1980 (INDEX) 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ISSUANCES 
0000-0000 17579 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
JA/JN 1975--
INCLUDES QUARTERLY INDEXES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION. DIVISION OF 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND DOCUMENT CONTROL 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 5 YEAR BACKFILE (Y 
3 .N88: 11-2/) 
NUCLEAR SAFETY 
0029-5604 02490 4Y/BM/Q 
OAK RIDGE TN 
1,SE 1959--
U. S. DEPT. OF 
CENTER 
ENERGY. TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
NUCLEONICS 
0096-6207 02494 M 
NEW YORK 
1,SE 1947-25N6,JN 1967 
"AN INTERDISCIPLINARY JOURNAL FOR TECHNIQUES AND 
APPLICATIONS OF NUCLEAR SCIENCE" 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF ATOMIC POWER AND ATOMIC 
ENGINEERING INCLUDED IN NUCLEONICS WEEK 
BEGINNING JN 1967 
DSCP 16-25 1958-1967 (MICROFORM) 
NURSING HOMES 
0029-649X 02506 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1952-35N5,1986 
CONT BY NURSING HOMES AND SENIOR CITIZEN CARE 
AMERICAN NURSING HOME ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 27-35 1978-1986 (MICROFORM) 
NURSING HOMES 










CONT OF NURSING HOMES AND SENIOR CITIZEN CARE. 
CALLED ALSO: NURSING HOMES AND SENIOR CITIZEN 
CARE 
DSCP 40N6-- NV/DE 1991-- (MICROFORM) 
NURSING HOMES AND SENIOR CITIZEN CARE 
0896-6915 20233 BM 
POTOMAC MD 
35N6,1986-40N5,SE/OC 1991 
CONT OF AND BY NURSING HOMES. 





OAH MAGAZINE OF HISTORY 
SEE MAGAZINE OF HISTORY 
OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS 
0029-7909 17351 M 
CLEVELAND 
2,OC 1939--
CONT OF OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS & SAFETY 
DSCP 30-38 1968-1976 (MICROFORM) 
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY 
0362-4064 05732 14Y 
WACO TX 
45,JA/FE 1976--
SOME ISSUES COMBINED. CONT OF INTERNATIONAL 
JOURNAL OF OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY 
DSCP 45-- 1976-- (MICROFORM) 
OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK QUARTERLY 
0199-4786 07725 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
2N3,SE 1958--
CONT OF OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK/ CURRENT 
SUPPLEMENT TO OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK 
U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 24-- 1980--) 
OCEANS 
0029-8174 15861 














SPLIT TO FORM OCLC COMPUTING AND: OCLC SYSTEMS 
AND SERVICES SOME ISSUES ACCOMPANIED BY 
DISKETTES 
DSCP 1-8 1985-1992 (L) 
OCLC NEWSLETTER 
0163-898X 14082 ? 
COLUMBUS OH 
N63,1973--
CONT OF NEWSLETTER - OHIO COLLEGE LIBRARY CENTER 
OCLC INC. (FORMERLY OHIO COLLEGE LIBRARY CENTER, 
INC., 1973-1978) 
DSCP N81-119/N121-140/N142-153/N155--
AP 1975-OC 27,1978/FE1979-MR 1982/JL 
1982-JN 1984/NV 1984-- (L) 
OCLC SYSTEMS AND SERVICES 
1065-075X 31259 Q 
WESTPORT CT 
9,1993--
CONT IN PART OF OCLC MICRO 
DSCP 9-- 1993-- (L) 
OFFICE 
0030-0128 12122 M 
STANFORD CT 
1936-118N4,OC1993 
"MAGAZINE OF MANAGEMENT, EQUIPMENT, AUTOMATION" 
CONT OF OFFICE ECONOMICS. ABSORBED BY MANAGING 
OFFICE TECHNOLOGY 
DSCP 47-118N4 1958-OC 1993 (MICROFILM) 
OFFICE ADMINISTRATION AND AUTOMATION 
0745-4325 18103 M 
NEW YORK 
44,1983-46N9,1985 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT 
AND WORD PROCESSING & INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
CONT VOLUME NUMBERING OF ADMINISTRATIVE 
MANAGEMENT MERGED WITH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT O 
FORM ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT CONT BY 
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 44-46N9 1983-SE1985 (MICROFILM) 
OFFICE MANAGEMENT 
0000-0000 17363 M 
NEW YORK 
14N5,JN 1953-21N4,AP 1960 
CONT OF OFFICE MANAGEMENT AND EQUIPMENT 
MERGED WITH AMERICAN BUSINESS, TO FORM OFFICE 
MANAGEMENT AND AMERICAN BUSINESS 
DSCP 19-20 1958-1959 (MICROFORM) 
OFFICE SYSTEMS: THE MAGAZINE FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM 
OFFICES 
8750-3441 23252 M 
GEORGETOWN CT 
lNl,JL/AU 1984- -
ISSUES FOR JL/AU 1984-- INCLUDE YEAR DESIGNATION 
IN CONJUNCTION WITH TITLE. ABSORBED MANAGING 
OFFICE TECHNOLOGY 1998 
DSCP 15Nll-- NV 1998--
OFPICEPRO 
1096-5807 34036 9Y 
KANSAS CITY MO 
57N8, OC 1997 --
CONT OF SECRETARY 
PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIES INTERNATIONAL 
DSCP 57N8- - oc 1997 - -
OHIO COLLEGE LIBRARY CENTER. OCLC NEWSLETTER 
SEE OCLC NEWSLETTER 
OHIO LIBRARIES 
1046-4336 24748 6Y 
COLUMBUS OH 
1Nl,JA/FE1988-5N3,MY/JN1992; 6Nl, JA 1993--
COMBINES AND REPLACES: OHIO LIBRARIES NEWSLETTER, 
OLA BULLETIN, OHIO LIBRARY TRUSTEE, OHIO FRIENDS 
OF THE LIBRARY NEWSLETTER 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
OIL AND GAS JOURNAL 
0030-1388 02527 W 
TULSA OK 
9,1910--
CONT OF OIL INVESTORS JOURNAL 





OKLAHOMA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
SA/Q/BM 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
OMNI 
0149-8711 15867 M 
NEW YORK 
1,OC 1978-17N9,WIN 1995 
DSCP 7N5-17N7 FE 1985-AP 1995 
(MICROFORM: 1-17 1978-1995) 
ON THE ROAD 
(L) 
PAGE: 0140 
1044-4327 25996 Q 
BROOKLYN NY 
lNl,1989- -
AT HEAD OF TITLE: MOBILE IDEAS FOR LIBRARIES 
DSCP 2N3-- WINTER 1995/96-- (L) 
ON-LINE REVIEW 
0309-314X 07122 Q/BM 
NEW YORK 
1,1977-16,1992 
CONT BY ONLINE & CDROM REVIEW 
SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME NUMBERS 













"THE MAGAZINE OF ONLINE INFORMATION SYSTEMS" 
DSCP 7-- 1983-- (L) 
ONLINE ACCESS 
0898-2015 32943 I/l0Y 
CHICAGO IL 
2N3,MY/JN 1987-12Nl,JA1997 
CONT OF ONLINE ACCESS GUIDE. V4 COMPLETE 
ISSUES AND SOME ISSUES IN COMBINED FORM 
DSCP 10N5-12Nl MY 1995-JA 1997 
(MICROFILM: 10-12 1995-1997) 
ONLINE & CDROM REVIEW 
1353-2642 31294 BM 
MEDFORD NJ 
17Nl, FE 1993--
CONT OF ON-LINE REVIEW 
IN 2 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ONLINE AND OPTICAL 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
DSCP 17N2-20N2 AP 1993-1996 
(MICROFILM: 17-20 1993-1996) 
ONLINE LIBRARIES AND MICROCOMPUTERS 






















ISSUED WEEKLY DURING OPERA SEASON 
METROPOLITAN OPERA GUILD 
DSCP 1-- 1936-- (MICROFORM) 
ORANGEBURG TIMBS AND DEMOCRAT 
SEE TIMES AND DEMOCRAT 
ORGANIC GARDBNING 
0163-3449 15876 M 
EMMAUS PA 
25N7,JL 1978-32N7,1985 
CONT OF ORGANIC GARDENING AND FARMING 
CONT BY RODALE'S ORGANIC GARDENING 
DSCP 25N7-32N7 1978-JL1985 
ORGANIC GARDENING 
(MICROFORM) 
0897-3792 24653 M/8(IR) 
EMMAUS PA 
35N4, AP 1988--
CONT OF RODALE'S ORGANIC GARDENING 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 35N4-- AP 1988--
ORGANIC GARDENING AND FARMING 
0030-4913 15877 
EMMAUS PA 
1,JA 1954-25,JN 1978 
M .Jt'-~v) ~ 
0 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF ORGANIC FARMER, AND 
ORGANIC GARDENING CONT BY ORGANIC GARDENING 
DSCP 15-25N6 1968-1978 (MICROFORM) 
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR AND HUMAN DECISION 
PROCESSES 
0749-5978 19503 BM/M/6Y 
SAN DIEGO 
35, FE1985--
CONT OF ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR AND HUMAN 
PERFORMANCE 6 YR, 2000--
DSCP 35-- 1985--
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE 
0030-5073 05910 Q/BM 
NEW YORK 
1,SE 1966-34,1984 
CONT BY ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR AND HUMAN 
DECISION PROCESSES 
DSCP 31-34 1983-1984 
ORGANIZATIONAL DYNAMICS 




AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 5-- 1976--) 
OSAP PREVENTION PIPELINE 
0000-0000 32887 BM 
ROCKVILLE MD 
5Nl, JA/FE1992-5N4,JL/AU1992 
RUNNING TITLE: PREVENTION PIPELINE. CONTS 
PREVENTION PIPELINE. CONT BY CSAP PREVENTION 
PIPELINE 
OFFICE FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION 
DSCP 5 JA - AU 1992 
OSCEOLA 






A MAGAZINE OF COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 
DSCP V2N10-11,13-20,36-40,42-V3Nl/V3N3-8, 
10 - V4N19,21-V5N4/V5N6-23/V5N25-33,35, 
37-42,44 - V6N7,10 - 19/(REST UNNUMBERED)--
SE 13-SE 20,1973/OC 4-OC 11,1973/NV 8-NV 
23,1973/AP 5,1974-MY 3,1974/MY 17,1974-JL 
19,1974/AU 2,1974-SE 13,1974/SE 27, 
1974-AU 22,1975/SE 5,1975-NV 21,1975/DE 5, 
1975-JL 30,1976/AU 13-AU 27,1976/SE 3, 
1976-DE 17,1976/DE 31,1976-FE 25,1977/MR 
11,1977/MR 25,1977-AP 29,1977/MY 13, 
1977-AU 26,1977/SE 16,1977-FE 1, 1978/FE 
17 , 1978-JN 22,1978 (S.C.) 




CONT BY WATER AND POLLUTION CONTROL JOURNAL 
WATER AND POLLUTION CONTROL ASSOCIATION OF SC 
DSCP JN - JL 1970/NV-DE 1970-MR-AP 1971/ 
JL-AU 1971-SE-OC 1971/JA-FE1972/JL-AU 
1972-SE-OC 1972/MR-AP 1973 (S.C.) 
OUTDOOR LIFE 
0030-7076 15882 M/8Y/10Y 
NEW YORK 
1897--
"THE NATIONAL OUTDOOR MAGAZINE WITH REGIONAL 
NEWS" ABSORBED OUTDOOR RECREATION, 1927 
DSCP 188N2-- AU 1991--
1-- 1898--) 





CONT BY SCP&A ADVOCATE 
SOUTH CAROLINA PROTECTION AND ADVOCACY SYSTEM 
FOR THE HANDICAPPED, INC 
DSCP 6Nl 1985 




FORMED BY THE MERGER OF PACKAGE ENGINEERING AND 
MODERN PACKAGING CONT BY PACKAGING 
DSCP 25-28N9 JN 1980-AU,1983 
PACKAGING 
0746-3820 20903 M 
BOSTON MA 
28N10,1983-39Nll,NV1994 
CONT OF PACKAGING ENGINEERING INCLUDING 




SE 1983-NV 1994 




13 ISSUES A YEAR, JL 1982-. ABSORBED PACKAGING 
IN 1994 17 NO A YEAR, 1995--
DSCP 31-35 1994-1998 (MICROFILM) 
PAIS BULLETIN 
0898-2201 20616 M 
NEW YORK 
72N6,1985-77,1990 
CONT OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS INFORMATION SERVICE 
BULLETIN MERGED WITH: PAIS FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
INDEX, TO FORM: PAIS INTERNATIONAL IN PRINT. 
ISSUED ALSO IN AN ANNUAL CUMULATION 
DSCP 72-77N3 OC 1985-DE 1990 
(INDEX R 300) 
PAIS INTERNATIONAL IN PRINT 
1051-4015 13660 M 
NEW YORK 
1,1991--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF: PAIS BULLETIN; AND: PAIS 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE INDEX MONTHLY WITH EVERY 4TH 
ISSUE BEING CUMULATIVE. ISSUED ALSO IN AN ANNUAL 
CUMULATION 
DSCP 1-3 1991-1993 
PALM COP REPORT 
0000-0000 27109 
COLUMBIA SC 




PALMETTO ARCHIVES, LIBRARIES, AND MUSEUMS 
COUNCIL ON PRESERVATIONS 
DSCP Nl-- 1988-- (S.C.) 
PALMETTO ADMINISTRATOR 
0000-0000 25997 3YR 
COLUMBIA, SC 
lNl,OC 1986--
SUPERSEDES NEWSLETTER (SOUTH CAROLINA 
ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS) 
DSCP 3N3/4Nl/5Nl/7N2/8Nl-9/10Nl,3/11N2/ 
12-- SPRING/FALL 1989/FALL 1990/WIN, 
FALL 1993/1994-1995/SPR 1996/WIN,FALL 
1997-- (S.C.) 
PALMETTO AURORAN 
0000-0000 18253 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
NV 1974-MY 1976 
AURORA CLUB OF THE BLIND, INC. STATE AFFILIATE 
OF THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE BLIND 
DSCP (1974)--
PALMETTO BANKER 
0164-5773 15894 Q/BM 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,1966--
SOUTH CAROLINA BANKERS ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 11-- 1978-- (S .C.) 
THE PALMETTO BLIND 
0000-0000 35042 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
199?--
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE BLIND IN SOUTH 
CAROLINA 
DSCP FEB 1999-- (S. C.) 
PALMETTO INFORMATION NOTES 
0000-0000 29833 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
2N2/3,JN/SE 1987--
CONT OF SOUTH CAROLINA CHAPTER, SPECIAL 
LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION. (NEWSLETTER) 
DSCP 2N2-4/3Nl,3-4/4-6/7Nl-3/8-9/10N2--
JN/SE 1987-MR?1988/SE 1988-JA1993/ 
JL1993-AP1995/NV1995-- (L) 
PALMETTO PATROLMAN. BULLETIN OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA 
HIGHWAY PATROL 
0000-0000 17289 M 
COLUMBIA SC 





CONT BY PALMETTO TROOPER (SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 
PATROL) 
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPT OF HIGHWAYS AND PUBLIC 
TRANSPORTATION 
DSCP 1969-FE 1978 (H5385 3.P15) 
PALMETTO PC CHRONICLES 
0000-0000 20533 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
4N7, JL 1986--
CONT OF PALMETTO PERSONAL COMPUTER CLUB 
NEWSLETTER 
PALMETTO PERSONAL COMPUTER CLUB NEWSLETTER 
DSCP 4N7-- JL 1986-- (S.C.) 
PALMETTO PERSONAL COMPUTER CLUB NEWSLETTER 
0000 - 0000 20534 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
4, JA 1986-4N6 1986 
CONT BY PALMETTO PC CHRONICLES 
PALMETTO PERSONAL COMPUTER CLUB 
DSCP 4Nl - 6 JA 1986-JN 1986 (S. C.) 
PALMETTO POWER: PROMOTING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN 
RURAL SOUTH CAROLINA 
0000-0000 26132 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
19??--
DSCP FALL 1989-- (S.C.) 
PAPER INDUSTRY 
0197 - 3991 17298 M 
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL 
59,1977-60Nl,JA 1978 
CONT OF AMERICAN PAPER INDUSTRY 
CONT BY PIMA 
PAPER INDUSTRY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 59-60Nl 1977-JA 1978 (MICROFILM) 
PAPER TRADE JOURNAL 
0031-1197 06310 W/SM 
NEW YORK 
l,MY 27,1872-170Nll,NV1986 
ALSO NUMBERED CONSECUTIVELY TO N1308 (V28N21) 
ABSORBED PAPER, 1899; PAPER, 1925; AND PAPER 
PROCESSING, 1975 VOL FOR OC 2,1919 NOT PUBLISHED 
ABSORBED BY: PULP AND PAPER 
DSCP 142-170 1958-1986 
PARENTS 
0195 - 0967 15901 
BERGENFIELD NJ 
53Nll,NV 1978-60N7,1985 




CONT BY PARENTS' MAGAZINE 
DSCP 53-60 1978-1985 (MICROFORM) 
PARENTS (1993-) 
1083-6373 33479 M 
NEW YORK 
68N3, MR 1993--
CONT OF PARENTS' MAGAZINE 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 68N3--
MR1993 -- ) 
PARENTS & BETTER FAMILY LIVING 
0000-0000 20397 M 
BERGENFIELD NJ 
48N2-48N10,1973 
CONT OF PARENTS' MAGAZINE & BETTER FAMILY LIVING 
CONT BY PARENTS' MAGAZINE & BETTER HOMEMAKING 
DSCP 48 1973 (MICROFORM) 
PARENTS' MAGAZINE 
0000-0000 15902 M 
BERGENFIELD NJ 
4N8,AU 1929-28N7,JL 1953 
CONT OF CHILDREN 
ABSORBED MOTHERS MAGAZINE, AND MOTHER'S 
ACTIVITIES CONT BY PARENTS' MAGAZINE & FAMILY 
HOME GUIDE (NOW "PARENTS") 
DSCP 28 1953 (MICROFORM) 
PARENTS' MAGAZINE 
0161-4193 19368 M 
BERGENFIELD NJ 
52N7,1977-53N10,1978 
CONT OF PARENTS MAGAZINE AND BETTER HOMEMAKING 
CONT BY PARENTS (1978--) 
DSCP 52-53 1977-1978 (MICROFORM) 
PARENTS' MAGAZINE 
1047-8574 25964 M 
NEW YORK 
60N8,AU 1985-68N2,FE1993 
CONT OF AND BY PARENTS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 60-68N2 
1985-FE 1993) 
PARENTS MAGAZINE AND BETTER FAMILY LIVING 
0031-191X 19370 M 
BERGENFIELD NJ 
43Nll,1968-48Nl,1973 
CONT OF PARENTS MAGAZINE AND BETTER 
HOMEMAKING(1959-1968) TITLE VARIES SLIGHTLY 
CONT BY PARENTS & BETTER FAMILY LIVING 
DSCP 43-48 1968-1973 (MICROFORM) 
PARENTS MAGAZINE AND BETTER HOMEMAKING 
0000-0000 19369 M 
BERGENFIELD NJ 
48Nll,1973-52N6,1977 
CONT OF PARENTS MAGAZINE AND BETTER FAMILY LIVING 
CONT BY PARENTS MAGAZINE 
DSCP 48-52 1973-1977 (MICROFORM) 
PARENTS MAGAZINE AND BETTER HOMEMAKING 
0000-0000 19371 M 
BERGENFIELD NJ 
34N12,1959-43N10,1968 
CONT OF PARENTS MAGAZINE AND FAMILY HOME GUIDE 
CONT BY PARENTS MAGAZINE AND BETTER FAMILY LIVING 
DSCP 34-43 1959-1968 (MICROFORM) 
PARENTS MAGAZINE AND FAMILY HOME GUIDE 
0000-0000 19372 M 
BERGENFIELD NJ 
28N8,1953-34Nll,1959 
CONT OF PARENTS MAGAZINE 
CONT BY PARENTS MAGAZINE AND BETTER HOMEMAKING 
(1959-1968) 
DSCP 28-34 1953-1959 (MICROFORM) 
PARKS AND RECREATION 
0031-2215 02578 M 
NEW YORK 
1,1966--
FORMED BY UNION OF RECREATION MAGAZINE, PLANNING 
AND CIVIC COMMENT, AMERICAN RECREATIONAL JOURNAL, 
AND PARKS AND RECREATION (1917-65) "OFFICIAL 
PUBLICATION OF THE NATIONAL RECREATION AND PARK 
ASSOCIATION" 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 





Vl-2 CALLED Nl-9 




DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 18-- 1951--) 





SOUTHERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD 
DSCP 1-- JL 1996--
PATHWAYS TO HEALTH 




DSCP 1N2-- JL 1977-- (S .C.) 
PC COMPUTING 
0899-1847 26460 M 
NEW YORK 
lNl,AU 1988--
MERGER OF PERSONAL COMPUTING 
DSCP 3N12-- DE 1990--
PC: INDEPENDENT GUIDE TO IBM PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
0745-2500 18965 BM/M/BW 
NEW YORK/BOULDER 
1,1982-5Nl,1986 
ALSO KNOWN AS PC MAGAZINE 1986-- ISSN 0888-8507 
CONT BY PC MAGAZINE 
DSCP 4N5-5 MR 5,1985-1986 






CONT OF PC 
COMPUTERS 
INDEPENDENT GUIDE TO IBM PERSONAL 
DSCP 5-- 1986--
1986-1987) 





1,JL/AU 1983-7N4,AP 1989 



















PERSONAL COMPUTER MAGAZINE FOR IBM, PCS, AND 
COMPATIBLES SPECIAL ISSUES: ANNUAL HARDWARE 
REVIEW, JN 1984; ANNUAL SOFTWARE REVIEW, DE 1983-
1984 
DSCP 6N7-- JL 1988--
1988--) 
(MICROFILM: 6-
PBB DEB MAGAZINE 
0000-0000 29755 BM 
FLORENCE SC 
lNl, 1988--
CELEBRATING THE HISTORY, 
OF THE PEE DEE REGION 
LIFESTYLE AND CULTURE 
DSCP 5- - 1992-- (S.C.) 
PEI-CHING CHOU PAO. BEIJING RBVIBW 




CONT OF PEKING REVIEW 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (BEIJING) 
PENN NEWS 
0000-0000 18255 I 
FRAGMORE SC 
MR 1969-AU 1975 
PENN COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC. 
DSCP MR,SE 1969/FE,NV 1970/JN 1971/AU,DE 
1973/MY,SE 1974/MR,AU 1975/SE 1976/DE 
1977 
PENSION MANAGEMENT 
1078-9766 32351 M 
ATLANTA GA 
30N10, OC 1994-32N6,1996 
CONT OF PENSION WORLD. 1 ISSUE EACH YEAR 
CONTAINS: REAL ESTATE PORTFOLIO MANAGERS 
DIRECTORY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 30N10-32N6 OC 
1994-1996) 
PENSION WORLD 
0098-1753 15909 M 
ATLANTA 
11N2,FE 1975-30N9,SE1994 
CONT OF PENSION AND WELFARE NEWS 
CONT BY PENSION MANAGEMENT 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 16-30N9 
1980-SE 1994) 




39Nl,JA 1992-39Nll,NV 1992 
CONT OF AUTOMATION (1987) 
ABSORBED BY MACHINE DESIGN 
DSCP 39Nl-11 JA - NV1992 
M 
(MICROFILM) 
PBOPLE MANAGEMENT/ MAGAZINE FOR PROFESSIONALS IN 
PERSONNEL, TRAINING AND DBVBLOPMBNT 
1358-6297 32640 BW 
LONDON 
lNl, JA 12, 1995--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT; 
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT PLUS; TRAINING AND 
DEVELOPMENT; AND: TRANSITION 
DSCP 1-- 1995-- (MICROFILM: 1--
PEOPLE WEEKLY 
0093-7673 15911 w 
CHICAGO 
1,MR 4,1974--
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 9-- 1978--) 
1995--) 
PERMIT AUTHORIZED CONSTRUCTION IN PERMIT-ISSUING 
PLACES, YEAR TO DATE (SOUTH CAROLINA) 




COMPUTER PRINTOUT FORMAT, NOT FOR GENERAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE. CONSTRUCTION STATISTICS 
DIVISION 
DSCP 1977-1983 (S.C. 690.021) 
PERMIT AUTHORIZED CONSTRUCTION IN SELECTED PERMIT-
ISSUING PLACES. CURRENT MONTH (SOUTH CAROLINA) 
0000-0000 17465 M 
WASHINGTON 
19??--
KEY TO CODES WITHIN POCKET 
U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS. CONSTRUCTION 
STATISTICS DIVISION 
DSCP 1978 - 1983 (S.C. 690.021) 
PERSONAL COMPUTING 
0192-5490 15912 BM/M 
BOSTON 
1,JA/FE 1977 - 14N8,AU 1990 
VlNl PRECEDED BY AN ISSUE DATED AU 1976, 
PILOT ISSUE MERGED WITH PC COMPUTING 
CALLED 
DSCP 4-14N8 1980-AU1990 (MICROFORM) 
PERSONAL PUBLISHING 
0884-951X 24753 M 
BARTLETT IL 
1,OC 1985-7,1991 
SUPERSEDES PROFESSIONAL PUBLISHING 
CONT BY BUSINESS PUBLISHING 
DSCP 4Nl-5/7-7N12 JA-MY/AU 1988-DE 1991 
PERSONAL REPORT FOR THE EXECUTIVE 
0048-3443 19001 BW 
NEW YORK 
1975-16N4,1990 
CONT BY WORKING SMART: THE PERSONAL REPORT FOR 
THE EXECUTIVE 
THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, INC. 
DSCP 10N20-16N4 oc 16,1984-1990 
PERSONNEL 
0031-5702 11589 M/Q/BM 
NEW YORK 
1,JA 1919-68N10,OC 1991 
SUSPENDED NV 1921-AP 1927 
CONT BY HR FOCUS 
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATIONS 
DSCP 35-68 1958-1991 (MICROFILM) 
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 
0031-5710 13647 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1938-35N3,1972 
MERGED WITH PUBLIC PERSONNEL REVIEW, TO FORM 
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC PERSONNEL 
REVIEW 
SOCIETY FOR PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP 28-34 1965-1971 (MICROFILM) 
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC PERSONNEL 
REVIEW 
0885-6591 05812 BM 
CHICAGO 
lNl,JL/AU 1972-1N3,NV/DE 1972 
"JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR PERSONNEL 
ADMINISTRATION AND THE PUBLIC PERSONNEL 
ASSOCIATION" FORMED BY THE UNION OF PUBLIC 
PERSONNEL REVIEW AND PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 
CONT BY PUBLIC PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 1 1972 (MICROFILM) 
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATOR 
0031-5729 15914 BM/9Y/M 
BEREA OH 
1956-34,1989 
CONT OF JOURNAL FOR PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 
CONT BY HR MAGAZINE 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 
PAGE: 0146 
DSCP 17-34 1972-1989 (MICROFILM) 
PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE JOURNAL 
0031-5737 05916 I 
WASHINGTON DC 
31,OC 1952-62,1984 
CONT OF OCCUPATIONS 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF COUNSELING AND DEVELOPMENT: 
JCD 
AMERICAN PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE ASSOCIATION 
DSCP (MICROFORM: 36-62N10 1957-JN 1984) 
PERSONNEL JOURNAL 
0031-5745 05914 BM/l0Y/M 
SANTA MONICA CA 
6,1927-75N12,1996 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF PERSONNEL RESEARCH 
CONT BY WORKFORCE 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 37-75 1958-1996) 
PERSONNEL LITERATURE 
0031-5753 17545 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1941--
INCLUDES ANNUAL INDEX 
U.S. OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT. LIBRARY 
DSCP 36-49N9/49Nll-51N8 1977-SE 1990/NV 
1990-AU 1992 (MIICROFICHE: 51N10--
OC 1992--) (PM 1.16:) 
PERSONNEL MAGAZINE 
0000-0000 17303 M 
LONDON 
JL 1965-OC 1967 
CONT OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT & METHODS 
CONT BY PERSONNEL & TRAINING MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 35 1967 (MICROFORM) 
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT (LONDON) 
0031-5761 27928 M 
LONDON 
1,MY 1969-26N13,DE1994 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF: PERSONNEL, AND: 
PERSONNEL & TRAINING MANAGEMENT 
MERGED WITH PM PLUS, AND TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT 
TO FORM: PEOPLE MANAGEMENT 
INSTITUTE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 7-26 1975-1994) 
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT & METHODS 






CONT OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT & INDUSTRIAL 
EQUIPMENT CONT BY PERSONNEL MAGAZINE 
DSCP 24-31 1958-1965 (MICROFORM) 
PERSONNEL PSYCHOLOGY 
0031-5826 05920 Q 
DURHAM NC/WASHINGTON DC 
l,SPR 1948--
"A JOURNAL OF APPLIED RESEARCH" 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 36-- 1983--) 
PETERSEN'S PHOTOGRAPHIC 
0199-4913 15919 M 
LOS ANGELES 
8N7,NV 1979--
CONT OF PETERSEN'S PHOTOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE 
DSCP 15Nl0-- FE 1987--
8N7-- NV,1979--) 
(MICROFORM: 
PETERSEN'S PHOTOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE 
0048-3583 15920 ? 
LOS ANGELES CA 
lNl,MY 1972-8N6,OC 1979 
CONT OF PHOTOGRAPHIC QUARTERLY 
CONT BY PETERSEN'S PHOTOGRAPHIC 





ABSORBED PETROLEUM MANAGEMENT 
CONT BY HYDROCARBON NEWS 
DSCP 38-40/42 1966-1970 
? 
IN AP 1967 
(MICROFORM) 
PETROLEUM ENGINEER FOR MANAGBMBNT 
0363-8405 17314 13Y 
DALLAS TX 
27N7,JL 1955-33N7,JL 1961 
CONT OF PETROLEUM ENGINEER 
CONT BY PETROLEUM MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 30-33N7 1958-JL 1961 
PETROLEUM MANAGEMENT 
0096-4514 17313 13Y 
DALLAS TX 
33N8,AU 1961-39N3,MR 1967 
(MICROFORM) 
CONT OF PETROLEUM ENGINEER FOR MANAGEMENT 
ABSORBED BY PETROLEUM ENGINEER, PETRO/CHEM 
ENGINEER AND PIPELINE ENGINEER 
DSCP 33-35 1961-1963 (MICROFORM) 
PAGE: 0147 
PETROLEUM MARKET SHARES. REPORT ON RETAIL GASOLINE 
0145-1278 17311 M 
WASHINGTON 
NV 1974-OC 1976 
CONT BY PETROLEUM MARKET SHARES. REPORT ON SALES 
OF RETAIL GASOLINE 
NATIONAL ENERGY INFORMATION CENTER 
DSCP 1975Nl0-ll/1976Nl-5,7-10 (E 3.13/2:) 
PETROLEUM MARKET SHARES. REPORT ON SALES OP RETAIL 
GASOLINE 
0000-0000 17328 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
NV 1976-AP 1980 
CONT OF AND CONT BY PETROLEUM MARKET SHARES. 
REPORT ON RETAIL GASOLINE 
U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY. ENERGY INFORMATION 
ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP 1976Nl2/1977Nl-9 (E 3.11/2:) 
PETROLEUM REPINER 
0096-6517 17310 M 
HOUSTON TX 
21N8,AU 1942-40N4,AP 1961 
CONT OF REFINER AND NATURAL GASOLINE MANUFACTURER 
CONT BY HYDROCARBON PROCESSING & PETROLEUM 
REFINER 
DSCP 37-39 1958-1960 (MICROFORM) 
PETROLEUM WEEK 
0000-0000 17309 ? 
CHICAGO 
lNl,JL 1955--
PREPUBLICATION ISSUE, MY 13, 1955 
DSCP 6-12 1958-1961 (MICROFORM) 
PHI DELTA KAPPAN 
0031-7217 07388 l0Y 
BLOOMINGTON IN 
1,1915--
SUSP NV 1917-JN 1920 
NONE PUBL JN 1934 
CONT OF NATIONAL NEWS LETTER OF PHI DELTA KAPPA 
PHI DELTA KAPPA, INC. 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 35-- 1953--) 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
0000-0000 17305 M 
CHICAGO 
31N2,AU 1952-36Nl,JA 1955 
CONT OF PHOTOGRAPHY MAGAZINE 
ABSORBED AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHY, 1953; AND CAMERA 
MAGAZINE, 1953 CONT BY POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY 





"THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY REVIEW OF RACE AND 
CULTURE, FOUNDED BY W.E.B DUBOIS" 
CONT OF PHYLON QUARTERLY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 17-48 
1956-1987) 
PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION MANAGER 
0000-0000 16724 13Y 
PHILADELPHIA PA 
65N12,1966-66N4,1967 
CONT OF DISTRIBUTION AGE 
CONT BY DISTRIBUTION MANAGER 
DSCP 66Nl-66N4 1967-AP 1967 
PHYSICS TODAY 
0031-9228 02666 M 
NEW YORK 
1,MY 1948--
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS 
(MICROFORM) 
DSCP 11-42 1958-1989 (MICROFILM) 
PIEDMONT PROFILE 
0000-0000 16447 Q 
GREENVILLE SC 
1Nl,197?-l5Nl,JA 19771 
FIRST PIEDMONT BANK AND TRUST 
DSCP 1-5Nl 1973-JA 1977 (S.C.) 
PIMA 
0161-1364 17291 M 
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL 
60N2,FE 1978-68N10,OC1986 
CONT OF PAPER INDUSTRY. CONT BY PIMA MAGAZINE 
PAPER INDUSTRY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 60N2-68N10 FE 
1978-OC1986) 
PIMA MAGAZINE 
1046-4352 33823 M 
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL 
68Nll,NV1986-78N12,DE1996 
CONT OF PIMA. MERGED WITH AMERICAN PAPERMAKER; 
AND: CANADIAN PAPERMAKER, TO FORM: PIMA'S NORTH 
AMERICAN PAPERMAKER 
PAPER INDUSTRY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
PAGE: 0148 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 68Nll-78N12 NV 
1986-DE 1996) 
PIMA'S NORTH AMERICAN PAPBRMAKBR 
1093-670X 33824 BY 
MOUNT PROSPECT IL 
79Nl, JA 1997--
FORMED BY THE MERGER OF: PIMA MAGAZINE, AMERICAN 
PAPERMAKER, AND: CANADIAN PAPERMAKER. JA 1997 
CALLED JA 1996 IN THE MASTHEAD IN ERROR 
CONTINUES THE NUMBERING OF PIMA MAGAZINE. FOUR 
ISSUES A YEAR ARE PIMA'S INTERNATIONAL 
PAPERMAKER 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 79-- 1997--) 
PIPELINE AND GAS JOURNAL 
0032-0188 15925 14Y 
DALLAS 
197N6,MY 1970--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF AMERICAN GAS JOURNAL, AND 
PIPELINE ENGINEER, ASSUMING THE VOLUME NUMBERING 
OF THE FORMER 
DSCP (MICROFORM: 198 1971) 
PIT & QUARRY 
0032-0293 02683 M 
CHICAGO 
1,1916--
ABSORBED CEMENT-MILL & QUARRY, 1929 
DSCP 51-76 1958-1984 (MICROFORM) 
PLANNING 
0001-2610 17337 llY 
CHICAGO IL 
35,JA 1969--
CONT OF ASPO NEWSLETTER 
ABSORBED PRACTICING PLANNER, 1979 
AMERICAN PLANNING ASSOCIATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
PLANNING REVIEW 
0094-064X 20445 BM 
DAYTON OH 
1,1972-24Nl,JA/FE 1996 
CONT BY STRATEGY & LEADERSHIP 
PLANNING FORUM 
DSCP 15-24Nl 1987-JA/FE 1996 
(MICROFORM: 14-24Nl 1986-1996) 
PLANT ENGINEERING 





HAS COMPANION PUBL: PLANT ENGINEERING PRODUCTS, 
1983-







CONT OF SPE JOURNAL 
OFFICIAL PUBL OF THE 
ENGINEERS 
SOCIETY OF PLASTICS 





CONT OF PENROSE ANNUAL 





0032-1273 18773 M 
BOSTON 
1,AP 1943-55N10,OC1997 
CONT OF PLASTICS INDUSTRY 
NEW PRODUCT NEWS FORMERLY ISSUED AS A SECTION OF 
PLASTICS WORLD BECAME A SEPARATE JOURNAL 
BEGINNING WITH V2, 1973 CONT BY MOLDING SYSTEMS 
DSCP 42N2-55N10/KEEP PAPER 15 YEARS 
FE 1984-OC 1997 (MICROFORM: 44-55N10 
1986-OC1997) 
PLATING 
0000-0000 17318 M 
PHILADELPHIA PA 
?,1948-62N3,MR 1975 
"JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN ELECTROPLATERS' SOCIETY" 
CONT OF MONTHLY REVIEW. AMERICAN ELECTROPLATERS' 
SOCIETY CONT BY PLATING AND SURFACE FINISHING 
AMERICAN ELECTROPLATERS' SOCIETY 
DSCP 45-62N3 1958-1975 (MICROFORM) 
PLATING AND SURFACE FINISHING 
0360-3164 17317 M 
WINTER PARK FL 
62N4,AP 1975--
"JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN ELECTROPLATERS' SOCIETY" 
CONT OF PLATING 
ABSORBED AES RESEARCH REPORT 




















ACT PLAY MAGAZINE, AND RADIO-DRAMA 
DSCP 14-- 1954-- (MICROFORM) 
POETRY 
0032-2032 15930 M 
CHICAGO 
1,OC 1912--
MODERN POETRY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 90-99 1957-1962 (MICROFORM) 
POINT: SOUTH CAROLINA'S INDEPENDENT NBWSWBEICLY 
0000 -0000 29753 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,JL 1990--
DSCP 2N26/3N30-- DE 1991/AP 1992--
(S.C.) 
POLICE CHIEF 
0032-2571 19411 M 
GAITHERSBURG MD 
1934--
TITLE VARIES: 1934- POLICE CHIEF'S NEWSLETTER, 






POLICY & PRACTICE OF PUBLIC HUMAN SERVICES 
1520-B0lX 34706 3Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
56N2, AU 1998--
CONT OF PUBLIC WELFARE 
DSCP 56N3--
56N2--
DE 1998-- (MICROFILM: 
AU 1998--) 
POLITICAL RESEARCH QUARTERLY 
1065-9129 31066 Q 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 
46,1993--






POLLUTION PREVENTION IN SOUTH CAROLINA 
1068-4743 32357 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
SPR 1993-6N2,SUM 1998 
SUPERSEDED BY ENVIRONMENTAL EXCELLENCE IN SOUTH 
CAROLINA 
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT RESEARCH FUND, 
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, USC 
DSCP 2Nl-6N2 SPR 1994-SUM 1998 
POLYMER ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
0032-3888 14210 16Y/18Y 
BROOKFIELD CENTER CT 
5N3,JL 1953--
CONT OF SPE TRANSACTIONS 
SOCIETY OF PLASTICS ENGINEERS 
(S .C.) 
J 
~l~ --- DSCE 7-30 1967-1990 (MICROFILM) 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
0032-4485 15933 M 
NEW YORK 
1,OC 1954-35,DE 1971 
NSl,JA 1972-20N10,OC 1982 
ABSORBED ELECTRONICS WORLD 
CONT BY COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONICS 
DSCP 14-35/NS1-20N10 1961-1971/1972-0C 
1982 (MICROFILM)) 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
1042-170X 27034 M 
FARMINGDALE NY 
6N2,1989--
CONT OF HANDS-ON ELECTRONICS 
DSCP 11-- 1994--
FE 1989- - ) 
POPULAR GOVERNMENT 
(MICROFILM: 6N2--
0032-4515 17316 Q 
CHAPEL HILL NC 
1,JA 1931--
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL. 
INSTITUTE OF GOVERNMENT 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-- 1931--) 
POPULAR MECHANICS 
0032-4558 28614 M 
CHICAGO IL 
112N2,AU 1959--
CONT OF POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 112N2-- AU 1959--) 
POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE 




CONT OF POPULAR MECHANICS; ABSORBED ILLUSTRATED 
WORLD, JN1923. ABSORBED SCIENCE AND INVENTION, 
SE1931 CONT BY POPULAR MECHANICS 
DSCP 51-112 1929-1959 (MICROFILM) 
POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY 
0032-4582 15937 M 
NEW YORK 
36N2,FE 1955--
CONT OF PHOTOGRAPHY 
ABSORBED MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 36-- 1955--) 
POPULAR SCIENCE 
0161-7370 15944 M 
NEW YORK 
157Nl,JL 1950--
CONT OF POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 157--
POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY 
0032-4647 15940 M 
NEW YORK 
1,MY 1872-47,0C 1895 
57,JN 1900-156N6,JN 1950 
1950--) 
ABSORBED SANITARIAN, 1904; WORLD'S ADVANCE, 
1915; MECHANICS AND RANDI-CRAFT, 1939; 1896-1899 
AS APPLETON'S ... ; CONT BY POPULAR SCIENCE 
DSCP 111-156 1900-1950 (MICROFILM) 
POPULATION BULLETIN 




POPULATION REFERENCE BUREAU 






CONT OF SOUTH 
DSCP 37N7--
CAROLINA PORT NEWS 
JL 1984-- (SC) 
POST AND COURIER 






FORMED BY THE UNION OF: NEWS AND COURIER 
(CHARLESTON, SC: DAILY), AND: EVENING POST 
(CHARLESTON, SC: DAILY) 
DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
POWER 
0032-5929 02701 M 
NEW YORK 
JA 1912--
"THE MAGAZINE OF POWER GENERATION AND PLANT 
ENERGY SYSTEMS" CONT OF POWER AND THE ENGINEER 





CONT OF POWER GENERATION 
(MICROFILM) 
M 
DSCP 62-94 1958-1990 (MICROFILM) 
PPI DETAILED REPORT 
0000-0000 33458 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
JL 1996--
CONT OF PRODUCER PRICE INDEXES (EXPANDED VERSION) 
DSCP JL 1996--




AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION PUBLIC INFORMATION 
OFFICE 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
PRACTICAL FORECAST FOR HOME ECONOMICS 
0000-0000 17329 9Y 
LOUISVILLE KY 
9Nl,SE 1963-11N9,MY/JN 1966 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF FORECAST FOR HOME 
ECONOMISTS, AND PRACTICAL HOME ECONOMICS 
(TEACHER EDITION OF CO-ED) CONT BY FORECAST FOR 
HOME ECONOMICS 
DSCP 9Nl-11N9 SE 1963-JN 1966 
PRACTICAL HOME ECONOMICS 
0000-0000 06451 M/8Y/9Y 
DAYTON OH 
7Nl,JA 1929-34N4,DE 1955 
NSlNl,FE 1956-8N9,MY 1963 
CONT OF AMERICAN FOOD JOURNAL 
(MICROFORM) 
MERGED WITH FORECAST FOR HOME ECONOMISTS, TO 
PAGE: 0151 




PRACTITIONER. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARY 
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS 
0192-6160 17324 Q 
RESTON VA 
l,MR 1975--
"A NEWSLETTER OF THE ON-LINE ADMINISTRATOR" 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL 
PRINCIPALS. RESEARCH DEPT 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
PRESERVATION 
1090-9931 33329 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
48N4,JL/AU 1996--
CONT OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION 





1099-3681 34707 3Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl, SPR 1998--
"MAGAZINE FOR HIGHER EDUCATION LEADERS" 
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION 
DSCP 1N2-- FALL 1998--
PRBVBNTION 








PREVENTION PIPELINE: AN ALCOHOL AND DRUG AWARENESS 
SERVICE 
1040-9882 21256 BM 
ROCKVILLE MD 
lNl,DE 1987-4N6,NV/DE1991 
ABSORBED: ALCOHOL AWARENESS SERVICE. CONT BY 
OSAP PREVENTION PIPELINE 
NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG 
INFO. (US) 
DSCP lNl-4 DEC 198-DEC 1991 (INDEX) 
PREVENTION PIPELINE/ CENTER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
PRBVBNTIOON 
0000-0000 35112 BM 
ROCKVILLE MD 
SN6, NV/DE 1992--
CONT OF CSAP PREVENTION PIPELINE 
NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG 
INFORMATION US 
DSCP 5- - NV/DE 1992-- (INDEX) 
PRINCIPAL 
0271-6062 18131 SY 
ARLINGTON VA 
60Nl,SE 1980--
CONT OF NATIONAL ELEMENTARY PRINCIPAL 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
PRINCIPALS 
DSCP 72 - - SE 1992-- (MICROFILM) 
PRINT 




"AMERICA'S GRAPHIC DESIGN MAGAZINE" 
ABSORBED PRINTING ART, SUMMER 1942; AND 
COLLECTORS QUARTERLY, WINTER 1950/51 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 29-- 1975--) 
PRINTERS' INK 
0196 - 1160 17336 SM 
NEW YORK 
l , 1888 - 29SNS,SE 8,1967 
PRINT 
"THE MAGAZINE OF MARKETING/COMMUNICATIONS 
MANAGEMENT" ABSORBED PRINTERS' INK MONTHLY, 1942 
CONT BY MARKETING/ COMMUNICATIONS 
DSCP 262-293 1958-1966 (MICROFORM) 
PRISON JOURNAL 
0032 - 8855 25206 BA/Q 
PHILADELPHIA 
1, 1921--
SUPERSEDES JOURNAL OF PRISON DISCIPLINE AND 
PHILANTHROPY Q, 73, 1993-
PENNSYLVANIA PRISON SYSTEM 
DSCP 68Nl-- 1988 - -
1983--) 
(MICROFORM: 63--
PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND 
SCIENCES 
0199-9818 05876 Q 
BOSTON 
l,MY 1846-85,MY 1958 
V9- 31 ALSO CALLED NSl-23 
V84 AND 85 PUBL RETROSPECTIVELY 
CONT IN PART BY DAEDALUS . 
DSCP 1-85 MY 1846-MY 1958 (MICROFORM) 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY 




1812-1849 ALSO ISSUED IN ONE VOLUME DATED 1912, 
COMPRISING THE HITHERTO UNPUBLISHED RECORDS, AND 
A REISSUE OF ALL THE MATTER PRINTED PREVIOUS TO 
OCTOBER 1849 
DSCP 83 - - 1973-- (MICROFORM: 1--
1880--) (973.06) 
✓ PROCEEDINGS OF THB AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL 
ENGINEERS 
0097-417X 06272 M/l0Y 
NEW YORK 
l,1873-81N860,1955 
VOLS FOR 1956-- ALSO CALLED JOURNALS OF THE 
VARIOUS DIVISIONS OF THE SOCIETY 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
'I. T"-"' N -o V 
DSCP 84-108 1958-1982 (MICROFORM) 
PRODUCER PRICE INDEXES (EXPANDED VERSION} 
0882-5270 19957 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1985 - JN1996 
CONT OF PRODUCER PRICES AND PRICE INDEXES. CONT 
BY PPI DETAILED REPORT SOME ISSUES ALSO 
AVAILABLE VIA INTERNET THROUGH FTP 
US DEPT OF LABOR 
DSCP JAN 1985-JN 1996 
PRODUCER PRICES AND PRICE INDEXES 
0000-0000 17334 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
MR 1978-1984 
CONT OF WHOLESALE PRICES AND PRICE INDEXES 
CONT BY PRODUCER PRICE INDEXES 
U.S. DEPT OF LABOR. OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING 
CONDITIONS 
DSCP MR 1978-AP 1984/JN 1984-DE 1984 
PRODUCT ENGINEERING 
0032-9754 06448 M 
NEW YORK 
1,1930-50,1979 
CONT BY DESIGN ENGINEERING 
THE MID-OCTOBER ISSUE IS CALLED PRODUCT DESIGN 
DIGEST ISSUE-- THIS ISSUE IS A CONTINUATION OF 
THE ANNUAL HANDBOOK OF PRODUCT DESIGN 
DSCP 29-50 1958-1979 (MICROFORM) 
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING 






24,JA 1977-34N9,SE 1987 
CONT OF AUTOMATION 
CONT BY AUTOMATION (1987) 
DSCP 24-34N9 1977-SE 1987 
PROFESSIONAL SAFETY 
(MICROFILM) 
0099-0027 16437 M 
PARK RIDGE IL 
19Nl0,OC 1974--
CONT OF ASSE JOURNAL 
OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
SAFETY ENGINEERS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 19-- 1974--) 
PROFITABLE HOBBIES 
0000-0000 17333 M 
KANSAS CITY MO 
1Nl,1946-13Nl,JA 1957 
13N2,1957 
ISSUE 13N2 PUBLISHED AS PROFITABLE HOBBIES 
WORKBENCH CONT BY WORKBENCH 
DSCP 1-13 1946-1957 (MICROFORM) 
PROGRESSIVE 
0033-0736 15950 W/M 
MADISON WI 
l,DE 7,1929-4,MY 16,1936 
SUSP OC,13-DE,1947 
NSl,1936--
VOLUME NUMBERING IRREGULAR 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 42-- 1978--) 
PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE 
0033-0752 15951 M 
NEW YORK 
l,JN 1920-76,1995 
SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES 
ABSORBED MONOGRAPH SERIES, RECORDS OF EARLY 
AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE, 1932 
DSCP 39-76 1958-1995 (MICROFORM) 
PROLOGUE: THE JOURNAL OP THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES 
0033-1031 15953 3Y/Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,SPRING 1969--
NATIONAL ARCHIVES TRUST FUND IN COOPERATION WITH 
THE GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP 1Nl-3/2Nl-3/3Nl-3/4--
(MICROFILM: 1-11/21--








CONT OF ASSESSORS JOURNAL 
MERGED WITH: ASSESSMENT DIGEST; IAAO UPDATE, 
AND: ASSESSMENT AND VALUATION LEGAL REPORTER, TO 
FORM: ASSESSMENT JOURNAL 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 1-12 
1982-1993) 
PS 
0030-8269 15891 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,WIN 1968-20N4,FALL 1987 
SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME ISSUES 
ABSORBED "NEW & NOTES" SECTION OF AMERICAN 
POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW CONT BY POLITICAL 
SCIENCE AND POLITICS 
AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 14-20N4 1981-1987 (MICROFILM) 
PS, POLITICAL SCIENCE AND POLITICS 
1049-0965 26491 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
21Nl,WIN 1988--
CONT OF PS 
ABSORBED POLITICAL SCIENCE TEACHER, MR 1991-





1075-2730 32444 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
46,1995--
CONT OF HOSPITAL AND COMMUNITY PSYCHIATRY 









DSCP 62-77N3 1988-1995 
PSYCHOLOGY TODAY 




RESUME PUBL JA/FE 1991 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 7-- 1973--) 
PTA MAGAZINE 
0030-8331 15892 9Y 
CHICAGO 
55N6,FE 1961-69N3,NV 1974 
CONT OF NATIONAL PARENT-TEACHER 
NATIONAL CONGRESS OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS 
DSCP 48-69 1953-1974 (MICROFORM) 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION QUARTERLY 
0734-9149 17451 Q 
RANDALLSTOWN MD 
7Nl,SPRING 1983--
CONT OF SOUTHERN REVIEW OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
SOUTHERN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION EDUCATIONAL 
FOUNDATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 7-- 1983--) 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION RBVIBW 
0033-3352 08875 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1940--
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 10-- 1950--) 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS BULLETIN. BUREAU OP' GOVBRNMBNTAL 
RESEARCH AND SERVICE 
0896-3657 15957 I/4Y 
COLUMBIA SC 
Nl,OC 1978--
CONT OF UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
GOVERNMENTAL REVIEW EACH NO HAS ALSO A 
DISTINCTIVE TITLE 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
DSCP 1-36 OC 1978-AP 1987 (S.C.) 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS INFORMATION SERVICE BULLBTIN 
0033-3409 11777 SM 
NEW YORK 
54TH,1968-72N5,1985 
CONT OF BULLETIN OF THE PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
INFORMATION SERVICE CONT BY PAIS BULLETIN 
DSCP 54-71 1968-1985 (INDEX R 300) 
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE STATISTICS 
0145-952X 17395 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??- -
CONT OF ADVANCE RELEASE OF STATISTICS ON PUBLIC 
ASSISTANCE INCLUDING MEDICAID 
U.S. SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION. OFFICE OF 
RESEARCH AND STATISTICS 
PAGE: 0154 
DSCP 1976-- (HE 3 .60:) 
PUBLIC BUDGETING AND FINANCE 
0275-1100 18565 Q 
NEW BRUNSWICK NJ 
lNl,SPRING 1981--
PUBLIC FINANCIAL PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 5-- 1985--) 
PUBLIC FINANCE QUARTERLY 
0048-5853 18567 Q 
BEVERLY HILLS CA 
1,JA 1973-24N4,OC1996 
CONT BY PUBLIC FINANCE REVIEW 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 9-24 
1981-1996) 
PUBLIC P'INANCB RBVIBW 
1091-1421 19931 BM 
THOUSAND OAKS CA 
25Nl, JA 1997--
CONT OF PUBLIC FINANCE QUARTERLY 
DSCP 25-- 1997-- (MICROFILM: 25--
1997--) 
PUBLIC HEALTH REPORTS 
0033-3549 02887 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
89N4,1974--
CONT OF HEALTH SERVICES REPORTS 
SOME SUPPL UNNUMBERED: SEP-OCT 1989 CONSTITUTES 
SUPPL TO VOL 104 
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 














CONT OF PLA NEWSLETTER 
PUBLIC LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 








ABSORBED BY ALA BULLETIN 
DSCP 1-10 1947-1956 

















THE COALITION FOR PUBLIC LIBRARY 
DSCP 1/2N2-V3 JUN 1990-MR1991/ 
SE1991-FALL1993 (L) 
PUBLIC MANAGEMENT 
0033-3611 15961 M 
WASHINGTON 
8N12,1926-50N6,JN1968 
MARCH ISSUE OF EACH YEAR CONTAINS ANNUAL 
PROCEEDINGS OF INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGERS' 
ASSOCIATION CONT OF CITY MANAGER MAGAZINE 
CONT BY PM, PUBLIC MANAGEMENT 
INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 40-- 1958--) 
PUBLIC MANAGER 
1061-7639 29768 Q 
POTOMAC MD 
21, SPR 1992--
CONT OF BUREAUCRAT (POTOMAC MD) 
DSCP 21-- 1992--
1993--) 
PUBLIC OPINION QUARTERLY 
(MICROFILM: 22--
0033-362X 05927 Q 
NEW YORK 
1,1937--
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY. AMERICAN ASSOC FOR PUBLIC 
OPINION RESEARCH 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 14-- 1950--) 
PUBLIC PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 




CONT OF PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC 
PERSONNEL REVIEW 
INTERNATIONAL PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 2-- 1973--) 
PUBLIC PRODUCTIVITY AND MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
1044-8039 25985 Q 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 
13Nl,1989--





PUBLIC PRODUCTIVITY REVIEW 
(MICROFILM: 
0361-6681 18569 Q 
NEW YORK 
1,SE 1975-12,1989 
CONT BY PUBLIC PRODUCTIVITY AND MANAGMENT 
CENTER FOR PRODUCTIVE PUBLIC MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 7-12 1983-SUMMER 1989 
(MICROFILM: 10-12 1986-1989) 
PUBLIC RELATIONS JOURNAL 




JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON PUBLIC 
RELATIONS. PUBLIC RELATIONS SOCIETY OF AMERICA, 
ETC. 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 14-51 1958-1995) 
PUBLIC ROADS 
0033-3735 15963 Q/BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
MY,1918--
A JOURNAL OF HIGHWAY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
U.S. DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION. FEDERAL HIGHWAY 
ADMINISTRATION. OFFICES OF RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 27-- 1952--) 
PUBLIC UTILITIES FORTNIGHTLY 
0033-3808 15964 BW 
ROCHESTER, NY 
3N2,1929-131N17,1993 
CONT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES REPORTS FORTNIGHTLY 
CONT BY FORTNIGHTLY 
PUBLIC UTILITY REPORTS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 81-131N171968-SE 
1993) 
PUBLIC UTILITIES FORTNIGHTLY (1994-) 
1078-5892 32350 22Y 
ARLINGTON VA 
132Nl6,SE 1, 1994--
CONT OF FORTNIGHTLY: NORTH AMERICAN UTILITIES 
BUSINESS MAGAZINE 
DSCP 132Nl6-- SE 1, 1994--
(MICROFILM: 132Nl6-- SE 1, 1994--) 
PUBLIC WELFARE 
0033-3816 11844 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,1943-56Nl,WIN1998 
CONT OF PUBLIC WELFARE NEWS. CONT BY POLICY AND 
PRACTICE OF PUBLIC HUMAN SERVICES 
AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT 15 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-56 1943-WIN 1998) 
PUBLIC WELFARE STATISTICS 
0000-0000 04954 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
?,19??-35Nll,1972 
CONT OF SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC WELFARE 
CONT BY STATISTICAL REPORT. SOUTH CAROLINA 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES 
SOUTH CAROLINA. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE 
DSCP 20-35Nl0 1956-1972 (P9608 3.P81) 
PUBLIC WORKS 
0033-3840 02888 M 
NEW YORK 
48N5,FE 1920--
"CITY, COUNTY, STATE" 
CONT OF MUNICIPAL JOURNAL AND PUBLIC WORKS 
ABSORBED CONTRACTING, 1920 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 89-- 1958--) 
PUBLISHED SEARCHES. MASTER CATALOG 
0000-0000 17552 A 
SPRINGFIELD VA 
1982--
CONT OF CURRENT PUBLISHED SEARCHES 
U.S. NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
DSCP 1982-- (INDEX) 
PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY 




2 ISSUES IN DECEMBER. CHRISTMAS ISSUE PUBL EACH 
NOVEMBER, CALLED THE CHRISTMAS BOOKSHELF. CONT 
PAGE: 0156 
OF PUBLISHERS' AND STATIONERS' WEEKLY TRADE 
CIRCULAR 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 173-- 1958--) 






CONT OF PULP & 
ABSORBED PAPER 
TRADE JOURNAL 
MILL NEWS; AND: IN 1986, PAPER 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 32-- 1958--) 
PURCHASING 
0033-4448 15968 M/SM/19Y 
BOSTON MA 
4N4,AP 1936--
CONT OF EXECUTIVE PURCHASER 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+ 14 
YEAR BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 44-56/88--
1958-1964/1980--) 
QST 
0033-4812 15969 M 
NEWINGTON CT 
l,DE 1915--
SUSP PUB OC,1917-MY,1919 
DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO AMATEUR RADIO 
OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 
DSCP 42-78 1958-1994 (MICROFILM) 
QUALITY NETWORK NEWS (COLUMBIA, SC) 
0000-0000 32198 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
FALL 1993-8N4,1999 
CONT BY IMPACT 
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE GOVERNMENT QUALITY NETWORK 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP FALL 1993-8N4, 1999 (S .C.) 
QUALITY PROGRESS 
0033-524X 08801 M 
MILWAUKEE 
1,1968--
SUPERSEDES IN PART INDUSTRIAL QUALITY CONTROL 




QUARTERLY - ASSOCIATION OF HOSPITAL AND 
INSTITUTION LIBRARIES 




CONT OF AHIL QUARTERLY 
CONT BY NEWS (AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSN. HEALTH AND 
REHABILITATIVE LIBRARY SERVICES DIVISION) 
DSCP 11-14 1970-1974 (MICROFORM) 
QUARTERLY BULLETIN (BUREAU OP ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND 
FIREARMS) 
0000-0000 33477 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1, 1983--
CONT OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS QUARTERLY 
BULLETIN 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFICHE: 3RD QUARTER 
1992-1995/2ND QUARTER 1996--) (T 
70.7:) 
QUARTERLY COAL REPORT 
0736-4598 17219 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
JA/MR 1982--
CONT OF COKE PLANT REPORT 
U.S. ENERGY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION. OFFICE 
OF COAL, NUCLEAR, ELECTRIC AND ALTERNATE FUELS 
DSCP 2ND QTR 1986--
(E 3.11/9:) 
(MICROFICHE) 
QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT POR MANUFACTURING, 
MINING AND TRADE CORPORATIONS 
0098-681X 17226 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
4TH QUARTER 1974--
CONT OF QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 
MANUFACTURING CORPORATIONS 
U.S. FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MIXTURE OF PAPER AND FICHE) 
(C 3.267:) 
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OP THE LIBRARY OP CONGRESS 
0041 - 7939 17224 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
21,1964--
CONT OF QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF CURRENT ACQUISTIONS 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
DSCP 1967-1968/1970-1983 
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OP STUDIES ON ALCOHOL 
0033-5649 18165 Q 
NEW BRUNSWICK NJ 
1,JN 1940-35,DE 1974 
ISSUED IN TWO PARTS, MR 1966-DE 1974: PART A, 
ORIGINALS; AND PART B, DOCUMENTATION 
PAGE: 0157 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF STUDIES ON ALCOHOL 
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY. CENTER FOR ALCOHOL STUDIES 
DSCP 27-35 1966-1974 (MICROFILM) 
QUARTERLY PUBLIC ASSISTANCE STATISTICS 
0735-0856 16518 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
JA/MR 1981--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF APPLICATIONS AND CASE 
DISPOSITIONS FOR AFDC, AND FOUR OTHER 
PUBLICATIONS 
U.S. SOCIAL SECURITY ADMN. OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND 
STATISTICS 
DSCP 1981/1982N2 - 1985N3 (HE 3.60/4:) 




CONT OF CURRENT ECONOMIC 
CONT BY QUARTERLY REVIEW 




OF ECONOMICS AND FINANCE 
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC AND 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 6-31 
1966-1991) 
QUARTERLY REVIEW OP ECONOMICS AND FINANCE 
1062-9769 30678 Q/5Y 
URBANA IL 
32Nl, SPR 1992--
CONT OF QUARTERLY REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND 
BUSINESS 
MIDWEST ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 32-35 1992-1995 
32-- 1992--) 
(MICROFILM: 
QUARTERLY REVIEW - FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW 
YORK 
0147-6580 15440 Q 
NEW YORK 
1,WINTER 1976-19N2,SUM/FALL 1994 
CONT OF MONTHLY REVIEW - FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF 
NEW YORK CONT IN PART BY ECONOMIC POLICY REVIEW 
DSCP 1-19N2 WIN/1976-SUM/FALL1984 
QUARTERLY SUMMARY OF STATE AND LOCAL TAX RBVBNUB, 
GT SERIES 
SEE GOVERNMENTS QUARTERLY REPORT. GT, QUARTERLY 
SUMMARY OF STATE AND LOCAL TAX REVENUE 
QUICK FROZEN FOODS 
0033-6408 17220 M 
NEW YORK 
15N2,SE 1952-48N3,OC 1985 
CONT OF QUICK FROZEN FOODS AND THE LOCKER PLANT 
CONT BY FROZEN FOOD DIGEST 
DSCP 44 - 46 AU 1981-JL 1984 (MICROFILM) 
RADIO-ELECTRONICS 
0033 - 7862 15976 M 
NEW YORK 
20,OC 1948-63N6,JN1992 
CONT OF RADIO-CRAFT, RADIO-ELECTRONICS 
CONT BY ELECTRONICS NOW 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 29-63N6 
1958-JN 1992) 
RADIO SCIENCE 
0048 - 6604 02920 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1966 --
"JOURNAL OF THE UNITED STATES NATIONAL COMMITTEE, 
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF RADIO SCIENCE" 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL 
BUREAU OF STANDARDS. SECTION D. RADIO SCIENCE 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL. UNITED STATES NATIONAL 
COMMITTEE ON URSI 
DSCP 1 - 3 1966-1968 
RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
0000 - 0000 17216 M 
CHICAGO IL 
40N2,AU 1948-57N3,MR 1957 
CONT OF RADIO NEWS 
ABSORBED TV AND RADIO ENGINEERING IN DE 1953; 
COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING IN AP 1954; RADIO-
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING IN JN 1955 CONT BY RADIO 
& TV NEWS 
DSCP 49-57N3 1953-MR 1957 
RADIO & TV NEWS 
0097 - 6660 17217 
NEW YORK 
57N4 , AP 1957-61N4,AP 1959 
CONT OF RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
CONT BY ELECTRONICS WORLD 





0033-8826 02927 SM/M 
BRISTOL CT 
(64), 1918--
CONT OF RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE 
ABSORBED RAILWAY REVIEW, 1927 
DSCP 144-199 1958-1998 (MICROFILM) 
PAGE: 0158 
RASD UPDATE 
0198-8344 15974 6Y 
CHICAGO 
1,MY/JN 1980-17N2,1996? 
ABSORBED MESSAGES FROM MARS. CONT BY RUSA UPDATE 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. REFERENCE AND 
ADULT SERVICES DIVISION 
DSCP CURRENT/+4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
RCA REVIEW 




SUSPENDED MY 1942-MR 1946 
RCA INDUSTRIES INC 












READERS GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
0034-0464 04986 SM/21Y 
NEW YORK 
1,FE 1900- -
ISSUED ALSO IN ANNUAL CUMULATIONS 
ABSORBED CUMULATIVE INDEX IN NV 1903 
DSCP 1900-- ( INDEX R 050) 
READERS GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE. SUPPLEMENT 
0000-0000 17497 Q 
NEW YORK 
1,1907/1915-2,1916/1919 
"AUTHOR AND SUBJECT GUIDE TO A SELECTED LIST OF 
PERIODICALS NOT INCLUDED IN THE READER'S GUIDE" 
CONT BY INTERNATIONAL INDEX TO PERIODICALS 
DSCP 1-2 1907-1919 (INDEX R 016.3) 
READING RESEARCH QUARTERLY 
0034-0553 05774 Q 
NEWARK DE 
1,1965 - -
DSCP 23-- 1988-- (MICROFILM: 27--
1992 - -) 
READING TEACHER 




CONT OF BULLETIN. INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL FOR THE 
IMPROVEMENT OF READING INSTRUCTION 
INTERNATIONAL READING ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 39N6-- FE 1986-- (MICROFORM: 








RECORD CONT OF BELL LABORATORIES 
CONT BY RECORD/ AT AND T BELL LABORATORIES 
DSCP 61N6 SE,1983 (MICROFORM) 
RECORD. FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
0145 - 8566 17584 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
SE 1975 --
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+1 YEAR 
BACKFILE (Y 3.El 2/3:11/) 
RECORD. HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION 
0160-0036 07139 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,AP 1977 - 1N3,JN/JL 1977 
CONT OF SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION RECORD 
CONT BY FORUM 
DSCP lNl-3 AP 1977-JL 1977 (MICROFILM) 
RECORD/ AT AND T BELL LABORATORIES 
0749 - 8152 20820 
MURRAY HILL NJ 
61N7 SE 1983-64N2 AP 1986? 
CONT OF RECORD/ BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 
SUPERSEDED BY AT&T TECHNOLOGY 
DSCP 61N7-64N2 
(MICROFORM) 
SE 1983-AP 1986 
RECORDS MANAGEMENT QUARTERLY 
1050 - 2343 25381 Q 
PRAIRIE VILLAGE KS 
20Nl,JA 1986-32N4,OC1998 
CONT OF ARMA RECORDS MANAGEMENT QUARTERLY. 
BY INFORMATION MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 
ASSOCIATION OF RECORDS MANAGERS AND 
ADMINISTRATORS 
DSCP 20-31N2 1986-AP 1997 
(MICROFILM: 20-32 1986-1998) 
RECREATION 





24N10,JA 1931-58N10,DE 1965 
CONT OF PLAYGROUND AND RECREATION 
MERGED WITH PARKS AND RECREATION, AMERCIAN 
RECREATION JOURNAL, AND PLANNING AND CIVIC 
COMMENT, TO FORM PARKS AND RECREATION 
NATIONAL RECREATION ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 46A-58 1953-1965 (MICROFORM) 
RECREATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA 
0000-0000 18257 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
ll,1967j - 4Nl,WINTER/SPRING 1970 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA 
RECREATION SOCIETY 
DSCP 1N4/2Nl-2/3 - 4Nl MR 1968-JA 1970 
REDBOOK 




"THE MAGAZINE FOR YOUNG WOMEN" 
CONT OF RED BOOK MAGAZINE 
ABSORBED AMERICAN HOME, 1978 
M 
DSCP 100-- 1952-- (MICROFORM) 
REFERENCE SERVICES REVIEW 
SEE RSR. REFERENCE SERVICES REVIEW 
REFERENCE & USER SERVICES QUARTERLY 
1094 - 9054 34026 Q 
NEW YORK 
37, FALL 1997--
CONT OF RQ 
DSCP 37 -- FALL 1997-- (L) 
REFLECTIONS 
0000-0000 15991 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
1977-!1978! 
"A MAGAZINE FOR SOUTH CAROLINA" 
DSCP 1 1977-1978 
REGION FOCUS 
1093 - 1767 33825 
RICHMOND VA 
lNl, SUM 1997--
CONT OF CROSS SECTIONS 












CENTRAL MIDLANDS COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 
DSCP 1N3-- FALL 1998-- (S .C.) 
REGIONAL ECONOMIC DIGEST 
1049-5339 26154 Q 
KANSAS CITY MO 
lST,QUARTER 1990--
l0TH FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT 
DSCP 1ST QUARTER-- 1990--
REGIONAL FORUM 
0000-0000 21371 BM/Q 
RESEARCH TRIANGLE NC 
1,1987 - -
AT HEAD OF TITLE: SOUTHERN GROWTH POLICIES 
BOARD. VS N4, NOT PUBLISHED QUARTERLY IN 1992 
SOUTHERN TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL NEWSLETTER 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
REGIONAL REVIEW/ FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF BOSTON 
0000-0000 27106 ? 
BOSTON MA 
lNl,WIN 1991--
DSCP lNl -- WIN 1991--
REGIONAL REVIEW. SOUTHERN EDITION 
0000-0000 27107 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
SE, 1990--
DSCP 1N6-7,9-- SE-OC,DE 1990--
REGIONAL UPDATE/ FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ATLANTA 
0899-6571 19930 Q 
ATLANTA GA 
lNl, WIN 1988-11N4,OC/DE 1998 
CONT BY ECONSOUTH / FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF 
ATLANTA 
DSCP 9N3-11N4 JL/SE 1996-OC/DE 1998 
REGIONEWS 
0000-0000 16249 ? 
GREENVILLE SC 
19??--
"ANDERSON, CHEROKEE, GREENVILLE, OCONEE, PICKENS, 
SPARTANBURG" 
SOUTH CAROLINA APPALACHIAN COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 
DSCP 1-3Nl 1974-MR 1977 (S .C.) 
REGISTRY OF TOXIC EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES 




GUIDE PRINTED 1993, ONLINE DATABASE NOW 
CONT OF THE TOXIC SUBSTANCES LIST 
SUMMARY: "THIS COMPILATION WILL PROVIDE READY 
REFERENCE FOR POTENTIAL TOXICITY OF CHEMICALS 
FOUND IN THE WORKPLACE, AND SHOULD BE USEFUL TO 
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PHYSICIANS, INDUSTRIAL 
HYGIENISTS, TOXICOLO-GISTS, AND RESEARCHERS." 
ALPHABETICAL ARRANGEMENT BY SUBSTANCES. ENTRIES 
INCLUDE MOLECULAR WEIGHT, WISWESSER LINE 
NOTATION, SYNONYMS, 
AND REFERENCE FROM WHICH DATA ABOUT TOXICITY 
DERIVED 
DSCP CURRENT QUARTER ONLY 
(MICROFICHE) (HE 20.7112/3:) 
REHAB 
0000-0000 32691 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
16N7, 1994--
CONT OF REHAB BRIEF 
NATIONAL INSTITUE ON DISABILITY AND 
REHABILITATION RESEARCH, U.S. DEPT OF EDUCATION 
DSCP 16N7-8 JUL 1994-AU1994 (ED 1.48:) 
REHAB BRIEF 
0723-2623 15994 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl, 1981-16N6,1994 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF HANDICAPPED RESEARCH. 
OFFICE OF SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATIVE 
SERVICES. CONT BY REHAB 
DSCP 8N8-16N6 
(ED 1.48:) 
AUG 1985-JUN 1994 
REHABILITATION LITERATURE 
0034-3579 02944 BM/M 
CHICAGO IL 
17,1956-47,1986 
CONT OF BULLETIN ON CURRENT LITERATURE 
NATIONAL EASTER SEAL SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLED 
CHILDREN AND ADULTS 
DSCP 30-47 1969-1986 
REPORT TO CONGRESS ON ABNORMAL OCCURRENCES 
0000-0000 17381 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1975--
VOLUME NUMBERING BEGAN WITH ISSUE FOR JA/MR 1978 
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION. OFFICE FOR 
ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF OPERATIONAL DATA 
DSCP OC-DE 1977-- (Y 3 .N88: 20/) 
THE REPORTER/ SOUTH CAROLINA CORRECTIONAL 
ASSOCIATION 









DSCP SPR 1994-- (S.C.) 
REPORTER. SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL 
HEALTH 
0000-0000 02950 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,1970-13,1982 
SUPERSEDED BY IMAGES 
DSCP 1-13 1970-1982 (M 5283 3.R63) 
REPORTS ON AMERICA 
1522-8304 34807 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl, FE 1999--
POPULATION REFERENCE BUREAU 
DSCP lNl-- FE 1999--
RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHED. SOUTHERN FOREST EXPERIMENT 
STATION 
0000-0000 17380 ? 
NEW ORLEANS LA 
AU 1976--
CONT OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOUTHERN 
FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION, AND FOREST RESEARCH 
NEWS FOR THE SOUTH 
DSCP 977/1-979/2/992Nl,4,7 
RESEARCH ON AGING 
0164-0275 08076 










0034-5199 02959 M 
CHICAGO 
ll,1960-29N2,1978 
CONT OF INDUSTRIAL LABORATORIES 
MERGED WITH INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH TO FORM 
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH/ DEVELOPMENT 
DSCP 11 - 29N2 1960-FE 1978 (MICROFORM) 
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 
0746-9179 18815 13Y/18Y 
BARRINGTON IL 
26,1984--
CONT OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
JA 1990-- SPINE TITLE R&D 
DSCP 26-40 1984-1998 (MICROFILM) 
RESEARCH IN EDUCATION 
0034-5229 05932 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,NV 1966-9,DE 1974 
ISSUES FOR NV 1966-DE 1967 HAVE NO VOL 
NUMBERING BUT CONSTITUTE Vl-2 
CONT BY RESOURCES IN EDUCATION 
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CENTER 
DSCP 1967-1974 (INDEX) 
PAGE: 0161 
RESEARCH JOURNAL OF THE WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
FEDERATION 
1047-7624 26807 M 
ALEXANDRIA VA 
61N9,SE,1989-63,1991 
CONT IN PART: JOURNAL - WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
FEDERATION CONT BY WATER ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH 
DSCP 61N9-63 SE 1989-1991 (MICROFILM) 
RESEARCH NEWS - DIVISION OF RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT 
AND ADMINISTRATION 
0093-7991 15997 I 
ANN ARBOR MI 
1,1949--
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
DSCP 8-- 1957 -- (MICROFORM) 
RESOURCE RECYCLING 
0744-4710 26878 BM/7Y/M 
SACRAMENTO CA 
1, MR/AP 1982- -
DSCP 9N6-- JUNE 1990--
RESOURCES IN EDUCATION 
0098-0897 05931 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
l0Nl,JA 1975--
CUMULATIVE INDEXES PUBLISHED SEMI-ANNUALLY 
CONT OF RESEARCH IN EDUCATION 
U.S. DEPT. OF EDUCATION. NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 
EDUCATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR ONLY 
(INDEX) 
RESTORATION AND MANAGEMENT NOTES 
0733-0707 24755 2YR 
MADISON WI 
1,1981-16N2,DE1998 
CONT BY ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON ARBORETUM 
DSCP 6Nl-16N2 SUM 1988-DEC 1998 
REVIEW, 4TH DISTRICT 
0000-0000 19527 Q 
ATLANTA 
197?--
CONT OF REVIEW 4TH DISTRICT, FEDERAL HOME LOAN 
BANK OF GREENSBORO 
DSCP 22N2/23N2/24-26N2/27N2-28N3/29Nl-2/ 
30-38N2 JL 1973/AU 1974/FE 1975-JN 
1977/JN 1978-SE 1979/FE,AP 1980/JA 
1981-JN1989 
REVIEW OF ARCHITECTURE 
0000-0000 18068 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
j1Nl,1959j-1965N2 
VOL NUMBERING DROPPED AFTER V2 
CONT BY SCAIA REVIEW OF ARCHITECTURE 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS. SOUTH CAROLINA 
CHAPTER 
DSCP 2N2/SUMMER,FALL 1962/1963-1965N2 (S.C.) 
REVIEW OF BLACK POLITICAL ECONOMY 
0034-6446 23317 3Y/Q 
ATLANTA GA 
1,1970--
TRANSACTION PERIODICALS CONSORTIUM 
DSCP 21N3-- WIN 1993--
21-- SUMMER 1992 - -) 
(MICROFILM: 
REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 
0034-6535 17376 Q 
CAMBRIDGE MA 
30,FE 1948--
CONT OF REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STATISTICS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 67-- 1985--) 
REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
0034-6543 05933 5Y/Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1931--
EACH ISSUE IS DEVOTED TO A SPECIFIC SUBJECT 
AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 58-- 1988-- (MICROFORM: 50--
1980--) 
REVIEW - FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST LOUIS 
0014-9187 15443 M 
ST. LOUIS 
1962--
CONT OF MONTHLY REVIEW. FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF 
ST LOUIS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
REVIEW OF PUBLIC PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 




UNIV OF SOUTH CAROLINA. BUREAU OF GOVERNMENTAL 
RESEARCH AND SERVICE 
DSCP 1-- FALL 1980-- (S. C.) 
REVIEW OF REGIONAL STUDIES 
0048-749X 21257 3Y 
CLEMSON, SC 
1,1970--
DSCP 14-- 1984 - -
REVIEW OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 




SUPERSEDES IN PART JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL 
SOCIETY OF AMERICA AND REVIEW OF SCIENTIFIC 
INSTRUMENTS. AVAILABLE WWW CONT OF AND BY REVIEW 
OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, WITH PHYSICS NEWS AND 
VIEWS 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS 
DSCP 29-60 1958-1989 (MICROFILM) 
RIBA JOURNAL 
0000-0000 17370 M 
LONDON 
67N7,1960-93N3,1986 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF 
BRITISH ARCHITECTS CONT BY ARCHITECT (ROYAL 
INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS: OVERSEAS ED.) 
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS 
DSCP 73-93N3 1966 - MR 1986 (MICROFILM) 
RISK MANAGEMENT 
0035-5593 08415 M 
NEW YORK 
16N4,1969--
CONT OF NATIONAL INSURANCE BUYER 
DSCP 40-- 1993-- (MICROFILM: 39--
1992--) 
RIVERBANKS 
0000-0000 18726 B 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,SE/OC 1983--
PUBLISHED FOR MEMBERS OF THE RIVERBANKS 
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
DSCP lNl-- SE/OC 1983--
ROAD AND TRACK 









DSCP 38N9- - MY 1987--
38 -- 1986 - -) 
ROADS AND STREETS 
(MICROFORM: 
0035 - 7340 06426 M 
NEW YORK 
65,1926-71,DE 1931 
75,JA 1932-118 , DE 1975 
CONT IN PART OF ENGINEERING & CONTRACTING 
ABSORBED GOOD ROADS IN DE 1931, ASSUMING ITS 
VOLUME NUMBERING CONT BY HIGHWAY & HEAVY 
CONSTRUCTION 
DSCP 101-118 1958-1975 (MICROFORM) 
ROCK PRODUCTS 
0035 - 7464 17374 M 
CHICAGO 
67N7,JL 1964 - -
CONT OF ROCK PRODUCTS MINING & PROCESSING 
DSCP 61 - 98 1958 - 1995 (MICROFILM) 
ROCK PRODUCTS. DEVOTED TO THE PRODUCTION AND SALB 
OP ROCK AND CLAY PRODUCTS 
0000 - 0000 02990 M 
LOUISVILLE KY 
17,1915-66,1963 
CONT OF ROCK PRODUCTS AND BUILDING MATERIALS 
ABSORBED CEMENT AND ENGINEERING NEWS, 1924; AND 
CONCRETE PRODUCTS 1957 CONT BY ROCK PRODUCTS 
MINING & PROCESSING 
DSCP 61 - 66 1958-1963 (MICROFILM) 
ROCK PRODUCTS MINING & PROCESSING 
0000 - 0000 17373 M 
CHICAGO 
67Nl,JA 1964-67N6,JN 1964 
CONT OF AND CONT BY ROCK PRODUCTS 
DSCP 67 1964 (MICROFILM) 
RODALE'S ORGANIC GARDENING 
0884-3252 19918 M 
EMMAUS PA 
32N8,1985-35N3,MR 1988 
CONT OF AND BY ORGANIC GARDENING 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 32N8-35N3 
AU1985-MR1988) 
ROLLING STONE 
0035-791X 16057 BW 
NEW YORK 
Nl,NV 9,1967 - -
PAGE: 0163 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+4 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: N256-- 1978--
) 
ROSB BUD, OR YOUTH'S GAZBTTB 
0000 - 0000 17449 W 
CHARLESTON SC 
AU 1832-AU 24,1833 
CONT BY SOUTHERN ROSE BUD 
DSCP 1 AU 1832-AU 1853 (MICROFORM) 
ROTARIAN 
0035-838X 16059 M 
EVANSTON IL 
3Nl, SE 1912 
CONT OF NATIONAL ROTARIAN. INCLUDES SUPPLS 
ROTARY INTERNATIONAL 
DSCP 82-129 1953-1976 (MICROFORM) 
ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY. JOURNAL 
SEE JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY 
ROYAL BANK LETTER 
0229 - 0243 16293 M 
MONTREAL 
61N6,JL 1980--
CONT OF ROYAL BANK OF CANADA MONTHLY LETTER 
ROYAL BANK OF CANADA 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
ROYAL INSTITUTE OP BRITISH ARCHITECTS. JOURNAL 
SEE RIBA JOURNAL 
RQ 
0033-7072 09041 Q 
CHICAGO 
1,1960-36,1997 
FREQ VARIES. ABSORBED ADULT SERVICES, 1972 
CONT BY REFERENCE & USER SERVICES QUARTERLY 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. REFERENCE SERVICES 
DIVISION 
DSCP 4-36 1964-1997 (L) 
RSR. REPERENCE SERVICES REVIEW 
0090 - 7324 04993 Q 
ANN ARBOR MI 
l,JA/MR 1973--
VlNl PRECEDED BY AN ISSUE DATED NV/DE 1972, 









8N3,NV 1920-108,DE 1976 
CONT OF RUBBER AGE AND TIRE NEWS 
CONT BY ELASTOMETRICS 
DSCP 84-108 1958-1976 (MICROFILM) 
RUBBER CHEMISTRY AND TECHNOLOGY 
0035-9475 06307 Q/BM/5Y 
AKRON OH 
1,AP 1928--
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY. DIVISION OF RUBBER 
CHEMISTRY 
DSCP 31-63 1958-1990 (MICROFORM) 
RURAL CONDITIONS AND TRENDS 
0000-0000 29744 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,SPR 1990--
SUPPLEMENT FOR SPRING 1991 ALSO ISSUED 




SPR 1990-SPR 1991/ 
(A 93.41/3:) 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVES: RDP 
0000-0000 03641 3Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1984--
SUPERSEDES RURAL DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVES 
U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE/ECONOMIC RESEARCH 
SERVICE 
DSCP lNl-- oc 1984--
RURAL EDUCATION NEWS 
0000-0000 26006 Q 
FREDONIA NY 
32N3,1980/81--
CONT OF RURAL/REGIONAL EDUCATION NEWS 




FORT COLLINS CO 
1,SPR 1980--
3YR 
DSCP 10-12Nl/14-- FALL 1988-FALL 1990/ 
FALL 1992-- (MICROFILM: 10--FALL 
1988--) 
RURAL LIBRARIES 
0276-2048 17366 Q/SA 
CLARION PA 
lNl,WINTER 1980--
CLARION STATE COLLEGE. CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF 
PAGE: 0164 
RURAL LIBRARIANSHIP 
DSCP 1-- 1980-- (L) 
RURAL LIBRARY SERVICES NEWSLETTER 
0000-0000 18572 BM 
BOWLING OH 
6Nl, MR/AP 1995--
CONT OF RURAL AND SMALL LIBRARY SERVICES 
NEWSLETTER 
NORTHWEST REGIONAL LIBRARY 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE 
RURAL AND SMALL LIBRARY SERVICES NEWSLETTER 
0000-0000 25987 Q/BM 
CLARION PA 
1Nl,1990-6Nl, JA/FE 1995 
CONT BY RURAL LIBRARY SERVICES NEWSLETTER 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+4 YEAR BACKFILE 
RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
0036-0112 05938 Q 
COLLEGE STATION TX 
1,MR 1936- -
RURAL SOCIOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
(L) 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 13-- 1948 - -) 
ROSA UPDATE 
0000-0000 33374 Q 
CHICAGO IL 
17N3,JL/SE 1996--
CONT OF RASD UPDATE 
REFERENCE AND USER SERVICES ASSOCIATION, 
AMERICAN LIBRARY-ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 17N3 -- JL/SE 1996 - - (L) 
SAE JOURNAL 
0000-0000 02998 M 
NEW YORK 
22,1928 - 78N7,JL 1970 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE 
ENGINEERS CONT BY SAE JOURNAL OF AUTOMOTIVE 
ENGINEERING 
SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS 
DSCP 22-78N7 1928-JL 1970 
(MICROFORM: 66-78 1958-1970) 
SAE JOURNAL OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING 
0097-711X 17365 M 
NEW YORK 
78N8,AU 1970-80N10,OC 1972 
CONT OF SAE JOURNAL 
CONT BY AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING 














DSCP 78N8-80Nl0 AU 1970-OC 1972 
(MICROFORM) 
SAFETY AND HEALTH 
8838-1797 20607 M 
CHICAGO 
135,1987--
CONT OF NATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH NEWS 
DSCP 157-- 1998--
SAFETY MAINTENANCE 
0096-5005 17241 M 
RENSSELAER NY 
113,1957-138N3,1969 
CONT OF SAFETY MAINTENANCE AND PRODUCTION 
CONT BY ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 115-138 1958-1969 (MICROFORM) 
SALES MANAGEMENT 
0036-3413 16072 SM 
NEW YORK 
l,1918-115N8,NV3,1975 
CONT BY SALES AND MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 80-115 1958-1975 (MICROFILM) 
SALES AND MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
0361-2570 16071 16Y 
NEW YORK 
115N9,NV17,1975--
CONT OF SALES MANAGEMENT 
TITLES VARIES SLIGHTLY 
SOME ISSUES HAVE ALSO DISTINCTIVE TITLE 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 115-- 1975--) 




CONT OF AND BY ADVANCED MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 
DSCP 34Nl-39Nl 1969-1974 (MICROFILM) 
SANDLAPPER 
0036-4290 16077 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
l,JA 1968-15N3,MR 1982 
"THE MAGAZINE OF SOUTH CAROLINA" 
MERGED WITH TAR HEEL, TO FORM: CAROLINA LIFESTYLE 
DSCP 1Nl-15N3 1968-MR 1982 (S .C.) 
SANDLAPPER: THE MAGAZINE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 




DSCP lNl-- JA/FE 1990-- (SC) 
SATURDAY EVENING POST 
0048-9239 16075 Q/9Y 
INDIANAPOLIS 
243,SUMMER 1971--
ISSUES FOR SUMMER AND AUTUMN 1971 ARE NOT 
NUMBERED BUT CONSTITUTE V243Nl-2 




0361-1655 16078 BM 
COLUMBIA MO 
2N8,JA ll,1975-12N3,AU/SE 1986 
CONT OF SATURDAY REVIEW/WORLD 
SUSPENDED JL 1982-FE 1983 
NO ISSUE PUBLISHED FOR MR/AP 1986 
(MICROFORM) 
DSCP 3-12N3 1975-1986 (MICROFILM) 
SATURDAY REVIEW 
0036-4983 16080 W 
NEW YORK 
35N3,AU 9,1953-55N52,JA 1973 
CONT OF SATURDAY REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
SPLIT TO FORM SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE ARTS, ... OF 
EDUCATION, ... OF THE SCIENCES, ... OF THE SOCIETY 
DSCP (MICROFORM: 36-55 1953-1972) 
SATURDAY REVIEW. WORLD 
0091-620X 16079 BW 
NEW YORK 
l,SE ll,1973-2N7,DE 14,1974 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF SATURDAY REVIEW OF 
EDUCATION, ... OF THE SOCIETY, ... OF THE ARTS, 
... OF THE SCIENCES, AND WORLD CONT BY SATURDAY 
REVIEW 
DSCP (MICROFORM:1-2 1973-1974) 
SAVANNAH MORNING NEWS 
0000-0000 23381 D 
SAVANNAH GA 
SE 18,1868--
CONT OF SAVANNAH DAILY HERALD 
DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
SC BAR NEWS 
0000-0000 31285 BM 
COLUMBIA 
lNl,AU 1989--
SUPERSEDES TRANSCRIPT OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA BAR 
SOUTH CAROLINA BAR 
DSCP 3N2-6N5/7--
(S.C.) 
SC HEALTHCARE NEWS 
0000-0000 25723 






SE1991 - JA1992/MR-OC1992 (S. C.) 
SCAIA REVIEW OF ARCHITECTURE (1965-1970) 





CONT IN PART BY ARCHITECTURAL SOUTH, 1969 
CONT OF REVIEW OF ARCHITECTURE 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS. SOUTH CAROLINA 
CHAPTER 
DSCP 1965N3-4/1966Nl-2,4/1967Nl-3/ 







SCANA PUBLIC AFFAIRS DEPT. SCANA CORP 
DSCP 54N - - WIN 1993-- (S.C.) 
SCDMR FORUM 
0000-0000 17245 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
l,1972-6Nl,JL 1977 
CONT BY FORUM 
SOUTH CAROLINA. DEPT OF MENTAL RETARDATION 
DSCP 1-6Nl 1972-JL 1977 (M 5287 3.F56) 
SCEA EMPHASIS 
0273-7906 17244 9Y 
COLUMBIA SC 
1N3,SE 13 , 1974-14Nl,1991? 
CONT OF SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATION NEWS EMPHASIS 
CONT BY EMPHASIS 
SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 1N3-10,19-23,25-52,55,57-60,62-65/ 
2N2,4-6,9-10/3Nl-6,8/4Nl,5-6/5N2,4-5/8N5/ 
10N4/11Nl-12Nl,3-5,8/13Nl-9 SEPT 13, 
1974-MAY 1991 (S.C.) 
SCFA NEWS 
0000-0000 18274 BM 
WEST COLUMBIA SC 
1,197? - -
CONT BY SENIOR CIRCLE 
PAGE: 0166 
SOUTH CAROLINA FEDERATION ON AGING, INC. 
DSCP 2N2,5,7 JA, SE 1973/JA 1974 
SCHOLASTIC UPDATE 
0000-0000 16108 18Y 
NEW YORK 
115N15,AP 1983-131N13,AP 12, 1999 
CONT OF SENIOR SCHOLASTIC. CONT BY NEW 
TIMES UPFRONT HAS TEACHERS EDITION 
YORK 
DSCP 115N15-131N13 APR 1, 1984-APR 12, 
1999 (MICROFORM) 
SCHOOL - AGE NOTES 
0278-3126 34823 M 
NASHVILLE TN 
19??--
DSCP JN 1999-- (PALMER: JN 1999-- / 
BERKELEY: JN 1999--) 
SCHOOL ARTS 
0036-6463 16089 M 
NEEDHAM MA 
35,SE 1935--
CONT OF SCHOOL ARTS MAGAZINE 
DSCP 52 -- 1952--










0036-6447 17239 M/7Y 
COLUMBIA MO 
1915--
ISSUED AS MISSOURI STATE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION 
BULLETIN - 1915-1920 SOME VOLUMES INCLUDE 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE 
MISSOURI STATE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 67 - 69 1980-1983 (MICROFILM) 
SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL 
0000-0035 18469 9Y 
NEW YORK 
8,SE 1961--
ALSO KNOWN AS SLJ, SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL 
















SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA QUARTERLY 
0278-4823 16091 Q 
CHICAGO 
l0Nl,FALL 1981-25N4,SUM1997 
CONT OF SCHOOL MEDIA QUARTERLY. CONT IN PART 
BY: SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA QUARTERLY (ONLINE); & 
IN PRINT BY: KNOWLEDGE QUEST 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN ASSOC OF SCHOOL 
LIBRARIANS 
DSCP 10-25 1981-1997 (L) 
SCHOOL LIFE 
0000-0000 16092 SM/M 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,AU 1918-47N3,DE 1964 
PUB SUSP JA-JN1922;MR1942-JL1945 
PUBLISHED DURING SCHOOL YEAR. INCLUDES 
SUPPLEMENTS. CONT BY AMERICAN EDUCATION 
US DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR. BUREAU OF EDUCATION 





DSCP 10-18 1966-1974 




0361 - 1647 16093 Q 
CHICAGO 
l,FALL 1972-9,SUMMER 1981 
CONT OF SCHOOL LIBRARIES 
CONT BY SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA QUARTERLY 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL LIBRARIANS 
DSCP 1-9 1972-1981 




CONT BY INTELLECT 
DSCP 77-100 1953-1972 
(L) 
(MICROFILM) 
SCHOOLS IN THE MIDDLE/ NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OP 
SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS 
0276-4482 28353 I/Q 
RESTON VA 
AP 1981--
QUARTERLY FALL 1991-- ISSUE FALL 1991 






0000-0000 17236 Q 
CHARLESTON SC 
19??--
SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
DSCP 1982-1984 (S .C.) 
SCHWANN OPUS 
1066-2138 31140 Q 
SANTA FE NM 
4Nl,WIN 1992/93--
CONT OF OPUS (CHATSWORTH CA) 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+4 YEAR BACKFILE 
SCHWANN SPECTRUM 
1065-9161 31293 Q 
SANTA FE NM 
4, WIN 1992/93-8Nl,WIN 1996/1997 
CONT OF SPECTRUM 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+4 YEAR 
BACKFILE (LAST ISSUE RECEIVE 8Nl,WIN 
1996/97 
SCIENCE 
0036-8075 03021 51Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,FE 9,1883-23,MR 23,1894 
NSl,JA 4,1895--
ABSORBED THE SCIENTIFIC MONTHLY IN JA 1958 
ISSUED JA 4,1901-- BY THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION 
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE, AND INCLUDES ITS 
OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS AND PAPERS AAAS GUIDE TO 
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED AS SUPPLEMENTS 
VOLS FOR 1990-1993 HAS GUIDE TO BIOTECHNOLOGY 
PRODUCTS AND INSTRUMENTS AS PART II OF AN ISSUE 
OF SCIENCE. ALSO AVAILABLE ONLINE 
VOL 268, N3, MR 1993 IS MISNUMBERED VOL 266 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 115-- 1952--) 
SCIENCE BOOKS. A QUARTERLY REVIEW 
0000-0000 03022 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,AP 1965-8,MR 1973 
CONT BY AAAS SCIENCE BOOKS 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF 
SCIENCE 
DSCP (MICROFORM: 1-8 1965-1973) 
SCIENCE BOOKS & FILMS 
0098-342X 03460 5Y/9Y/BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
11,MY 1975--
CONT OF AAAS SCIENCE BOOKS 
AT HEAD OF TITLE; AAAS. V26, 1990 PUBL IN 2 
ISSUES, 27, 1991-- 9Y AT HEAD OF TITLE: SB&F, 
1998~-. BM, 1999--
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF 
SCIENCE 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 11-- 1975--) 
SCIENCE DIGEST 
0036-8296 03024 M/BM 
CHICAGO/NEW YORK 
l,JA 1937-94N9,SE 1986 
SUPERSEDED BY SCIENCE DIGEST 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 33-94 1953-1986) 
SCIENCE NEWS 
0036-8423 03026 W 
WASHINGTON DC 
89Nll,MR 12,1966--
CONT OF SCIENCE NEWS LETTER 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 89-- 1966--) 
SCIENCE NEWS LETTER 
0096-4018 03027 W 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,MR 20,1922-89N10,MR 5,1966 
CONT OF SCIENCE NEWS BULLETIN 
CONT BY SCIENCE NEWS 
DSCP 65-88 1954-1965 (MICROFORM) 
SCIENCE AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS. BULLETIN OF THB ATOMJ:C 
SCIENTISTS 
0007-5094 03031 l0Y 
CHICAGO 
26,JA 1970-30N4,AP 1974 
CONT OF & BY BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS 
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR NUCLEAR SCIENCE 
DSCP 26-30 JA 1970-AP 1974 (MICROFORM) 
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY REVIEW/ LAWRENCE LIVBRMORB 
NATIONAL LABORATORY 
0000-0000 33149 M 
LIVERMORE CA 
JL 1995--
CONT OF ENERGY AND TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 
DSCP JULY 1995-- (E 1. 53:) 
SCIENCE (YBAR) 
0193-4511 08812 l0Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,NV/DE 1979-7N6,JL/AU 1986 
ISSUES FOR NV/DE 1979-JA/FE 1982 INCLUDE A YEAR 
DESIGNATION WITH TITLE, E.G., SCIENCE 80 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF 
PAGE: 0168 
SCIENCE 
DSCP 6N9-7N6 NV,1985-JL/AU,1986 
(MICROFORM: 1-7 1979-1986) 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
0036-8733 03036 W/M 
NEW YORK 
1,AU 18,1845-14,JN 25,1859 
NSl,JL 2,1859--
V128 REPEATED IN NUMBERING 
BEGINNING 1888 NEW SERIES OMITTED FROM SUBTITLE 
ABSORBED PEOPLE'S JOURNAL, 1854, AND SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN MONTHLY, 1921 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 





CONT OF P&A ADVOCATE 
DSCP 6N2-- 1985--




SOUTH CAROLINA POLICY COUNCIL 
DSCP DE 1994-- (S.C.) 
SCPC INSIDER: INFORMJ:NG SOUTH CAROLINIANS 
0000-0000 31797 M 
COLUMBIA, SC 
19??--




SEE SCSEA SCROLL 
SCSEA SCROLL 
(S .C.) 




SOUTH CAROLINA STATE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 1971-1992 (S.C.) 
SEA FRONTIERS 
0897-2249 24906 

















CONT OF SEA FRONTIERS, SEA SECRETS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 34-42 
1988-1996) 
SBA FRONTIERS. BULLETIN OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
OCEANOGRAPHIC FOUNDATION 




CONT OF BULLETIN OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
OCEANOGRAPHIC FOUNDATION MERGED WITH SEA SECRETS 
TO FORM: SEA FRONTIERS, SEA SECRETS. 
INTERNATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC FOUNDATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 13-31 
1967-1985) 
SBA FRONTIERS, SBA SECRETS 
0886-9448 23409 BM 
MIAMI FL 
32,1986-33N6 NV/DE 1987 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF: SEA FRONTIERS: BULLETIN 
OF THE INTERNATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC FOUNDATION, 
AND SEA SECRETS CONT BY SEA FRONTIERS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 32-33N6 
1986-1987) 
SEARCHER 
1070-4795 31292 9Y 
MEDFORD NJ 
lNl, MY 1993--
"MAGAZINE FOR DATABASE PROFESSIONALS" 
DSCP 1-- MY 1993-- (L) 
SBC MONTHLY STATISTICAL REVIEW 
0272-7846 17243 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
39N8,AU 1980--
CONT OF STATISTICAL BULLETIN. UNITED STATES 
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 
U.S. SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 
DSCP 39N8-9,ll-12/40-48N2 AU-SE, 
NV-DE1980/1981-FE1989 (SE 1.20:) 
SECRETARY 
0037-0622 14636 M 
KANSAS CITY MO 
l,1941-57N4,AU/SE1997 
DOUBLE ISSUE IN JN/JL, AU/SE, NV/DE 
SUPERSEDES NATIONAL SECRETARY. CONT BY OFFICEPRO 
DSCP 53Nl-57N7 JA 1993-AU/SE 1997 





KEPT UP-TO-DATE WITH MONTHLY SUPPLEMENTS AND 
REPLACEMENT PAGES CONT OF HANDICAPPED 
REQUIREMENT HANDBOOK 
REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973 
DSCP Nl70-205/207-211 1993-1995, 
FE-JN1996 (R 346.013) 
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 
SEE : SEC ... 
SECURITY MANAGEMENT 




AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR INDUSTRIAL SECURITY 
DSCP 30-- 1986-- (MICROFORM: 24--
1980--) 
SELLING DIRECT 
0738-4211 16197 M 
ATLANTA 
72N3,MR 1983--
CONT OF SPECIALTY SALESMAN & BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
DSCP 72N3-76 MR 1983-1987 (MICROFILM) 
SENIOR CIRCLE 
0191-5991 16105 BM 
COLUMBIA SC 
1974-1981 
SUPERSEDED BY SENIOR CIRCLE (WEST COLUMBIA: 1984) 
SOUTH CAROLINA FEDERATION OF OLDER CITIZENS 
DSCP 3N2-6/4Nl-2,4-6/5Nl-4,6/6-7/8Nl-5/ 
9Nl/10Nl MR 1974-MR 1975/JL 1975-JL 
1976/JA 1977-NV 1979/JL 1980/JA 1981 
(S .C.) 
SENIOR CIRCLE (WEST COLUMBIA: 1984) 
0000-0000 19979 Q 
WEST COLUMBIA SC 
1,1984--
SUPERSEDES SENIOR CIRCLE 
DSCP SPRING 1984-1993 (S.C.) 
SENIOR SCHOLASTIC 
0037-2242 16107 18Y 
NEW YORK 
19??-1983 
BIWEEKLY DURING SCHOOL YEAR 
CONT OF SCHOLASTIC 
CONT BY SCHOLASTIC UPDATE 
DSCP 61-115N14 1952-MR 1983 (MICROFORM) 




CONT BY NEW SERIAL TITLES 
DSCP 1-2 1951-1952 (CUMULATED AND 
BOUND WITH NEW SERIALTITLES) 
SERIALS LIBRARIAN 
0361-526X 05092 Q 
NEW YORK 
1,FALL 1976--
"THE INTERNATIONAL QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF SERIALS 
MANAGEMENT" 
DSCP 1Nl-26Nl FALL 1976-SPRING 1995 
SGPB ALERT 
8755 - 7282 20910 I 
RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK NC 
1983-N35,SE1991 
CONT BY SOUTHERN GROWTH ALERT 
DSCP 1987-SE 1991 
SHORT STORY INTERNATIONAL 
SEE SSI, SHORT STORY INTERNATIONAL 
SIERRA 




CONT THE SIERRA CLUB BULLETIN 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 63-- 1978--) 
SIGHTLINBS 




FORMED BY THE UNION OF FILMLIST, FILM REVIEW 
DIGEST, AND EFLA BULLETIN ABSORBED FILM LIBRARY 
QUARTERLY, 1985. CONT IN PART BY EFLA BULLETIN 
EDUCATIONAL FILM LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 8-26Nl 1974-WIN1993 
SINGLE AUDIT INFORMATION SERVICE 




DSCP 1985-MY1996 (R 657.45) 
SITE SELECTION 
1080-7799 32673 BM 
NORCROSS GA 
39N4, AU 1994--






SITE SELECTION & INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
1041-3073 25326 BM 
NORCROSS GA 
33N5,1988-39N3,1994 
CONT OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND SITE 
SELECTION HANDBOOK CONT BY SITE SELECTION 
DSCP 33N5-39N3 OC 1988-JN 1994 
(MICROFORM: 33N5-39N3 OC 1988-JN 1994) 
SKY AND TELESCOPE 
0037-6604 03071 M 
CAMBRIDGE MA 
1,NV 1941--
FORMED BY UNION OF SKY, AND TELESCOPE 
ABSORBED POPULAR ASTRONOMY IN 1952 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 12-- 1952--) 
SLOAN MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
0019-848X 16126 3Y/Q 
CAMBRIDGE MA 
12,FALL 1970--
CONT OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
SLOAN MANAGEMENT REVIEW ASSOCIATION/MASSACHUSETTS 
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 12--
FALL1970--) 
SMALL COMPUTERS IN LIBRARIES 
0275-6722 17413 M 
TUCSON AZ 
lNl,AP 1981-8Nll,1988 
ABSORBED BY COMPUTERS IN LIBRARIES 
ABSORBED PUBLIC COMPUTING IN JA 1987, BULLETIN 
BOARD SYSTEMS IN NV 1987 
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA. GRADUATE LIBRARY SCHOOL 
DSCP 1Nl-6N6/6N8-8N6/8N8-8Nll AP 
1981-JN 1986/SE 1986-JN 1988/SE 
1988-DE1988 (L) 


















0000-0000 16066 3Y 
COLUMBIA SC 
7N4,1982-9N2,1983 
CONT OF NEWS - SOUTH CAROLINA MUSEUM COMMISSION 
CONT BY IMAGES 
SOUTH CAROLINA MUSEUM OF ART, SCIENCE AND HISTORY 






DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 1 - - 1970--) 
SMITHSONIAN JOURNAL OF HISTORY 
0583 - 6565 17397 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,SPRING 1966 - 3N4,WINTER 1968/69 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE 
DSCP 1/2Nl,3-4/3Nl-2 , 4 MR 1966-MR 1967/ 







ALLIANCE FOR A SMOKE- FREE SOUTH CAROLINA 
DSCP 1N8 -- JE/JL 1992 - - (S .C.) 
PUBLICATION OF THE SOCIETY OF 
AND TELEVISION ENGINEERS 
SMPTE JOURNAL. 
MOTION PICTURE 
0036 - 1682 
SCARSDALE NY 
85,JA 1976- -
CONT OF JOURNAL 
15105 M 
DSCP JA 1976 - -
SOCIAL CASEWORK 
OF THE SMPTE 
(MICROFORM) 
0037-7678 03078 l0Y 
NEW YORK 
31,1950-70,1989 
CONT OF JOURNAL OF SOCIAL CASEWORK 
CONT BY FAMILIES IN SOCIETY 
FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 36-70 1955-89) 
SOCIAL FORCES 
0037-7732 05968 Q 
CHAPEL HILL NC 
1, 1922--
"AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SOCIAL RESEARCH" 
Vl - 3 CALLED ALSO JOURNAL OF SOCIAL FORCES 
PAGE: 0171 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA PRESS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 33-42/49--
1956 - -) 
SOCIAL POLICY 
0037-7783 07874 5Y/Q/I 
NEW YORK 
1,MY/JN 1970--
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 4-- 1973--) 
SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
0037-7791 05949 Q/5Y 
BUFFALO NY 
1,JN 1953--
SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 10-- 1962--) 
SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION RECORD 
0092 - 7759 07212 l0Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1973/74-4N2,1977 
SUSPENDED OC 1975-MR 1976 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF HUMAN NEEDS, AND 
REHABILITATION RECORD CONT BY RECORD. HEALTH 
CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION 
US SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICE 
DSCP 1-4 1973-1977 (MICROFORM) 
SOCIAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY 
0038 - 4941 16130 Q 
AUSTIN TX 
49,JN 1968--
CONT OF SOUTHWESTERN SOCIAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY 
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS IN COOPERATION WITH 
THE SOUTHWESTERN SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 67-- 1986-- (MICROFORM: 61--
1980 - -) 
SOCIAL SCIENCES & HUMANITIES INDEX 
0037-7899 05103 Q 
NEW YORK 
19,AP 1965/MR 1966-27,AP 1967/MR 1974 
CONT OF INTERNATIONAL INDEX 
SPLIT TO FORM SOCIAL SCIENCES INDEX, AND 
HUMANITIES INDEX 
DSCP 19-27 AP 1965-MR 1974 
016.3) 






ALSO ISSUED IN AN ANNUAL CUMULATION 
CONT IN PART OF SOCIAL SCIENCES & HUMANITIES 
INDEX 
DSCP 1-- 1974-- (INDEX R 016.3) 
SOCIAL SECURITY BULLETIN 
0037-7910 07875 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,MR 1938--
SUPERSEDES A PUBLICATION WITH THE SAME 
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION. OFFICE 
RESEARCH AND STATISTICS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
TITLE 
OF 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 1-- 1938--) 
SOCIAL SERVICE REVIEW 
0037-7961 03081 Q 
CHICAGO 
1,MR 1927--
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. GRADUATE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL 
SERVICE ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 22-- 1948--) 
SOCIAL WORK 
0037-8046 03082 Q/6Y 
NEW YORK 
1,JA 1956--
FORMED BY MERGER OF: SOCIAL WORK JOURNAL, 
JOURNAL OF PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL WORK, AND MEDICAL 
SOCIAL WORK 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 1-- 1956--) 
SOCIAL WORK ABSTRACTS 
1070-5317 32118 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
30Nl, MR 1994--
CONT IN PART: SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH AND ABSTRACTS 
AVAILABLE CD-ROM AND ONLINE 
DSCP 30-- 1994-- (INDEX) 
SOCIAL WORK IN HEALTH CARE 
0098-1389 03083 Q 
NEW YORK 
l,FALL 1975--
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 6-- FALL 
1980--) 
SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH 
1070-5309 32148 Q 
ANNAPOLIS JCT MD 
PAGE: 0172 
18Nl, MR 1994--
CONT IN PART: SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH AND ABSTRACTS 
DSCP 18-- 1994-- (MICROFILM: 18--
1994--) 
SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH & ABSTRACTS 
0148-0847 05105 Q 
NEW YORK 
13N2,SUMMER 1977-29N4,DE 1993 
CONT OF ABSTRACTS FOR SOCIAL WORKERS 
SPLIT INTO: SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH, AND: 
WORK ABSTRACTS 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS 
DSCP 13N2-29N4 SUMMER 1977-DE 1993 
(INDEX PER) 
SOCIETY 
0147-2011 05106 BM 
NEW BRUNSWICK NJ 
9N4,FE 1972--
V9N4-- ALSO CALLED N74--
SOCIAL 
CONT OF TRANS-ACTION (PHILADELPHIA) 
RUTGERS-THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY. 
TRANSACTION, INC. 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 6-- 1968/ 
1969--) 
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT 
SEE: SAM 
SOCIETY OF DYERS AND COLOURISTS. JOURNAL 
SEE JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY OF DYERS AND 
COLOURISTS 
SOCIETY OF MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION 
ENGINEERS. JOURNAL 
SEE SMPTE JOURNAL 
SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION 
0038-0407 05943 Q 
ALBANY NY 
37,FALL 1963--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY 
AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 36-- 1962--) 
SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION NEWS 
0000-0000 16133 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
2N4,JN 1981--


















UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. SOIL 
CONSERVATION SERVICE 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+4 YEAR 
BACKFILE (A 57.9/2:) 
SOLDIERS 
0093-8440 15433 M 
ALEXANDRIA VA/ WASHINGTON DC 
26N6,JN 1971--
CONT OF ARMY DIGEST 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
DSCP 28-36 1973-1981 (D 101.12:) 
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT REFUSE REMOVAL JOURNAL AND 
LIQUID WASTES MANAGEMENT 
0161-035X 15756 13Y/M 
NEW YORK 
17N2,FE 1974-24N7,JL 1981 
"NATIONAL MAGAZINE FOR THE SANITATION INDUSTRY" 
CONT OF SOLID WASTES MANAGEMENT/REFUSE REMOVAL 
JOURNAL CONT BY SOLID WASTES MANAGEMENT 
NATIONAL SOLID WASTES MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 23/24Nl-7 1980-JL 1981 (MICROFORM) 
SOLID WASTES MANAGEMENT 
0886-1579 18665 M 
ATLANTA GA 
24N8,AU 1981-26N2,FE 1983 
CONT OF SOLID WASTES MANAGEMENT REFUSE REMOVAL 
JOURNAL AND LIQUID WASTES MANAGEMENT 
CONT BY MANAGEMENT OF WORLD WASTES 
DSCP 24N8-26N2 1981-1983 (MICROFILM) 




CONT OF SOLINEWS UPDATE 
DSCP N34-- JA 1985-- (L) 
SOLINBWS: THE SOLINBT NEWSLETTER 
0193-273X 09473 6Y 
ATLANTA 
2,SE 1974--
SINCE 1980, PUBLISHED ON ALTERNATE MONTHS WITH 
SOLINEWS UPDATE CONT OF NEWSLETTER -
SOUTHEASTERN LIBRARY NETWORK 
DSCP 2-- 1974-- (L) 




CONT OF STATE TRENDS & FORECASTS. EACH ISSUE HAS 
ALSO A DISTINCTIVE TITLE 
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS 
DSCP 5N2-- AP 1997--




DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
Q 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 53-- 1954--) 
SOUTH CAROLINA ANTIQUITIES 




"CONTRIBUTED PAPERS CONCERNING THE ARCHAEOLOGY 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA" 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
DSCP 1-- 1969-- (S.C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA ARTS 
0000-0000 32682 M 
CHARLESTON SC 
lNl, JA 1988; 1N2, 1995--
ISSUED INSIDE OF CHARLESTON ARTS IN 1988. 
RESUMED PUBLISHING IN JA 1995 WITH VOL 1, N2-
COVERING THE ARTS IN SOUTH CAROLINA 
DSCP 1-- 1988-- (S. C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA BICENTENNIAL NEWS 
0000-0000 18259 ? 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,AP 1973-(3,1976) 
SOUTH CAROLINA AMERICAN REVOLUTION BICENTENNIAL 
COMMISSION 
DSCP 1Nl,3-4/2-3N2 AP 1973,OC 1973-JN 1976 
SOUTH CAROLINA BUSINESS JOURNAL 




THE REPORT OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA CHAMBER OF 
COMMERCE 
DSCP 6N2-- MAR 1988-- (S .C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
0000-0000 16145 W/SW 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,SE 23,1981--
"A WEEKLY LISTING OF PROPOSED PROCUREMENT OF 
CONSTRUCTION, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, SUPPLIES, 
SERVICES AND OTHER ... " SOUTH CAROLINA STATE 
BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD. DIVISION OF GENERAL 
SERVICES. SEMI WEEKLY WITH OC 1999--
DSCP lNl-- SE 23,1981-- (S .C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA BUSINESS VISION 
1081-1257 32676 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl, OC/DE 1994--
SOUTH CAROLINA BUSINESS NETWORK 
DSCP 1-- OC/DE 1994-- (S.C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA CHAPTER, SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
ASSOCIATION (NEWSLETTER) 
0000-0000 20532 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
1Nl,MR1986-2Nl,MR1987 
CONT BY PALMETTO INFORMATION NOTES 
DSCP 1-2Nl MR 1986MR 1987 
SOUTH CAROLINA CITY 




MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
DSCP 1960-1972 (S .C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA CLUBWOMAN 
0000-0000 16255 Q/l0Y 
COLUMBIA SC 
8Nl,JA 1952--
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA 
FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS, INC. MONTHLY EXCEPT 





SOUTH CAROLINA. CROP AND LIVESTOCK REPORTING 
SERVICE. POULTRY REPORT 
SEE SOUTH CAROLINA POULTRY REPORT 
SOUTH CAROLINA. CROP AND LIVESTOCK REPORTING 
SERVICE. WEEKLY BROILER REPORT 
SEE WEEKLY BROILER REPORT 
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES. 
SEE STATISTICAL REPORT ... ; ANNUAL REPORT ... ; 
MEDICAID BULLETIN ... ;CES AND OTHER INDIVIDUAL 
TITLES. 
SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATION JOURNAL 
PAGE: 0174 
0038-3058 16421 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,FALL 1969-5N3,SPRING 1974 
SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 3-5 1972-1974 (S.C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATION NEWS 
0000-0000 32125 M 
COLUMBIA, SC 
19??-26N8, 1970 
MONTHLY EXCEPT JA, JUN-AUG 
ISSUES FOR JA. 1967 LACKS NUMBERING, BUT 
CONSTITUTES V.23N5; 24N3,1967 CALLED V.23N8; 
24N4,1967 CALLED 24N2 CONT BY SOUTH CAROLINA 
EDUATION NEWS EMPHASIS 
SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 23N8/24N8-25N2 
1968 (S.C.) 
MY 1967/MY 1968-OC 
SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATION NEWS EMPHASIS 
0038-3066 17154 I 
COLUMBIA SC 
19??-31N2,AU 28,1974 
CONT BY SCEA EMPHASIS 
SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 28N2-3,5-8/29N3-12/30N3-13 SE-OC 
1971/DE 1971-MR 1972/OC 1972-MY 1973/OC 
1993-JN 1974 (S.C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA EGG BOARD. NEWSLETTER 
SEE NEWSLETTER. SOUTH CAROLINA EGG BOARD 
SOUTH CAROLINA EGGSAMINBR 
0000-0000 17170 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
6N8,SE 1978--
SOUTH CAROLINA EGG BOARD 
DSCP SE-NV 1978/MR,AP,JL,DE 1979/MR 1982 
(S.C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA EMPLOYMENT LAW LETTER 
1064-461X 33342 M 
NASHVILLE TN 
1, 199?--
DSCP 6N6-- MR 1998-- (S.C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA ENVIRONMENTAL PROSPECTUS 
0892-3914 21254 SM 
LAURENS, SC 
l,1987-2N13,1988 
CONT BY ENVIRONMENTAL PROSPECTUS 
DSCP 1N19/1N22-2N13 OC 5,1987/NV 16, 


















SOUTH CAROLINA FARM FACTS. AGRICULTURE REPORT 
0000-0000 18263 ? 
COLUMBIA SC 
19??--
u.s. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE. OFFICE OF 
AGRICULTURAL STATISTICIAN IN COOPERATION WITH 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT 
STATION 
DSCP OC 1975-JN 1976 
SOUTH CAROLINA FARM FACTS. FIELD CROPS 
0000-0000 18264 ? 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,JL 16,1976--
SOUTH CAROLINA. CROP AND LIVESTOCK REPORTING 
SERVICE 
DSCP 1Nl-6Nll/7N2 JL 1976-DE 1981/FE 
1982 (S.C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA FARM FACTS. LIVESTOCK 
0000-0000 17427 ? 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,JL 1976-7Nl,FE 1982 
MERGED WITH SOUTH CAROLINA FARM FACTS. POULTRY & 
EGGS, TO FORM SOUTH CAROLINA FARM FACTS. 
LIVESTOCK & POULTRY 
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPT OF AGRICULTURE AND U.S. DEPT 
OF AGRICULTURE 
DSCP 1Nl-3,5-6/2/3Nl,3-13/4N2-13/5/6Nl-8/ 
7Nl JL 1976-SE 1976/NV 1976-FE 1978/MR 
1978-DE 1978/FE 1979-DE 1981/FE 1982 
(S.C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA FARM FACTS. LIVESTOCK & POULTRY 
0000-0000 17425 ? 
COLUMBIA SC 
7N3,MR 1982--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF SOUTH CAROLINA FARM 
FACTS. LIVESTOCK; AND SOUTH CAROLINA FARM FACTS. 
POULTRY & EGGS 
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPT OF AGRICULTURE AND U.S DEPT 
OF AGRICLUTURE 
DSCP 7N3-4 MR-AP 1982 (S .C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA FARM FACTS. POULTRY & EGGS 
0000-0000 17426 ? 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,JL 1976-7N2,FE 1982 
MERGED WITH SOUTH CAROLINA FARM FACTS. LIVESTOCK, 
TO FORM SOUTH CAROLINA FARM FACTS. LIVESTOCK & 
POULTRY 
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPT OF AGRICULTURE AND U.S. DEPT 
OF AGRICULTURE 
DSCP l-7N2 1976-MR 1982 (S .C.) 
PAGE: 0175 
SOUTH CAROLINA FARMER. THE SOUTH CAROLINA PARM 
BUREAU FEDERATION NEWS 
0000-0000 16148 M 
CAYCE SC 
19??--
DSCP 37Nl-- DE 1981-- (S .C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA FINS AND FEATHERS 
SEE FINS AND FEATHERS (SOUTH CAROLINA EDITION) 
SOUTH CAROLINA FORUM: A REVIEW OP PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
IN SOUTH CAROLINA 
0000-0000 26178 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,1990-2,1991 
CONT BY SOUTH CAROLINA POLICY FORUM: A REVIEW OF 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS IN SOUTH CAROLINA 
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH 
CAROLINA 
DSCP 1-2 JR-MR1990-1991 (S .C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY NEWSLETTER 
0000-0000 17183 ? 
CHARLESTON SC 
MR 1981--
DSCP MR 1981-FE 1985 (S.C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA GEOLOGY 
0272-9873 16149 SA 
COLUMBIA SC 
24Nl,1980--
CONT OF GEOLOGIC NOTES 
SOUTH CAROLINA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
DSCP 24Nl-2/25N2/26Nl-- JL 1980-DE 1980/ 
NV 1981/NV 1982--(S.C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORICAL MAGAZINE 
0038-3082 09037 Q 
CHARLESTON SC 
54,JA 1953--
CONT OF SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORICAL AND 
GENEALOGICAL MAGAZINE 
SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
DSCP 1-- 1900-- (S.C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. NEWSLETTER 
SEE SCHS NEWSLETTER 
SOUTH CAROLINA HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION. BULLETIN 
BULLETIN: SOUTH CAROLINA HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION 
SOUTH CAROLINA HUMANITIES NEWSLETTER 
0000-0000 16153 Q/3Y 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,FE 1976--
SOUTH CAROLINA COMMITTEE FOR THE HUMANITIES 
DSCP 6-- 1981-- (S .C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA JOURNAL OF COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS 
0000-0000 17248 SA 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,1972--
SOUTH CAROLINA SPEECH AND HEARING ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 1Nl-2/2N2/3N2/4N2/5N2 1972/WIN1973/ 
WIN1974/WIN1975/WIN1979 (S.C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 
0000-0000 17250 SA 
CLEMSON SC 
1,1969-4,1972 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SOUTH CAROLINA POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 1-3 1969-1971 (S .C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA LABOR NEWS 
0271-6887 16154 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
19??--
DSCP 23-33N 1968-SUM1978 (S .C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA LANDINGS 
0364-0183 17274 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??-DE 1979 
U.S. NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 
DSCP 1971-1979 (C 55.309/2:) 
SOUTH CAROLINA LAWYER 
1044-4238 25991 BM 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,JL/AU 1989--
LEGAL ISSUES AND STATE AND NATIONAL COURT 
RULINGS AFFECTING SOUTH CAROLINA LAW 
DSCP 1Nl-2,4-6/2N2-- JU/AU 1989-SE/OC 
1989/JA/FE 1990-MY/JN1990/SE/OC1990--
(S.C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA LEGIONNAIRE 
0000-0000 18265 M 
CAYCE SC 
lNl,1967--
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPT. 
OF AMERICAN LEGION 
DSCP 2Nl,3,5,7,10-12/3N2,9/4-5N4 JA,MR, 
PAGE: 0176 
MY,JL,OC-DE 1968/FE,SE 1969/JA 1970-AP 
1971 
SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARIAN 
0038-3112 05128 SA 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,1956-32,1988 
CONT OF SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARY BULLETIN. 
ABSORBED BY: NEW & VIEWS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA 
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION WITH V.31N2/32Nl (FALL 
1987/SPR 1988) 
"OFFICIAL PUBL OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARY 
ASSOCIATION" 
DSCP 1-32 1956-1988 (L) 
SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARY BULLETIN 
0000-0000 09039 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
l,1945-10N4,1956 
CONT BY SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARIAN 
SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION/SOUTH 
CAROLINA STATE LIBRARY BOARD 
DSCP 1-10 1945-1956 (S.C. 020.5) 





DSCP 1-42Nl 1937-1978 (S.C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA MARKET BULLETIN 
0744-3986 16156 BW 
COLUMBIA SC 
19??--
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
DSCP 45-- 1970-- (AG 8357 3 .M16) 
SOUTH CAROLINA MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. JOURNAL 
SEE JOURNAL OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA MEDICAL 
ASSOCIATION 
SOUTH CAROLINA MONTHLY LOCAL CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA 
0000-0000 20906 M 
ASHEVILLE NC 
OC,1983--
NATIONAL CLIMATIC DATA CENTER, ASHEVILLE 
DSCP (MICROFICHE: DE 1983-- (C 55.286/6-42:)) 
SOUTH CAROLINA NEWS 
0000-0000 17288 BM 
TAYLORS SC 
1,1960--






















DSCP 19N6-27N3 AU 1980-MY-AU 1987 (S .C.) 
SOOTH CAROLINA NEWSPAPER 
0000-0000 18266 6Y 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,19??--
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA PRESS 
ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 10N2/11N2-ll DE 1975/AP 1976-AU 
1977 (S.C.) 
SOOTH CAROLINA NURSE (1994-) 
0000-0000 31976 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,JA/MR 1994--
CONT OF SOUTH CAROLINA NURSE 
SOUTH CAROLINA NURSES ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 2N3-- JA/FE/MR 1996--
SOOTH CAROLINA OOT-OP-DOORS 
0887-9249 16454 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,197?--
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE FEDERATION 
(S. C.) 
DSCP 16Nl0-- oc 1989-- (S.C.) 





DSCP 1N32N2/4Nl-2/5N2-- FALL 1989-SPR 
1990/WIN 1992-SUM 1992/SUM 1993--
(S.C.) 
SOOTH CAROLINA POLICY PORUM: A RBVIBW OP PUBLIC 
AFFAIRS IN SOOTH CAROLINA 
0000-0000 29751 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
3Nl, WIN 1992--
CONT OF SOUTH CAROLINA FORUM 
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH 
CAROLINA 
DSCP 3-- WIN 1992-- (S .C.) 
SOOTH CAROLINA POLITICAL REPORT 
0000-0000 16157 SM 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,JA 1979--
DSCP 1N2-9 JA 22,1979-MY 20,1979 







CONT BY PORT NEWS 





SOOTH- CAROLINA POULTRY REPORT 
0000-0000 18261 ? 
COLUMBIA SC 
19??--
SOUTH CAROLINA. CROP AND LIVESTOCK REPORTING 
SERVICE 
DSCP SE,DE 1975/JA-JN 1976 (S .C.) 
SOOTH CAROLINA REAL ESTATE NEWS 
0000-0000 18267 ? 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,196?--
ISSUES FOR JA 1984 MISNUMBERED 
OFFICIAL PUBL OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA REAL ESTATE 
COMMISSION 
DSCP 6Nl-14N5 FE 1972-OC 1980 
SOOTH CAROLINA RBVIBW 
0038-3163 16159 2Y 
CLEMSON SC 
l,NV 1968--
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY. COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
DSCP 1-- 1968-- (S.C.) 
SOOTH CAROLINA SANDLAPPER MAGAZINE 
0000-0000 20021 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,DE 1985-MY,1986 
SUPERSEDES CAROLINA LIFESTYLE 
DSCP 1Nl-2N4 DE 1985-MY 1986 (S.C.) 
SOOTH CAROLINA SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 
0000-0000 1857-0 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
1981?--
CONT OF SOUTH CAROLINA SCHOOL BOARDS JOURNAL 
DSCP JA 1981-- (S.C.) 
SOOTH CAROLINA SCHOOL BOARDS JOURNAL 
0000-0000 16161 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
19??-1980? 
CONT BY SOUTH CAROLINA SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION 
JOURNAL 
DSCP FE-JN 1980 (S. C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA SCHOOLS 
0038-3171 05132 SY 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,1949/50--
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
DSCP 15N6-- 1964-- (ED 8332 3 .SS8) 
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE BMPLOYBES ASSOCIATION. STATE 
SERVICE 
SEE STATE SERVICE 
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE MUSEUM 
SEE: S.M.A.S.H. : NEWSLETTER OF THE SOUTH 
CAROLINA STATE MUSEUM 
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE REGISTER 
0000-0000 16163 ? 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,MR 18,1977--
"CONTAINS NOTICES, PROPOSED REGULATIONS, 
EMERGENCY REGULATIONS, FINAL FORM REGULATIONS, 
AND OTHER DOCUMENTS FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE 
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL" 
SOUTH CAROLINA. GENERAL ASSEMBLY. LEGISLATIVE 
COUNCIL 
DSCP 1-- 1977-- (A3L524 8.R33) 
SOUTH CAROLINA TROOPER 
0000-0000 23250 Q 
COLUMBIA 
198?--
SOUTH CAROLINA TROOPERS ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 4N4-- WIN 1991-- (S .C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA VOTER 
0000-0000 16244 BM 
COLUMBIA SC 
lNl,19??-34,1984 
CONT BY SC VOTER 
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
DSCP 24N4-30N2/31N4 OC/NV 1974-AU/SE 
1980/SPECIAL 1981 (S.C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE 
0038-3198 17284 Q/BM 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,WINTER 1954--
SOUTH CAROLINA. WILDLIFE AND MARINE RESOURCES 
DEPT 
DSCP 1-- 1954-- (S. C.) 
SOUTH CAROLINA YOUNG FARMER AND FUTURE PARMER 
MAGAZINE 
PAGE: 0178 
0038-3201 16166 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
19??--







0038-3554 17282 l0Y 
ATLANTA 
1,JL 1969-SN4,1973 
MERGED WITH NEW SOUTH, TO FORM SOUTHERN VOICES 
SOUTHERN REGIONAL COUNCIL 
DSCP 1-5 1969-1973 (MICROFORM) 
SOUTHEASTERN LIBRARIAN 
0038-3686 05139 SA/Q 
ATLANTA 
1,SPRING 1951--
SOUTHEASTERN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 1-- 1951-- (L) 
SOUTHERN AGRICULTURIST, HORTICULTURIST, AND 
REGISTER OP RURAL AFFAIRS 
0000-0000 17463 ? 
CHARLESTON SC 
NSl,1841-6,DE 1846 
CONT OF SOUTHERN CABINET OF AGRICULTURE, 
HORTICULTURE, RURAL AND DOMESTIC ECONOMY 
DSCP 1-6 1841-1846 (MICROFORM 630) 
SOUTHERN AGRICULTURIST AND REGISTER OP RURAL 
AFFAIRS 
0000-0000 17490 ? 
CHARLESTON SC 
1,1828-12,1839 
CONT BY SOUTHERN CABINET OF AGRICULTURE, 
HORTICULTURE, RURAL AND DOMESTIC ECONOMY 
DSCP 1-12 1828-1839 (MICROFORM 630) 
SOUTHERN BUILDING 
0038-3864 18270 BM 
BIRMINGHAM AL 
1943--
SOUTHERN BUILDING CODE CONGRESS INTERNATIONAL, 
INC 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
SOUTHERN CABINET OP AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, 
RURAL AND DOMESTIC ECONOMY 























CONT OF SOUTHERN AGRICULTURIST AND REGISTER OF 
RURAL AFFAIRS CONT BY SOUTHERN AGRICULTURIST, 
HORTICULTURIST, AND REGISTER OF RURAL AFFAIRS 
DSCP 1840 (MICROFORM 630) 
SOUTHERN CULTURES 
1068-8218 32772 Q 
DURHAM NC 
lNl, FALL 1994--
VOL 1, NO 1 PRECEDED BY AN "INAUGURAL ISSUE," 
PUBLISHED IN 1993 
CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF THE AMERICAN SOUTH 
DSCP 4-- SPR 1998--
SOUTHERN ECONOMIC JOURNAL 
0038-4038 16174 Q 
CHAPEL HILL NC 
1,OC 1933--
SOUTHERN ECONOMIC ASSOC AND THE UNIV. OF NORTH 
CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 19-- 1952--) 
SOUTHERN EXPOSURE 
0146-809X 16175 Q/BM 
DURHAM NC 
1,SPRING 1973--
INSTITUTE FOR SOUTHERN STUDIES 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 1-- 1973--) 
SOUTHERN GROWTH 
0000-0000 17460 Q 
RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK NC 
l0Nl,SUM 1982-20N2,FALL1994 
CONT OF SOUTHERN GROWTH POLICIES AND PROMISE. 
CONT BY SOUTHERN GROWTH UPDATE 
SOUTHERN GROWTH POLICIES BOARD 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
SOUTHERN GROWTH 
0000-0000 33364 Q 
RESEARCH TRIANGLE NC 
1995?--
COMPLEMENTS SOUTHERN GROWTH UPDATE 
DSCP 3-- SUMMER 1996--
SOUTHERN GROWTH REPORTS 
0000-0000 29561 BM 
RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK NC 
1, FE 1991--
FORMED BY MERGER OF: FORESIGHT; LOCAL INSIGHT; 
GROWTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMNT; AND SOUTHERN 
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES 
SOUTHERN GROWTH POLICIES BOARD 
DSCP 1-6 FE 1991-JA 1992 
SOUTHERN GROWTH UPDATE 
0000-0000 12101 




CONT OF SOUTHERN GROWTH. 20N3 
ERROR 
PRINTED AS N2 IN 
DSCP 20N3-- WIN 1995--




DSCP 1 1828-1829 
SOUTHERN LITERARY JOURNAL 
? 
(MICROFORM) 
0038-4291 17456 SA 
CHAPEL HILL NC 
1,AUTUMN 1968--
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL. 
DEPT OF ENGLISH 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-- 1968--) 
SOUTHERN LITERARY JOURNAL AND MAGAZINE OP ARTS 
0000-0000 17455 M 
CHARLESTON SC 
1,SE 1935-3,1837 
NSl,MR 1837-4,DE 1838 
TITLE VARIES SLIGHTLY.NEW SERIES V.2 NEVER 
ISSUED. CONT BY SOUTHRON. 
DSCP 1-4 1835-1838 (MICROFORM: 051) 
SOUTHERN LITERARY MESSENGER. 
DEPARTMENT OP LITERATURE AND 
0000-0000 17454 
RICHMOND VA 
1,AU 1834-38,JN 1864 
DBVOTED TO BVBRY 
THB PINE ARTS 
M 
NONE ISSUED SE 1834; OC,NV 1835; DE 1836 
VOLS 22-23 ALSO CALLED NSl-12 
NUMBERING IRREGULAR DURING 1862-63 
ABSORBED SOUTHERN AND WESTERN MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
AND REVIEW IN JA 1846 WAS KNOWN AS SOUTHERN AND 
WESTERN LITERARY MESSENGER AND REVIEW 1846-1876. 
RESUMED ORIGINAL TITLE 1848. 
DSCP 1-36 1834-1864 (MICROFORM) (051) 
SOUTHERN LIVING 
0038-4305 16179 M 
BIRMINGHAM AL 
l,FE 1966--
ISSUED FE 1966-JL1966 AS EDITIONS OF THE 
e 
PROGRESSIVE FARMER 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-- 1966--) 
SOUTHERN PARTISAN 
0739-1714 16182 Q 
MCCLELLANVILLE SC 
1979; 1N3-4, SPR/SUM 1981--
VOL lNl & 2 PUBL UNDER TITLE: SOUTHERN PARTISAN 
QUARTERLY REVIEW 
DSCP CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 





DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+4 YEAR BACKFILE 
SOUTHERN REVIEW 
0038-4534 16186 Q 
BATON ROUGE LA 
1,JL 1935-7,SPRING 1942 
NSl,WINTER 1965--
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY AND AGRICULTURAL 
MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
DSCP 1-7/NS CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 1--1965--) 
SOUTHERN REVIEW 
0275-2441 16189 Q 
CHARLESTON SC 
1,FE 1828-8,FE 1832 
NO ISSUE PUBL FE 1831 
DSCP 1-8 1828-1832 
(MICROFILM: 1-8 
( CAGE S . C . 051) 
1828-1832(051)) 
SOUTHERN REVIEW OF PUBLIC ADMJ:NISTRATION 
0147-8168 17450 Q 
MONTGOMERY AL 
1,JN 1977-? 
CONT BY PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION QUARTERLY 
SOUTHERN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION EDUCATION 
FOUDATION 
DSCP 1-6 1977-1982 
SOUTHERN ROSE 
0000-0000 17447 BW 
CHARLESTON SC 
SE 1935-AU 17,1939 
CONT OF SOUTHERN ROSE BUD 
DSCP 4-7 SE 1935-AU 1839 (MICROFORM) 
SOUTHERN ROSE BUD 
AND 
0000-0000 17448 W/BW 
CHARLESTON SC 
AU 31,1833-AU 1835 
CONT OF ROSE BUD, OR YOUTH'S GAZETTE 
CONT BY SOUTHERN ROSE 
PAGE: 0180 
DSCP 2-3 AU 1833-AU 1835 (MICROFORM) 
SOUTHERN TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL NEWSLETTER 
SEE STC REGIONAL FORUM 
SOUTHERN VOICES 
0093-9293 16190 BM 
ATLANTA 
1,MR/AP 1974--
FORMED BY THE UNION OF SOUTH TODAY AND NEW SOUTH 
SOUTHERN REGIONAL COUNCIL 
DSCP 1 1974 (MICROFORM) 
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN MONTHLY MAGAZINE AND REVIEW 
0000-0000 17462 ? 
CHARLESTON SC 
1,JA 1845-2,DE 1845 
CONT OF MAGNOLIA 
ABSORBED BY SOUTHERN LITERARY MESSENGER 
DSCP 1-2 1845 (MICROFORM) 
SPACE/AERONAUTICS 
0000-0000 17445 M 
NEW YORK 
30N4,OC 1958-53N5,MY 1970 
CONT OF AVIATION AGE 
CONT BY SPACE AERONAUTICS 
DSCP 37-53N5 1962-MY 1970 
SPACE WORLD 
(MICROFORM) 
0038-6332 16194 12Y/10Y 
AMHERST WI 
SE,1963-DE,1988 
CONT OF A PUBLICATION BY THE SAME NAME, 1960-1963 
DSCP V.E-Y 1968-1988 (MICROFILM) 
SPE JOURNAL 
0036-1844 17242 M 
GREENWICH CT 
5N5,MY 1949-29N7,JL 1973 
CONT OF AND CONT BY PLASTICS ENGINEERING 
SOCIETY OF PLASTICS ENGINEERS 




























MERGED WITH SPECIALIST TO FORM: INFORMATION 
OUTLOOK 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 








CONT OF EDLINC SPECIAL REPORT. ALSO INCLUDES 
INFORMATION ON UNIVERSAL SERVICE DISCOUNTS FOR 
SCHOOLS 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, OFFICE FOR 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY POLICY 
DSCP 1N2-- AU 1997-- (L) 
SPECIALIST 
0273-9399 08188 M 
NEW YORK 
3N5, JL1980-19N12,DE1996 
CONT OF A PUBLICATION BY THE SAME TITLE ISSUED 
AT THE ANNUAL SLA CONFERENCE (1-3N4). MERGED 
WITH SPECIAL LIBRARIES TO FORM: INFORMATION 
OUTLOOK 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
SPECTRUM: JOURNAL OF STATE GOVERNMENT 
1067-8530 30697 Q 
LEXINGTON KY 
65N3,1992--
CONT OF JOURNAL OF STATE GOVERNMENT 
DSCP 65N3-- SUMMER 1992--
(MICROFILM: 65N3-- SUM 1992--) 
SPORTING NEWS 
0038-805X 16201 W 
ST. LOUIS MO 
1886--
55 NO. A YEAR, JA 6,1986-
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+4 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 193-- 1982--) 
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED 
0038-822X 16203 w 
CHICAGO 
1,AU 16,1954--
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 








8/37N3-12/38-- NV 1970-JA 1971/MY 1971/ 
AU 1971/OC 1971/FE 1972/MY 1972-NV 1972/ 
DE 1972/FE 1973/SE 1973--





SSI SHORT STORY INTERNATIONAL 
0147-7706 23364 
GREAT NECK NY 
l,AP 1977-
DSCP 74-- 1989-- (808. 831) 
STANDARDIZATION NEWS: SN 
0000-0000 23597 M 
PHILADELPHIA 
13,1985--
CONT OF ASTM STANDARDIZATION NEWS 
ISSN 0090-1210 
HSSQ A70500000 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS 






DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 








DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+4 YEAR BACKFILE 
STATE EDUCATION LEADER 
0736-7511 16210 Q 
DENVER CO 
lNl,WINTER 1982--
"A QUARTERLY REVIEW OF ISSUES IN EDUCATION AND 
POLITICS" CONT OF INTERSTATE COMPACT FOR 
EDUCATION 
EDUCATION COMMISSION OF THE STATES 
DSCP NlN-- WINTER 1982--
STATE FISCAL BRIEF 
0000-0000 31800 ? 
ALBANY,NY 
N9,JA 1993--
CONT OF STATE FISCAL BRIEFS 
CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF THE STATES, ROCKEFELLER 
INSTITUTE OF GOVERNMENT 
DSCP N11-- JN 1993--
STATE GOVERNMENT 
0039-0097 16211 M/Q 
DENVER CO 
3,AP 1930-58,1985 
CONT OF LEGISLATOR 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF STATE GOVERNMENT 
AMERICAN LEGISLATORS ASSOCIATION AND COUNCIL OF 
STATE GOVERNMENTS 
DSCP 1-58 1926-WINTER 1986 (MICROFORM) 
STATE GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION 
0039-0100 03133 BM 
LOS ANGELES CA 
l,OC 1966-10N5,JL/AU 1975 
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF STATE LEGISLATORS 
DSCP 2-4N3,5/5Nl,4-5/6N2,4/7Nl,3/8N3-4,6/ 
9Nl-5,7/10Nl-2,4-5 1967-1975 
STATE GOVERNMENT NEWS 
0039-0119 03134 M 
LEXINGTON KY 
l,JL 1958--
ABSORBED LEGISLATIVE SESSION SHEET, 1979 
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-- 1958--) 
STATE GOVERNMENT RESEARCH CHECKLIST 
0190-6623 17434 BM 
LEXINGTON KY 
21,FE 1979--
V22N2 CALLED LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH CHECKLIST BY 
MISTAKE CONT OF LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH CHECKLIST 
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 2 YEAR BACKFILE 
STATE LEGISLATURES 
0147-6041 17433 6Y/10Y 
DENVER 
1,JN/JL 1975--
CONT OF STATE LEGISLATURES TODAY 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES 
DSCP 1N3/2Nl-3,5/3N3-4/4Nl-7/5-- NV 
1975-MY 1976/OC 1976/JN 1977-SE 1977/JA 
1978-NV 1978/JA 1979-- (MICROFILM: 
20-- 1994--) 
STATE & LOCAL GOVERNMENT RBVIBW 
PAGE: 0182 
0160-323X 18573 3Y 
ATHENS GA 
8,1976--
CONT OF GEORGIA GOVERNMENT REVIEW 




0000-0000 16457 W 
COLUMBIA SC 
JA, 1949--
ISSUED AS A SUPPLEMENT TO THE SUNDAY EDITION OF 
THE STATE 
COLUMBIA NEWSPAPERS, INC. 
DSCP 1949-1955 (S.C.) 




CONT OF STATE REVENUE REPORTS 
CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF THE STATES, NELSON A. 




MY/OC 1993-MR 1995/ 
0000-0000 17368 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
13N4,1963-27Nl,1977 
CONT OF STATE SERVICE MAGAZINE 
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 13N4-27Nl 1963-1977 
STATE SERVICE MAGAZINE 
0000-0000 17280 
COLUMBIA SC 
1,MR 1951-13N3,SE 1963 
CONT BY STATE SERVICE 
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE EMPLOYEES 
DSCP 1-13N3 1951-SE 1953 





1099-6486 34709 M 
LAWRENCE KS 
lNl, JL 1998--
"THE MONTHLY JOURNAL THAT SHOWS DIRECTION" 
DSCP 1-- JL 1998-- (LAST 2 YEARS 
READY REF: 317.3 STAT) 
STATE TRENDS BULLETIN 





















CONT BY STATE TRENDS 
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS 
DSCP 1N4-2N2 NV/DE 1995-SUM 1996 
STATE TRENDS/ COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS 
0000-0000 34307 Q 
LEXINGTON KY 
lNl, WIN 1997--
CONT OF STATE TRENDS BULLETIN 
DSCP 3N2-- SPR 1997--




CONT BY SOLUTIONS (LEXINGTON, 
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS 




1085-0546 33168 I 
DENVER CO 
1995--
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES 
DSCP ISSUE 1-- NV 1995--
STATIONERY OFFICE MONTHLY CATALOGUE 
0000-0000 33633 M 
LONDON 
AU 1996--
CONT OF HMSO MONTHLY CATALOGUE 
DSCP AU 1996--
STATISTICAL BULLETIN/ METROPOLITAN INSURANCE 
COMPANIES 
0741-9767 19004 Q 
NEW YORK 
65,1984--
CONT OF STATISTICAL BULLETIN/ METROPOLTIAN LIFE 
FOUNDATION 
DSCP PAPER: LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT 15 
YEARS ONLY (MICROFORM:65--1984--
STATISTICAL BULLETIN. METROPOLITAN LIFE FOUNDATION 
0736-4822 14498 Q 
NEW YORK 
63,1982-64Nl,1983 
CONT OF STATISTICAL BULLETIN. METROPOLITAN LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPANY CONT BY STATISTICAL BULLETIN/ 
METROPOLITAN INSURANCE COMPANIES 
DSCP 63-64 1982-1983 (MICROFILM) 
PAGE: 0183 
STATISTICAL BULLETIN. METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE 
COMPANY (1920) 
0026-1513 03136 M/Q 
NEW YORK 
1,1920-62,1981 
NUMBERING OF ISSUES BEGAN WITH V45 
CONT BY STATISTICAL BULLETIN. METROPOLITAN LIFE 
FOUNDATION 
DSCP 39-62 1958-1981 (MICROFORM) 
STATISTICAL BULLETIN - SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE 
COMMISSION (UNITED STATES. SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE 
COMMISSION) 
0039-0410 23609 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,1940-39N7,JL 1980 
CONT BY SEC MONTHLY STATISTICAL REVIEW 
DSCP 30N3-9,ll-12-31N12/32N2-35N7/ 
35N9-39N7 1971-JL1980 (SE 1.20:) 
STATISTICAL REFERENCE INDEX 
0000-0000 17431 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,JA 1980--
ISSUED IN TWO PARTS: INDEX, AND ABSTRACTS. ALSO 
AVAILABLE AS PART OF CD-ROM: STATISTICAL 
MASTERFILE 
CONGRESSIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE 
DSCP 1-15 1980-1994 (INDEX GR 016.31) 
STATISTICAL REPORT. SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF 
SOCIAL SERVICES 
0163-6898 05127 M 
COLUMBIA SC 
35Nll,MAY,1972--
CONT OF PUBLIC WELFARE STATISTICS - SOUTH 
CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE 
COVER TITLE: STATISTICS - SOUTH CAROLINA 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES 
DSCP 3 5Nll - - 1972-- (SO 135 3. S71) 
STATISTICS OF INCOME. SOI BULLETIN 
0730-0743 19905 Q 
WASNINGTON DC 
1,1981--
MERGER OF: STATISTICS OF INCOME, PRELIMINARY. 
INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURNS (WASHINGTON, D.C. 
: 1980); STATISTICS OF INCOME, PRELIMINARY. 
BUSINESS INCOME TAX RETURNS, SOLE 
PROPRIETORSHIPS, PARTNERSHIPS, AND: STATISTICS 
OF INCOME, PRELIMINARY. CORPORATION INCOME TAX 
RETURNS (WASHINGTON, D.C.: 1981) 
DEPT OF THE TREASURY, INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 
DSCP 3N4-- SPRING,1984-- (T 22.35/ 
4:) (MICROFORM: 1-3Nl/3N3 SUMMER, 
1981-SUMMER,1983/WINTER,1983/84 (T 22.35/ 
4:)) 
STEEL 
0000-0000 17444 W 
CLEVELAND 
87Nl,JL 3,1930-165N26,DE 29,1969 
CONT OF IRON TRADE REVIEW 
CONT BY INDUSTRY WEEK 
DSCP 142-165 1958-1969 (MICROFORM) 
STEREO REVIEW'S SOUND & VISION 
1522-810X 34756 l0Y 
NEW YORK 
64N2, FE/MR 1999--
FORMED BY MERGER OF STEREO REVIEW, AND: VIDEO 
MAGAZINE MONTHLY EXCEPT BIMONTHLY IN FE/MR & 
JL/AU 
DSCP 64N2-- FE/MR 1999--
STORES 
0039-1867 16212 M 
NEW YORK 
29,1947--
CONT OF BULLETIN. NATIONAL RETAIL DRY GOODS 
ASSOCIATION 
NATIONAL RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 56-- 1974--) 
STRATEGIC FINANCE 
1524-833X 34808 M 
MONTVALE NJ 
80N9, MR 1999--





STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 
0143-2095 20959 




DSCP 7-- 1986-- (MICROFILM) 
STRATEGY & LEADERSHIP 
1087-8572 33164 BM 
CHICAGO 
24N2, MR/AP 1996--
CONT OF PLANNING REVIEW 
DSCP 24N2-- MR/AP 1996--
(MICROFILM: 24N2-- MR/AP 1996--) 
STREETSCAPES 




SOUTH CAROLINA DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 7-- WIN 1998-- (S.C.) 
STUDIES ON ALCOHOL 
SEE JOURNAL OF STUDIES ON ALCOHOL 
STUDIES IN SHORT FICTION 






0000-0000 17483 ? 
WASHINGTON DC 
SB-001,AP 7,1975--
U.S. SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS 
DSCP CURRENT ISSUES ONLY (GP 3.22/2:) 
SUCCESS 
0745-2489 19723 M 
CHICAGO IL 
28N3,1981-46N5,1999 
SUSP PUBL 1999 





NV 1989-OC 1994/ 
0039-4432 16217 M 
DES MOINES IA 
1,1902--
"THE MAGAZINE OF FARM MANAGEMENT". V21 REPEATED 
IN NUMBERING ABSORBED DAIRY FARMING. SELECT 
ARTICLES FROM CURRENT ISSUES AVAILABLE ONLINE 
DSCP 51-96 1953-1998 (MICROFILM) 
SUN NEWS (MYRTLE BEACH, SC) 
0000-0000 23654 D 
MYRTLE BEACH SC 
12N9, AU 16 1961--
FORMED BY UNION OF MYRTLE BEACH SUN AND OCEAN 
BEACH NEWS, AND: MYRTLE BEACH NEWS. ABSORBED 
FIELD AND HERALD WEEKLY -JA 30, 1969; SEMIWEEKLY, 
FE 2, 1969-NV 3,1972; TRIWEEKLY NV 7, 1972-NV16, 
1973; DAILY NV 19, 1973-
NEWSPAPER 



















0039-5404 16220 M 
MENLO PARK CA 
JA 1909--
"THE MAGAZINE OF WESTERN LIVING" 
CONT OF SUNSET MAGAZINE 
ABSORBED PACIFIC MONTHLY 
SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY 




0039-5854 06308 M 
BURLINGTON IA 
1,FE 1939--
"THE MAGAZINE OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND 
OPERATING MANAGEMENT" CONT OF FOREMAN 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 42-- 1980--) 
SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT 
0039-5919 11800 M 
SARANAC LAKE NY 
1,DE 1955-31N5,1986 
CONT BY MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS 
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATIONS 
DSCP 3-31N5 1958-1986 (MICROFILM) 
SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT 
1045-263X 25328 M 
SARANAC LAKE NY 
34Nl,1989-41N3,MR1996 
CONT OF MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS. SPLIT TO FORM 
GETTING RESULTS .. FOR THE HANDS-ON MANAGER, 
OFFICE EDITION, AND: PLANT EDITION ISSUE FOR MR 






SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS 
(MICROFILM: 
0039-6222 16228 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1921--
UNITED STATES BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS AND 
BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMMERCE 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 38-- 1958--) 
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 
1044-4262 25448 M 
NEWTON MA 
22N4,AP 1989-25N4,AP1992 
CONT OF MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS 
CONT BY SYSTEMS INTEGRATION BUSINESS 
DSCP 22N4 - 25N4 . AP 1989-AP 1992 
(MICROFILM) 
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION BUSINESS 
1063 - 407X 29892 M 
NEWTON MA 
25N5,MY 1992-25N8,AU1992 
CONT OF SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 
PAGE: 0185 
DSCP 25N5-8 MAY-AU 1992 (MICROFILM) 
SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES JOURNAL 
0000-0000 17420 ? 
CLEVELAND 
13(N51) ,JA/FE 1962-19(N92) ,NV/DE 1968 
CONT OF SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 16-18 1965-1967 (MICROFORM) 
TAPPI 
0039-8241 06301 M 
EASTON PA 
32,1949 - 65N8,AU 1982 
FORMED BY UNION OF TAPPI SECTION OF PAPER 
JOURNAL AND TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION PAPERS, 
ASSUMING VOL NUMBERING OF THE LATTER CONT BY 
TAPPI JOURNAL 
TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE PULP AND PAPER 
INDUSTRY 
DSCP 60-65N8 1977-AU 1982 
TAPPI JOURNAL 
0734-1415 14579 M 
ATLANTA 
65N9,SE 1982--
TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE PULP AND PAPER 
INDUSTRY 
DSCP 65N9-77Nll SE 1982-NV 1994 
TAR HEEL LIBRARIES 
0193-4309 17079 BM 
RALEIGH NC 
1,SE 1977-19N3,MY/JN1996 
CONT OF LIBRARY REPORTER 
NORTH CAROLINA. DIVISION OF STATE LIBRARY 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
TAX FEATURES 
0000-0000 18727 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
27Nl , JA 1983--
CONT OF MONTHLY TAX FEATURES 
TITLE VARIES 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 27-- 1983--) 
TAX FOUNDATION'S TAX RBVIBW 
0040-0114 16300 M 
NEW YORK 
(18) ,JA 1957-43N7,NV/DE 1982 
CONT OF TAX REVIEW 
CONT BY FISCAL POLICY FORUM 
TAX FOUNDATION 





"THE TAX MAGAZINE" 
CONT OF TAX MAGAZINE 
M 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 36-- 1958--) 
TEACHER 
0148-6578 16303 9Y 
STAMFORD CT 
90,SE 1972-98,1981 
CONT OF GRADE TEACHER 
MERGED WITH INSTRUCTOR TO BECOME INSTRUCTOR AND 
TEACHER 
DSCP 90-98N7 1972-MR 1981 (MICROFILM) 
TEACHER LIBRARIAN 
1481-1782 34710 SY 
SEATTLE WA 
26Nl, SE/OC 1998--
CONT OF EMERGENCY LIBRARIAN 
DSCP 26Nl-- SE/OC 1998-- (L) 
TEACHER AND TECHNOLOGY 
SEE EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 
TEACHING EDUCATION 




TEACHING EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 




COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 
PAGE: 0186 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFICHE: 1-9 
1968-1977) (MICROFILM: 13-- 1980--) 
TECHNICALITIES 
0272-0884 17412 M 
PHOENIZ AZ 
lNl,DE 1980--
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
TECHNIQUES/ AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
1091-0131 33780 SY 
ALEXANDRIA VA 
71N6, SE 1996-74Nl,JA1999 
CONT OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION JOURNAL. INCLUDES 
SECTION CALLED: INSIDE AVA. CONT BY TECHNIQUES/ 
ASSOCIATION FOR CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 71N6-74Nl SE 
1996-JA1999) 
TECHNIQUES/ ASSOCIATION FOR CAREER AND TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION 
0000-0000 33375 SY 
ALEXANDRIA VA 
74N2, FE 1999--
CONT OF TECHNIQUES/ AMERICAN VOCATIONAL 







TECHNOLOGY & CONSERVATION 




DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE 
0040-165X 03187 Q 
DETROIT 
1,1959/60--
SOCIETY FOR THE HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGY 
DSCP 30-- 1989-- (MICROFILM: 30--
1989--) 
TECHNOLOGY RBVIBW 
0040-1692 03189 Q/9Y/8Y 
CAMBRIDGE MA 
1,1899-100Nl,JA1997 
CONT BY MITS TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 





















DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 80-100 1977/ 
78-JA1997) 
TECHNOLOGY REVIEW (1998--) 
1099-274X 34383 BM 
CAMBRIDGE MA 
101N3,MY/JN 1998--
CONT OF MIT'S TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 
DSCP CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFILM: 101N3-- MY 1998--) 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS. NORTH AMERICAN EDITION 
0278-4831 14710 13Y 
DEDHAM MA 
15N9,1981--





1985- - (MICROFORM: 15/ 
1981/1983--) 
0040-2656 16305 W 
CHICAGO 
l,JA 1901--
VOL NUMBERING IRREGULAR: V20-58 OMITTED IN 
NUMBERING 
"THE JOURNAL OF THE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY" 
ABSORBED TELEPHONE MAGAZINE, AND AMERICAN 
TELEPHONE JOURNAL 








THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA 
STATE DEVELOPMENT BOARD 
DSCP 1-2 1984-1985 (SC) 
TENNESSEE LIBRARIAN 
0162-1564 11704 Q 
NASHVILLE 
lNl, SUM 1948--
VOLS 1-5 CALLED "NEW SERIES" 
CONT OF TENNESSEE LIBRARIES 
TENNESSEE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 9 YEAR BACKFILE 
TEXAS LIBRARIES 





SUSPENDED NV 1920-FE 1938, 1945-FE 1946, OC 1949-
SE 1952. ISSUES FOR OC 1952-MR 1954 LACK VOL 
NUMBERING BUT CONSTITUTE Vl4-16N3 
TEXAS LIBRARY AND HISTORICAL COMMISSION 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 9 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
TEXAS LIBRARY JOURNAL 
0040-4446 17409 Q 
HOUSTON 
26Nl,MR 1950--
CONT OF NEWS NOTES. BULLETIN OF THE TEXAS 
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
TEXAS LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 9 YEAR BACKFILE 
TEXTILE INDUSTRIES 
0040-4985 16309 M 
ATLANTA 
lll,JA1947-148,DE1984 
CONT OF COTTON 
ABSORBED MELLIAND TEXTILE REPORTS 
ISSUES FOR DE,1977- INCLUDE "CALENDAR OF TEXTILE 
EVENTS" FOR THE NEXT YEAR" 
DSCP 122-148 1958-1984 (MICROFILM) 
TEXTILE RESEARCH JOURNAL 
0040-5175 03199 M 
PRINCETON NJ 
15N2,FE 1945--
CONT OF TEXTILE RESEARCH 
TEXTILE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
DSCP 28-68 1958-1998 (MICROFILM) 
TEXTILE WORLD 
0040-5213 06304 W/M 
ATLANTA 
59N6,1921--
CONT OF TEXTILE WORLD JOURNAL 
ABSORBED SEVERAL JOURNALS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 108-- 1958--) 
THEATRE ARTS 
0000-0000 16916 M 
NEW YORK 
23Nll,NV 1939-48Nl,JA 1964 
SUSPENDED NV-DE 1948 
CONT OF THEATRE ARTS MONTHLY 
ABSORBED STAGE MAGAZINE, 1950 
DSCP 37-48 1953-1964 






THREE RIVERS HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
DSCP 2Nl-4Nl,3/5-- SPRING 1982-SPRING 
1984/SE 1984/MR 1985--(S.C.) 
THRUST 
0145-2061 17408 BM/7Y 
BURLINGAME CA 
1,OC 1971-19,MY/JN 1990 
"FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP" 
SUPERSEDES JOURNAL OF SECONDARY EDUCATION 
CONT BY THRUST FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-9 1971-1990) 
THRUST FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
1055-2243 30194 7Y 
BURLINGAME CA 
20,SE 1990--
CONT OF THRUST 
TIME 
DSCP 20Nl-- SE 1990--






DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFROM: 61-- 1953--) 




DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
D 
TLS, THE TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT 
0307-661X 16316 W 
LONDON 
N3488, 1969--
CONT OF TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
TODAY 
0000-0000 16319 M 
TACOMA WA 
7N5,JN 1978--
CONT OF WEYERHAUSER TODAY 
WEYERHAUSER COMPANY 
DSCP 3N2-6 1973-1976 
TODAY'S EDUCATION 
(B6195 3. T52) 
PAGE: 0188 
0040-8484 16322 9Y/4Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
57N6,SE 1968-68N4,NV/DE 1979 
CONT OF NEA JOURNAL 
CONT IN PART BY TODAY'S EDUCATION. GENERAL 
EDITION; ... ELEMENTARY EDITION; ... SOCIAL 
STUDIES EDITION; ... HIGHER EDUCATION EDITION, 
... EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT EDITION 
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED 
STATES 
DSCP 57-68N4 1968-NV/DE 1979 (MICROFILM) 
TODAY'S EDUCATION. GENERAL EDITION 
0272-3573 16321 4Y 
WASHINGTON DC 
69,FE/MR 1980-71N2,AP/MY 1982 
"THE JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION" CONT IN PART TODAY'S EDUCATION 
CONT BY TODAY'S EDUCATION. ANNUAL EDITION 
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED 
STATES 
DSCP 69-71N2 FE/MR-AP/MY 1982 
TODAY'S HEALTH 
0040-8514 03216 M 
CHICAGO 
28N3,MR 1950-54N3,MR 1976 
CONT OF HYGEIA 
ABSORBED BY FAMILY HEALTH 
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 
(MICROFILM) 
DSCP 31-54 1953-1976 (MICROFILM) 
TODAY'S HOMEOWNER 
1089-4810 11860 lOY 
NEW YORK 
92N808, SE 1996--






0000-0000 17543 M 
DETROIT 
4,FE 1935-45N2,AU 1960 
(MICROFILM: 
CONT OF JOURNAL. AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TOOL 
ENGINEERS SPLIT TO FORM PRODUCTION ENGINEERING & 
MANAGEMENT, AND TOOL & MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TOOL ENGINEERS 
DSCP 40-45N2 1958-AU 1960 
TOOL AND MANUP'ACTURING ENGINEER 
0000-0000 06430 M 
DEARBORN MI 
45N3,SE 1960-63,DE 1969 


















CONT BY MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TOOL AND MANUFACTURING 
ENGINEERS 
DSCP 45N3-63 SE 1960-DE 1969 (MICROFORM) 
TOP BULLBTIN 
0000-0000 17418 W 
WASHINGTON DC 
197?-AU31,1987 
U.S. FOREIGN SERVICE AND U.S. INDUSTRY AND TRADE 
ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP 3 MONTH BACKFILE (C 57.27:) 
TOPICS IN HBALTH CARB FINANCING 
0095-3814 05192 Q 
ROCKVILLE MD 
l,1974-21Nl,FALL 1994 
CONT BY JOURNAL OF HEALTH CARE FINANCE 
TICONIUM 
DSCP 11N2-21 WINTER 1984-FALL 1994 
(MICROFORM: 1-21 1974-FALL 1994) 
TOWN AND COUNTRY 
0040-9952 16328 M 
NEW YORK 
56N3,1901--
CONT OF HOME JOURNAL 
DSCP 146N5143-- AP 1992--
(MICROFILM: 146-- 1992--) 
TRADB ,AND BMPLOYMBNT 
0000-0000 20014 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
NV,1984--
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE AND U.S. DEPT. OF LABOR 
DSCP N984/l-- NV 1984--
TRAPPIC BNGINBBRING 
0041-0675 17481 M 
ARLINGTON VA 
7N7,NV 1937-47N5,MY 1977 
CONT OF TRAFFIC DIGEST 
CONT BY TRAFFIC ENGINEERING 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE INSTITUTE OF 
TRANS.PORTATION ENGINEERS 





CONT BY LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT 







0041-0713 03225 Q 
WESTPORT CT 
l,JA 1947-35,OC 1981 
CONT BY TRANSPORTATION QUARTERLY 
ENO FOUNDATION FOR TRANSPORTATION 
DSCP (MICROFORM: 33-35 1979-1981) 
TRAPPIC WORLD 
0041-073X 27119 W 
WASHINGTON DC 
1907--
CONTS TRAFFIC WORLD AND TRAFFIC BULLETIN. 
ABSORBED: FEDERAL TRADE REPORTER 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+4 YEAR 











0095-5892 12697 M 
MINNEAPOLIS 
11N7,1974--
SUBTITLE VARIES: "THE MAGAZINE OF HUMAN 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT" CONT OF TRAINING IN 
BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 11N7-- 1974--) 
TRAINING IN BUSINBSS AND INDUSTRY 
0041-0896 17480 BM/M 
NEW YORK 
l,SE/OC 1964-11N6,JN 1974 
CONT BY TRAINING 
DSCP 6-11 1969-1974 
TRAINING AND DBVBLOPMBNT 
(MICROFORM) 
1055-9760 29422 M 
ALEXANDRIA VA 
45N5,MY 1991--
CONT OF TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT JOURNAL 
DSCP 45N5N5-- MY MY 1991--
(MICROFORM: 45-- 1991--) 
TRAINING AND DBVBLOPMBNT JOURNAL 
0041-0861 05196 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
20,JA 1966-45N4,AP 1991 
CONT OF TRAINING DIRECTORS JOURNAL 
ABSORBED TRAINING RESEARCH ABSTRACTS 
CONT BY TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT 
DSCP 25-45N4 1971-AP 1991 (MICROFILM) 
TRANSACTIONS OP THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OP MECHANICAL 
BNGINBBRS. SERIES D 
SEE JOURNAL OF BASIC ENGINEERING 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OP MECHANICAL 
BNGINBBRS. SERIES A 
SEE JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR POWER 
TRANSACTIONS OF THB AMERICAN SOCIETY OP MECHANICAL 
BNGINBBRS. SERIES B 
SEE JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR INDUSTRY 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE A.S.M.E. SERIES A 
SEE JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR POWER 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE A.S.M.E. SERIES C 
SEE JOURNAL OF HEAT TRANSFER 
TRANSPORTATION & DISTRIBUTION 
0895-8548 31030 13Y 
CLEVELAND OH 
28N9,SE 1987--
SECOND ISSUE IN SE 1987- CALLED PRESIDENTIAL 
ISSUE CONT OF HANDLING & SHIPPING MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 34-- 1993--
TRANSPORTATION BNGINBERING 
0148-0170 17479 M 
ARLINGTON VA 
47N6,JN 1977-48N5,MY 1978 
CONT OF TRAFFIC ENGINEERING 
CONT BY ITE JOURNAL 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE INSTITUTE OF 
TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERS 
DSCP 47N6-48N5 JN 1977-MY 1978 (MICROFILM) 
TRANSPORTATION JOURNAL 
0041-1612 17478 Q 
LOUISVILLE KY 
l,FALL 1961--
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION 
DSCP 12-38 1972-SUM 1999 (MICROFILM) 
TRANSPORTATION QUARTERLY 
PAGE: 0190 
0278-9434 16333 Q 
WESTPORT CT 
36Nl,JA 1982--
CONT OF TRAFFIC QUARTERLY 
ENO FOUNDATION FOR TRANSPORTATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (LAST ISSUE RECEIVED 46Nl,JA 
1992) (MICROFILM: 36-- 1982--) 
TRAVEL HOLIDAY 
0199-025X 16337 M 
FLORAL PARK NY 
151N2,FE 1979--
CONT OF TRAVEL, INCORPORATING HOLIDAY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 151--
FE1979- -) 
TRAVEL, INCORPORATING HOLIDAY 
0161-7184 16336 M 
FLORAL PARK NY 
148N5,NV 1977-151Nl,JA 1979 
FORMED BY THE UNION OF TRAVEL, AND HOLIDAY, 
ASSUMING VOL NUMBERING OF THE FORMER 
CONT BY TRAVEL HOLIDAY 
DSCP 148-151 NV 1977-JA 1979 (MICROFILM) 
TRAVEL WEEKLY 
0041-2082 23536 SW 
NEW YORK 
19??--
CONT OF TRAVEL ITEMS AND COURIER WEEKLY 
SEMIWEEKLY (WITH EXTRA ISSUES MONTHLY EXCEPT 
SEPT) ISSUES FREQ INCLUDE ADDITIONAL SECTIONS 
CALLED SUPPLS, SOME WITH INDIVIDUAL TITLES. E.G., 
LOUIS HARRIS STUDY ISSUE, BUT ALL PART OF THE 
SAME NUMBERING SCHEME 
DSCP 53N93-- NV 24, 1994--
(MICROFILM: 53-- 1994--) 
TREASURY BULLETIN 
0041-2155 17475 M/Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
JL 1945--
CONT OF BULLETIN OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT 
U.S. DEPT OF THE TREASURY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (T 63.103/2:) (MICROFICHE: 

























REPRINTED FROM THE FRBNY QUARTERLY REVIEW 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK 
DSCP MY-JE 1994--
TRBATIES AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL ACTS SERIES 
0083-0186 17474 ? 
WASHINGTON DC 
Nl501,1946--
U.S. DEPT OF STATE 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS LOOSE ISSUES UNTIL 
BOUND CUMULATION IS RECEIVED (S 9.10:) 
TRUST 
0000-0000 34809 Q 
PHILADELPHIA 
lNl, SUM 1998- -
PEW CHARITABLE TRUSTS 
DSCP LIBRARY KEEPS LAST 4 ISSUES 
(LOCATED IN GRANTS COLLECTION) 
TRUSTEE DIGEST 
0897-6945 27131 Q 
CHICAGO 
198?--
AMERICAN LIBRARY TRUSTEE ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 3N4/4N3 - 5N3/6-8N3/9 FALL 1987/SUM 





lNl, FALL 1995-4N4,SUM 1999 
SUPSERSEDES ALTA NEWSLETTER. CONT BY VOICE/ 
VOICE OF AMERICA'S LIBRARY TRUSTEES & ADVOCATES 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS FOR 5 YEARS 
UCMP LIBRARIES 
0000-0000 17469 Q 
COLLEGE PARK MD 
l,JN 1978--
CONT OF LIBRARY NEWS. UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND. 
LIBRARY 
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND. LIBRARY 
DSCP 1N2-- SE 1978-- (L) 
UN CHRONICLE 
0251-7329 16341 M/Q/M/Q 
NEW YORK 
12N4,AP 1975-33N2,1996 
CONT OF UN MONTHLY CHRONICLE. CONT BY UNITED 
NATIONS CHRONICLE 
UNITED NATIONS. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS FOR 15 YEARS 
ISSUE RECEIVED 33N2 1996) 
12N4-33 AP 1975-1996) 
UN MONTHLY CHRONICLE 
0041-5367 16342 llY 
NEW YORK 
l,MY 1964-12N3,MR 1975 
SUPERSEDES UNITED NATIONS REVIEW 




UNITED NATIONS. OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
DSCP l - 12N3 MY 1964-MR1975 (MICROFILM) 
UNABASHED LIBRARIAN 
0049-514X 07163 Q 
NEW YORK 
l,FALL 1971--
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
UNEMPLOYMENT IN STATES AND LOCAL AREAS. 
(MICRO FORM) 
0000-0000 21343 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19?? --
MONTHLY WITH 11 SUPPLEMENTS 
U.S. DEPT OF LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS 
DSCP APR 1984- -
2 . 41/9:) 
(MICROFICHE) 
UNESCO BULLETIN FOR LIBRARIES 
0041-5243 09673 BM 
PARIS 
l,AP 1947 - 32,DE 1978 
SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME VOLUMES 
(L 
CONT BY UNESCO JOURNAL OF INFORMATION SCIENCE, 
LIBRARIANSHIP AND ARCHIVES ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP 12-32 1958-1978 (L) 
UNESCO COURIER 
0041-5278 16344 llY 
PARIS 
7N3,JL 1954-37Nll,1984 
CONT OF COURIER (PARIS, FRANCE: 1948) 
CONT BY COURIER (PARIS, FRANCE: 1984) 
DSCP 12-37Nll 1959-NV 1984 (MICROFILM) 
UNESCO COURIER 














OF INFORMATION SCIENCE, 
AND ARCHIVES ADMINISTRATION 
12449 Q 
l,JA/MR 1979-5,1983 
CONT OF UNESCO BULLETIN 
ISSUED AS PART OF UNESCO 
PROGRAMME 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
DSCP 1-5 1979-1983 (L) 
UNION DAILY TIMES (UNION, S.C.) 
0000-0000 19844 D 
UNION SC 
1917--
CONT OF UNION TIMES (UNION, S.C.) 
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY 
DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 




CONT OF UN CHRONICLE 
Q 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 33-- 1996--) 
UNITED NATIONS REVIEW 
0503-4612 16351 M 
NEW YORK 
lNl,JL 1954-11N4,AP 1964 
CONT OF UNITED NATIONS BULLETIN 
CONT BY UN MONTHLY CHRONICLE 
UNITED NATIONS. OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
DSCP 1-11 1954-1964 (MICROFORM) 
UNITED STATES BANKER 
0148-8848 21637 BW/M 
COS COB CT 
88Nl9, SE 26,1977--
CONT OF UNITED STATES INVESTOR. ABSORBED BANKERS 
MAGAZINE 1997 MONTHLY, MR 1978-
DSCP 103Nll-- NV 1993-- (MICROFILM: 
103-- 1993--) 
U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS. CONSTRUCTION STATISTICS 
DIVISION. PERMIT AUTHORIZED CONSTRUCTION IN PERMIT-
ISSUING PLACES 
SEE PERMIT AUTHORIZED CONSTRUCTION IN PERMIT-
ISSUING PLACES. YEAR TO DATE 
U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS. COUNTY BUSINESS PATTERNS 
SEE COUNTY BUSINESS PATTERNS 
PAGE: 0192 
U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS PERMIT AUTHORIZED 
CONSTRUCTION IN SELECTED PERMIT-ISSUING PLACES: 
CURRENT MONTH 
SEE PERMIT AUTHORIZED CONSTRUCTION IN SELECTED 
PERMIT-ISSUING PLACES. CURRENT MONTH (SOUTH 
CAROLINA) 
UNITED STATES. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS. 
SEE DISTINCTIVE TITLES. SEE ALSO: CPI DETAILED 
REPORT; CONSUMER PRICE INDEX; MONTHLY LABOR 
REVIEW. 
U.S. CATHOLIC 
0041 - 7548 16352 M 
CHICAGO 
37,JA 1972--
CONT OF U.S. CATHOLIC AND JUBILEE 
CLARETIAN MISSIONARIES 
DSCP 49-- 1984-- (MICROFORM: 43--
1978--) 
U.S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION. PERSONNEL LITERATURE 
SEE PERSONNEL LITERATURE 
UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. 
SEE: JL. OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES; 
OFFICIAL CONGRESSIONAL DIRECTORY; JL. OF THE 
SENATE .... 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE DISPATCH 
1051-7693 26966 W/M 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,SE 1990--
SUPERSEDES DEPARTMENT OF STATE BULLETIN 
ISSUE FOR SE 3, 1990 INCLUDES TREATY ACTIONS FOR 
JA 1990-JL 1990 WHICH WERE ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED 
SEPARATELY IN: CURRENT TREATY ACTIONS 
BUREAU OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR 
BACKFILE (S 1.3/5:) (MICROFILM: 
1-- SE 1991) (PER) 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE INDEXES OF LIVING COSTS 
ABROAD, QUARTER ALLOWANCES, AND HARDSHIP 
DIFFERENTIALS 
1058-0018 29172 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1982- -
CONT OF U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE INDEXES OF 
LIVING COSTS ABROAD AND LIVING QUARTERS 
ALLOWANCES 















1987-JL 1989/JA 1990/JL 1990- - (Sl.76/4:) 
U.S. EXPORTS OF MERCHANDISE: COMPUTER FILE 
0000-0000 30703 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
SE,1989--
EACH ISSUE SUPERSEDES PREVIOUS ISSUE 
TITLE ON FLOPPY DISK READS: EXPORTS--FOR MONTHLY 
EXPORT DATA 
DSCP 1990-- (COMPACT DISK) (C 3.278/ 
3:) [LIBRARY KEEPS MONTHLY ISSUES UNTIL 
ANNUAL SUMMARY IS RECEIVED] 
U.S. FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION. RECORD 
SEE RECORD. FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
U.S. FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD. JOURNAL 
SEE FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD JOURNAL 
U.S. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. FDA CONSUMBR 
SEE FDA CONSUMER 
U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE. GAO DOCUMENTS 
SEE GAO DOCUMENTS 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS MONTHLY 
CATALOG 
0041-767X 17484 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
N541,JA 1940-N671,DE 1950 
CONT OF MONTHLY CATALOG, UNITED STATES PUBLIC 
DOCUMENTS CONT BY MONTHLY CATALOG OF UNITED 
STATES GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS 
U.S . SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS 
DSCP N541 - 671 JA 1940-DE 1950 
(INDEX G R015.73) (MICROFORM:1940/ 
1947-1952; MICROFORM INDEX 1941-1950) 
U.S. HOUSING MARKET CONDITIONS 
0000-0000 32360 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
u .s . DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT, 
OFFICE OF POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH 
DSCP 1ST QUARTER 1994--
U.S. IMPORTS OF MERCHANDISE: COMPUTER FILE 
0000-0000 30704 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
19??--
EACH ISSUE SUPERSEDES PREVIOUS ISSUE 
TITLE ON FLOPPY DISK READS: IMPORTS--FOR MONTHLY 
IMPORT DATA 
PAGE: 0193 
DSCP 1990- - (COMPACT DISK) (C 3.2781/ 
2:) [LIBRARY KEEPS MONTHLY ISSUES 
UNTIL ANNUAL SUMMARY IS RECEIVED] 
U.S. LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. MONTHLY CHECKLIST OF 
STATE PUBLICATIONS 
SEE MONTHLY CHECKLIST OF STATE PUBLICATIONS 
U.S. NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS. JOURNAL OF 
RESEARCH 
SEE JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU 
OF STANDARDS 
U.S. NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE. NTI 
SEARCH 
SEE PUBLISHED SEARCHES. MASTER CATALOG 
U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT 
0041-5537 08820 W 
WASHINGTON DC 
24Nl2,MR 19 1948--
CONT OF UNITED STATES NEWS-WORLD REPORT 
DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ FOUR YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 34 - - 1953--) 
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION. ISSUANCES 
SEE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ISSUANCES 
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION LOCAL PUBLIC 
DOCUMENT ROOM BRANCH. LPDR UPDATE 
0000-0000 18776 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
lNl,SPRING 1983 --
DSCP 1N2- - SUMMER 1983--
U.S. OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT. PERSONNEL 
LITERATURE 
SEE PERSONNEL LITERATURE 
U.S. POSTAL SERVICE. MEMO TO MAILERS 
SEE MEMO TO MAILERS 
UNITED STATES STATUTORY INVENTION REGISTRATION 
0000 - 0000 21335 U 
WOODBRIDGE CT 
19??--
u.s. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
DSCP 1985 - - (MICROFILM) 
U.S. SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS. SUBJECT 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
SEE SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHY 
ON:IVERSITY OF MICHIGAN BUSINESS RB'VIBW 
0000-0000 15200 M/BM 
ANN ARBOR MI 
26N5,SE 1974--
CONT OF MICHIGAN BUSINESS REVIEW 
UNIV. OF MICHIGAN. GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP 26N5-31 SE 1974-1979 {MICROFILM) 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA GOVERNMENTAL RB'VIBW 
0042-0050 16361 Q 
COLUMBIA SC 
l,FE 1959-20Nl,SPRING 1978 
CONT BY PUBLIC AFFAIRS BULLETIN 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA. BUREAU OF PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION 
DSCP l-20Nl 1959-1978 (UN35G 3 .G58) 
UPDATE. NEWS AND VIEWS ON OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND 
SYSTEMS 
0000-0000 20899 SM 
HACKENSACK NJ 
19??-33Nl2,DE1997 
CONT BY BUSINESS CONSUMERS ADVISOR 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS 5 YEARS {F 651. 2) 
UPTOWN 
0000-0000 17698 l0Y 
COLUMBIA SC 
1975--
"SPEAKING UP FOR THE CITIES AND TOWNS OF SOUTH 
CAROLINA" 
MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
DSCP JN 1980-- {S.C.) 




DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
USA TODAY (MAGAZINE) 
NEWSPAPER 
D 
0161-7389 07166 M 
NEW YORK 
107(N2398) ,JL 1978--
CONT OF INTELLECT 
SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF EDUCATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE {MICROFILM: 107-- 1978--) 
PAGE: 0194 





CALLED ALSO VOL.III. UPDATED BY USP DI UPDATE 
VOLS FOR 1989- REPRODUCE: APPROVED DRUG 
PRODUCTS WITH THERAPEUTIC EQUIVALENCE 
EVALUATIONS, 8TH ED. , INCORPORATING 
SUPPLEMENTS. HAS SPECICAL STATE SUPPLEMENTS FOR 
EACH STATE WITH THE TITLE: SELECTED STATE LAWS 
PERTAINING TO THE PRACTICE OF PHARMACY IN ... 
UNITED STATES PHARMACOPEIAL CONVENTION 
DSCP 1989-- (R 615.1 
UTNE READER 
8750-0256 26179 M/BM 
MINNEAPOLIS MN 
lNl,FE 1984--
PRECEDED BY A "PROTOTYPE" ISSUE DATED 1983 
ISSUES FOR MY/JN1989- LACK VOLUME NUMBERS; 












CONT OF DRESS & VANITY FAIR 
ABSORBED BY VOGUE, MR 1946; RESUMED PUBLICATION 





8750-9628 21304 BM 
SPRINGHOUSE PA 
7N3,1985-14N5,1992 
CONT OF VAX RSTS PROFESSIONAL 
CONT BY DIGITAL SYSTEMS JOURNAL 
DSCP 9N6-14N5 DE 1987-SE/OC 1992 
VERTICAL FILB INDEX 
0042-4439 17695 M 
NEW YORK 
24,1955--
"A SUBJECT AND TITLE INDEX TO SELECTED PAMPHLET 
MATERIALS" CONT OF VERTICAL FILE SERVICE CATALOG 
DSCP 25-60 1956-1991 
VIDEO LIBRARIAN 















DSCP CURRENT YEAR/+ 4 YEAR BACKFILE (L) 
VIDEO MAGAZINE 
1044-7288 30742 M 
NEW YORK 
11N6,SE 1987-22N8,DE1998 
CONT OF VIDEO. MERGED WITH STEREO REVIEW TO 
FORM: STEREO REVIEW'S SOUND & VISION 
DSCP 12N8 - 15N6/15N8-22N7 NV 1988-SE1991/ 







DSCP 13-- 1992 - - (MICROFILM) 
VINTAGE 
0000 - 0000 16463 BM 
COLUMBIA SC 
4N3,1970 --
CONT OF NEWSLETTER. SOUTH CAROLINA INTERAGENCY 
COUNCIL ON AGING 
SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION ON AGING 
DSCP 4N3 - - 1970-- (AG475 3 .V45) 
VITAL ISSUES 
0042-739X 17692 l0Y 
WASHINGTON CT 
1955--
CONT OF FUTURE VOTERS 
CENTER FOR INFORMATION ON AMERICA 
DSCP 21-32 1971-1983 (MICROFILM) 
VITAL SPEECHES OF THE DAY 
0042-742X 16382 BW/SM 
SOUTHOLD NY 
l,OC 8,1934- -
Vl-25, OC 8,1934-OC 1,1959. 1 V 
DSCP CURRENT/+ FOURTEEN YEAR BACKFILE 
(MICROFORM: 1-- 1934--) 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION JOURNAL 
0884-8009 19924 M/8Y 
ARLINGTON VA 
60N5,1985-71N5,MY1996 
CONT OF VOCED. CONT BY TECHNIQUES 
NV/DE AND JA/FE COMBINED 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 60NS-71N51985-MY 
PAGE: 0195 
1996) 
VOCED: JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN VOCATIONAL 
ASSOCIATION 
0164 - 9175 17691 l0Y 
ARLINGTON VA 
53N6,SE 1978-60N4,MY 1985 
SOME ISSUES COMBINED 
CONT OF AMERICAN VOCATIONAL JOURNAL 
CONT BY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION JOURNAL 
AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 53N6-60N4 SE 1978-MY 1985 
(MICROFILM) 
VOGUE 
0042 - 8000 16383 M 
NEW YORK 
1,DE 17,1892 - -
FREQ VARIES 
ABSORBED VANITY FAIR, 1936 
CONT IN PART BY VANITY FAIR, 1983 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFILM: 120-- 1952--) 
VOICE/ VOICE OF AMERICA'S LIBRARY TRUSTEES & 
ADVOCATES 
0000 - 0000 35101 Q 
CHICAGO 
lNl, WIN 2000--
CONT OF TRUSTEE VOICE 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS FOR 5 YEARS (L PER) 
VOICE OF YOUTH ADVOCATES: VOYA 
0160-4201 17689 BM 
METUCHEN NJ 
1,AP 1978--
DSCP 3-- 1980-- (L) 
WALL STREET JOURNAL. EASTERN EDITION 
0099-9660 08821 SW 
ORLANDO FL 
1,1889--
DSCP CURRENT 24 MONTHS 
WASHINGTON MONTHLY 
0043 - 0633 16385 M/llY 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,FE 1969- -
DSCP 7 -- 1975-- (MICROFORM: 5- - 1973--) 
WASHINGTON NEWSLETTER 
SEE ALA WASHINGTON NEWSLETTER 
WASHINGTON POST BOOK WORLD. 
SEE: BOOK WORLD. 
WASHINGTON POST (WASHINGTON, DC: 1974) 
0190-8286 18586 D 
WASHINGTON DC 
97N27,JA 1 1974--
CONT OF WASHINGTON POST, TIMES HERALD. 
DSCP CURRENT 12 MONTHS 
WASTE AGE: AUTHORITATIVE VOICE OF WASTE SYSTEMS 
AND TECHNOLOGY 




HAS "SUPPLEMENTARY PUBL", 1987-: WASTE-TO-ENERGY 
RECYCLING ANNUAL. WITH 1996, THE NV ISSUE 
CONTAINS THE BUYER'S GUIDE FOR THE FOLLOWING 
YEAR. ABSORBED WORLD WASTES 1999 
NATIONAL SOLID WASTES MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
DSCP 31Nl-- JA 2000--
WATER ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT 
0273-2238 08219 13Y 
DES PLAINES IL 
128,1981 --
FORMED BY THE UNION OF WATER & SEWAGE WORKS, AND 
WATER WASTES ENGINEERING 
DSCP 128-137 1981-1990 (MICROFILM) 
WATER ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH 
1061-4303 30166 BM 
ALEXANDRIA VA 
64Nl,JA/FE 1992--
CONT OF RESEARCH JOURNAL OF THE WATER POLLUTION 
CONTROL FEDERATION BIOMONTHLY WITH ADDITIONAL 
ISSUE IN JUNE 
DSCP 64-- 1992-- (MICROFILM) 
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FEDERATION. JOURNAL (ALSO 
YEARBOOK AND DIRECTORY) 
SEE JOURNAL - WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FEDERATION 
WATER & POLLUTION CONTROL JOURNAL 




CONT OF OUT OF THE SPIGOT 
WATER AND POLLUTION CONTROL ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH 
CAROLINA 
DSCP l-19N2 1973-1992 (S .C.) 
PAGE: 0196 
WATER AND POWER BRA 
0277-1942 17686 Q 
DENVER 
66Nl,WINTER 1981 
CONT OF AND CONT BY RECLAMATION ERA 
U.S. DEPT OF INTERIOR. WATER AND POWER RESOURCES 
SERVICE 
DSCP 66Nl WINTER 1981 (I 27 .5:) 
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT BULLETIN 
0000-0000 17471 ? 
WASHINGTON DC 
1979-MR 1980 
CONT OF 208 BULLETIN 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. WATER 
PLANNING DIVISION 
DSCP 1979 - MR 1980 (EP 1. 71:) 
WATER & SBWAGB WORKS 
0043-1125 03349 M 
PONTIAC IL 
93,1946-127,1980 
INCLUDES UNNUMBERED ANNUAL REFERENCE ISSUE 
CONT OF WATER WORKS AND SEWAGE 
CONT IN PART BY INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
MERGED WITH WATER & WASTES ENGINEERING, TO FORM 
WATER ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 105-114/116-127 
(MICROFORM) 
WATER & WASTES ENGINEERING 
1956-1980 
0043-115X 03350 M 
NEW YORK 
3,1966 - 17,1980 
CONT OF WATER WORKS AND WASTES ENGINEERING 
ABSORBED WATER WASTES ENGINEERING/INDUSTRIAL 
MERGED WITH WATER & SEWAGE WORKS, TO FORM WATER 
ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT 
DSCP 3-17 1966-1980 (MICROFILM) 




FORMED BY MERGER OF WATER WORKS ENGINEERING AND 
WASTES ENGINEERING CONT BY WATER AND WASTES 
ENGINEERING 




Nl,JA 1971-89,SE 1977 















SOUTH CAROLINA DEPT. OF YOUTH SERVICES 
DSCP JA 1971-MY 1972 (J9885 3.W32);JL 
1972-OC 1974 (Y885 3.W32) 




COMMISSION ON THE BICENTENNIEL OF THE UNITED 
STATES CONSITUTION 
DSCP 1Nl/2N4~7/4N5/5N2-3,5/6-7N2 
NV1985/SE-DE 1986/OC 1988/MY-JL 1989/NV 
1989-SPR 1991 (Y3.B47.2:15/) 
WBATHERWISE 
0043-1672 16389 BM 
WASHINGTON DC 
l,FE 1948--
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 21-- 1968--) 
WEEKLY BROILER REPORT 
0000-0000 18260 W 
COLUMBIA SC 
19??--
SOUTH CAROLINA. CROP AND LIVESTOCK REPORTING 
SERVICE 
DSCP OC 1975-FE 1977 (S.C.) 
WEEKLY COMPILATION OF PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS 
0511-4187 18371 W 
WASHINGTON 
lNl,AU 2,1965--
U.S. OFFICE OF THE FEDERAL REGISTER 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT YEAR/+ 1 
YEAR BACKFILE UNTIL SUPERSEDED BY BOUND 
PRESIDENTAL PAPERS (AE 2.109:) 
(MICROFORM: 1-- 1965--) 
WEEKLY REGISTER, CONTAINING POLITICAL, HISTORICAL, 
... AND BIOGRAPHICAL DOCUMENTS, ESSAYS AND FACTS ... 
0000-0000 17345 W 
BALTIMORE 
l,SE 7,1811-6,AU 27,1814 
SUPPLEMENTS ACCOMPANY SOME VOLUMES 
CONT BY NILES' WEEKLY REGISTER 
DSCP 1-6 1811-1814 (MICROFORM) 
WEEKLY WEATHER AND CROP BULLETIN 
0043-1974 17678 W 
WASHINGTON DC 
1924--
ABSORBED SNOW AND ICE BULLETIN 
U.S. NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE 
PAGE: 0197 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+ 4 YEAR 
BACKFILE (C 55. 209:) 
WEEKLY WEATHER AND CROP BULLETIN 
0000-0000 18262 W 
COLUMBIA SC 
19??--





0043-227X 03352 M 
CHICAGO 
1,1916-59,1974 
ABSORBED ACETYLENE JOURNAL, 1931 
ABSORBED BY WELDING DESIGN & FABRICATION 





CONT OF AMERICAN WELDING 
AMERICAN WELDING SOCIETY 
DSCP 37-69 1958-1990 




CONT BY FIELD AND STREAM 
DSCP l-2N7 1896-1897 







0043-4078 17603 Q 
SALT LAKE CITY 
l,MR 1948-45N4,DE1992 
INCLUDES SUPPLEMENTS 
WESTERN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION, PACIFIC 
NORTHWEST POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION, 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ASSOCIATION CONT BY POLITICAL RESEARCH QUARTERLY 
DSCP 10-45 1957-1992 (MICROFILM) 
WHAT TO BUY FOR BUSINESS 
0886-6163 25430 M/l0Y 
FT COLLINS CO 
1981-1995 
SUSPENDED 1982-1985. CONT BY BETTER BUYS FOR 
BUSINESS 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+4 YEAR BACKFILE 
WHICH? 
0043-4841 16441 M 
LONDON 
oc 1957 --
ISSUES FOR OC 1957-AP 1959 ALSO CALLED Nl-7 
CONSUMERS' ASSOCIATION 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+4 YEAR BACKFILE 
WHOLESALE PRICES AND PRICE INDEXES 
0498-7667 17602 M 
WASHINGTON DC 
1956-1978 
CONT OF PRICES AND PRICE RELATIVES FOR 
INDIVIDUAL COMMODITIES CONT BY PRODUCER PRICES 
AND PRICE INDEXES 
U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS 
DSCP 1972N9,ll-12/1973-1977/1978Nl-2 SE 
1972/NV 1972-FE 1978 
WILDERNESS 




CONT OF LIVING WILDERNESS 
WILDERNESS SOCIETY 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR 
BACKFILE (MICROFORM: 46N158-59N211 
FALL 1982-WIN 1996) 
WILDLIFE MONOGRAPHS 
0084-0173 07947 I 
WASHINGTON DC 
Nl,MR 1958--
A SUPPLEMENT TO THE JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE 
MANAGEMENT 
WILDLIFE SOCIETY 
DSCP N37-80 1974-1981 
WILDLIFE RBVIBW 
0043-5511 07948 I/Q/BM 
FORT COLLINS CO 
Nl,SE 1935-N251,1995 
N31 REPEATED; N32 OMITTED 
US. DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR. FISH AND WILDLIFE 
SERVICE 
DSCP LIBRARY RETAINS CURRENT/+14 YEAR BACKFILE 
WILDLIFE SOCIETY BULLETIN 
0091-7648 09605 Q 
WASHINGTON DC 
1,SPRING 1973--
SUPERSEDES THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY NEWS 
DSCP 2 - 9 1974-1981 
WILSON BULLETIN 
0733-5105 15662 I/l0Y 
NEW YORK 
1,1914-13N10,1939 
CONT BY WILSON LIBRARY BULLETIN 
1930-1939 KNOWN AS WILSON BULLETIN FOR 
LIBRARIANS (V.5-13) 
DSCP 4-10/13Nl-10 1929-1939 (L) 
WILSON LIBRARY BULLETIN 
0043-5651 05347 l0Y 
NEW YORK 
14Nl,SE 1939-69N10,JN1995 
ISSUED SE 1943-JN 1957 IN TWO SECTIONS 
PAGE: 0198 
CONT OF WILSON BULLETIN. VOLS FOR 1989- HAVE 
SUPPLEMENT: BOOKTALKER 
DSCP 14-69N10 SE 1939-JE 1995 (L) 
WINDOWS MAGAZINE 




CONT OF WINDOWS AND OS/2 MAGAZINE. HAS 2 SPECIAL 
OR BONUS ISSUES A YEAR SUM 1993 CALLED WINDOWS 
UPGRADES AND DESIGNATED Vl, NO. ISSUES FOR FE 
1992-JN 1992 CALLED ALSO V3, Nl - V3, NS. CEASED 
PRINT EDITION, ONLINE AVAILABLE ONLY, AU 1999?--
DSCP 10N2-10N8 FE 1999-AU 1999 
WINDOWS NT MAGAZINE 
1083-138X 35043 M 
LOVELAND CO 
SE 1995--
ALSO AVAILABLE WWW.WINNTMAG.COM - COMPLEMENTED 
BY: WINDOWS NT MAGAZINE UPDATE 
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